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1

Ordinary Human Interests

Th ere is really no better reason for outsiders to regard Klansfolk as strange, other- 

worldly creatures— incapable of ordinary human interests, including clambakes— than 

there is for Klansfolk to think that way about outsiders.

C h a r l e s  M e r z ,  The Independent, February 12, 1927

On October 28, 1947, in front of a crowd of spectators that included Hum-

phrey  Bogart, Lauren Bacall, and Danny Kaye, the House Un- American 

Activities Committee questioned three screenwriters— Dalton Trumbo, Al-

vah Bessie, and Albert Maltz— about alleged Communist affi  liations. While 

Trumbo was denied the opportunity to read a prepared statement, Maltz de-

livered an excoriating speech that the New York Times called “one of the most 

denunciatory ever uttered in the presence of the committee.” A novelist and 

Oscar- nominated screenwriter of Pride of the Marines, as well as uncredited 

contributor to Casablanca, he sparred repeatedly with committee chair J. Par-

nell Th omas over his testimony. Maltz’s greatest ire, however, was reserved for 

committee member John E. Rankin, the Democrat from Mississippi who had 

purportedly defended the Ku Klux Klan as “an American institution.”

“If it requires acceptance of the ideas of this committee to remain immune 

from the brand of un- Americanism,” Maltz asked, “then who is ultimately 

safe from this committee except members of the Ku Klux Klan?” Like his 

fellow witnesses, the writer was cited for contempt by the committee. Maltz 

would be blacklisted as part of the “Hollywood Ten” and would not receive 

another screen credit until 1970. Nonetheless, he declared he would “not be 

dictated to or intimidated by men to whom the Ku Klux Klan, as a matter of 

committee record, is an acceptable American institution.”

Maltz had likely discussed this piece of political theater with the so- called 

Dean of the Hollywood Ten, John Howard Lawson, who had been cited 

by the committee the day before as the fi rst of the “unfriendly” witnesses. 

J. Parnell Th omas had refused to allow the screenwriter to read a prepared 

statement that accused Th omas of being “a petty politician” serving forces 

“trying to introduce fascism.” Lawson had then answered questions about 
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his  Communist Party membership with the accusation that the committee 

was “using the old technique used by Hitler in Germany . . . [to] invade the 

rights of Americans whether they be Protestants, Catholics, Jews, Democrats, 

Republicans, or anything else.” Th e writer was ultimately escorted from the 

witness stand by six Capitol policemen.

Twenty- two years earlier, Lawson had off ered a similar argument about 

the threat of repressive forces in a play that the Chicago Tribune described as 

“wild and weird beyond the dreams of the most visionary of the radicals.” It 

was also a play that off ered a very diff erent theatrical take on the Klan from 

that of Maltz’s statement. Lawson’s experimental 1925 “jazz symphony of 

modern life,” Processional, depicted the Ku Klux Klan deeply embedded in 

the fi rmament of contemporary society— as an American institution. Indeed, 

the play’s third act climaxed with what one theatergoer called “the Ballet 

of the Ku Klux Klan.”

Nor was Lawson the only one to present audiences of the 1920s with the 

spectacle of dancing Klan members. Th e touring stage production Th e Awak-

ening drew audiences with a garish amalgam of mawkish melodrama (lift -

ing the plot from Th e Birth of a Nation) and cabaret showgirls. One musical 

number in the show, “Daddy Swiped Our Last Clean Sheet and Joined the Ku 

Klux Klan,” was a particular hit. Copies of the song could be purchased as 

sheet music, a piano roll, or a phonograph record. Cultural consumers in the 

1920s could not only see the Klan on stage and hear about the organization 

in popular song, but also listen to the Klan on radio. Th ey could read about 

the organization’s exploits in newspapers— or buy the organization’s own pe-

riodicals. Th ey could watch the group battle it out on the baseball fi eld. Th ey 

could thrill to the adventures of the Klan in novels and on movie screens. 

Th e Awakening was seen by more than ten times as many people as bought 

F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Th e Great Gatsby in the 1920s. Yet these Klannish cultural 

artifacts have been all but forgotten, along with their signifi cance.

As the standard narrative goes, the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan were 

“reborn” on November 25, 1915, with a cross burning at Stone Mountain, 

Georgia. Th e architect and “Imperial Wizard” of this revival was William Jo-

seph Simmons, a former circuit- riding preacher and professional fraternal 

organizer. Combining elements of the original Reconstruction- era Klan with 

romanticized ideas lift ed from the box- offi  ce smash of the year, Th e Birth of 

a Nation, Simmons hoped to create the ultimate Southern fraternal organiza-

tion. Th e lynching of local Jewish businessman Leo Frank for the murder of 

employee Mary Phagan, and the ensuing calls for a revived Klan to enforce a 

new “home rule,” provided impetus for the Imperial Wizard’s eff orts.
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Th is second Ku Klux Klan initially met with limited success, garner-

ing approximately two thousand members— predominantly in Georgia and 

 Alabama— in its fi rst fi ve years. In June 1920, hoping to strengthen interest in 

the organization, Simmons hired Edward Young Clarke and Elizabeth  Tyler 

of the Southern Publicity Association. In consultation with the Imperial 

Wizard, Clarke and Tyler created the Kleagle system, whereby professional 

recruiters (Kleagles) would collect a portion of the membership dues from 

every new inductee into the second Klan. Targeting infl uential locals, Prot-

estant ministers, and members of fraternal organizations like the Masons, 

these Kleagles identifi ed issues of concern in a community and promoted 

the Klan as a solution to those problems. While white supremacy remained 

a cornerstone of the organization’s philosophy, the Klan widened its appeal 

by incorporating popular anti- Catholic and anti- Semitic sentiments sparked 

by immigration from southern and eastern Europe. Kleagles sold the organi-

zation as a staunch supporter of Prohibition laws and an enforcer of public 

morality.

Th e self- proclaimed “Invisible Empire” began to expand rapidly, accom-

panied by a series of violent incidents involving masked Klansmen. Th e orga-

nization’s growing popularity, though, seemed limited to the South. Th e Sep-

tember 1921 New York World “exposé” of the Klan changed that completely. 

Th e series sparked a congressional investigation, earned the World a Pulitzer 

Prize, and is remembered as one of the most celebrated pieces of American 

twentieth- century journalism. It also rocketed the Ku Klux Klan to national 

prominence.

For three weeks, the Klan dominated the front page of a major New 

York daily and affi  liates around the country. With the help of disillusioned 

ex- Kleagle Henry P. Fry, the newspaper concentrated on revealing as many 

of the organization’s secrets as possible: listing violent crimes attributed to 

Klansmen; naming more than two hundred Kleagles nationwide; reprinting 

Klan advertisements, recruiting letters, and a questionnaire to determine the 

eligibility of prospective members; and divulging the contents of the Klan’s 

“Kloran,” or book of ceremonies, including the organization’s oaths and ritu-

als, the meaning of their titles and code words, and even a diagram of their 

secret handshake. Th ese revelations were accompanied by sensationalistic de-

nunciations of the “grotesque” organization.

By the end of the series on September 26, the World was convinced that it 

had “given Kluxism a death blow.” By hounding them for statements on the 

story, the paper had forced the majority of New York’s offi  cials into publicly 

declaring their opposition to the Klan. Little more than two weeks aft er the 
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World’s exposé concluded, a congressional investigation into the Klan was 

called to order. Th e newspaper’s assertion that the series had been read “by 

United States offi  cials . . . from the White House down” may or may not have 

been the case. Whatever President Warren G. Harding’s reading material, the 

World was lauded at the congressional hearings for “bringing the facts to the 

attention of the public.” Reporter Rowland Th omas and ex- Klansman Fry of-

fered damaging anti- Klan testimony.

Far from a death blow, though, the appearance of the Klan in the New 

York World and its affi  liates meant that word of the organization’s rebirth 

was transmitted nationally far more eff ectively than Klan members would 

ever have been able to achieve themselves. Even as the newspaper coverage 

sparked a wave of condemnation, it also saw the beginning of a surge of sup-

port for the Invisible Empire. Some readers allegedly even attempted to join 

the reborn Klan using blank application forms that the World had reprinted. 

Historian David Chalmers estimated that the “priceless publicity” supplied by 

the World increased Klan membership by a million or more. Moreover, the 

fi erce opposition of a liberal New York newspaper lent credibility to the orga-

nization, endearing the Invisible Empire to readers who had a natural antipa-

thy to publications like the World. Th e exposé series was not solely respon-

sible for the rise in membership that followed, but contemporary observers 

certainly believed the World played a key part in the process. Leaders of the 

Klan crowed that the “vicious advertisement” of the newspaper had been “so 

materially misjudged” that they “had made us instead of breaking us.”

By the end of 1921, the Invisible Empire had transcended its sectional 

origins to become a truly national phenomenon, from Portland, Oregon, to 

Portland, Maine, and all points between. With considerable strength in the 

Midwest, Indiana became the organization’s new stronghold. Although vio-

lent attacks continued— most notoriously in the August 1922 “disappearance” 

of two white men in Mer Rouge, Louisiana, aft er a whipping by Klansmen— 

they became increasingly sporadic. Members of the Invisible Empire increas-

ingly insisted the Klan was not an “anti” organization. It was, they said, sim-

ply a law- abiding and law- enforcing union of white, native- born, patriotic 

Protestants.

In November 1922, purportedly concerned by Simmons’s growing drink-

ing problem and generally immodest behavior, a group of high- ranking 

Klansmen convinced the Imperial Wizard to relinquish his position. Hiram 

Evans, a dentist from Dallas and leader of the Klan there, became the new 

offi  cial head of the organization. Simmons, belatedly realizing his mistake 

and claiming to still hold the copyright on the organization’s offi  cial doctrine, 

began a lengthy fi ght to try to reclaim control. Aft er more than a year of 
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 factional battles that engendered considerable ill feeling, Simmons fi nally 

settled his lawsuit against Evans and the Klan in February 1924.

Th roughout this struggle, enrollment in the Klan continued to rise 

steeply. New members heavily outweighed the number of ex- Klansmen em-

bittered by the fi ght for control of the organization. Th e creation of a number 

of partner auxiliaries, including the Women of the Klan and the Junior Klan, 

extended the reach of the Invisible Empire. Kleagles continued to exploit the 

organization’s diverse appeal to encompass anti- Catholic campaigns against 

parochial schooling, populist anger at political corruption, and a wide range 

of moralistic concerns.

Aft er the 1924 election, however, the Klan began to wane in power. Th e 

election of Calvin Coolidge and, perhaps more signifi cantly, the passage of 

the Johnson- Reed Act restricting immigration seemingly eased the concerns 

of many Americans. Although membership in each branch of the Invisible 

Empire fell at a diff erent pace and for diff erent reasons, it was clear by late 

1924 that the Klan as a whole was in decline. Th is process was hastened by 

the arrest in April 1925 of David Curtis Stephenson, ex- Grand Dragon of In-

diana and one of the key actors in the rise of the Klan in the North, for the 

rape and murder of Madge Oberholtzer. Although Stephenson had techni-

cally been exiled from the Invisible Empire the year before, he had retained 

eff ective power over the Klans of Indiana, and his arrest dealt considerable 

damage to the organization’s image.

While estimates vary, it seems likely that national membership in the Ku 

Klux Klan peaked in late 1924 and early 1925 at over four million Knights. In 

1927, membership had dropped to little more than half a million, and by 1928 

“no more than several hundred thousand” were thought to still belong to the 

organization. While the presidential candidacy of the Catholic ex- governor 

of New York, Al Smith, did breathe some life back into the Klan in late 1928, 

the election did little more than temporarily suspend the organization’s rapid 

collapse. By the end of the decade, the Invisible Empire had all but disap-

peared from public view.

For many years, academic consideration of the short but storied life span 

of the second Ku Klux Klan was directed by those who preferred to see the 

organization as the product of uneducated and unsophisticated Americans, 

most likely hoodwinked into membership by greedy hucksters. Since the 

1990s, though, scholars of the Klan have made great strides in overcoming 

what Kathleen Blee called the assumption of marginality. An eff ective con-

sensus has formed around the conception of the Klan as an important partici-

pant in the civic discourse of the 1920s. Recent work has sought to recognize 

both the Klan’s deep roots in the white Protestant norms of the period and the 
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controversy that surrounded the organization, reevaluating the Invisible Em-

pire within the context of other American social and fraternal organizations.

Yet the Klan has remained largely, and problematically, absent from con-

siderations of the cultural 1920s. As Lawrence Grossberg notes, “We cannot 

live social reality outside of the cultural forms through which we make sense 

of it.” If we do not integrate the cultural products by and about the Klan into 

wider narratives of the 1920s, we fail to appreciate both how the Invisible 

Empire made sense of the postwar cultural moment of emergent pluralism 

and how that same popular culture made sense of the Klan— and how that 

understanding infl uenced the lived social reality of the period. When we ex-

amine the Klan’s cultural “ephemera” of the period, we see that the current 

consensus narrative of the rise and fall of the Ku Klux Klan remains some-

what insuffi  cient.

Exacerbating the issue is the fact that in the standard narrative of the 

second Klan, the issue of membership becomes prioritized. Th e question 

inherent in most studies of the Klan seems always to be how and why the 

membership of the group grew— whether it was a pyramid scheme, a clarion 

call to bigotry, a moment of postwar hysteria, a timely eff ort to capitalize 

on concerns over schooling and law enforcement. To a lesser extent, histori-

ans have debated the reasons for the organization’s precipitous decline, from 

 Stephenson’s arrest to cultural competition to infi ghting among the leader-

ship. Th e focus on debating this issue of organizational affi  liation and disaf-

fi liation, though, risks losing an appreciation of the Invisible Empire’s wider 

infl uence and signifi cance.

By concentrating on whether or not cultural actors in the 1930s and 1940s 

were Communist Party members, Michael Denning argued, historians had 

reached “a remarkably inadequate understanding of the depth and breadth” 

of the Popular Front. Scholars of the Klan in the 1920s face the same problem. 

Too oft en, the Ku Klux Klan’s cultural clout is sidelined or dismissed as a 

Klannish kultur detached from modern mass culture. In treating its infl u-

ence in this way, we risk misreading the Klan’s reach and the tensions present 

within American culture in the 1920s.

Th e postwar era saw the melding of a powerful social movement with 

the cultural apparatus of mass entertainment. As Denning points out, a core- 

periphery model of such an encounter— an interpretation that prioritizes the 

question of membership— is less than satisfactory. Th e politics and mecha-

nisms of affi  liation do not delimit the politics of culture. Th e Klan wielded 

broad cultural power that reached far beyond a paying membership. If we 

are to understand that power, the Invisible Empire must be understood not 
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only as a social and fraternal organization, but also as a deeply rooted cultural 

movement.

Th e modernist poet and Fascist sympathizer Ezra Pound declared that 

“any sort of understanding of civilization needs comprehension of incompat-

ibles.” Histories of the 1920s have oft en lacked that comprehension. As Rod-

erick Nash has repeatedly pointed out, we have constructed enduring screen 

memories of the 1920s that continue to obscure and obfuscate the complex 

realities of the period. Even as scholars have pointed us toward more nu-

anced interpretations of the interwar period, away from the reliance on the 

language of cultural war or the exaggerated rural- urban dichotomies that 

marred  earlier work, it is still diffi  cult to dispel popular images of the “Roar-

ing Twenties” and “Jazz Age.” Scholars from the 1940s onward have focused 

on the idea that one of the reasons for the Klan’s decline was competition 

from new cultural pursuits. Recent studies have continued to echo these ar-

guments. What is too oft en missing in this equation is an understanding that 

Klan members and supporters were having a good time in the 1920s too— an 

understanding that the histories of parties and of prejudice are not parallel 

but intersectional.

Th e central paradox in American history, Lawrence Levine has argued, 

is “a belief in progress coupled with a dread of change.” Th at duality, Levine 

noted, was central to the post– World War I era. Th e 1920s saw the clash of 

the “urge towards the inevitable future” with alienation from modernity. Th is 

tension, though, was “not merely present in the antithetical reactions of dif-

ferent groups but within the responses of the same groups and individuals.” 

Even as many Americans turned to the past in rhetoric and ideology, they 

met modernity in their actions and their lived reality.

Th e fetishization of affi  liation detracts from this understanding, priori-

tizing a Manichaean interpretation of the 1920s in which we draw a stark 

divide between those who were members of the Klan and those who were 

not. In this, scholars have echoed novelist Willa Cather, who declared that 

“the world broke in two in 1922 or thereabouts.” Th ereaft er, there were only 

“the forward- goers” and “the backward”— or members and nonmembers. In 

this interpretation, we elide the internal dualities both of the Klan itself and 

of the wider cultural 1920s. Instead, we see the tendency to draw an artifi -

cially absolute delineation between a modern age marked by Fitzgeraldian 

fantasies of uproarious fun and a conservative Victorianism embodied in the 

Klan— “a bulwark against modernism,” in the words of Kenneth T. Jackson.

We cannot simply divide the 1920s into modernism and Victorianism, 

into Prohibitionists and bootleggers, into bohemians and puritans. We cannot 
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understand the Jazz Age without recognizing that the pairing of  modernism 

with prejudice was not at all incompatible. And we cannot understand these 

cultural tensions unless we escape our fi xation on the question of member-

ship. Th e Ku Klux Klan is one of the most striking examples of the duality 

of the 1920s, both in the Klan’s ambivalent consumption of modern culture 

and in modern culture’s ambivalent consumption of the Klan. In recognizing 

that ambivalence, we recognize that Klan members both struggled against 

and participated in an emergent pluralist mass culture— a culture that they 

simultaneously resisted and helped to create.

Without a doubt, cultural endeavors and leisure time took on new impor-

tance in the 1920s. In many ways, American culture was “remade” in the post-

war era, forming the clearly identifi able base of our culture today. Spending 

on recreation in the United States increased by 300 percent over the course of 

the decade. Th e 1920s saw the emergence of a modern mass media, of best- 

seller lists and radio charts, tabloid journalism and jazz, fi lm stars and sports 

heroes. Sound recording revolutionized the consumption of music. With 

wireless broadcasting came free domestic mass entertainment. By the end of 

the decade, nearly a third of Americans owned a radio and a record player. 

Th ree- quarters of the country went to the movies at least once a week, their 

habit supplied by the emergent Hollywood studio system and the narrative 

feature fi lm. Poet Archibald MacLeish supposedly declared the 1920s to be 

“the greatest period of painting and music, literary and artistic innovation 

since the Renaissance.”

If we focus on the “great works” that MacLeish was championing, though, 

we obscure much of the cultural consumption of the time. Levine reminds 

us that it is important to diff erentiate between mass culture and popular 

culture— while much of what was popular was mass- produced by the end 

of the 1920s, not everything that was mass- produced was popular. At the 

same time, we must remember that not everything that was popular was 

particularly good or particularly memorable. Th e 1920s may have seen great 

 cultural innovation, but the decade also saw, as Joan Shelley Rubin notes, the 

 emergence and consolidation of an oft en forgettable middlebrow culture.

Th e popularity of “popular” art, as Russel Nye argues, oft en lies in a con-

sumer consensus, a common approval most easily won by refl ecting the expe-

rience of the majority. Great works, signifi cant cultural artifacts, tend to gain 

their power by anticipating a change in that consensus. Th ey provide an as-

pirational focus, formalizing, in critic Frederick Hoff man’s words, “the moral 

and social positions that we ultimately hope to assume ourselves.” As such, 

these new cultural forms tend to tell us more about where the nation is going 

than about where it is. Popular art provides a far more accurate  refl ection of 
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an era’s current values and ideas— not to provide a new experience, but to 

validate the existing one.

Th e “overall tendencies of the culture industries,” per Denning, is “to 

make what sold, to build on popular taste.” What sold in the 1920s, more oft en 

than not, was the Ku Klux Klan. Rather than a “bulwark against modernism,” 

it is more profi table to consider the men and women of the Invisible Empire 

as thoroughly modern Americans. An ambivalent combination of accommo-

dation and protest, they were immersed in the growing consumer culture 

of therapeutic self- fulfi llment and in the turn- of- the- century antimodernist 

impulse identifi ed by Jackson Lears. Ensuring the “bad” and forgettable are 

present in our conceptions of the cultural 1920s reminds us how tightly inter-

twined modernism, nativism, and a wider Anglo- Saxon Protestant chauvin-

ism were— and how deeply embedded in American cultural life the Ku Klux 

Klan was.

If we approach the Klan as movement rather than organization, we bet-

ter appreciate the cultural politics and aesthetic ideology of Klannishness. 

Th e Klan organization was, at its heart, a deeply local structure. Th e national 

Klan was a fractured and federalized aff air. Yet, across media, the forging of 

a shared self unifi ed a far- reaching national movement. Th e Klan appropri-

ated the melodies of popular songs, adopted the format of adventure novels 

and tabloid newspapers, anticipated the power of fi lm and radio, and was 

absorbed by the world of sports. Th e Klan movement was more than capable 

of both enjoying contemporary mass popular culture and turning it to its own 

ends. Hoosiers concerned by an impending invasion of papists, Georgians 

who feared an international rising ride of color, or Illinoisans who reviled a 

perceived breakdown in public morality— all could unite behind the image of 

the idealized Klan member that appeared around the country and across me-

dia. In the creation of a consumable cultural identity, citizens of the Invisible 

Empire bound themselves to an imagined cultural community.

In reexamining the Invisible Empire as cultural movement, we look be-

yond the Klan’s organizational rhetoric to consider the lived ideology of a 

wider Klannish community. Here, we see Klannish cultural practices as sig-

nifying practices, as the meaning given to cultural forms defi ned the social 

reality for the members of this movement. While the Ku Klux Klan as an 

organization may have positioned itself in opposition to “the modern,” mem-

bers and supporters of the Invisible Empire were very much both a part and 

a product of modern American society. Th e Klan was not competing with 

contemporary cultural consumption. Rather, this trend proved complemen-

tary to eff orts to consolidate and promote a Klannish cultural identity that lay 

largely within the mainstream of American life.
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Even as the Klan shored up its own group identity, that identity was also 

appropriated for wider popular entertainment. Scholars like Davarian Bald-

win, Erin Chapman, and W. Fitzhugh Brundage have noted that the 1920s saw 

a growing commodifi cation of black culture. While earlier representations of 

blackness in mass culture— particularly minstrelsy— had served to circum-

scribe and delimit black artistry and racial identity, the postwar period of-

fered the possibility of creating “black images and institutions” less  beholden 

to the “overwhelming force of white patriarchy.” Th e new mass culture cre-

ated openings for African Americans to “participate in the production, dis-

tribution, and purchase of their own popular representations.” Th ese carefully 

constructed “communities of consumption” promised an escape from the de-

grading marginalization of segregated cultural spaces.

A similar (albeit somewhat distorted) process was at work for the men 

and women of the Invisible Empire as they became both audience and cre-

ator, consumer and consumed. While the commodifi cation of black culture 

was initially driven by white appropriation, the initial commodifi cation of 

Klannish culture was driven by the Klan movement itself. Cultural produc-

tion was, whether consciously or unconsciously, an inherently propagandistic 

exercise by the Klan movement— a means of publicizing the organization and 

defi ning the Invisible Empire’s identity, both for the organizational member-

ship and for a broader public. Th e Klan consolidated and commodifi ed a 

consumable cultural identity that attempted to brand the organization as an 

appealing and positive force for white Protestant Americanism. Th at identity 

was then not only consumed but co- opted by the broader culture.

Th is was most evident in the popular use of cultural signifi ers like the 

hood and cross that had become a synecdoche of Klannish identity. Th rough 

the decade, such signifi ers were used to sell everything from newspaper 

exposés and tell- all memoirs to pulp novels and Tin Pan Alley tunes. Even 

products with little to no connection to the Klan were sold on the back of 

the Invisible Empire’s commercial draw. C. B. McDonald, in one memorable 

example, plastered New York with the promise “the KKK is coming”— only to 

later reveal that it was an advertisement for his vaudeville program, the Keith 

Komedy Karnival.

Whether the portrayals of the organization were positive or negative, 

this commercial exploitation of the Klan helped root the movement in mod-

ern culture. Ironically, just as the New York World series had inadvertently 

delivered “priceless publicity,” even condemnations of the Klan tended to 

 legitimize the group. Commercial and ideological concerns— inextricably 

intertwined in the development of the modern consumerist economy of 

the 1920s— served to neuter critical portrayals of the Klan. In appropriating 
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the Klan’s image for mass entertainments, that image— and, by extension, the 

organization— was sanitized and normalized for a popular audience. Critics 

of the Invisible Empire condemned the organization’s secrecy, even as books, 

fi lms, songs, and plays thrilled at the organization’s melodramatic masculin-

ity, and critics hailed the inclusion of “a dash of Ku Klux Klan to give it spice.” 

In doing so, popular entertainments propelled the imagined community of 

the Klannish cultural movement far beyond the paying membership of the 

organization.

Perhaps the most famous— and certainly the most infamous— cultural 

and social commentator of his day, H. L. Mencken declared that journalists 

leave behind “a series of long tested and solidly agreeable lies.” Th e same could 

be said regarding our collective memory of the Ku Klux Klan and the “Jazz 

Age.” In misreading and marginalizing the Klan’s cultural power, we limit 

our understanding not only of the Invisible Empire but of the wider cultural 

1920s. Rereading the Klan as cultural movement allows us to better compre-

hend the tension between the organization’s rhetoric and the lived ideology 

of its members, the highly visible nature of an Invisible Empire supposedly 

built on secrecy, and how an organization that was fundamentally fractured 

and federalized unifi ed around a common aesthetic and cultural identity.

Understanding the Klan as cultural movement provides us with a new 

lens to better appreciate the cultural tensions of the wider 1920s, and how 

those tensions expressed themselves, both between the “forward- goers” and 

the “backward” and within those groups. Th e wide reach of the cultural Klan, 

and particularly the commercial value of the Klan image, underscore how 

fl uid and porous the boundaries between those groups really were. Cultural 

Klannishness was not necessarily a dominant culture, and certainly did not 

represent the entirety of American culture. It did, however, leave its marks 

on the Klan itself and on the cultural institutions of the country. We better 

understand the 1920s when we look not just at the story of how Americans 

moved into the modern age, but also at what they brought with them as they 

did so— including the Ku Klux Klan.



2

White and White and Read All Over

Remember Americans, when you read your daily paper, ask yourself if you are reading 

facts or propaganda? And whose propaganda?

D a w n ,  February 3, 1923

Nowhere were the shift ing cultural tensions at the heart of the 1920s— and 

the power of the Invisible Empire— more evident than in the nation’s news-

papers. It is impossible to understand the cultural milieu of the postwar de-

cade without clear recognition of the symbiotic relationship between the Ku 

Klux Klan and the press. Th e Klan organization thrived on publicity. Without 

that publicity, the ability of the Klan movement to reach a large national au-

dience would have been stemmed signifi cantly. Th e widely held belief that 

coverage of the Invisible Empire could boost newspaper sales garnered the 

complicity of a wide cross section of the American press in this process and 

provides insight into the development of modern press culture. Yet that rela-

tionship has been little examined.

Benedict Anderson has compellingly described the importance of print 

culture, and particularly the press, in the creation of “imagined communi-

ties.” Within these vast unseen audiences, the average American can be confi -

dent of their place— their very averageness— purely through the act of shared 

cultural consumption. As Roland Marchand and Michele Hilmes have noted, 

this shared consumption allows for the mediation of common experiences, 

communalizing certain aspects of everyday life and excluding or marginal-

izing others. Th e newspaper culture of the 1920s may not have created a single 

community of discourse on the Ku Klux Klan, but the plurality of opinion 

left  the organization far from marginalized for millions of American readers.

Histories of the 1920s have largely constructed a reassuring myth in which 

the cherished American institution of the free press stood bravely against the 

aberrant foe of Klanism. George Jean Nathan declared in 1926 that “outside of 

the South . . . fully three- quarters of the more important newspapers of the 

Republic have been and are, either openly or in spirit, against the Grand and 
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Exalted Order of Ku Kluxers.” In 1939, journalist Silas Bent wrote that “in no 

public issue have the newspapers of this country exhibited sounder editorial 

sense than in regard to the Ku Klux Klan.” Th e press of the 1920s, according 

to Bent, had worked “eff ectively and boldly for the general good.” In this tell-

ing, the country’s journalists administered a sound “drubbing” to the Klan, 

discrediting and— crucially, for an organization priding itself on representing 

white Protestant American manhood— “emasculating” the group. Historian 

Clement Moseley argued that “the attack upon the secret society by the na-

tion’s journalists of the twenties was virtually unanimous.” No standard nar-

rative of the Klan’s rise and fall is complete without at least a mention of the 

New York World’s role in exposing the organization.

Yet Nathan’s statement is telling, and belies the generalizations off ered by 

Bent or Moseley. First, Nathan feels obligated to make a clear geographical 

distinction— “Southern” newspapers were not subject to this judgment. Sec-

ond, it is made clear that this applied only to the “more important” news-

papers. Leaving aside the question as to how to clearly defi ne a “more im-

portant” newspaper, Nathan clearly did not trust in his judgment applying 

to those newspapers judged less important. Th ird, Nathan is forced to admit 

that even among these “important” non- Southern newspapers, there was a 

defi nite distinction between those that openly opposed the Klan and those 

that did so only in spirit. How— if at all— was a newspaper that opposed the 

Klan only in spirit meant to convey that sentiment to readers?

H. L. Mencken, Nathan’s editorial partner on Smart Set and the Ameri-

can Mercury, off ered a somewhat more convincingly caustic assessment 

of American journalism. “What chiefl y distinguishes the daily press of the 

United States from the press of all other countries pretending to culture is 

not,” he argued, “its lack of truthfulness or even its lack of dignity and honor, 

for these defi ciencies are common to newspapers everywhere.” What marked 

the American press specifi cally was its “fear of ideas, its constant eff ort to 

evade the discussion of fundamentals by translating all issues into a few el-

emental fears.” Study of the nation’s newspapers in the 1920s certainly lends 

itself to this interpretation. Th e press could not stop talking about the Klan 

but rarely dared discuss the ideas that gave the movement its power and ap-

peal. When such considerations did make it into print, it was far more likely 

as an endorsement of those ideals than a condemnation.

In large part, the coverage aff orded the Klan was an outgrowth of changes 

in the newspaper industry in the developing modern consumerist society. In 

1920, roughly twenty- seven million Americans regularly read a daily news-

paper. By 1930, that number had increased to nearly forty million, or almost 

a third of the total population. Magazine readership increased even more 
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steeply in a period of “unprecedented growth” as cornerstones of Ameri-

can publishing like Time, Reader’s Digest, and the New Yorker were founded. 

 Sociologists Robert and Helen Lynd found in their study of “Middletown” 

that there was “no family . . . which did not take either a morning or evening 

paper or both.”

Yet even as the number of readers grew, the number of newspapers was 

in decline as the power of syndicate chains and wire services drove smaller 

competitors out of the marketplace. At the same time, the modern Ameri-

can tabloid was transforming the nature of that marketplace. Even with the 

decline in numbers, by the mid- 1920s, the United States was home to some 

two thousand daily newspapers and six thousand weeklies. More than four 

thousand periodicals were reaching around 108 million people. Competition 

for readers became ever fi ercer. Publications had to fi nd a way to stand out.

Th at search for a unique selling point meant, oft en, a move toward the tab-

loid model. Newspapers like the New York Daily News and Evening Graphic 

had an immediate and enduring impact on the style of the American press. 

Headlines heaped across the crowded newsstand increasingly vied to catch 

the eye, to shock or titillate or amuse. “Ballyhoo” journalism, oft en witty and 

sharp, sought to grab your attention in short bursts of scandal and melo-

drama. If you weren’t drawn to the writing, perhaps the photographs would 

seize your interest, as pictures had become the prime weapon in the arsenal 

of newspaper competition. Sex and death and everything in between, just as 

it happened— or even as it might have happened, as the Graphic pioneered its 

faked “composographs.”

Th e 1920s also saw shift s in press content. Led by publications like the New 

York Sun in the late nineteenth century, the defi nition of news had long since 

expanded to encompass anything that might fi t the “man bites dog” model. A 

survey of sixty- three leading newspapers between 1899 and 1923 shows that 

coverage of crime, for instance, increased 53 percent. Th e postwar period rep-

resented the consolidation and expansion of this trend as readers displayed 

a keen appetite for sensationalist news that took in everything from celebrity 

gossip to national tragedies and dramatic murder trials. Even as more and 

more newspapers fi lled their inside pages with recipes, “Bright Sayings from 

Children,” humor columns, and more, their headlines feasted on grand melo-

drama, soap operas of the front page. One of the most heavily covered stories 

of the decade was the 1927 trial of Ruth Snyder and her lover for the murder 

of Snyder’s husband. Th e relatively inconsequential but lurid murder case in 

Queens transfi xed the nation. Th e clamor over the Daily News photograph 

of Ruth Snyder’s execution, smuggled from the death chamber, solidifi ed the 

tabloid model. Th e execution of Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti the 
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same year barely registered in comparison. In this changing newspaper in-

dustry, reporters and editors soon found that coverage of the Klan fi t neatly 

into the sensationalistic new business model.

Th e almost inexhaustible public appetite for news of the Ku Klux Klan 

fi rst revealed itself in the New York World exposé series of September 1921. 

Th e organization had previously attracted little more than occasional com-

ment, largely from Southern or African American publications. Nonetheless, 

the newly appointed editor of the World, Herbert Bayard Swope, was con-

vinced that a major feature, “Th e Whole Truth” of the Klan, would be both a 

journalistic scoop and a massive draw for readers. Before the fi rst article was 

even printed, the World had promoted it for days in full- page advertisements 

and agreed on a syndication deal with seventeen other prominent dailies, for 

a total claimed circulation of almost two million.

Beginning September 6, 1921, the World relegated all other news to a sec-

ondary concern for almost three weeks as headlines touted the “Secrets of 

the Ku Klux Klan.” Even the arrest of fi lm star “Fatty” Arbuckle for murder 

partway through the series— a story that dominated the tabloid press— barely 

warranted a mention on the front page of the World. Article aft er article de-

tailed the Klan’s secret code words, its overheated rhetoric of bigotry, and its 

links to vigilante violence. In doing so, the hyperbolic attack on “the most 

dangerous secret agency of super- government that has ever developed within 

the Republic” became a smash hit.

Plaudits from public fi gures as varied as ex- governor Alfred Smith, suf-

fragist Harriot Stanton Blatch, labor leader Samuel Gompers, and Broadway 

impresario Florenz Ziegfeld fi lled the pages of the World. Reprinted editorials 

gave the newspaper “the thanks of the country” for the “journalistic coup.” 

One newspaper even went so far as to claim that “no greater public service 

has ever been rendered.” In Chicago, demand for the series was reportedly so 

widespread that “local dealers fi nd it impossible to fi ll the orders.” In Detroit, 

copies allegedly sold for as high as fi ft y cents— twenty- fi ve times their cover 

value. When the series is taken as a whole, historians have estimated that it 

increased the World’s circulation by more than a hundred thousand readers.

Whether or not this circulation boost was directly attributable to the se-

ries, the Hearst syndicate, one of the most powerful newspaper chains in the 

country, certainly believed that coverage of the Klan was responsible for the 

World’s success. Th e chain’s New York morning daily, the American, soon 

joined the fray with its own series of articles on the Ku Klux Klan’s “execu-

tive abuses.” As Imperial Wizard William J. Simmons later testifi ed, William 

Randolph Hearst could not bear “seeing the World each day in big handsful 

taking his circulation away.” As a result, the newspaper magnate, “for cash 
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profi ts, also attacked the Klan.” While the American’s series was less popular 

than the World’s smash hit, Hearst’s engagement with the Invisible Empire at 

least seemingly staunched the loss of readers to the competition. Th e percep-

tion that coverage of the Klan could boost circulation also started a rush to 

ape the World’s success. By 1923, one pro- Klan publication noted that readers 

would “fi nd more Ku Klux Klan news printed in a week in the New York and 

Boston papers than in” the pages of a Klan newspaper.

Th e World and its syndication affi  liates, and the subsequent campaign by 

Hearst, had seemingly proven that attacking the Klan could sell newspapers. 

As the ensuing surge in Klan membership demonstrated, however, these ex-

posés had also proven that newspaper condemnation did very little to actu-

ally hurt the organization. In many ways, this coverage may have spurred the 

movement forward. Th e danger of providing publicity, even negative public-

ity, to a group that might otherwise have had only limited appeal was quickly 

evident. Th e unrelenting appearance of the Klan in the national press follow-

ing the World series kept the organization in the public eye as new members 

kept fl ooding in.

Nonetheless, the desire— the necessity— of gaining an advantage over 

their sensationalistic competitors meant not only that the nation’s news-

papers failed to administer a “drubbing” to the Klan in the 1920s, but that 

their coverage of the organization oft en gave fuel to the wider movement. Th e 

primary aim for the overwhelming majority of publishers and editors was to 

increase sales. Even as coverage of the Klan became near- universal, the shape 

of that coverage was far from uniform in the competition for readers. As a 

Klan offi  cial noted in 1924, “Th e press of the nation seems to have no fi xed 

plan of campaign.” Condemnation coexisted and oft en comingled with fasci-

nation, endorsement, and even admiration.

“Open and vehement attack,” following the model established by the 

World ’s exposé, was a popular choice for many newspapers whose dramatic 

denunciations of the Klan found an avid readership. Th e Boston Advertiser’s 

“seven- column screamer in seventy- two point type” on the front page was 

a fairly typical example. By the end of September 1921, Literary Digest was 

providing summaries of the “sudden, violent and widespread press attack on 

the Klan’s methods” that had appeared around the country. By 1923, Frank R. 

Kent of the Baltimore Sun bemoaned the fact that “scarcely a newspaper is 

printed that does not daily blaze with indignation over the iniquities of the 

Klan.” Th is keen interest also extended to the increasingly competitive maga-

zine market, as the Nation, New Republic, and Atlantic Monthly called for the 

exposure of the Klan’s “shams, sophistry, un- Americanism and evil.”
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Some leavened these attacks on the Klan with mockery. Humorist Don 

Marquis used his popular newspaper characters Archy and Mehitabel to 

attack the organization, from poems on the organization of the “Ku Klux 

Klam” to fi ght oysters to pieces lampooning an organization “founded on As-

sonance, Asininity, and Alliteration.” Rollin Kirby’s biting cartoons ridiculed 

Klansmen for the New York World, as did Jeff erson Machamer in the New 

York Tribune (see fi g. 2.1), the Chicago Tribune’s Clare Briggs, and the Pitts-

burgh Courier’s Wilbert Holloway. Satirist James J. Montague wrote a widely 

republished poem bemoaning the occasion that his beagle bit a Kleagle. A 

writer for Collier’s claimed the Klan provided the “broad burlesque” and “de-

licious whimsicality” of the best newspaper comic strips. Yet this ridicule 

quickly proved equally ineff ective at harming the growing Klan movement. 

As George Jean Nathan noted, the organization “could withstand ridicule to 

the end of its days and prosper in the midst of the thickest bombardment of 

custard tarts.”

Others saw no humor in the situation at all, and were fi rmly uninterested 

in questions of profi t. Th e most implacable assault on the Ku Klux Klan came 

from the American Unity League (AUL), a coalition of predominantly Catho-

lic and Jewish community leaders in Chicago. Th e AUL’s weekly newspaper, 

Tolerance, was dedicated solely to exposing the Klan— one member at a time 

if necessary (see fi g. 2.2). Th e fi rst issue appeared on newsstands in Chicago 

on September 17, 1922, naming more than a 150 Chicagoans as Klan members. 

Within fi ve months, the newspaper had printed the names of 4,000 alleged 

Klansmen in the Midwest and garnered a claimed circulation of 150,000.

Despite this apparent success, Tolerance did not last long. Th e newspaper’s 

editorial staff  was less than meticulous in the diffi  cult task of double- checking 

whether the names they printed truly were Klansmen. Th is tendency became 

ruinous with the publication of Tolerance’s 1922 New Year’s Eve issue, which 

F i g u r e  2 . 1 .  Detail of Jeff erson Machamer cartoon. From New York Tribune, December 27, 1922.
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named millionaire gum manufacturer William Wrigley Jr. as a member of the 

Ku Klux Klan. Wrigley, declaring that the signature on his alleged application 

was a “rank forgery,” promptly fi led a fi ft y- thousand- dollar lawsuit against 

the AUL. Although others had sued the newspaper before for naming them, 

Wrigley’s suit was by far the largest. Heavily publicized, it inspired a fl ood of 

similar, successful suits and saw the newspaper’s editorial board collapse into 

infi ghting. To add insult to injury, the aggrieved editor of Tolerance, Grady 

F i g u r e  2 . 2 .  Tolerance, July 8, 1923.
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Rutledge, began working with Chicago Klansmen to publish a series of stories 

that targeted the AUL as “intolerant fanatics.”

Even with the failure of Tolerance, condemnation of the Klan was so prev-

alent that during the decade fi ve newspapers won Pulitzers for their work 

combating the organization. Setting the standard, the New York World was 

awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service in 1922 for its initial series. A 

year later, the Memphis Commercial Appeal was awarded the Public Service 

prize for the work of editor Charles P. J. Mooney and cartoonist J. P. Alley. 

In 1928, the Montgomery Advertiser won the Pulitzer for Editorial Writing 

for denunciations of “gangsterism, fl oggings, and racial and religious intoler-

ance,” while the Indianapolis Times won the Pulitzer for Public Service for 

“exposing political corruption in Indiana,” much of which was related to ear-

lier Klan involvement in public aff airs.

Th e most relentless of the Pulitzer winners was the Columbus Enquirer- 

Sun, from the Klan’s home state of Georgia. Th e newspaper had actually 

launched its initial attack on the organization months before the World’s ex-

pose, and was the only newspaper in Georgia to reprint the New York paper’s 

series. Circulation dropped by an estimated 20 percent, and advertisers aban-

doned the newspaper in droves. When the series ended, more than a hun-

dred Klansmen paraded up and down in front of the newspaper’s offi  ces in 

an attempt to intimidate the newsmen. Publisher Julian Harris, undeterred, 

stood in front of the building with his city editor and wrote down names, 

pretending to recognize Klansmen as they went past, until the parade dis-

banded. When Klan members took more direct action— including throwing 

sand and oil into the newspaper’s presses— some of the paper’s staff  began 

carrying handguns for protection.

Th e Enquirer- Sun’s greatest triumph came in 1924, when Harris forced 

Georgia governor Cliff ord Walker to admit not only that he was a Klansman 

but also that he had lied about his whereabouts to the press so that he could 

address the Second Imperial Klonvokation of the Klan. In a telling indication 

of public sentiment, though, not only was Walker not then impeached, he 

was overwhelmingly reelected later the same year. While not winning any 

friends in his home state, Harris attracted much praise from the press outside 

Georgia. When the Enquirer- Sun was fi nally awarded the Pulitzer in 1926, 

Mencken and the American Mercury noted that its articles “of a daring and 

unprecedented character” had made Harris’s local daily “the most quoted and 

probably the most infl uential newspaper south of the Potomac.”

Th e experience of the Enquirer- Sun was certainly infl uential, but perhaps 

not in quite the way Mencken might have imagined. As Tolerance had shown, 
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the Enquirer- Sun also showed that fi lling a newspaper with attacks on the 

Klan— even dedicating an entire newspaper to the task— could attract plau-

dits, but could lose readers. As the World had shown, it could also bring new 

attention to the Invisible Empire. In doing so, condemnation oft en proved 

an ineff ective and even counterproductive tactic. A study of the Klan in Dal-

las found that press attacks on the Klan in that city had most likely “inad-

vertently enhanced the membership” of the organization. A high- ranking 

Klansman claimed that the press had, “more than any one agency, increased 

the membership” of the Klan, receiving for nothing, and “still receiving daily, 

advertisement that is worth millions in cold cash.” Imperial Wizard Hiram 

Evans boasted in 1924 of the “fi ft y million dollars’ worth of free advertising” 

that the newspapers had provided. Frank R. Kent of the anti- Klan Baltimore 

Sun agreed, complaining in 1923 that the Klan would already have collapsed 

“if not continuously stimulated by the hysteria of the press.”

Klan members understood that this constant and increasing coverage 

worked largely to their benefi t. One ex- Klansman, Edgar Allen Booth, claimed 

that the Klan organization dealt very deliberately in provocative statements, 

knowing they would garner front- page headlines. If it was indeed a conscious 

tactic, it was a highly successful one, alienating those who disagreed with the 

organization’s principles but garnering them valuable exposure on a regular 

basis. Any publicity, it seemed, was good publicity. As the Klan grew through 

the early 1920s, though, that publicity was increasingly positive.

Part of this change was an awareness by much of the Klan leadership of 

the importance of good public relations. One Imperial Klan representative 

advised his fellow members that “the time is ripe for a closer co- operation be-

tween newspapers the country over and the Klan.” Another advised members 

to abandon the refl exive response to “berate the daily newspapers.” Instead, 

it made “good sense to work with rather than against them.” Aft er all, with 

the cooperation of the press, the Klan would “much more rapidly attain a 

position of dominance in the life of the nation.” Th us, the supposedly Invis-

ible Empire assiduously courted the publicity and worked to woo newspapers 

wherever possible.

Th e organization could, to some extent, rely on a signifi cant portion of the 

press that off ered more than tacit support for the aims and ideals of the Klan-

nish movement. Th e most open of these were the numerous anti- Catholic 

publications that predated the Klan’s resurgence. Senator Tom Watson’s quix-

otic Columbia Sentinel in Georgia was an early example that followed the pat-

tern of Watson’s earlier Jeff ersonian. Th e old Populist was joined by the likes 

of Judge Gilbert O. Nations’s Protestant in the District of Columbia, William 

Parker’s New Menace in Missouri, Reverend Bob Shuler’s Shuler’s Magazine in 
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Los Angeles, William Lloyd Clark’s Rail Splitter in Illinois, and Bishop Alma 

White’s Good Citizen in New Jersey.

Most of these publications owed no formal allegiance to the Klan. On 

numerous occasions, they made their displeasure with the organization clear 

when they felt it had failed to live up to expectations. Th e New Menace, for 

example, would later turn against the Invisible Empire, claiming that the “un-

scrupulous bunch of scoundrels” were now in collusion with Catholics. Yet 

these publications became the organization’s unoffi  cial champions as part of 

their larger agenda of intolerance, and may have better refl ected the lived 

ideology of the wider Klan movement than many offi  cial publications. Klan 

members were avid subscribers. More importantly, these publications were a 

valuable means of reaching nonmembers. Many Klans used them as recruit-

ing aids. Editors like William Parker were invited to lecture on behalf of the 

Klan and attracted huge crowds. Th e King Kleagle of Tennessee described 

publications like the Protestant as “the most valuable dope” for communicat-

ing with a wider audience. Such publications allowed the Klan to reach not 

just members of the organization, but sympathizers with the movement.

Nor was this reach limited to these kinds of specialized publications. Scores 

of local newspapers promoted the Klan and its goals. Th e oddest  example of 

this tendency appeared in the otherwise liberal New York Evening Post almost 

a year before the World’s series. For three months, the newspaper ran Our 

Ku Klux Klan, a cartoon strip by Alfred Ablitzer under the name “Al Zere.” 

Th e strip portrayed the Klan as lovable and admirable helpers who banded 

together to aid others with familiar comic problems. Th ese ranged from iras-

cible relatives (the Klan saved a man from his mother- in- law’s visit by forcing 

her onto a train home) to the idle rich (kidnapping a “lounge lizard” and 

delivering him to a factory to be put to work) to daily annoyances (abducting 

a noisy trumpet- playing neighbor and abandoning him on a mountaintop).

Most publications were more serious in their encouragement of the Klan. 

Th e Public Journal in Virginia offi  cially changed its front- page affi  liation from 

“Independent” to “Independent and Ku Klux Klan.” A front- page editorial in 

the Kentucky Democrat declared that “aft er careful and unbiased study,” the 

editor was “unable to fi nd any fault” with the principles of the organization. 

In Ohio, the Noble County Leader noted that the Klan’s activities had its “en-

dorsement and commendation,” while the Oskaloosa Independent provided a 

“tardy and long- needed defense of the Klan.” In Indiana, the Kokomo Daily 

Tribune, Richmond Evening Item, and Franklin Evening Star “openly gushed 

enthusiasm for the Klan’s appearance in their communities.”

A number of journalists and editors were also themselves Klansmen, and 

duly infl uenced the nature of their newspaper’s coverage. For several years, 
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the managing editor of the Atlanta Constitution was the brother of Imperial 

Kleagle Edward Young Clarke, who had also worked as a reporter on the 

newspaper. Philip E. Fox served as managing editor of the Dallas Daily Times- 

Herald, a major city daily, until he became the Klan’s national public relations 

director in 1923. At least one of the reporters for the Indianapolis Star openly 

admitted that he was a Klansman, while the editors of the Arizona Gazette, 

the Daily Sentinel in Colorado, the Fremont Times- Indicator in Michigan, and 

the Orange County Plain Dealer in California were all known to be members 

of the Klan. Th e editor of the Marylander and Herald revealed his Klan mem-

bership in particularly dramatic fashion with an editorial entitled “A Klans-

man I Am.” Th ese explicit endorsements of either the movement’s ideals or 

the organization itself expanded the imagined community of Klannish sup-

port to encompass readers across the country.

In the case of those whose sympathies were more pliable, the Ku Klux 

Klan thoroughly embraced the power of modern advertising. In the com-

petitive marketplace of the 1920s, advertising revenue was increasingly cru-

cial to the success of newspapers and magazines, allowing them to reduce 

subscription and newsstand prices to reach a far greater audience. Th is was 

particularly evident in popular magazines, which saw the pages dedicated to 

advertising— and the revenue gained— expand exponentially. Th e Saturday 

Evening Post grew so full of advertising that merchants allegedly bought the 

periodical in bulk as a cheap means of obtaining scrap paper. One executive 

summed up the trend with a claim that content no longer mattered. Maga-

zines were simply “a device to induce people to read advertising.”

As more and more money went toward this end, advertising became in-

creasingly sophisticated. Roland Marchand has noted that advertising in the 

twenties was a Zerrspiegel, a distorted mirror, which would refl ect not reality 

as it was, but the reality that the reader wished for. No longer were these ad-

vertisements selling goods. Th ey were selling lives, aspirations, dreams— and 

they were incredibly eff ective at doing so. Th e Klan was no exception. What 

would sell hats would also sell hates.

Th e opening salvo in this approach even predated the World series. Before 

becoming the Klan’s propagandists, Imperial Kleagle Edward Young Clarke 

and his partner, Elizabeth Tyler, had run a successful public relations fi rm. 

Experienced in dealing with newspapers, they perceptively recognized the 

benefi ts of national advertising, and ran copy in publications in Chicago, 

New York, Milwaukee, and a number of other cities. Clarke and Tyler also 

had the foresight to outsource much of this advertising work to add a veneer 

of respectability. Most was handled by the Massengale Agency of Georgia, 

which also represented local businesses like Coca- Cola. In a refl ection of the 
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 ever- shift ing cultural currents of the time, some of the work apparently also 

went to the infl uential Lord & Th omas Agency in Chicago. Lord & Th omas 

was not only the second largest advertising agency in the country in the 1920s; 

it was also headed by the infl uential Albert Lasker, the “father of modern ad-

vertising” and one of the few Jewish executives in the industry at the time.

While some newspapers rejected the opportunity, many were tempted by 

Imperial Wizard Simmons’s claim that the Klan had more than a hundred 

thousand dollars to spend on publicity. In a display of either staggering bra-

vado or remarkable ignorance, Lord & Th omas even off ered a recruiting ad-

vertisement to the New York World to carry on the same day the newspaper’s 

well- publicized exposé series was set to begin. Despite such missteps, the 

venture was a seeming success. One publicity professional even opined that 

the “power of advertising” was solely responsible for the Klan’s initial growth, 

calling it “the greatest selling campaign in recent history.”

Th roughout the 1920s, both the national Klan and local branches used 

advertising liberally as a means of promotion. Th ese advertisements were not 

always accepted. More oft en, though, newspapers were all too willing to take 

the Klan’s business. A widely distributed two- column advertisement in 1923 

shored up an imagined Klannish self- image, boasting of the virtues of mem-

bers and “correcting false and malicious propaganda.” Local Klaverns around 

the country even used the newspapers to publicly advertise their meetings, 

albeit oft en eliding the precise location.

Where the carrot failed, the stick was put into play. In some cases, this 

meant a physical threat. Texan Klan leader H. C. McCall (soon to become 

a high- ranking member of the Klan’s national organization) was fond of 

concocting baroque threats against Clift on F. Richardson of the Houston In-

former, the second- largest African American newspaper in the state and a 

relentless critic of the Klan. George R. Dale, editor of Indiana’s Muncie Post- 

Democrat, was allegedly attacked and harassed by Klan members for years. 

Memorably, a severed human hand accompanied a threatening note to Mes-

senger editor A. Philip Randolph.

Violent incidents, however, were few and far between. Th e economic 

threat was far more powerful. Purchasing advertisements in the press had the 

dual benefi t of disseminating the organization’s message while also render-

ing the publication considerably less liable to antagonize its new source of 

income. Th is was refl ective of a growing trend that reached far beyond those 

who had accepted the Klan’s advertising funds. As magazines and news papers 

progressively came to depend on the economic support of advertising ex-

ecutives, publishers and editors were increasingly conscious of the reader as 

a consumer. Alienating consumers meant losing much- needed advertising 
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revenue. Any kind of controversy risked fi nancial ruin. As the Lynds noted 

in their study of the newspapers in Middletown, “Independence of editorial 

comment happens to be in rough inverse proportion to the amount of adver-

tising carried.” To lean neutral or conservative on social issues— including 

the Klan— was simply playing it safe. Aft er all, as Klan offi  cials were careful to 

remind editors and publishers, there were many readers sympathetic to the 

Invisible Empire’s ideals. Th e movement’s reach extended far beyond the or-

ganization’s membership.

At the most basic level, consumers simply complained. Th e South Bend 

Tribune in Indiana was deluged with phone calls protesting its policy on the 

Klan. Th e Klan in Lynchburg, Virginia, adopted a resolution condemning the 

Associated Press for only circulating reports that ignored the organization’s 

“constructive” eff orts. Th e resolution was sent to local newspapers as well as 

the AP itself. Klan members in Carlock, Illinois, formed a committee to ap-

proach the publisher of the local newspaper about “unrespectable articles” 

that had been printed. Th e meeting was apparently a success, as the publisher 

assured the committee that “nothing of this nature” would appear in future.

When complaints proved ineff ective, the boycott rarely failed. Some were 

able to withstand the pressure. One of the reasons Mencken had pointed to 

the Columbus Enquirer- Sun as an example was the fact that Harris had con-

tinued his campaign against the Klan despite losing more than 20 percent of 

his readers. Similarly, despite the substantial loss in circulation and advertis-

ing revenue suff ered by the South Bend Tribune aft er the Indiana Women’s 

Klan launched a boycott, the paper continued to publish anti- Klan articles. 

Most were less hardy.

Even for nonmembers, the Klan issue was serious business. One female 

subscriber to the South Bend Tribune told a circulation agent for the news-

paper that she had been a consistent reader for sixteen years, but was stopping 

her subscription until the Tribune favored the Klan rather than opposing it. 

Th e Indianapolis News lost fi ft een hundred subscribers aft er just one article 

containing “a minor misstatement of fact” was seen as unfavorable by mem-

bers of the Invisible Empire. Th e newspaper largely ignored the Klan thereaf-

ter. A sales agent for the Daily Oklahoman claimed the newspaper’s attacks on 

“a certain secret fraternal organization” had meant circulation “diminished 

considerably.” Editors of Tennessee’s Johnson City Staff  had to “put a muzzle 

on the paper” when their advertisers suggested that the publisher “lay off ” 

the Klan. When the Dallas Morning News reprinted the World series, Klan 

members and their allies canceled subscriptions, deluged the news paper with 

letters questioning the religious affi  liation of the editors, boycotted businesses 

that continued to advertise in it, and even threatened sales agents for the 
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News with bodily violence. By 1923, circulation had dropped precipitously, 

and cash reserves had all but disappeared, prompting the owner of the News 

to sell off  one of its smaller affi  liates and have editors discontinue their attacks 

on the Klan.

Th e threat was clear. Overt anti- Klan sentiment could attract readers, but 

also lose them. At the same time, overtly pro- Klan sentiment could both draw 

and repel readers. As an increasingly large segment of the press had realized 

by 1922, however, staking out a position was not the only way to entice read-

ers. As more and more articles appeared on Klan parades, rallies, charitable 

eff orts, initiations, church visits, cross burnings, and more, it seemed to many 

that “chronicles of Klan activities” could boost circulation with or without 

editorial comment. A neutral approach, then, would allow publishers to have 

the best of both worlds— the readership that came with coverage of the Klan 

without the danger of having to take a side. What that meant in reality was 

tacit support for the Klannish movement. With story aft er story portraying it 

as an infl uential and popular organization, many newspapers created an im-

age of the Klan as an accepted and even admirable part of American culture.

Th is implicit endorsement of the Ku Klux Klan was not an unconscious, 

or uncontroversial, decision. Th e Pittsburgh Courier, an African American 

weekly, complained loudly of the “notoriety” aff orded the Klan by the un-

ceasing press fascination with the organization. Every time Klan members 

paraded, held an initiation, or participated in anything remotely newsworthy, 

they garnered “great head lines” and “liberal space” within the newspapers. 

Even if those newspapers opposed the Klan, the editorial policy would be 

“drowned in the mire on the fi rst page.” If the press continued to look only 

at the readership (and, by extension, the money) garnered by these “scoops” 

as “the criterion by which journalistic success is to be measured,” the Courier 

warned, then “the end is in plain view.”

A survey of the press of the 1920s shows, though, that it was a relative 

minority that did not care “more for pocketbook than for principle.” Th e vast 

majority of those that did refuse to treat the Klan’s activities as news were 

black, Catholic, and Jewish publications. While there was no single, unifi ed 

response to the Klan from members of these communities, there was a dis-

tinct trend in these newspapers and magazines to refuse to grant column 

inches to Klan activities. Mentions of the Klan were largely confi ned to the 

editorial page. When news articles on the Klan did appear, they were almost 

uniformly descriptions of its failures or reprints of denunciations.

Writing in the American Ecclesiastical Review, an infl uential Catholic 

 theological journal, Reverend Th omas M. Conroy of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 

noted that the “wide and intensive publicity bestowed upon the Klan” had 
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made it “a live subject.” To combat it eff ectively, Conroy argued, the answer 

was not more publicity. John B. Kennedy made a similar observation in the 

national Jesuit weekly America. It was “conceivable that there is less news 

 interest in a group of Knights of Pythias bound for a clam bake than in a 

group of Ku- Klux Knights bound for a Nigger bake,” but there was “no ques-

tion of the relative patriotic merit” of articles on each. Leading Jewish jour-

nals like the American Hebrew were similarly prudent in their approach to 

reporting, even as Louis Marshall of the American Jewish Committee warned 

that the  “immediate eff ect” of Jewish coverage of the organization would 

“be to increase the numbers of the Klan.” A. Philip Randolph and Chandler 

 Owen’s socialist “Journal of Scientifi c Radicalism,” Th e Messenger, simply 

urged its readers “not try to carry on any debating society” about the Klan. 

Th e best way to defeat the Invisible Empire would be to deny it the oxygen of 

publicity.

Nonetheless, the far more common response by newspapers was to com-

pete for readers by lavishing attention on the Klan. “Dignifi ed silence,” one 

Klansman noted, “gets a newspaper nowhere.” In doing so, editors and pub-

lishers created a press landscape that reinforced Klan power and popular-

ity. As Mencken recognized in 1924, “Whenever the Klan wins, the fact is 

smeared all over the front pages of the great organs of intelligence; when it 

loses, which is three times as oft en, the news gets only a few lines.”

Until the late 1920s, breathless accounts of triumphal parades and ral-

lies dominated reports on the Klan. Th ese stories were more interested in 

the “picturesque” (in the words of a Washington Post headline) nature of the 

 organization than in violent vigilantism or any ideological issues. In 1921, the 

Chicago Defender complained that the greater part of white Southern news-

papers’ headline space was “taken up with the doings of the Klan.” By 1922, it 

was clear that this tendency was not limited to the South. Front- page articles 

across the country reported on the “mysterious” ceremonies that attracted 

thousands.

As the Klan grew, so did the events they staged— and the spectacle that 

surrounded them. Th e hyperbole of reporters increased accordingly. Th e 

age of the Klan was also the age of journalistic ballyhoo. In Minnesota, one 

newspaper called a massive initiation, complete with burning crosses and 

fi reworks, “one of the most spectacular scenes ever witnessed in this part of 

the state.” Alabama’s Prattsville Progress made note of the “beautiful and inter-

esting” character of a Klan initiation marked by “perfect order and good feel-

ing,” while a reporter present for a giant initiation ceremony in Birmingham 

remarked that even “the most solid anti would have admitted the ceremony 

was impressive.”
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Even newspapers ostensibly opposed to the Klan fell prey to the trend. 

Th e Dallas Morning News, for example, had carried the World’s series and 

was known as an “implacable foe” of the organization. Nonetheless, between 

mid- 1921 and late 1924, the newspaper averaged almost an item a day on the 

Klan and hailed the massive initiation held at the Texas State Fair’s Klan Day 

as “the most colorful and unique event ever seen in the city of Dallas.” Th is 

reportage was skewed even further in the Klan’s favor by reporters who of-

ten simply accepted the organization’s own estimates of attendance at events. 

Space was given not only to local Klan events but also to activity of interest 

from all over the country. In some rural areas, even locals traveling to Klan 

events became news.

Nor was this tendency limited only to large- scale events like parades and 

initiations, even as they vied for recognition as the “largest ever” or “most 

spectacular.” One Klansman observed that newspapers around the country 

were “so willing to give the Klan space that they even print stories when-

ever a contribution is made to a pastor by Klansmen, or whenever Klansmen 

take part in funeral services, or call, in a body, upon an errand of mercy.” 

In Klan strongholds like Indiana, newspapers would publish regular front- 

page columns detailing upcoming Klan events and meetings. Klan offi  cers 

encouraged members to approach their local newspapers about running a 

regular “Klan Kolumn” that would carry news of the organization and “con-

structive arguments for patriotic Protestant Americanism.” As this broader 

range of Klan activities became “news,” newspapers around the country not 

only reinforced the idea of the organization as exciting and popular; they also 

drew attention to the constructive and charitable social work that the Klan 

trumpeted as one of its most attractive qualities. “Similar activities by other 

fraternal organizations,” one Klan member noted with satisfaction, “do not 

usually receive so much publicity.”

As members of the organization quickly recognized, the apparent hunger 

for Klan news meant that coverage of the movement could be manipulated. 

Th e striking unanimity in early reports of Klan initiations and parades as 

“weird” proceedings was no coincidence. Th e organization was well aware 

that these public events were not only for the benefi t of the Klan members 

present. Th ey also shaped the ways in which the Klan would be represented 

in the wider culture, and allowed for outreach to the wider movement— 

constructing the imagined community of Klannishness. As such, the Klan 

carefully cultivated a tantalizingly mysterious atmosphere in a tactic that pre-

dated the World’s exposé.

In January 1921, the “Imperial Propagation Department” of Clarke and 

Tyler began allowing a few short interviews with Imperial Wizard Simmons. 
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At the end of the month, the fi rst “open” initiation ceremony was staged at 

the Alabama State Fairgrounds in Birmingham. Reporters were given a prime 

view of the occasion, but guards were stationed to prevent any attempt to 

approach closer. Nonetheless, three newspapers presented unanimously posi-

tive coverage of the initiation. With this success, the Birmingham meeting set 

the model for a careful balancing act of secrecy and publicity.

Across the country, the prescribed pattern for initiations was the same: 

allow the public to draw close enough to spot the fi res and ghostly fi gures 

and half hear the words of the rituals. Journalists were allowed a little closer 

to assure the event would appear in the newspaper, but not so close that they 

could see faces, recognize names, or be able to fully recount any of the secrets 

of the Klan. Th e requirement of “deepest secrecy” was apparently no bar to 

inviting favored reporters and photographers.

Perhaps the best recounting of the experience came from Tennessee jour-

nalist L. W. Miller. Th e Knoxville reporter described receiving an anonymous 

note inviting him to “something worth seeing.” Known to be friendly to the 

organization, Miller was allowed a particularly close view of a Klan initia-

tion ceremony. Once the oath began to be recited, he was “led to the edge of 

the clearing where I joined my companions who had been on the outskirts.” 

From there, he could “scarcely distinguish the words uttered,” only catching 

“a few snatches”— exactly the desired eff ect.

By controlling the access reporters had to these events, Klan members 

clearly hoped to control the coverage they would receive in newspapers. As 

in the case of Miller, those friendly to the Klan were given preferential treat-

ment. In Houston, for example, the pro- Klan Houston Post was given exclu-

sive access to Klan events, while reporters from the anti- Klan Houston Chron-

icle were denied access to the “scoop.” In rural areas, prominent journalists 

could expect to be invited personally to events. Befi tting its stature as one 

of the largest Klan meetings ever assembled, the “Konklave at Kokomo” fea-

tured one of the most organized attempts at controlling press coverage. Local 

reporters would only be allowed to attend under “special dispensation” aft er 

agreeing not to repeat the names of any speakers or participants, “other than 

the general offi  cers.” In order to gain admission, newspapermen would have 

to act as supplicants, reporting to the Klan’s offi  ces to receive a card allowing 

entry. Th ose who gave the Klan favorable attention would be rewarded with 

access. Th ose who had been insuffi  ciently fawning would be excluded and 

lose the story.

Nor was that the organization’s only attempt at controlling its press. Part 

of the reason for the similar language in early reports of Klan events was Im-

perial Kleagle Clarke’s shrewd tactic of rarely releasing typewritten or printed 
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copy. Instead, as one historian has noted, he would send press releases “al-

ready in stereotype form for type casting from molten metal.” Editors would 

not and could not alter the piece before publishing it. Photographers were 

also usually prohibited so that the Klan could control what was and was not 

seen of the organization. Th e Indiana Klans, growing particularly inventive, 

hired their own photographer, W. A. Swift  of Muncie, who would then supply 

chosen newspapers with illustrations for their articles— at a price.

As the Klan grew, and Hiram Evans took control from William J. Sim-

mons, these restrictions lessened. By summer 1923, reporters still noted the 

“weird,” “ghostly,” “statuesque” nature of Klan activities, but also remarked on 

the Invisible Empire’s increasing disinterest in a pretense of secrecy. A rally on 

Long Island was described by the New York Times as “manifestly held in the 

open as a dramatic gesture of strength.” A year later, “the oath of the Klan and 

instructions to candidates were given loud and clearly” at a meeting in Boise, 

Idaho, “so that press representatives might hear.”

Th e Klan’s leaders also reached out to publications in the hoping of trad-

ing access for favorable coverage. In a special issue of the illustrated monthly 

McClure’s, journalist Max Bentley lauded the Indiana Klan as “a real factor 

for the betterment of municipal rule” and lavished praise on Indiana Grand 

Dragon D. C. Stephenson (soon to be arrested for sexual assault and mur-

der), acclaiming him as “the outstanding man of the young generation.” Both 

the Chicago Daily News and the Los Angeles Times printed lengthy interviews 

with Imperial Wizard Hiram Evans, while periodicals like the Forum and 

Current History, an affi  liate of the New York Times, turned to Evans for com-

ment on current aff airs. In 1926, the North American Review, a prestigious 

literary quarterly, printed a thirty- page explanation of Klan principles from 

Evans. Shorter criticisms of the organization were published in the follow-

ing issue, as part of a symposium to form “a nationally comprehensive es-

timate, pro and contra, of the Ku Klux Klan and its place among American 

institutions.” Time, founded in 1923 and quickly gathering a mass following, 

put Imperial Wizard Hiram Evans on its cover in 1924— a few months before 

Sigmund Freud was similarly featured, and only one week aft er Pope Pius XI 

had appeared.

Aft er 1924, however, the novelty of the Invisible Empire seemingly be-

gan to wane for many readers— or at least for many publications. Reports on 

Klan events were also beginning to suff er from diminishing returns. Initia-

tions and parades had been supplemented and then supplanted by picnics 

and carnivals. Seeking to stem the decline in journalistic attention, Klans 

competed to create news with the most lavish display of fi reworks and the 

largest fi ery cross (a record taken by the Boise, Idaho, Klan with a cross alleg-
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edly fi ve  hundred feet tall and two hundred feet across). Airplanes performed 

stunts, displayed electric fi ery crosses, and dropped aerial bombs. Yet even 

as the Klan most needed the publicity to prevent an increasingly rapid fall 

in membership, the glut of events competing for attention diminished their 

news value. By 1925, as participation in the organization collapsed, and fewer 

and fewer sizable events were held, the torrent of press coverage slowed to a 

trickle, and the Klan organization was locked into a vicious circle of decline.

For years, as journalist Ross Garrigus noted, many newspapers had not 

carried “any big expose stories.” Instead, they “covered Klan rallies, and like 

that, but as far as getting in their inner workings, they never touched it at all.” 

Once the organization’s power began to crumble, the press seemingly redis-

covered the idea that criticizing the increasingly Invisible Empire could boost 

circulation. Even in Georgia, as scandals and the Klan’s constant infi ghting 

took its toll, the Atlanta Constitution (which Julian Harris had  previously 

deemed the “Atlanta Morning Molly- Coddle” for its soft  treatment of the 

Klan) moved to openly oppose the organization. With the risk minimized, 

newspapers around the country fl aunted their opposition to the Klan organi-

zation. As they did so, they constructed the myth of a unifi ed front of dedica-

tion to “drubbing” the Invisible Empire.

In the construction of this myth, the complex and inconsistent relation-

ship of antagonism and accommodation between the Klan and the nation’s 

press was quickly, and conveniently, forgotten. Spurred by a desire to attract 

new readers without losing existing subscribers, newspapers around the 

country publicized a growing Klan. Th e frequently uncritical coverage of the 

organization’s parades and picnics implicitly stripped the Klan of its contro-

versy. Even when that controversy was foregrounded— whether for reasons 

of principle or profi t— the eff ect was oft en to boost the Invisible Empire. At 

the same time, as much as they lambasted newspapers supposedly dominated 

by “alien” Catholic and Jewish interests, Klan members and sympathizers 

embraced modern advertising and public relations techniques to promote 

the movement to a national audience. Far from “emasculating” the Invisible 

Empire, the press engaged millions of Americans around the country in a 

daily discourse in which the Klan movement was far from marginal and the 

Empire far from Invisible.
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Fiery Cross- Words

Th e latest literary arrival in the cause of the Klan is the Patriot, published at St. Louis, 

Mo., every week. It’s a pretty husky baby, too. Eight seven- column pages chock full of 

Americanism and live enough for the most critical of newspaper readers to enjoy.

I m p e r i a l  N i g h t -  H a w k ,  July 11, 1923

Th e nation’s press propelled the Ku Klux Klan to the forefront of the Ameri-

can conversation, but with mixed assessments. For many, this was not good 

enough. To off er a Klannish alternative, the organization’s national leadership 

acted to construct its own national newspaper syndicate. To do so, though, 

the offi  cial Klan newspaper would have to fend off  dozens of local competi-

tors established by individual Klan members and sympathizers. Th e press of 

the Invisible Empire shaped an imagined community of Klannishness, co-

alescing a national movement around a consumable cultural identity. At the 

same time, the struggle to control the delivery of that message revealed the 

federalized and fractured structure of the Klan organization.

Whether offi  cially sanctioned or not, the Klan publications that were cre-

ated are revealing. Klan newspapers were shaped by, and refl ected, an accom-

modation to modern press trends— particularly in the tabloidization of news. 

Perhaps the clearest example of the commingling of these cultural strands 

was the collision of the Klan’s antimodern rhetoric with the puzzle craze that 

gripped the emerging consumerist society. Th e porous boundaries of cul-

tural division in the 1920s were on full display in the popularity of the “Fiery 

Cross- Word Puzzle.”

From the tenure of editor Edward M. Kingsbury at the New York Sun in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to the booming market of 

the 1920s, the growth of tabloid newspapers saw a changing defi nition of what 

was “news.” Th e pioneering Daily News in New York, for example, sponsored 

(and wrote at length about) skating parties and dance competitions, off ered 

beauty tips and lifestyle advice, sold horoscopes, and helped readers fi nd lost 

pets or sell clothes. By 1926, it was the best- selling daily newspaper in the 

country, read by “plumbers and plasterers, secretaries and stenographers,” for 
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“entertainment, gossip, and useful information” on navigating life’s hurdles. 

At the same time, as Donald L. Miller has noted, the newspaper was roundly 

criticized for pandering “in a blatant and unashamed way” to “basic instincts 

and vulgar tastes.” It was a description that could have been, and was, equally 

applied to the increasingly popular Klan press.

Th e organization’s Imperial leadership dominated the Ku Klux Klan’s fi rst 

forays into the world of American newspapers. Th e Searchlight had been 

founded in Atlanta in 1919 by the nativist Junior Order of United Ameri-

can Mechanics (JOUAM). By 1921, the newspaper’s principal stockholder was 

Elizabeth Tyler, head of the Klan’s public relations team, while local politi-

cian and Klan organizer James O. “Joe” Wood edited the paper. Th e eight- 

page weekly proclaimed proudly that it stood for “Free Speech. Free Press. 

White Supremacy.” Similarly, in the Klannish stronghold of Indiana, an anti- 

Catholic publication called Fact! was converted in July 1922 into the Fiery 

Cross, another eight- page Klan weekly. Dedicated to maintaining “a policy of 

staunch 100 percent Americanism without fear or favor,” the Fiery Cross was 

controlled by David C. Stephenson, the immensely powerful King Kleagle 

(and soon to be Grand Dragon) of Indiana, who had eff ective dominion over 

the northern Klans.

In 1923, the Fellowship Forum of Washington, D.C., joined the ranks of 

semi- independent Klan publishing. Th e paper was the creation of George 

Fleming Moore, a high- ranking Southern Mason, while the funding came 

from local “drugstore impresario” James S. Vance. Th e nationally circulated 

twelve- page weekly had been founded in June 1921 to report on fraternal or-

ganizations across the country, but by 1923 was clearly governed by the Klan. 

In September of that year, at a stockholders meeting for the Forum’s pub-

lisher, the Independent Publishing Company, the shift  was evident. Earlier 

directors of the company had mostly been prominent Masons. Now, Moore 

and Vance were joined on the board by Herschel C. McCall, Grand Dragon of 

Texas, the Invisible Empire’s “ambassador” to Washington, D.C., and one of 

Imperial Wizard Evans’s most trusted lieutenants.

Nonetheless, the Imperial offi  cers did not hold a monopoly on the Invis-

ible Empire’s journalistic endeavors. As members fl ocked to the Klan’s ban-

ners through the early 1920s, the movement’s press representation rapidly 

diversifi ed. From the Jayhawker American in Oklahoma to the Protestant 

Herald in Colorado to the aptly named Crank in Arizona, new mouthpieces 

of independent Klannish sentiment appeared around the country. Dawn: A 

Journal for True Patriots materialized on Chicago newsstands in late 1922. 

Larger than the Searchlight or the Fiery Cross at sixteen pages, with an eye- 
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catching front cover of a mounted Klansman holding a fi ery cross aloft , Dawn 

had the feel of a magazine rather than a newspaper. By June 1923, the Chicago 

weekly claimed, with justifi cation, to be “one of the strongest publications 

in the country supporting the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and other all- 

American organizations.” Th e Dawn Publishing Company incorporated it-

self with a capitalization of forty thousand dollars. In Ohio, meanwhile, there 

was the Buckeye American. In Iowa, the Hawkeye Independent. In Seattle, the 

Watcher on the Tower. In Dallas, the Fiery Cross Magazine. Some Klan dailies, 

like the Pekin Daily Times in Illinois, even began to appear. Generally run in-

dependently of any offi  cial oversight, and off ering a multiplicity of voices and 

opinions, these publications nevertheless were strikingly eff ective in creating 

a national press culture that centered on the promotion of the Klan as an 

appealing and positive force for white Protestant Americanism. Even as the 

organization fractured and federalized in its operation, the movement united 

behind a common discourse of heroic Klannish identity.

Not everyone appreciated this content. Mayfi eld’s Weekly, a Klan publi-

cation in Texas, caused a minor fi restorm in October 1921 aft er it claimed 

Mayor John F. Hylan of New York City had ordered New York police to shoot 

Klansmen on sight. Th e New York Times described it as “journalism of a pe-

culiar sort.” Similarly, in 1924, the paper of record complained that it would 

be diffi  cult to fi nd “a duller paper” than the Searchlight. It would be hard to 

imagine, the New York Times argued, a newspaper “less useful to its readers, 

if they want anything in the way of world or local news.” Th e Gray Lady’s es-

timate of utility, however, was based on a rapidly changing defi nition of what 

constituted news.

Th e ideas presented in Klan publications were nothing new. Minus the 

lavish self- praise that oozed from every page, readers could have found many 

similar arguments in anti- Catholic and anti- Semitic periodicals like the Rail-

splitter or Henry Ford’s Dearborn Independent. Th e presentation, though, was 

distinctly modern. While Klan members may have bemoaned the state of the 

mainstream media, their own publications owed much to the increasingly 

popular tabloid model and the growth of news magazines.

Some of the Klan publications were notable primarily for their anti- 

Catholic and anti- Semitic diatribes. One of the most notorious— and most 

popular— was the Badger American, a Wisconsin monthly with subscribers 

in fourteen states. It was set apart by the editorial cartoon that graced each 

issue’s cover. A typical month might depict “Romanism” as a vicious- looking 

buzzard nestled on a pile of skulls, or show the Knights of Columbus as brut-

ish thugs brandishing shillelaghs, guided by a papal phantasm. It was also 
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“one of the vilest, most noxious Klan publications to receive a widespread 

circulation,” which may be an understatement for a publication that venom-

ously attacked black World War I veterans as “bloated with self- importance.”

Yet even the Badger American consciously aped many of the current pub-

lishing trends in its eff orts to reach readers (see fi g. 3.1). Th e news paper hu-

mor column, critic Gilbert Seldes claimed in the 1920s, was “the most sophis-

F i g u r e  3 . 1 .  Cover of Wisconsin Klan newspaper, Th e Badger American, August 1924.
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ticated of the minor arts in America.” Th e articles of “colyumists” (in Seldes’s 

formulation) like Don Marquis, Ring Lardner, and arguably H. L. Mencken 

himself were popular and infl uential mainstays of the major urban dailies. 

As such, it is unsurprising that the Badger American mimicked these fea-

tures in its pages, drawing particularly on the tradition of popular dialect 

and vernacular humor that had long drawn readers to publications like the 

Saturday Evening Post. Th e regular column “Lissen Tu Th is,” ridiculing Irish 

Catholics, appeared under the byline of one Q. Cluxton Clanning, while Jews 

were lambasted in a column called “Th e Jolly Jewboy.” Where the appeal of 

content failed, the Badger American turned to Daily News– style tabloid sales 

gimmicks, including a promotion for a free “Wonder” telescope with every 

three subscriptions sold.

Th ese tendencies were even more pronounced among the largest and most 

widely circulated Klan publications. In many ways, these periodicals owed 

their success to one of the key publishing ideas of the 1920s. Like the newly 

founded Reader’s Digest and Time, much of the Klan press off ered news and 

features in capsule form, presenting a ready- made opinion. Th e Searchlight 

in Atlanta led the way. Dedicated primarily to reporting on the good deeds 

and charitable works of the Klan, features like “Ku Kluxin,” a lighthearted 

roundup of local Klan activity, were typical. At the same time, these reports 

were mixed with short, reprinted news summaries and punchy populist at-

tacks on the rickety schemes of venture capitalists in Georgia and restrictive 

“reform” politics— stances that, not coincidentally, also furthered editor Joe 

Wood’s own political career.

Indiana’s Fiery Cross, controlled by a council of infl uential Klansmen, 

similarly focused largely on self- fl attery and on reprinting articles from 

popular publications around the country. Th e publication’s purpose was not 

original reporting, editor Ernest Reichard argued, but to “give the American 

viewpoint” on news of the day, largely by reprinting political criticisms of 

immigration from major national publications. Vainly attempting to veil its 

anti- Catholicism in the language of “aliens” and “organized opposition,” the 

newspaper consciously lurched toward the mainstream of American journal-

ism. In a refl ection of the split between the Klan organization and the lived 

ideology of the movement, these eff orts apparently garnered the Fiery Cross 

“a number of complaints in certain sections because we refuse to say anything 

[overt] against the Catholics.”

Klan publications furthered these eff orts toward at least a veneer of re-

spectability with well- received forays into public- interest and lifestyle arti-

cles— a short history of the hatband, for example— side by side with the news-

paper’s anti- Catholic concerns. While this same press style could be found in 
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any number of Klan publications, perhaps the most evident example of this 

approach was Minnesota’s Call of the North. Th e St. Paul weekly mixed humor 

pieces (oft en reprinted from non- Klan publications, including the Los Ange-

les Times) and original poems with digested current events and longer articles 

on education, religion, and history to “stimulate constructive thinking.” Th e 

Call ’s content, claimed editor Peter J. Sletterdahl, was “newsy.”

Th is kind of “newsy” approach quickly proved popular with readers, which 

made Klan publications an attractive proposition for signifi cant numbers of 

local advertisers. Th e Searchlight carried advertisements for a wide cross sec-

tion of Georgia businesses, from shoe stores off ering special discounts to Klan 

members to the powerhouse of Coca- Cola. Th e advertising director for the 

Fiery Cross, C. B. Salyer, boasted that the newspaper off ered the best return on 

its display advertising (seventy- fi ve cents per column inch) of any newspaper 

in Indiana. Whether or not that was the case, regional businesses fl ocked to 

advertise in the weekly. Some Klan periodicals clearly existed for little reason 

other than to carry advertising. Th e weekly Kluxer of Dayton, Ohio, regularly 

ran to more than fi ft y pages— more than half of which was advertising. Th e 

T.W.K. [Trade With Klansmen] Monthly, published in Alabama, weighed in 

at a heft y forty pages and generated suffi  cient revenue to print its advertising 

in tricolor.

Th at so many businesses were willing not only to be associated with the 

Ku Klux Klan but to pay to advertise in the movement’s publications points 

to the wide readership of these Klannish periodicals. Delivered directly to 

 Klaverns and Klan offi  cials, these newspapers were also carried on pub-

lic newsstands and by newsboys on street corners across the country. By 

1923, Dawn boasted a circulation of fi ft y thousand. Th e fi ve- cent Searchlight 

claimed to have over sixty- eight thousand readers and could be found at least 

as far west as Montana and at least as far north as Pittsburgh. Th e Fiery Cross 

went one better, with a paid circulation of over a hundred thousand through-

out the Midwest. Th e paper was so popular in surrounding states that, in 

April 1923, the Fiery Cross announced plans to create additional “state edi-

tions” in Ohio, Iowa, and Illinois. Th e Fellowship Forum, meanwhile, boasted 

of being read by more than half a million people every week.

Th is “newsy” business was a profi table one. As of March 1923, the Fiery 

Cross alone claimed to employ more than nine hundred newspaper vendors 

to circulate the publication throughout the Midwest. Th e Indiana newspaper 

also proudly listed more than a dozen newsstands in Indianapolis at which 

the publication was available. Some news vendors even took out advertise-

ments to announce the availability of Klan publications at their establish-

ments. A few— like “K.K. Kore, the Kluxer Newsman and his Leather Lunged 
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Newsboys”— fl aunted their allegiance to the organization, but most operated 

from commonplace stalls.

It is suggestive that much of the impetus for this success was commercial. 

Some sellers were certainly Klan members, and would even appear on street 

corners in their robes to pass out literature. Nevertheless, most “newsboys” 

were seemingly motivated more by fi nancial than by ideological concerns. 

In June and August 1923, the Fiery Cross ran a competition off ering a thou-

sand dollars in prizes to those vendors showing the greatest gain in sales. Th e 

Searchlight allegedly paid well to distribute bundles of the newspaper to local 

newsstands for sale. One Fiery Cross salesman, Charles Holder of Indiana, 

told a local newspaper that he was a salaried employee who didn’t “know 

anything about the Klan except what is in the paper,” and claimed to be “as 

much at sea regarding it as you are.” He had already sold almost a thousand 

copies in just one of the towns he was responsible for.

Holder’s sales were not out of the ordinary. Th e Fiery Cross broke down its 

sales agents into four categories, the highest- ranked of whom regularly sold 

more than a thousand copies. In Cleveland, more than a thousand copies 

were sold on a single corner in one Saturday aft ernoon. Some special issues 

sold even faster. One paper reporting on Klan- related murders in Louisiana 

(and absolving the Klan of all blame) managed to sell more than two thou-

sand copies in a small Nebraska town. When the Fiery Cross issued an ex-

tra attacking the anti- Klan American Unity League, distributors “formed a 

steady stream into the circulation department until midnight.” Corner sellers, 

meanwhile, “left  the offi  ce with every pound of papers they could possibly 

lug” and “did not get a block . . . before having to return for more.”

Th ese sales were not entirely without issue. Klan newspapers complained 

about “Irish” police who charged newspaper sellers with interrupting traf-

fi c, operating without a license, disturbing the peace, and “soliciting business 

in an off ensive manner.” One “newsboy,” Eugene Leavengood, was arrested 

four times in ten days for selling the Fiery Cross— leading him to fi le a writ 

of prohibition against the local judge. Vendors in Cleveland claimed to have 

been “continually threatened by a ring of toughs and pugilists.” Perhaps the 

most abused Klan newspaper salesman was Th omas Lowe of Cincinnati. Al-

most fi ft y, and with one leg amputated at the knee, Lowe was abducted and 

beaten on three separate occasions. Klan newspapers heavily publicized the 

assaults, emphasizing the vicious nature of anti- Klan activists willing to at-

tack a “crippled news boy.”

Yet the fact that demand for these Klan publications was high enough and 

broad enough to warrant and sustain a widespread public distribution net-

work is an important indicator that cultural tension did not denote cultural 
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separation. Low- level clashes did not prevent Klan newspapers and maga-

zines from being sold openly, publicly, and, most important, profi tably. In 

doing so, the Klannish press largely avoided ghettoization. Members of the 

organization would have been able to fi nd these publications through their 

Klaverns. Th e prevalence of public sales represented the appeal of the move-

ment to a broader swath of the American public. Whether motivated by sym-

pathy or curiosity, hundreds of thousands of Americans were engaging with 

the imagined community of the Klan on a regular basis. In fi nding a sizable 

audience both inside and outside of the organization for messages of a vir-

tuous and heroic Klannish identity, these newspapers were a tremendously 

valuable form of propaganda.

Th at propaganda value also meant that the press was of key importance in 

1923 in the struggle for control of the organization between founder William 

Simmons and his erstwhile successor, Hiram Evans. An eff ort at a bloodless 

coup— convincing Simmons to become the titular head of the Klan while re-

linquishing all control to Evans— backfi red badly. Unhappy with his new po-

sition, Simmons had attempted to either retake his title as Imperial Wizard or 

create a rival Klan organization. In April 1923, even as the two factions went 

to court to sue for eff ective ownership of rights to the Klan organizational 

brand, the Klannish press fought a proxy war for the support of rank- and- fi le 

members.

To combat the loyalist Searchlight, which declared “there is only one Klan 

and Simmons is its head,” Evans established the Imperial Night- Hawk. Th e 

new weekly was an oddity in the Klan press, clearly and expressly created to 

address members of the organization rather than the wider public. Unlike 

any other Klan publications, the Night- Hawk was not available on newsstands 

or street corners, or for purchase of any kind. Nor did it carry any advertis-

ing. It was distributed weekly to Klaverns around the country for free as “the 

house organ of your order.” Th e Night- Hawk declared its sole mission to be 

to “promote the high ideals of the Klan,” even as it engaged in attacks on the 

Americanism of Simmons and his supporters.

Th e balance of power in the battle for the hearts and minds of Klan mem-

bers lay with the Fiery Cross, the most widely read of the publications under 

Imperial control. Aft er editor Ernest Reichard was ousted and replaced by 

Evans ally Milton Elrod, it became clear that the tide had turned decisively 

in the battle for control of the organization. Final victory against Simmons 

arrived in November 1923, when Evans supporters took control of the Search-

light as well. By then, however, the new Imperial Wizard had decided that 

control of the Imperial publications was not enough.
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Now secure in his position, Evans hoped to use the Invisible Empire as 

a power base for entry into national politics. To do so, the Klan head would 

need to appeal not just to members but to a wide coalition of white Protestant 

Americans. Evans had to reach beyond the organization to rally the broader 

movement. Th e fractious and fractured nature of the independent Klan press, 

though, represented a fundamental challenge to his political power. Nowhere 

was the federalized nature of the organization more evident than in the mul-

tiplicity of voices off ered up by these publications. While they coalesced 

around a common culture, their failure to speak as one— to challenge and 

contradict the authority and decisions of Evans and his administration on 

many issues— represented an embarrassment to the Klan’s ostensible leaders. 

As the Imperial Wizard explained to an interviewer, one of the greatest prob-

lems the organization faced was the “control of newspapers” that attempted 

to speak for the Klan without authority. High- ranking members, with no ap-

parent sense of irony, even went so far as to complain that the use of the 

“hate programme” to increase circulation by these publications was tarring 

the good name of the Klan.

By early 1924, it was clear to Evans that something had to be done. Th e 

solution presented itself in the unassuming form of Milton Elrod of Indiana. 

Despite somewhat unorthodox journalistic credentials, his backing of Evans 

had won him editorship of the Fiery Cross and a position among Evans’s top 

lieutenants. Now he would become the head of the Klan’s new Bureau of 

Publication and Education. Elrod was responsible for “renovating Evans . . . 

and selling him as an impeccable product to the American people.” To do so, 

he would have to take control of the Klannish press.

Elrod set about his task with aplomb. While its ideas were nothing new, 

the bureau’s aims and organization were thoroughly modern. Seeing the 

growing control of press chains and syndicates, Elrod declared the bureau to 

be a competitor to increasingly large wire services like the Associated Press. 

Th e Klan’s new news- gathering service would operate as an alternative “na-

tional news service” for true Americans. Th e existing media, increasingly mo-

nopolized by a few outside interests, could not be trusted to supply the “vital 

facts” that the Klan wire service would provide.

Th e notable success of the Fiery Cross had already moved the Klan press to-

ward original reporting. Under Reichard, the Indiana weekly began to estab-

lish an organization of staff  correspondents throughout the Midwest tasked 

with covering “every event of importance and happenings in, and of interest 

to, the citizens of the Invisible Empire, as well as to hundreds of thousands 

of 100 per cent Protestant American citizens.” Th e Bureau of Publication and 
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Education would extend this network nationwide. In accordance with Evans’s 

growing political aspirations, the wire service would have its base in the na-

tion’s capital, and allow any suffi  ciently patriotic periodical to carry the news 

provided by the new bureau.

Under the direction of Elrod and the bureau, the Fiery Cross would be-

come the offi  cial national newspaper of the Invisible Empire, supplementing 

the Imperial Night- Hawk as a mouthpiece for Evans’s ambitions. To be eff ec-

tive in that role, it seemed to the organization’s leaders that the Fiery Cross 

and the Night- Hawk would need to be the only Klan publications. All others 

would either be bought out, kowtow to Evans, or be run into the ground. 

As journalist Stanley Frost explained, Elrod’s task was to “organize a string 

of Klan papers throughout the country which shall be under absolute con-

trol” and “reform or drive out the present sheets.” Ex- Klansman Edgar Allen 

Booth described the process more colorfully, and perhaps more accurately, as 

“the strangling to death of papers opposing Evans.” Either way, change was 

at hand.

By 1924, there were already eleven state editions of the Fiery Cross, in-

cluding the main Indiana publication, with a claimed circulation of over two 

hundred thousand. Elrod now planned to create a network of up to thirty 

state editions of the paper, estimated to reach a circulation of over seven hun-

dred thousand and an actual readership of more than four million. Under 

strict central control, these state editions would carry “state news and edito-

rial matter of state interests.” Th e Bureau of Publication and Education would 

provide centrally distributed and approved “honest” news, “uncontrolled and 

unbiased.” Such was their conviction that the success of the weekly was as-

sured, Elrod and Evans also suggested that once the Fiery Cross’s national 

prominence had been assured, the Invisible Empire would establish three 

daily newspapers.

Th e bureau’s announcement of these plans came with more than a sugges-

tion of hostility to all newspapers not a part of this offi  cial network, under-

lining once again the fractures between the Klan organization and move-

ment. Independent publications, the Night- Hawk explained, although they 

had “rendered and are still rendering a great service to the organization,” were 

expressions of “personal opinions and policies.” Th us, the magazine argued, 

the “controversial matter” they oft en off ered did not represent “the national 

Klan thought.” If so desired, the bureau would supply papers with content 

if they “honestly desire the service and use it in the spirit which it may be 

given.” It was time for the press of the Klan movement to fall in line or face 

the wrath of the organization’s national leadership.
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As one of the newspapers that had rendered “great service” to the Invis-

ible Empire, the Call of the North transitioned seamlessly into its new role as 

the Minnesota Fiery Cross without any interruption to its regular publication 

schedule. Although the paper was now credited to the Klan’s own Empire 

Publishing Company, the switch had not even required a change in editor. 

Th e focus of the newspaper would remain on “news of the Klan arising within 

the borders of the Gopher state.” If a distracted reader had not noticed the 

change of name when they picked it up, there was little to immediately point 

to the fact that it was technically a diff erent paper.

Others refused to go quietly. In September 1924, when its offi  cial state ri-

val appeared for sale, the Badger American responded defi antly. “Many were 

under the impression that the Badger American would quit,” an editorial ex-

plained, but “the only thing that would cause this publication to quit is lack of 

support.” Having long proclaimed its autonomy from the national organiza-

tion, the newspaper quickly jettisoned most of its Klan news and renewed its 

focus on anti- Catholic attacks. It was to little avail. As it moved away from the 

“newsy” style of the popular Klan press, and with an organization- approved 

competitor, the Badger American saw a steep decline in subscribers and the 

departure of most of the newspaper’s advertisers. Shortly thereaft er, the pub-

lication, which could once have claimed to be a major source of Klan power 

in Wisconsin and allegedly circulated from Alabama to Montana to New 

York, disappeared entirely.

Similar scenarios unspooled across the country as the Klan fl exed its fi -

nancial muscle, and paper aft er paper was either bought up or forced out 

of business. Ex- Klansman Edgar Allen Booth called the process an “orgy of 

spending” that saw newspapers purchased “with reckless abandon.” At the 

organization’s 1924 Klonvokation (or annual conference), the national Klan’s 

Finance Committee reported that twenty- one papers had been purchased for 

the oddly precise amount of $86,368.41. Booth estimated the cost in the “hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars.” Th e Imperial Wizard noted only that “putting 

the Klan press under control” had been a “diffi  cult task.” Whatever the price, 

“it was achieved and the achievement was of great value.” Th e Klan’s leaders 

felt no need to hide the fact that dissenting voices would be “discontinued at 

an early date.”

Th is process was anything but smooth, however. Evans fi rst lost Elrod, 

whose departure from the Klan was surrounded by controversy, and then 

the name of the paper itself. Th e American Order of Scottish Clans, whose 

offi  cial publication was also called the Fiery Cross, fi nally won their lawsuit 

preventing the Klan from impinging on their copyright. Th e Invisible Empire 
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was forced to change the name of their offi  cial publication to the Kourier. In 

an eff ort to save face, they did so while claiming that the change had always 

been intended.

At the same time, the organization faced public embarrassment from the 

poor handling of the national expansion. In a number of the Invisible Em-

pire’s newspaper buyouts, the previous publishers never received the prom-

ised compensation. Th e lucrative Kluxer of Ohio, for example, sued the Klan 

for two hundred thousand dollars in damages aft er it emerged that the reward 

for halting publication was never paid. Th e bureau had refused a written con-

tract, as “they were all Klansmen together and Klansmen needed no written 

agreement because Klansmen always did the things they agreed to do.” In 

their eff orts to unify the movement behind Evans and the organization, the 

Klan’s leaders were producing dissatisfaction and dissension.

Nonetheless, the bureau’s campaign for control rolled on. By November 

1924, even the Searchlight, the fi rst paper taken over by Imperial Wizard Sim-

mons, had been subsumed into the Kourier network. As an article in the last 

issue explained, the Searchlight had actually been placed under the bureau 

more than a year earlier. Th e intervening period had been dedicated to “per-

fecting a central organization,” the newspaper boasted, but now “all that is 

necessary” was complete. “Every section of the United States can be served” 

by the Bureau of Publication and Education— “all radiating from a single 

point, yet maintaining the local touch.”

To a remarkable extent, this was true. Th e Klan’s leadership had succeeded 

in building a national newspaper syndicate that would eff ectively dominate 

the news much of its membership would read, and shape the public image 

of the movement. In doing so, the new national weekly built on the example 

of both its Klannish predecessors and the larger contemporary press land-

scape. Th e New York Herald Tribune, also established in 1924, would later 

be described as “a Protestant paper,” a publication not designed to appeal to 

“the ethnic mix of the city.” It was a description that the Klan’s leaders would 

happily have applied to their new newspaper. Th e Kourier represented a new 

means for the organization to advocate for the Klan as a respectable main-

stream movement in American society.

Combining the sensationalism of the New York tabloids with the local 

fl avor of a state weekly, the Klan’s fl agship publication exemplifi ed the porous 

boundaries of cultural accommodation in the 1920s. Th e amalgamation of 

the “newsy” style with the Invisible Empire’s ideals had already proven highly 

popular with a wide audience. Th e Kourier solidifi ed that trend to signifi -

cant success. By December 1924, there were sixteen diff erent editions of the 

newspaper. An eight- page weekly, sold for fi ve cents, circulating in at least 
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twenty- one states, the newspaper syndicate claimed a paid circulation of one 

and a half million. Th is number was likely infl ated, but even if the Kourier 

only sold a third of what the bureau claimed, the Klan newspaper was one 

of the most- read publications in the country. Although nowhere near a rival 

to the perennially best- selling Saturday Evening Post, which claimed a total 

readership of potentially ten million people, the Kourier seemingly far out-

stripped the recently founded Time magazine, which claimed a circulation of 

fi ft y thousand.

Th e front page of each edition of the Kourier was dedicated almost ex-

clusively to Klan news from within the appropriate state or states. Th e or-

ganization relied on individual Klaverns to supply these local reports. Th e 

Grand Dragon of Illinois, writing to one Klavern, suggested that “if you have 

a newspaper editor or reporter among your membership” or “someone who 

is fi tted for such work,” they should be appointed “Kourier correspondent.” 

Th is correspondent would be given special credentials and instructions from 

the bureau. Th e nominated member would then be responsible for off ering 

“details of happenings,” or at least summarizing them for the capsule reports 

printed on the front page.

Th e vaunted Bureau of Publication wire service supplied the rest of the 

edition’s content, off ering a centrally distributed selection of articles that of-

fered a “newsy” mix. While Klan news from around the nation remained 

prominent, the Kourier also made a concerted eff ort to cover major national 

news and politics. Declaring that its service in providing the “truth” would 

allow for discussion of “serious problems by serious people,” the Klan news-

paper seemingly took its role in earnest. Lest anyone doubt the organization’s 

commitment to compete with other digest news organizations, the Kourier 

supplemented its longer political coverage with a regular section titled “Im-

portant News of the Week for Busy Readers.” As well as the offi  cial editorials, 

which appeared without a byline, analysis of the week’s happenings by Felix 

Free appeared in the “Current Comment” section. Even other newspapers 

commented on the apparent mainstream appeal of the reporting off ered.

A more unusual form of editorializing, owing a clear debt to one of the 

most popular columnists in the country, Don Marquis, was also featured in 

the Kourier. Appearing fi rst in the New York Sun in 1916 and then in the New 

York Tribune from 1922 to 1925, Marquis’s characters of Archy and Mehitabel 

had become favorites of thousands of readers. In creating these characters, 

the newspaper columnist earned favorable comparisons to Ben Jonson and 

Mark Twain. Archy, a cynical poet in the body of a cockroach, and Mehita-

bel, an alley cat who claimed to be the reincarnation of Cleopatra, gave voice 

to Marquis’s wide- ranging satires of modern life. Th e cockroach and the cat 
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 off ered commentary in free verse on topics as varied as Lenin, radio broad-

casting, and the place of humanity in the universe.

Marquis was clearly no supporter of the Invisible Empire. Th e Klan made 

several appearances in his work— including as the Krew Krux Kranks in a 

column that ambitiously commented on both the inherent dangers of pa-

triotic vigilantism and the Armenian genocide. Th e writers of the Bureau of 

Publication, though, were apparently enamored with Archy and Mehitabel. 

Th e regularly featured “Klan Ket” column in the Kourier aped Marquis, pre-

senting social commentary under cover of the adventures of the offi  cial Klan 

kitten.

Th e “Klan Ket” was far from the only feature in the Klan newspaper to 

stretch the defi nition of news. Th e Bureau of Publication and Education had 

astutely made sure to carry over some of the most popular features from the 

publications that the Kourier had supplanted, including the poetry of “Twi-

light’s Th inklings” from the Call of the North and the Fiery Cross’s “Sparks 

from the Fiery Cross” by John Eight Point. In a refl ection of contemporary 

American journalism’s affi  nity for “lifestyle” pieces, the bureau also made 

sure that the paper would appeal to the whole white Protestant family. “Th e 

Hearthstone of America” was a special section for female readers, includ-

ing parenting tips and recipes that all too oft en featured cream cheese. Like 

the Daily News or the astoundingly popular new magazine True Story, the 

 Kourier off ered stories of the embarrassments and triumphs of its readers. 

Th e children, meanwhile, could turn to “A Junior Today— A Klansman To-

morrow.” On this page of juvenile Klannish news and “educational” guidance, 

youthful readers could also enjoy the “Chuckles!” section, which reprinted 

short jokes from other publications.

Th ere was no better example of the Kourier’s eff ort to position itself in the 

American cultural milieu than the crossword puzzle. Crossword puzzles had 

originally appeared in the New York World in 1912 to a relatively muted appre-

ciation. By the time the Kourier was established, however, the crossword had 

become a national sensation. When the fl edgling publishers Simon & Schus-

ter released the fi rst ever book of crossword puzzles in 1924, they sparked 

one of the fads that defi ned the 1920s. Even as the bureau created the Klan-

nish press syndicate, the country’s nonfi ction best- seller list was dominated 

by crossword puzzle books. Readers of the Kourier were no exception to this 

puzzle mania. Th us, the Invisible Empire’s weekly published a “Fiery Cross- 

Word Puzzle,” presenting crosswords in a variety of uplift ing shapes, includ-

ing the Klan’s blood- drop insignia, the Liberty Bell, and a Junior Klansman. 

It was such a success that the newspaper started off ering a special crossword 

puzzle dictionary (Winston- Universal edition) as a reward for buying two 
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subscriptions. Th e 1920s saw Klan members and opponents alike enjoying the 

thrill of unlocking the secrets of 7 Across and 42 Down.

As the syndicate saw success, the Bureau of Publication and Education 

also extended its Kourier brand. In December 1924, the weekly Imperial 

Night- Hawk was scrapped and replaced by a new thirty- two- page monthly, 

the Kourier Magazine. Tasked with publishing “articles of an educational 

value rather than current news of Klan activities,” the magazine explained 

that it would “deal with the deeper things of our national life.” In practical 

terms, that meant fi lling the magazine with paeans to Protestantism, long 

discussions on the Klan’s relationship with the virtues of Christianity, and 

numerous speeches and statements by Imperial Wizard Evans. Th e Kourier 

Magazine also highlighted subjects that the Bureau of Publication and Educa-

tion felt were most important to Americans, publishing special themed issues 

on public education and the nature of patriotism.

As 1925 began, with a central wire service and national newspaper syn-

dicate to call its own, the Invisible Empire appeared to have triumphed. 

Although opposition undoubtedly remained, it was comparatively muted. 

Unlike earlier papers, the Kourier’s most visible face— its “newsboys”— went 

largely unmolested by both police and passersby, sold on newsstands and 

street corners across the country. Packaging Klannish ideals within contem-

porary press trends, the Kourier presented the Klan not as a violent and hate-

ful vigilante group but as an appealing band of patriotic, law- abiding, white 

Protestants. In the Kourier, Evans had created a propagandistic information 

network that reached far beyond the organization’s membership.

Th is triumph, however, was built on a fragile foundation. As with so many 

Klan achievements, the Kourier syndicate quickly crumbled. Th e fi rst sign 

of trouble came with the disappearance of many of the state editions. At the 

beginning of 1925, the Bureau of Publication and Education had ambitiously 

patented the Kourier name in twenty- nine states, preparing for further ex-

pansion. By the middle of the year, the Kourier was distributing only eight 

regional editions— all of which would soon be absorbed into a single national 

edition, the National Kourier. Th is last remaining vestige of the syndicate 

limped along for another year, but never regained its previous cachet. By 1927, 

the Klan’s national newspaper network had disappeared.

Th e Kourier Magazine was even less successful. Although directly cir-

culated to Klaverns, the magazine had seemingly never decided whether it 

should appeal purely to members of the organization or to the wider move-

ment. As a 1929 editorial revealingly explained, the magazine had attempted 

to be both the “offi  cial organ of the Order” and “the spokesman for the Klan 

to the alien world.” Th is somewhat schizophrenic approach meant that they 
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could neither “fi ll the pages with inside Klan news” nor dedicate the publica-

tion to entirely “alien” subject matter either. Th is left  a magazine that clumsily 

mixed overfamiliar restatements of Klan “principle and policy” in opposi-

tion to Roman Catholicism with features like “Klan Kiddies Korner” and the 

comic animal stories of Old Man Ganderspank. Cartoons, a short- lived ad-

venture fi ction section, and True Story– style essay competitions sat alongside 

castigations of Catholic infl uence in the public schools. Th e balance that had 

propelled the success of the Kourier weekly eluded the monthly. “Th e two 

purposes, each essential,” the Kourier Magazine despaired, “got in each other’s 

way, and each prevented a wholly satisfactory carrying out of the other.

Th is was particularly evident in terms of revenue. With new members 

fl ooding into the organization, the Klan’s leaders had decided that the maga-

zine was valuable enough for outreach to subsidize as a loss leader. Breaking 

very sharply from publishing trends, then, the Kourier Magazine would be 

distributed free of charge and without any lucrative advertising. As the rate of 

new memberships began to slow, and existing members started to fall away, 

it became increasingly diffi  cult to justify that decision. By February 1925, the 

magazine had begun to charge a one- dollar subscription to keep the publica-

tion afl oat— “not done to make money, but to conserve the situation.” Th e 

magazine’s direct- mail circulation protected it from the vagaries of news-

stand sales, allowing it to outlast the weekly newspaper. But as Klan member-

ship, and therefore readership for the offi  cial magazine, fell precipitously, it 

proved an ultimately unsustainable model.

In March 1929, the monthly became a quarterly. In April, the publication 

admitted it could not serve two audiences, splitting into a “Klan edition” and 

an “open edition,” but it was already too late to stem the organizational col-

lapse. With fewer and fewer members to sell to, the Klan edition was scrapped 

in 1930. Th e wider reach of the movement allowed the open edition to run 

until 1936, but it never gained the kind of readership that the 1920s had seen.

As with the decline of the Klan organization as a whole, it is diffi  cult to 

determine any single reason as to why the Klan’s press network suff ered such 

a precipitous collapse. Certainly, the Invisible Empire’s rapid drop in mem-

bership aft er 1925 played a key role. Th e Kourier syndicate had reached its 

apex in late 1924, some six months aft er Congress passed the Johnson- Reed 

Immigration Act. Severely limiting “undesirable” immigration from south-

ern and eastern Europe, the act also blunted some of the Klan’s appeal to the 

wider nativist movement. While this alone was not responsible for the Klan’s 

collapse from 1925 onward, this legislation undoubtedly had an impact— as 

did the arrest of Indiana Grand Dragon D. C. Stephenson for rape and mur-

der in early 1925. An organization that had begun hemorrhaging members 
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could hardly expect to retain the same kind of readership base that its news-

papers had once enjoyed. Locked into a vicious cycle of decline, the weakened 

 Kourier organization was unable to then staunch the steady stream of Knights 

abandoning their membership.

Even as its organizational base was eroded, the Kourier syndicate was un-

able to rely on its eff orts to reach a wider audience. Much of this problem 

lay within. Imperial Wizard Evans’s cornerstone achievement suff ered from 

the same kind of mismanagement that had plagued the organization of the 

Invisible Empire since its inception. Edgar Allen Booth made reference to 

“the fi ghting, bickering, plotting and incompetency . . . going on behind the 

scenes.” Lawsuits alleging broken promises and misdealing did not end with 

the Kluxer suit in 1924. Cases in Missouri and Iowa, among others, generated 

damning headlines in newspapers across the country.

Refl ecting the lasting division between the organization and the lived 

ideology of the movement, these management issues were exacerbated by 

the kind of independent publications the Klan’s leadership had attempted to 

eliminate. Although the Bureau of Publication and Education had managed 

to either buy up or force out a large number of the Kourier’s predecessors, 

there was still signifi cant competition from “unoffi  cial” newspapers for the 

readers of the wider Klan movement. Milton Elrod returned to the publish-

ing fi eld with the Daily American in 1924 and the National Democrat in 1925. 

In an eff ort to repeat the success of the broad humor of Fawcett’s Captain 

Billy’s Whiz Bang, Klan members in Pittsburgh off ered a more unusual take 

on Klannish publishing with the launch of their own “funny monthly,” Komic 

Klan Kracks.

C. Lewis Fowler of New York City, a friend and close ally of William J. 

Simmons, attracted a signifi cant following in 1924 and 1925 to his American 

Standard. Setting aside the reserve of the Kourier, Fowler used the pages of 

the Standard to wage a campaign against American Catholics and Jews that 

would have made the Badger American blanch. One historian has called it “a 

semimonthly of a particularly latrine nature.” Th is underestimates a publica-

tion that claimed telepathic Jesuits had murdered President Harding. Even 

still, Fowler demonstrated that there was success to be had in publishing an 

independent alternative to the offi  cial Klan press and inspired a number of 

imitators.

Making matters worse, as the organization itself collapsed, the Kourier not 

only had to compete with rival Klan newspapers, but also with publications 

established by new splinter groups. As contemporaries noted, “Off shoots of 

the Invisible Empire are undermining it.” In California, for example, the new 

Knights of the White Cross Clan welcomed defectors to their ranks. Th eir 
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California Advance not only competed with the offi  cial Klan press for readers; 

it attacked the organization itself as a “dead issue.”

Th e Klan’s leadership had themselves fostered some of these rivals for read-

ership. Th e Fellowship Forum, one of the few semi- independents to survive 

the bureau’s purge, clearly demonstrated that the Klan movement reached far 

beyond the members of the Klan organization. It was, without doubt, a Klan 

newspaper and openly espoused the Klan’s ideology. Edgar Fuller, a former 

aide to Edward Young Clarke, claimed in 1924 that the Klan’s leaders paid a 

thousand dollars a month to editor George Moore. Ex- Klansman Edgar Allen 

Booth similarly alleged that “money from the Klan treasury has poured with 

a lavish hand” into the Fellowship Forum. Even as he forced other fl ourishing 

publications out of business, Hiram Evans gave the Forum his offi  cial im-

primatur, telling the newspaper, “I am anxious that you prosper in the work 

which you are doing.” Th e Imperial Wizard noted that the weekly was “fi lling 

a niche peculiarly its own in the patriotic newspaper fi eld.” Similarly, Robbie 

Gill Comer, head of the Women’s Klan, wrote to her members to enthuse that 

the Forum was doing “a very splendid piece of work” and encouraged Klans-

women to support the publication.

Th at niche in the patriotic newspaper fi eld was as a popular crossover 

publication, with appeal to both members and nonmembers across the coun-

try. Th e Grand Dragon of Oklahoma enthused that the Forum was the “best 

publication issued for the dissemination of pure Americanism” and “the prin-

ciples of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,” with the “possible exception” of the 

Kourier and Kourier Magazine. Th e value of the Forum, the Grand Dragon 

explained, was its ability to attract readers who eschewed offi  cial Klan publi-

cations. By reading the Forum, though, they would still obtain “the viewpoint 

and information we want them to have.”

Th e Forum, like the Kourier, took a “newsy” approach to providing that 

viewpoint. Th e weekly, which varied between eight and twelve pages long, 

declared itself “the LEADER in the fi eld of Fraternal Journalism.” In practical 

terms, that meant the same kind of mix of content found in the offi  cial Klan 

publications. Flattering news of Klan events and other fraternal organizations 

dominated the Forum’s pages, alongside longer articles on the evils of Ca-

tholicism and the benefi ts of Americanism. At the same time, befi tting the 

newspaper’s D.C. location, the Forum provided signifi cant coverage of all the 

latest political news. By 1925, the ambitious weekly even had its own foreign 

correspondents.

News pieces were supplemented by a variety of human- interest and life-

style features. Refl ecting the growing importance of photography in fi nding 

readers, the Forum regularly carried pictures of events of interest, from por-
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traits of politicians to Klan weddings. Th e weekly’s editor boasted the “won-

derful” diversity of its reporting could rival any newspaper. In a long piece 

of self- refl ection, the publication noted that while the majority of its content 

was “general news,” readers could fi nd plenty of information on Klan events 

and other fraternal aff airs, “miscellaneous” news, “patriotic editorials,” and a 

mix of regular features and special “promotion features.” Th e weekly women’s 

page, for instance, focused on fashion and food. Sympathizers to the move-

ment could have learned how to serve “Klansman’s Dream Toast,” garnished 

with a pimento cross, at their next dinner party.

As the Invisible Empire’s offi  cial press network began to collapse in early 

1925, the Fellowship Forum played an increasingly important role for the 

movement. Under the direction of publisher James Vance, the paper eagerly 

targeted Klan readers as a semioffi  cial rival that most likely hastened the 

 Kourier’s demise. Walla Walla Klan No. 3 of Washington State declared that 

the paper was “of untold benefi t to the Ku Klux Klan” and “one of the best me-

diums through which we can chronicle the things of interest to our members.” 

Two Klans in Baltimore “went on record endorsing the work of Th e Fellow-

ship Forum.” Th e nearby Mt. Rainier Klan urged members to subscribe to “the 

Klan paper, the ‘Friendship [sic] Forum.’”

Th e Forum’s ability and willingness to take the place of the national pub-

lication as a respectable mainstream weekly was evident. Th e year 1925 saw 

state Klans pitted against each other in a competition to drive the Forum to 

fi ve million readers. Th e massive national Klan parade through the District 

of Columbia that year was marked by the Forum with a front- page article by 

W. A. Hamlett, editor of the Kourier Magazine, and a specially commissioned 

poem, “I Am (the Ku Klux Klan),” by “Twilight” Orn, late of the Minnesota 

Fiery Cross and the “Twilight’s Th inklings” column in the Kourier. At the 

end of the year, even as the Kourier faltered, the Forum published an article 

from Imperial Wizard Evans himself on the topic “What Christmas Means to 

Members of the Ku Klux Klan.” By 1927, with the Kourier network defunct, 

the Fellowship Forum’s union with the Invisible Empire became offi  cial. Th e 

semi- independent newspaper of the Klannish movement was eff ectively 

folded into the organization. Readers were encouraged to save money with a 

joint subscription to the Forum and the Kourier Magazine.

Ironically, it was this union of movement and organization that marked 

the beginning of the end for the Forum. It is telling that while readers fl ocked 

to a publication espousing Klannish ideology, signifi cant sections of that 

readership were seemingly alienated by an explicit connection between the 

newspaper and the Klan. Although Vance would continue to publicly deny 

“Klan affi  liations,” the increasingly close ties between the publication and the 
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Invisible Empire had not gone unnoticed. In the eyes of many potential and 

existing subscribers, it was now a Klan paper, little diff erent from the defunct 

Kourier. Certainly, other newspapers began to classify it as such. In 1925, the 

Washington Post had been happy to refer to the Forum as part of the fraternal 

Protestant press. By 1927, it was simply “a Ku Klux Klan publication.”

Th e Grand Dragon of Oklahoma had once trumpeted the ability of the 

Forum to attract readers who avoided Klan newspapers. Th at ability now 

seemed to disappear, and with it the readers. Nor could the Forum rely on 

Klan members to simply replace those numbers. Th e Klan itself was crum-

bling. Unable to maintain their offi  cial newspaper, there was little chance that 

the organization would be able to support the Forum. Although exact circula-

tion fi gures do not exist, the Fellowship Forum had once boasted a circulation 

of somewhere between fi ve hundred thousand and a million copies— a pow-

erhouse of Klannish propaganda. By the beginning of 1928, it was “a starving 

little sheet.”

Although weakened, the Forum was not yet defunct. It had retained a 

surprising amount of its former power by diversifying into radio. More im-

portantly, like the Klan organization, it regained a modicum of momentum 

with the news that there was a Catholic running for president. Governor Al 

Smith of New York had fi nally secured the Democratic nomination, and in so 

doing breathed fresh life into the Ku Klux Klan and its newspaper of choice. 

An anti- Prohibition Catholic, Smith was everything the Forum had fought 

against since its inception. Th e fact that he was a Democrat did not help— 

among the Forum’s major stockholders by this point were R. H. Angell, Re-

publican Party chairman for the state of Virginia, and William G. Conley, 

the Republican nominee for governor of West Virginia. Th e Baltimore Afro- 

American went so far as to allege that the Forum was part of a coordinated 

appeal by Herbert Hoover’s campaign to racial and religious prejudices in an 

attempt to break the Solid South of the Democratic Party.

Whatever the strength of the offi  cial links between the Fellowship Forum 

and the Republican Party, there is no doubt that the Forum was one of the 

most vocal and infl uential voices of the anti- Smith movement. Th e paper 

fi lled its pages with attacks on the Catholic Church in general, and on Smith 

in particular. It also focused heavily on what the Afro- American called “scur-

rilous attacks” linking Smith with “Negro Equality.” Across the South, is-

sues of the paper were distributed in rural districts “by the bale,” allegedly 

at the expense of the anti- Smith organization. Virginia was fl ooded with 

copies, as were Alabama and Tennessee. Editor James S. Vance claimed that 

the Forum now had a readership of over a million, and publicly begged for 

funds to print an additional hundred thousand copies. Vance explained that 
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if he could succeed in meeting the demand, he was “perfectly confi dent” the 

Solid South could be broken by those who believed that electing Smith would 

mean “Romanizing our Government.” It is unclear whether he ever received 

these funds, but the Forum certainly “waxed opulent,” in the words of the 

Pittsburgh Courier.

Although it is impossible to determine how eff ective the Fellowship Fo-

rum’s anti- Smith campaign was, some measure of its impact is evident in 

the fact that Governor Smith was drawn to publicly denounce the paper on 

multiple occasions. During a radio address from Oklahoma, Smith answered 

some of the “senseless, stupid, foolish attacks” off ered by the “notorious” Fo-

rum. At a speech in Baltimore before a crowd of over twenty thousand, Smith 

condemned “that gallant band of patriots known as the Ku Klux Klan” for 

“promoting the Republican candidacy.” For “a sample of their handiwork,” he 

encouraged the audience to read “their offi  cial organ,” the Fellowship Forum. 

Every “contemptible” issue, Smith declared, contained “the most outrageous 

abuse that it would be possible to direct against a large body of American 

citizens.” Th e Badger American would have been proud.

On November 6, Herbert Hoover won forty states to Al Smith’s eight. 

Among those that had gone for Hoover were Virginia, which had not gone to 

a Republican since 1872, as well as Tennessee, West Virginia, North Carolina, 

Florida, and Texas. Th e Fellowship Forum had won its victory against Smith 

and the threat of “Romanized government.” But in its victory, the newspaper 

found defeat. Without an immediate threat like Smith’s candidacy to infl ate 

circulation, and without anti- Smith forces (whether offi  cial or unoffi  cial) pro-

viding funding, the boom in the Forum’s fortunes soon vanished.

As with the Kourier Magazine, the Forum did not disappear immediately. 

Th e weekly continued to limp along until early 1937, but it had receded into 

irrelevancy. Without the Klan to lend it a crusade or a readership, the Forum 

had little to off er to its dwindling audience but run- of- the- mill histrionic dia-

tribes against the publication’s new enemies, Communists and Bolsheviks. 

Th e Invisible Empire disappeared from public view, and the Forum— like the 

Kourier before it— disappeared from newsstands. As it did so, it disappeared 

from popular memory. Th e Fiery Cross- Word, and all that it signifi ed, were 

swift ly forgotten. In the process, we lost our understanding of what the suc-

cess and squabbles of the “newsy” Klannish press revealed— the fl uid cultural 

divisions of the period as Klan members and sympathizers railed against the 

press even as they adopted the trappings of the modern newspaper to promote 

a national identity of white Protestant heroism; the Invisible Empire’s strained 

eff orts to garner both visibility and respectability; and the  shattering tensions 

between the Klan organization’s leadership and the wider Klan movement.
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Th e Good, the Bad, and the Best Sellers

Th e power of the printed page is so great that it is folly to ignore the infl uence of books 

and magazines.

M i n n e s o t a  F i e r y  C r o s s ,  May 23, 1924

Th e publication of Civilization in the United States in 1922 “made a consider-

able sensation,” according to H. L. Mencken. Edited by Harold E. Stearns, a 

young friend and admirer of Mencken, Civilization was an ambitious consid-

eration of “the problem of modern American civilization as a whole.” Th irty- 

three commentators— many of whom had been suggested by Mencken, who 

also contributed a chapter on politics— off ered what the Sage of Baltimore 

called a “sharply realistic point of view.” Arthur M. Schlesinger, in his review 

of the collection, was less favorable in his appraisal. Th e noted historian and 

intellectual called it “supercilious” criticism, and complained that important 

subjects were treated “cynically and fl ippantly.”

Stearns’s collection marked an early example of what one historian has re-

ferred to as the “new estrangement” of American intellectuals in the postwar 

period. As Louis Raymond Reid bemoaned in his chapter “Th e Small Town,” 

the intellectual “may try to get in” to American cultural life, “but the doors are 

usually barred.” Contributors like George Jean Nathan, Lewis Mumford, and 

Frederic C. Howe bemoaned the “unmistakably provincial” nature of Ameri-

can civilization. For many, there was no choice but to escape the “emotional 

and aesthetic starvation” of the United States for the virtues of the great na-

tions of Europe.

Much has been written on this avowed estrangement. Yet it is important 

to remember that, for all the discussion that surrounded the publication of 

Civilization, the collection had by 1924 sold less than fi ve thousand copies in 

the United States, Canada, and England combined. Even in 1922, Schlesinger 

argued that “the future historian of American life” would fi nd Civilization 

“valuable not as criticism of present- day civilization but as an aid to under-

standing a certain type of intellectual activity and outlook which is well rep-
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resented in the persons of the authors.” As Mark Greif has noted, generations 

of critics have retroactively canonized a pantheon of cultural masterpieces 

to serve contemporary needs. Doing so has simultaneously served to delimit 

popular understanding of “American literature.” Too oft en, we have focused 

on the critics and not on the subject of their criticisms.

Mencken divided the world of publishing between the books “that no one 

reads and those that no one ought to read.” Best sellers are oft en the worst 

cultural survivors. In losing this work from analysis of the period, though, 

we lose the reading habits of the majority of Americans. By ensuring what 

might now be deemed middlebrow or lowbrow fare is folded into the histori-

cal record alongside more sophisticated works, we garner a far richer under-

standing of American culture and society. In following Erin A. Smith’s cue to 

engage seriously with “bad” books, including the literary lowlights of the In-

visible Empire, we garner greater insight into the Ku Klux Klan’s ambivalent 

consumption of American literature and American literature’s ambivalent 

consumption of the Klan.

We need to understand the popular in American literature not least be-

cause more Americans were reading more books than ever before. Th e term 

“best seller” came into common use for the fi rst time in the 1920s as the de-

cade saw a literary boom in American life. Almost six thousand books were 

published in the United States in 1919. Ten years later, that number had in-

creased almost 60 percent, fueled by a rise in the consumption of everything 

from hardbound scholarly works to inexpensive paperbacks, from reprinted 

classics to pulp fi ction. Th e ranks of American publishing houses swelled, 

encouraging an increasingly literate population to devote their time to 

reading— romance novels and biographies of great Americans, mysteries and 

journalistic studies. Th e number of public libraries grew, as did the size of 

their collections and their use. Th e “average American” of the twenties appar-

ently read seven books a year— buying two, withdrawing four from public or 

circulating libraries, and borrowing one from a friend.

Even these growing numbers likely underestimate the number of books 

being produced and read by Americans in the 1920s. Before the First World 

War, an estimated 90 percent of books were sold outside bookshops. While 

that was beginning to change, there were still only around fi ft een hundred 

book dealers in the United States by 1925, almost all of whom were found 

in large cities. For those outside major urban areas, door- to- door and mail- 

order sales were oft en the primary means of obtaining reading material. 

Th ese alternative supply networks oft en make it diffi  cult to obtain reliable in-

formation on the sales of certain titles, even as the decade saw major new ave-

nues of distribution. Th e Book of the Month Club (BOMC) appeared in 1926, 
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sending out almost fi ve thousand copies of Sylvia Townsend Warner’s Lolly 

Willowes, an English comedy of manners. Th e BOMC was soon joined by the 

likes of the Literary Guild, off ering curated middlebrow fare to increasing 

numbers of American readers, and the Religious Book Club, as the number 

of religious books published increased dramatically.

Just as there was no one type of distribution, there was no one type of 

publisher. For some, Horace Liveright was the emblem of this publishing 

boom, the “Ziegfeld of his profession.” His fi rm, Boni & Liveright, was “the 

Jazz Age in a microcosm.” Representing Ernest Hemingway, T. S. Eliot, Ezra 

Pound, William Faulkner, and Sherwood Anderson, among many others, he 

published seven Nobel Prize winners in a decade. Key members of the fi rm 

went on to found Simon & Schuster and Random House, shaping the future 

of American publishing.

But Boni & Liveright was an outlier. In H. L. Mencken’s estimation, most of 

the major fi rms dedicated themselves to “merchandising garbage that should 

make any self- respecting publisher blush.” Established publishing houses 

tended to be bastions of conservatism, unwelcoming to African Americans 

and Jews, hostile to avant- garde or radical literature. At the same time, these 

companies were oft en looking for profi ts over Nobel Prizes. Hemingway 

might have brought plaudits, but— as trade publishers increasingly aware of 

the lucrative religious market knew— Giovanni Papini’s Life of Christ was go-

ing to sell more copies.

A publisher like Bobbs- Merrill arguably off ers a far better understanding 

of the wider culture of the 1920s. Th e Indianapolis- based publishing house 

may not have attracted the same acclaim as Boni & Liveright, but it issued 

some of the most popular books of the decade. Race or Nation by Gino Spe-

ranza, which attracted praise from the Klan for its argument on the Anglo- 

Saxon underpinnings of American democracy, sat alongside adventurer 

Richard Halliburton’s best- selling Th e Royal Road to Romance in the pub-

lisher’s catalog. Felix Weiss’s nativist tract Th e Immigration Sieve and Albert 

Wiggam’s eugenicist New Decalogue of Science rubbed shoulders with Julia 

Peterkin’s Scarlet Sister Mary. Th is groundbreaking novel off ered an unsen-

timental depiction of African American life, attracted praise for the white 

author from W. E. B. DuBois, and won the Pulitzer Prize. Bruce Barton’s Th e 

Man Nobody Knows, depicting a rugged Jesus as an example to modern busi-

nessmen, became one of the best- selling books of the twentieth century. All 

were published by Bobbs- Merrill.

When we look at this wider reading culture, we better understand the 

Ku Klux Klan movement’s complex relationship with contemporary literary 

life— as consumer, creator, and subject. Popular perceptions of the Invisible 
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Empire make it easier to imagine Klan members simply as self- righteous cen-

sors with a propensity for burning books. To an extent, this was true. Like 

many other groups, Klan members condemned “fi lthy fi ction” and “salacious” 

literature. A signifi cant section of postwar literature did not meet with Klan-

nish approbation. Stories of “unmarried mothers, concubines, free- lovers, 

vampires, human wrecks,” would, they claimed, “tear larger the hole in the 

fabric of society” by helping corrupt the morals of the young. As the Ameri-

can Standard succinctly argued, “Th e reading of trashy novels and magazines 

poisons the mind.”

Th is was not a fringe position to take. Many condemned the “lurid sen-

sationalism” that could be found in the “diversions off ered the shopgirl and 

the clerk” in the 1920s, in the words of literary scholar Frederick J. Hoff man. 

Leaders of the Catholic Church publicly declared war on “the moral off al that 

passes for the best sellers of the day.” Methodist periodical Zion’s Herald de-

nounced postwar fi ction as a “sea of fi lth.” Th e New York Society for the Sup-

pression of Vice pushed for passage of a Clean Books Bill that would allow the 

censorship of any publication containing even a single passage judged “fi lthy 

or disgusting.” Th e Salvation Army, the Knights of Columbus, the Y.M.C.A, 

Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, and more came together to organize the “Clean 

Books” crusade of 1923– 25. Historian Paul S. Boyer called this eff ort “the most 

far- reaching challenge to American literary freedom in the 1920s,” if not in 

the twentieth century. Th e Klan was far from alone in its blustery criticisms.

If we are guided by this rhetoric of puritanism— and by the equally spiky 

complaints of the Menckenians about “provincial” American culture— it is 

tempting to imagine clear and immutable battle lines of cultural consump-

tion. If we look less at rhetoric and more at the lived ideology of reading hab-

its, however, then that cultural divide seems far less deep and far more fl uid. 

Ironically, Stearns’s castigation of the state of civilization in the United States 

points us toward one of the clearest indications that there were few clear- cut 

divisions in these cultural debates. Th e concerns of Stearns were just one part 

of a boomlet of books that promised “an assessment of the status of civili-

zation to date,” a “balance sheet” for the American people. Both Warren I. 

Susman and James D. Hart have identifi ed these refl ections on postwar life 

as one of the most widespread types of publication in the twenties. As Joan 

Shelley Rubin has noted, the boom in both book production and readership 

had made many publishers alive to the “journalistic and commercial oppor-

tunities” these kinds of books presented.

Since no honest consideration of contemporary life in the Jazz Age was 

complete without the Ku Klux Klan, the movement was an inescapable pres-

ence in these assessments of “civilization.” Th e Lynds’ groundbreaking social 
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study, Middletown, for one, was unable to provide a comprehensive view of 

modern life without frequent reference to the Invisible Empire. Th e same was 

true of Preston W. Slosson’s Th e Great Crusade and Aft er, Chandra Chakra-

berty’s Th e United States of America, Philip Gibbs’s Ten Years Aft er, and more. 

At the same time, the diverse spectrum of opinion on the organization that 

could be found in these works— oft en presenting approval and disapproba-

tion in the same book— underlines the shift ing and sometimes contradic-

tory tensions both between diff erent cultural groups and within those same 

groups.

It is particularly notable, as in newspaper publishing, that it was not just an 

intellectual choice to discuss the Klan organization and its implications, but 

oft en a commercial decision. Book critics frequently focused on a volume’s 

treatment of the Klan as representative of its general quality. Th e Bookman’s 

review of Slosson’s Great Crusade singled out the University of Michigan his-

tory professor’s discussion of the Klan movement as particularly praisewor-

thy. Chakraberty’s United States, conversely, was chastised by the New York 

Times for an account of the Klan that “would hardly be accepted by any but a 

member of that order.” At the same time, the Invisible Empire was central to 

advertising these narratives. Many publishers, realizing that the Klan was of 

considerable popular interest, specifi cally marketed their work as containing 

information on the organization. Th e George H. Doran publishing fi rm, for 

example, promoted Ten Years Aft er as “ranging from the Dawes report to the 

Ku Klux Klan.”

Popular histories also underlined the importance of the Klan, oft en im-

plicitly—and sometimes explicitly— endorsing the movement. John W. Bur-

gess and William A. Dunning of Columbia University had argued extensively 

in the early years of the twentieth century that Reconstruction had to be con-

sidered as a tragic mistake, a Northern assault that upended an idyllic South 

and imposed racial tyranny. Th eir students continued to promulgate this 

“cheap and false myth,” in the words of W. E. B. DuBois, through the 1920s. 

In doing so, these historians laid the groundwork for popular understand-

ing of Reconstruction— and of the role of the Ku Klux Klan. Th e so- called 

Dunningite interpretation of the era, and particularly the work of Walter L. 

Fleming, described a besieged South in which the Reconstruction Klan could 

be understood only as saviors. Th e organization’s violence was a justifi able 

response to the “monstrous” threat of the Freedmen’s Bureau, the Union 

League, and black voters. As DuBois noted, to accept this mangling of history 

necessarily meant that white Americans would have to “embrace and worship 

the color bar as social salvation”— not just in the past, but in contemporary 

America. Th ese historians eff ectively laid a mental framework for the revival 
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of the Klan, allowing William J. Simmons to claim the mantle of Southern 

redemption. As far as both the organization’s leaders and the wider cultural 

movement were concerned, the Klan had returned to save the United States 

once again.

Th e idea that it was oft en the Klan’s presence— contemporary and histor-

ical— in these books that attracted most interest from readers is underlined 

by  the explosion of purportedly academic Klan analysis that appeared in 

print in the 1920s. Th ese works explicitly appealed to a desire to learn as much 

about the workings of the organization of the Invisible Empire as possible. At 

the same time, much as many newspapers had done, they attempted to pre-

sent a “balanced” view of the movement and its ideals. Th e Reference Shelf se-

ries, for instance, was created in 1923 to provide information on “timely sub-

jects for public discussion.” Its seventy- fi ve- cent issue on the Klan collected 

twenty- eight articles, speeches, and excerpts from both books and offi  cial 

Klan documents, split roughly evenly between pro-  and anti- Klan opinion.

Similarly, Nutshell Publishing’s Catholic, Jew, Ku Klux Klan: What Th ey 

Believe, Where Th ey Confl ict came to the unusual conclusion that Judaism, 

Catholicism, and Ku Kluxism all had benefi cial aspects. Th e booklet— either 

boundlessly optimistic or desperately wary of antagonizing readers of any 

faith— hoped that all three would be merged into “one glowing, 100- per- cent 

ideal for which we can all stand, without confl ict and without prejudice.” Th e 

highly popular Little Blue Book series, published by Emanuel Haldeman- 

Julius (at one time, H. L. Mencken’s copyboy), off ered multiple perspec-

tives on the organization. KKK: Th e Kreed of the Klansmen condemned the 

Klan’s “black wave of bigotry and reaction,” while the far more positive Is 

the Ku Klux Klan Constructive or Destructive? included powerful defenses of 

the “law- loving, justice- loving, peace- loving” organization. An education 

in the issues of the day seemingly was not complete without a consideration 

of the Ku Klux Klan— both positive and negative.

Longer works attempted to place the Klan within a wider context. In do-

ing so, these books demonstrated the prominent but ambiguous place the 

Invisible Empire held within American popular consciousness. Published 

in 1924, Five Present- Day Controversies by Charles Jeff erson, pastor of the 

Broadway Tabernacle in New York, considered the confl ict between the Klan 

and Catholicism one of the major religious topics of the day, alongside the 

debates over evolution, the virgin birth, and biblical literalism. Jeff erson sym-

pathized with the Klan in its support for public education and its opposition 

toward the Catholic Church’s “mistaken and mischievous” push for parochial 

schooling. He also understood the Klan’s antipathy toward the “autocratic 

spirit” of Roman Catholicism. Nevertheless, he advised his readers to stay 
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out of the Invisible Empire— a “dangerous movement” that “stirs up the very 

worst passions” and was, in the end, “futile.” Th is analysis was so popular that 

Jeff erson’s chapter on the Ku Klux Klan was reprinted in expanded form the 

next year as a booklet.

Charles Wright Ferguson’s Th e Confusion of Tongues, published in 1928, 

considered the Ku Klux Klan as part of “the whole pageant of religious oddity 

in America.” A Methodist pastor from Texas turned religious editor at Dou-

bleday books, Ferguson concluded that the Klan was “a religion of the savage 

mind” best understood as “a malignant religious kult.” What is notable about 

Confusion of Tongues is the company in which Ferguson placed the Klan. 

Readers could fi nd the chapter “Ku Kluxism” nestled snugly between chapters 

on the Baha’i faith and liberal Catholicism. Other subjects included Christian 

Science (“Th e most that can be said . . . is that it has invested drugless heal-

ing with blue lights and incense”), Mormonism (a “menace” that fl ourished 

“without historical truth of any sort”), and atheism (“the most fervent and 

evangelical cult in the United States today”).

Many critics met Ferguson’s comparison of the Klan to other popular re-

ligious movements with approval. Gilbert Seldes, one of the country’s most 

infl uential cultural commentators, gave Ferguson’s “cool, but not sneering, 

appraisal” of the Klan a highly favorable review in Th e Bookman. Th e book 

itself was popular enough that it was reprinted the next year under the title 

Th e New Books of Revelations: Th e Inside Story of America’s Astounding Reli-

gious Cults. Doubleday, recognizing the book’s main selling points, stressed 

in its advertising that the book gave “the complete lowdown on American 

messiahs, from the Mormons to the Ku Klux Klan.”

Ferguson’s work demonstrates the odd kind of legitimacy that many of 

these educational and academic publications tacitly bestowed on the Klan 

movement. Horace M. Kallen’s Culture and Democracy in the United States, 

in contrast, was an overt attempt to delegitimize the Invisible Empire’s beliefs 

by presenting a compelling argument for the United States as an inclusive 

society. A German immigrant who had studied under William James and 

taught at the New School for Social Research, Kallen had for years criticized 

the concept of the “melting pot.” He posited instead that true democracy 

involved “not the elimination of diff erences, but the perfection and conser-

vation of diff erences”— a view that many Klan members would have agreed 

with. Where the two parted was that Kallen sought an America welcoming of 

those diff erences, while the Klan sought the exclusion of the diff erent.

Th e most signifi cant section of the 1924 book, predominantly composed 

of reprints of Kallen’s earlier work, was the new postscript (which the author 
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advised be read fi rst), “Culture and the Ku Klux Klan.” Kallen warned against 

a popular “Kultur Klux Klan” as a singular illustration of the kind of antihet-

erogeneous thinking against which he had been railing for years. Th us, the 

postscript allowed Kallen to off er the most cogent explanation of his theory 

of societal inclusivity to date by defi ning it in direct opposition to Klannish 

philosophies— and, in the process, coining the phrase (although the idea pre-

dated it) of “cultural pluralism.”

Th e impact of Culture and Democracy was initially limited. Nicholas Roo-

sevelt in the New York Times dismissed Kallen’s book as off ering “nothing 

new” and implicitly endorsed the wider Klannish movement, criticizing Kal-

len for advocating a position that would create a country in which “the hy-

phen is to be crowned king.” By the end of the 1920s, though, the concept of 

cultural pluralism had already gained some traction. It would have long- term 

implications for America’s post– World War II struggle with defi nitions of 

national identity. Th e Ku Klux Klan’s cultural prominence had inspired the 

sharpening of an argument that struck at the heart of its beliefs, and would 

have an impact that far outlasted the organization’s brief life cycle.

While Kallen’s work may have had a greater enduring infl uence, it was not 

the most popular work that emerged from the cottage industry of academic 

Klan analysis in the short term. Th at honor belonged to two books that heav-

ily infl uenced early histories of the second Klan. Both John Moff at Mecklin’s 

Th e Ku Klux Klan: A Study of the American Mind and Stanley Frost’s Th e 

Challenge of the Klan were published at the apex of the organization’s power 

in 1924, but provided widely diverging analyses of the Invisible Empire. Th e 

two studies— and the ways in which they diff er— provide important insight 

into the heterogeneity and ambiguity of responses to the rise of the Ku Klux 

Klan and the fl uid confl icts within American print culture.

Mecklin, a professor of sociology at Dartmouth, began gathering mate-

rial for his book in early 1923 by “spending between three and four months 

in the South and Southwest, interviewing [Klan] leaders and members.” Th e 

sociologist’s study shrewdly questioned the fractured nature of the organiza-

tion to consider whether the “real Klan” was represented by its hierarchical 

structures or its grassroots organization. For Mecklin, the Invisible Empire 

was at heart a “local organization.” Its appeal lay in “moral idealism” more 

than in “hates and prejudices,” which could “never account for the spread of 

the Klan.” He criticized denunciations of the Invisible Empire for not pro-

viding “unbiased and critical” analysis of the organization and emphasized 

the wider infl uence of the Klannish movement, stressing that Klan members 

were “conventional Americans, thoroughly human.”
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At the same time, many of Mecklin’s arguments (which may also have 

been colored by the sectional nature of his research) owed a clear debt to 

the H. L. Mencken school of thought, in which “conventional Americans” 

were largely provincial “boobs.” He considered the “strength” of the Klan to 

lie in the “more or less ignorant and unthinking middle class” found outside 

the cosmopolitan cities. Th e Ku Klux Klan was, at its heart, an expression of 

“the tyranny of the conventionally patriotic, oft en well- meaning but small- 

minded, mediocre man.” Mecklin agreed with Klan members that the organi-

zation was an expression of true Americanism— but, for the sociologist, this 

Americanism was nothing to be admired.

Publisher Harcourt, Brace emphasized in advertising that the study was 

“reliable” and written “clearly and calmly.” Newspaper reviews echoed this 

idea, one critic greeting Th e Ku Klux Klan (in a review that sat next to a large 

advertisement for an upcoming Klan “Barbecue Wedding”) as “practically the 

fi rst reliable account . . . the fi rst outstanding book on the subject published 

since the rise of the Klan.” Similar appraisals appeared around the country, 

hailing the book’s reasoned consideration of the Klan. William MacDonald 

in the New York Times went even further, praising Mecklin’s work as “one of 

the most notable contributions to an understanding of the psychology and 

pathology of the American mind that has appeared for many a day.” Before 

long, Th e Ku Klux Klan had become the standard text to consult on the Invis-

ible Empire.

While Mecklin attempted to off er a nuanced criticism of the Invisible 

Empire, Stanley Frost, a journalist, presented a cautious endorsement of the 

organization. Despite rumors that he was a friend of Milton Elrod, head of 

the Klan’s newspaper bureau, Frost’s Challenge of the Klan— published by 

Bobbs- Merrill— was not simply a propagandistic enterprise. Th e author, 

drawing an implicit line between the Klan movement and the organization, 

acknowledged the fear of many that “the mask, in its very nature, is a threat.” 

He noted that the organization was inherently “irresponsible, uncontrollable, 

autocratic, and terroristic in form.” He criticized the Invisible Empire’s se-

crecy as “dangerous, destructive, creative of disunity and hatred.” Yet, overall, 

he concluded that the movement was ultimately benefi cial. Th e Klan had the 

potential to be “a great power for good or evil in every phase of life,” and its 

“useful actions” seemed “on the whole to outnumber the harmful.” To Frost, 

the organization may have been a bitter pill to swallow, but one that America 

needed to take.

Th is hesitant backing of the Ku Klux Klan was the result, at least in part, of 

an attempt at “judicial reporting.” Th e Challenge of the Klan was the expansion 
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and elucidation of a series of articles that Frost had initially written for well- 

respected weekly Th e Outlook. Instead of obtaining material from Klans-

men at the local level, Frost relied heavily on information from the Klan’s 

national leadership, primarily Imperial Wizard Evans. Indeed, large sections 

of Frost’s book resemble nothing more than an extended interview with Ev-

ans. Taking the Klan leader at his word, Frost fell to some extent into the 

trap of confusing rhetoric with reality. Many of the journalist’s conclusions 

echoed the Evans regime’s positions— blaming the “violence and graft ” of 

the organization on the Simmons administration, claiming that the Klan had 

fundamentally changed since Evans’s rise to Imperial Wizard, overemphasiz-

ing the importance of the national leadership to determining the direction, 

success, and attitudes of the membership. Yet Frost, like Mecklin, found that 

the ultimate strength of the Klan organization resided in its wider movement 

appeal to the “ideals and aspirations” of the “most average man in America.” 

Unlike Mecklin, Frost made clear his admiration for the kind of country that 

these average Americans had built. In the journalist’s estimation, these ideals 

were not the product of the “ignorant and unthinking,” but a refl ection of the 

anxieties “which are distressing all thoughtful men.”

In shying away from Mecklin’s psychosocial ideas about the reactionary 

“booboisie,” Frost presaged the arguments of current historians of the Klan. 

Th e Invisible Empire was presented by Frost as a considered and almost utili-

tarian response to many of the issues that the “average” American faced in the 

1920s: it represented an eff ort to off er a solution to “grave national problems” 

that were of “deep concern to all thinking Americans.” In an indication of the 

Invisible Empire’s status in modern culture, both Klan and non- Klan publica-

tions deemed Frost’s argument “fair,” “unbiased,” and “instructive,” although 

perhaps dealing “too generously” with “certain claims.”

Th e disparate analyses of Mecklin and Frost provide clear confi rmation 

of the tensions present in the nonfi ction of the 1920s, but also underline the 

heterogeneity and ambiguity of opinion that was present. Neither man was 

a polarized polemicist. Th ere were no clear sides in these cultural struggles. 

And both suggested that— for both good and evil— the Ku Klux Klan was a 

signifi cant factor in contemporary American life.

Not all work on the issue was as concerned with nuance, or with claiming 

legitimacy as academic study. Th e 1920s saw the creation of a minor cottage 

industry in the publication of anti-  and pro- Klan books, oft en closely con-

nected to newspapers. Th e Klan was not only subject, but actor in this ongo-

ing literary discussion, as both Klan members and opponents became authors 

in an eff ort to shape the movement’s cultural identity. Although there is no 
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record of who purchased these literary eff orts, the fact that there was enough 

of a market to support continued publication of these books is suggestive of 

the Klan’s cultural relevance in the 1920s.

Th e fi rst major contribution to this literature appeared in response to 

the attacks leveled against the organization by the New York World in 1921. 

Rushed to publication by the American Newspaper Syndicate, Story of the 

Ku Klux Klan by Colonel Winfi eld Jones claimed not to be a defense of the 

organization, but “an accurate description.” Th is assertion was quickly under-

mined by the publisher’s foreword, which falsely claimed that Jones was nei-

ther a Southerner nor a Klansman, in its attempt to portray him solely as a 

“trained and impartial writer.” Jones, for his part, claimed to have persuaded 

a reluctant Imperial Wizard Simmons to allow him access to all Klan rec ords, 

rituals, correspondence, and accounts.

Given the contents of Jones’s book, it is diffi  cult to credit the idea that 

Simmons was all that reluctant. A little under half the volume was dedicated 

to lauding the Klan of the Reconstruction era for having “kept the negro 

quiet” and stopping the “tyrants” of the Freedmen’s Bureau— an interpreta-

tion fi rmly within the popular Dunning school of opinion. Th e remainder 

of Jones’s work consisted of fawning descriptions of Simmons, “the valiant 

leader of that band of forward looking patriots,” and lengthy paeans to the 

reborn Invisible Empire as a worthy successor to the original Klan. Th ese 

 plaudits included an explicit attack on the New York World’s series, suggest-

ing that the newspaper’s coverage was masterminded by a vindictive Jewish 

cabal.

Despite the dubious merits of Jones’s work, it opened the fl oodgates to a 

veritable deluge of publications boasting of the movement’s virtues and con-

solidating an imagined community of Klannishness. In 1922, C. Lewis Fowler, 

a Baptist minister from Atlanta and president of the city’s Lanier University, 

published his semioffi  cial Th e Ku Klux Klan: Its Origin, Meaning, and Scope of 

Operation. Fowler was a close ally of Imperial Wizard Simmons, and his book 

parroted the Invisible Empire’s offi  cial line, depicting the Klan as a positive 

force that fought to uphold law and order and defended American values. 

Similar notes were struck in short books by many of the Klan’s traveling re-

cruiters, including J. T. Renfro, a Baptist pastor and Klan lecturer from Texas; 

Reuben H. Sawyer, the Klan’s “Grand Lecturer of the Pacifi c Northwest Do-

main”; and C. P. Roney, a Louisiana evangelist. Th e best- received of these 

was “Imperial Lecturer” Lester A. Brown’s Facts Concerning Knights of the Ku 

Klux Klan, published in early 1923 and heavily promoted in Klan newspapers 

as “the most complete book of facts about this most wonderful of all Ameri-

can Organizations ever published.”
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Th e Invisible Empire’s newspapermen were no slower than the organi-

zation’s lecturers in taking advantage of the reading public’s apparent hun-

ger for information on the Ku Klux Klan. By the middle of 1923, most of 

the major Klan newspapers had at least one affi  liated book that extolled the 

positive nature of the organization’s Americanism and detailed the insidi-

ous dangers of Catholicism. J. O. Wood of the Searchlight led the way with 

his Are You A Citizen? A Handbook for Americans. Ernest Reichard of the 

Fiery Cross  published the remarkably similar Americanism Plus. Grady Rut-

ledge collected his articles from Dawn in Th e Flag- Draped Skeleton, which, 

as the Badger  American memorably described it, “rips the cloak of hypoc-

risy from Romanism, and shows the grinning, leering Harlot, with blood- 

dripping bony hands,  feverishly pawing at everything that is American.” Like 

the  compilations of the lecturers, there was little in these short books that 

had not already  appeared elsewhere, and they seem to have been rushed into 

print in the hope of a quick profi t and increased circulation for their parent 

publications.

Far more ambitious was an attempt in 1923 by Imperial Wizard Simmons 

himself to lay out the “truth” of the Invisible Empire in an almost three- 

hundred- page work entitled Th e Klan Unmasked. Attempting to counter crit-

icism by the “uninformed,” Simmons defensively denied that the Klan was 

an “anti” organization responsible for “fanning the fl ames of hatred” against 

any race or religious creed. Like other Klan authors, the Imperial Wizard fo-

cused on defi ning the group as a pro- white Protestant American fraternal 

organization that was “worthy” of the mantle of the original Klan. Simmons 

then promptly undermined his depiction of the Klan as a purely “pro” group, 

launching attacks on urban living, “hyphenated” Americans, immigration, 

parochial schooling, and unrestricted suff rage. Remarkably for a supposedly 

secret organization, two whole chapters were also devoted to explaining the 

terminology and symbolism of the Ku Klux Klan.

Published amid Simmons’s losing struggle with Hiram Evans for control 

of the Klan’s national organization, this muddled defense of Klannish ide-

als and belabored justifi cation for the organization’s existence met with little 

success. With its failure, and Evans’s rise to Imperial Wizard, the Klan’s na-

tional organization had by late 1923 moved away from the world of book pub-

lishing. Instead, the Imperial hierarchy refocused its eff orts on pamphlets, 

 supposedly penned by Evans, reaffi  rming the Klan’s “100 American” stances 

on political topics ranging from “the menace of modern immigration” to the 

World Court to the “public school problem.” Short, cheap to produce, and 

easy to distribute, the pamphlet off ered the Klan’s leadership a far more eff ec-

tive outlet for its propaganda.
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Th e Klan’s national leaders, however, were not the only ones looking to 

promote the Invisible Empire. Unlike in the world of newspapers, in which 

local organs had been largely supplanted by a single offi  cial voice, the Klan 

leadership’s withdrawal from book publishing was followed by independent 

ventures around the country. While offi  cial and semioffi  cial volumes domi-

nated the early days of Klan publishing, 1923 onward saw an increasing het-

erogeneity in voices representing the Invisible Empire at all levels as lengthy 

and abstruse works of Klannish movement philosophy proliferated along-

side shorter defenses of the Klan’s organizational activities and attacks on the 

Catholic Church.

Th ese “unoffi  cial” books came from both local Klan offi  cials and average 

Klan members, and were usually published by small local presses, oft en affi  li-

ates of a local newspaper. One of the earliest was Alabama Klan leader John 

Stephen Fleming’s What Is Ku Kluxism? published by the Masonic Weekly 

Recorder of Birmingham, Alabama. Th e foreword boasted that Fleming “is 

not a scholar. He is not even a writer. He makes no pretension to being skilled 

in the art of coherently assembling statements of facts.” Although this would 

usually be seen as something of a handicap to those with authorial aspira-

tions, it was a badge of pride for many of the Klansmen who put pen to paper 

to defend their organization and their way of life.

Underlining the cohesion of the wider cultural Klannish movement, these 

books tended to follow the same basic pattern. Even as they off ered viru-

lently bigoted arguments against foreign infl uence, they defended the “Pure 

Americanism” of the Klan and denied any hatred or wrongdoing on the part 

of Klan members. Any opposition to the organization was blamed on “scur-

rilous propaganda” that had led potential allies in the wider movement to 

wrongly turn against it. Th is unshakable belief— that the only reason a white 

Protestant American could be opposed to the organization was because they 

did not properly understand it— was the cornerstone of independent Klan 

publishing. Following the example of Simmons’s Klan Unmasked, these in-

dependent authors defensively dismissed what they saw as the ungrounded 

fears of non- Klan members. Th eir work attempted to expound the organiza-

tion’s principles in such a way as to make the organization’s opponents realize 

their mistake. Ironically, this more oft en than not simultaneously reinforced 

many of those original fears.

One of the best examples of this was K.K.K., Friend or Foe: Which? pub-

lished in 1924 by Blaine Mast, the district attorney of Armstrong County, 

Pennsylvania. Th e purpose of the book, Mast explained, was to establish a 

“correct representation and interpretation” of the Invisible Empire in order to 

dispel a “great deal of misunderstanding.” Th roughout the book, Mast com-
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plained of “ignorant and misinformed folk” who wrongly characterized the 

organization. Th e Klan was not an enemy to anyone, Mast argued. It “does 

not oppose the Hebrew race.” It was “a million miles from attempting to cause 

harm or to endeavor to defame the Roman Catholic Church.” It was “not hos-

tile to the colored race” and “desires to rend it all the help possible.” In every 

case, though, Mast promptly undermined his own argument— declaring that 

the Klan was “tired of the outrages infl icted upon innocent girls by Hebrew 

libertines,” decrying the “hypocrites” of the Catholic hierarchy, and denounc-

ing the “unnamable crimes” perpetrated by “bad niggers.”

Endorsed by Sam Rich, King Kleagle of Pennsylvania, and advertised 

as “the work of a judicial mind” containing “no rabid, wild statements,” the 

self- contradictory and self- defeating nature of Mast’s work apparently went 

unnoticed by both the author and the Klan in general. Th e same lack of self- 

awareness could be found throughout many of these highly repetitive works 

from around the country. Th e same themes, the same arguments, the same 

defenses, of a heroic and virtuous Klannish identity could be found in Grand 

Klaliff  E. H. Lougher’s Kall of the Klan in Kentucky in 1924, in New Jersey 

Grand Dragon Arthur Bell’s nationally popular Th e Ku Klux Klan, or Th e 

Knights of Columbus Klan in 1926 (issued by the California- based Q. Clux-

ton Clanning Publishing), and in Kleagle Paul M. Winter’s New York– based 

What Price Tolerance in 1928.

Regardless of the temporal or geographical disparity of these works, the 

Klannish cultural identity they presented was largely immutable, and it was 

rare for independent Klan publishing during the 1920s to deviate too far 

from this model despite its fl aws. Nonetheless, a number of interesting varia-

tions on the theme appeared. George Estes’s Roman Katholic Kingdom and 

the Ku Klux Klan and Old Cedar School delved into greater detail on specifi c 

anti- Catholic issues: the former focused on the Catholic Church’s position 

as an “untaxable corporation,” and the latter on public policy relating to pa-

rochial schooling. Reverend Walter Wright’s Religious and Patriotic Ideals 

of the Ku Klux Klan and Bishop Alma White’s three- volume series placed a 

heavier focus on the Klan’s Protestantism. Wright, a Texan Baptist, empha-

sized the nondenominational qualities of the Klan to unify Protestants, while 

White stressed apocalyptic concerns over the “Satanic power” of the Catholic 

Church and the “money- grasping Jew.”

A somewhat odder variation (although fully endorsed by the local Mis-

souri Klan) came from E. F. Stanton, a self- professed “preacher, poet and mu-

sician,” who seemingly took inspiration from Bruce Barton with his depiction 

of Jesus Christ as the “Great Klansman.” Perhaps the most unusual contribu-

tion came from Leroy Curry, an American Legion offi  cial in Missouri. Th e 
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fi rst chapter of his fantastical Th e Ku Klux Klan under the Searchlight, for 

example, was an extended dream sequence in which Curry witnesses the pre- 

historic creation of a “Divine Klansman.” Nonetheless, Curry still off ered up 

the usual defenses and the litany of complaints against those “who do not 

believe in the pre- eminence of our American free institutions.”

Opponents of the Invisible Empire responded by publishing equally ve-

hement denunciations of the organization. Usually drawing unfavorable 

 comparisons between the modern Klan and its Reconstruction- era fore-

bear, these books also oft en simultaneously endorsed the ideals and aims of 

the wider movement. Th e most common subset of these denunciations was 

a string of “exposés” by ex- Klansmen. Th e fi rst hit bookshelves in 1922 and 

came,  fi ttingly enough, from Henry P. Fry, the ex- Kleagle who had provided 

much of the information for the 1921 New York World series. Critical and bel-

licose, Th e Modern Ku Klux Klan is most striking for the highly confl icted at-

titude of Fry toward the Invisible Empire, and the implicit line drawn  between 

the organization and the movement. Th e second Ku Klux Klan, for Fry, was 

a “monstrosity” whose use of secrecy “tended to inculcate lawlessness,” and 

was unworthy of association with the heroic Reconstruction- era Klan. Fry 

claimed to have become “revolted” by “the spirit of religious and racial hatred 

which it inculcated.” At the same time, he made clear his belief in the United 

States as “a white man’s country,” in which segregation better served both 

races. His opposition to the Klan’s religious bigotry ultimately stemmed from 

Fry’s fear that “it is splitting the white race into factions” when they needed 

to stand together against “the negro.” As journalist William Pickens noted in 

the African American socialist magazine Th e Messenger, Fry “only pretends 

to expose and condemn the Klan in so far as it is a menace to white people.”

Yet Pickens still recommended the book to readers for the same reasons 

as many other reviewers— Th e Modern Ku Klux Klan was important for the 

information it revealed about a supposedly secret organization. It is clear 

from its critical reception that the book’s main selling point was not Fry’s 

arguments, but his willingness to share details of membership applications, 

to outline the theoretical command structure of the Klan, and to reveal the 

meanings of mysterious ranks like “Grand Goblins.” A full guide to the “se-

cret” Klan language and codes was provided, while the Ku Klux Klan oath 

was reprinted in its entirety. For readers of Th e Modern Ku Klux Klan, the In-

visible Empire was invisible no longer in a book advertised as “more interest-

ing than fi ction”— a tempting proposition for readers who were bombarded 

daily with newspaper accounts of an organization that purportedly cloaked 

itself in secrecy.
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In both form and tone, Th e Modern Ku Klux Klan established a clear tem-

plate for the books that followed it as ex- Klansmen competed to reveal the 

most complete, and most damning, “inside story.” Lem Dever, previously 

publicity director for the Klan in Oregon, published Confessions of an Im-

perial Klansman. Edgar Fuller, former secretary to Imperial Kleagle Edward 

Young Clarke, wrote Th e Klan Inside Out (under the pseudonym of Marion 

Monteval) and Th e Visible of the Invisible Empire. William Likins, an ex- Klan 

newsman from Pennsylvania, published Patriotism Capitalized, Th e Trail of 

the Serpent, and Th e Ku Klux Klan, or Th e Rise and Fall of the Invisible Empire. 

Another ex- newspaperman, Peter Sletterdahl of the Minnesota Fiery Cross, 

wrote Th e Nightshirt in Politics, while ex- Simmons aide Edgar Allen Booth 

synthesized all the previous work to draw his own particular conclusions in 

Th e Mad Mullah of America. Simmons himself joined the trend, using Ameri-

ca’s Menace, or Th e Enemy Within to lambast Hiram Evans’s “craft y methods.” 

By the end of the decade, a dedicated reader of Klan exposés may well have 

had a better understanding of the rituals of the Invisible Empire than the 

average Klan member.

Th e melodramatic tell- alls of the ex- Klansmen also combined to tell a 

specifi c narrative of innocent and decent god- fearing Americans tricked into 

becoming a secretive band of law- breakers by a conniving and greedy leader-

ship. To a substantial extent, this was a self- serving story that oft en pointed to 

changes in leadership to justify the author’s own membership and subsequent 

exit from the organization, while endorsing the values of the wider Klannish 

movement. At the same time, this argument subtextually underlined the fact 

that the author’s decision to leave the Klan was less out of moral disgust than 

a change in fortunes or perceived slight. Despite its dubious foundations, this 

narrative was repeated so oft en that it contributed heavily to popular percep-

tions of the Klan at the time.

Whether a self- serving literary device or an expression of genuine disgust, 

these exposés uniformly featured ever more hyperbolic denunciations of the 

Klan’s leadership. Fry, the earliest author, off ered a mixed view of Simmons 

as “either insanely visionary or superlatively cunning.” Dever excoriated the 

Klan’s leadership as “mean and petty Kaisers of a queer and special type.” 

Fuller attacked both Simmons’s “physical laziness, mental inertia and moral 

insensibility” and Evans’s “atrophy inside the cranium.” Likins deemed Evans 

a “great American monster” and one of “the earth’s most despised beings.” 

Readers of these books learned not only the meanings of Klan codes and the 

true nature of Klannish ritual, but also how to hate the organization’s leader-

ship like only an embittered ex- Klansman could.
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Ex- members were not the only ones to put pen to paper to detail their 

disgust with the Invisible Empire. For the most part, other anti- Klan au-

thors were no less hyperbolic than their Klannish counterparts, producing 

titles like Th e Strange Society of Blood and Death (see fi g. 4.1) and Liberty 

Dethroned. At the same time, many of these complaints centered on a percep-

tion that the Klan organization did not live up to the ideals of the Klannish 

movement. Frank P. Ball of New York, for one, spent the majority of his Faults 

and Virtues of the Ku Klux Klan expressing his concern for the maintenance 

of white supremacy. His condemnation of the organization stemmed from a 

fear that Klan members were “guilty of the very worst kind of fi lthy, intimate 

social equality with the negroes and mulattoes.”

F i g u r e  4 . 1 .  Cover illustration for Ezra Cook’s Ku Klux Klan: Th e Strange Society of Blood and Death! 

Exposed! (Racine, WI: Johnson Smith, ca. 1923).
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Th ese anti- Klan jeremiads were also largely written by individuals with 

their own personal vendettas against the organization. Liberty Dethroned, for 

example, was written by A. V. Dalrymple, a staunch ally of “Ma” and “Pa” 

Ferguson, Texas politicians who were engaged in heated battle with the Klan 

for control of the state. Similarly, Th e Ku Klux Kraze was written by Aldrich 

Blake, executive counselor to Governor J. C. Walton of Oklahoma, who was 

impeached for having declared martial law in his state to combat the Klan. 

Many of these books represented individual grudges more than an expression 

of the Ku Klux Klan’s status within the world of the 1920s.

As important as it is that we recognize the existence of this pro-  and anti- 

Klan material, we must also recognize that these tracts were not popular best 

sellers. While the rhetoric of What Price Tolerance or Th e Strange Society of 

Blood and Death might suggest cultural war, the lived ideology of the Klan-

nish movement— what Klan members and their allies were actually read-

ing— is more suggestive of a cultural spectrum that did not lend itself to clear 

divisions. Th e Ku Klux Klan was less interested in burning books than it was 

in having its members read them. “Have you read a book this week?” asked 

the Fiery Cross. If not, “your life may not have been so rich as it might have 

been,” since “nothing adds so greatly to all the things that make life worth 

while as reading a good book.”

Th e Klan was particularly concerned with literacy rates in America, in-

tertwining the issue with nativist concerns. Concerns over illiteracy, which 

Dawn called “a disgrace to the nation,” were folded into the Klan’s well- 

documented crusade for universal public schooling, claiming that Catholic 

parochial schools and poorly funded public education were responsible for 

dragging down literacy rates among American children. Th e Kourier Maga-

zine even cited John Dewey on the “moral right of every child to have an edu-

cation.” Articles in the Klan’s offi  cial publications criticized the United States 

as “a democracy which expends in a year twice as much for chewing gum as 

for school books.” An educated citizenry, aft er all, was the only way to foster 

American democracy— and thereby avert a papal takeover.

Th is passion for public school education led the Ku Klux Klan to also en-

gage full- throatedly in contemporary debates over school textbooks. Th e pri-

mary focus of Klan members was, expectedly, rooting out perceived “Catho-

lic propaganda” and “sectarianism.” It was remarkably successful in this task. 

Th e Invisible Empire managed to have books removed from schools across 

America, including in Michigan, New Jersey, Indiana, Louisiana, and Geor-

gia. In Tennessee, the Ku Klux Klan actually did burn the off ending textbooks 

while charging admission to the bonfi re to raise money to buy replacements. 
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A 1916 introduction to American history by Jennie Hall called Our Ancestors 

in History was one of the organization’s favorite targets. Concerned that it 

would instill “a deep respect for Romanism in the hearts of the Protestant 

boys and girls,” Klan members launched multiple attacks on the book be-

tween 1922 and 1925.

Other Klannish concerns over schoolbooks found far more support in 

the wider movement outside the organization. Th e “New History” of schol-

ars like David Muzzey and Charles Beard rejected “great man” interpreta-

tions of history in favor of socioeconomic analysis. Th is apparent diminution 

of the role of the Founding Fathers did not sit well with many. Th e attempt 

by some historians to take a more nuanced view of the American Revolu-

tion and the place of British policies further exacerbated the issue. In what 

historian  Jonathan Zimmerman has termed the “textbook wars,” more than 

twenty  legislatures were by 1923 considering the regulation of “treasonous” 

textbooks. Wisconsin, for example, passed a bill banning textbooks “defam-

ing or misrepresenting the heroes of the War of Independence or the War of 

1812.”

Th ese supposedly “unpatriotic” histories received criticism from a wide 

range of sources, including the American Legion, Mayor John F. Hylan of 

New York, the German American Steuben Society, the Hearst newspaper 

chain, and the Knights of Columbus. Walter Lippmann observed in 1928 

that it seemed “as if there were hardly an organization in America which has 

not set up a committee” on textbooks. Th e Ku Klux Klan was no exception. 

As early as 1923, Dawn had devoted more than a page and a half to denounc-

ing the “venomous slanders” on Sam Adams that were to be found in Th e 

Causes of the War of Independence by Claude H. Van Tyne, a historian at the 

University of Michigan. Th e Call of the North hailed the work of the Veterans 

of Foreign Wars and Sons of the American Revolution to combat “not entirely 

satisfactory” textbooks.

A clear indication of the fl uidity of the boundaries in these cultural 

struggles came in 1927, when Mayor William “Big Bill” Th ompson of Chi-

cago launched his own investigation into what he called “pro- British, un- 

American propaganda.” Th e notoriously corrupt and anti- Prohibition mayor 

found (much to his chagrin) that he had the full support of the local Ku Klux 

Klan on this issue— albeit nothing else. Gail S. Carter, Grand Dragon of Il-

linois, announced to reporters that the organization was in complete accord 

with Th ompson’s attempt to “drive King George from history text books.” Th e 

Kourier Magazine agreed, welcoming Th ompson’s scrutiny of the books but 

criticizing the mayor for neglecting the “vast evil” of Catholic infl uence. Th e 
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fact that attacks on “unpatriotic” textbooks nationwide, including Th omp-

son’s investigation, were also backed by American Catholic organizations was 

carefully ignored by the Invisible Empire.

Th e reading program of the Invisible Empire encompassed far more than 

simply textbooks, however. Th ere were plenty of best sellers that were eagerly 

endorsed by Klan publications and avidly read by members and nonmembers 

alike. Some of this literary enthusiasm stemmed from wider anti- Catholic 

sentiment, which reached far beyond the Klan’s paying membership. Th e 

literary advertisement most commonly seen in Klan publications was for 

Helen Jackson’s Convent Cruelties, or My Life in a Convent, fi rst published 

in 1919. Jackson’s anti- Catholic autobiography, which purported to detail the 

horrors of her life confi ned in a convent and her eventual escape, sold to a 

much larger readership than simply Klan members. Anti- Catholics across the 

United States paid their fi ft y cents to read her lurid tales, propelling the book 

to seven printings between its original publication and 1924.

Authors like Lothrop Stoddard reached an even wider audience, and had 

an enduring infl uence on American popular thought. Walter White, then as-

sistant secretary of the NAACP, alleged in 1923 that Stoddard was a member 

of the Invisible Empire, claiming “a reputable citizen of Atlanta in possession 

of secret Klan documents” as his source. White went so far as to name Stod-

dard as the Exalted Cyclops of Klan No. 1, Realm of Massachusetts, and claim 

that the author was tasked with leading the Klan’s expansion into European 

countries. Stoddard denied any offi  cial affi  liation with the Klan. Whether or 

not he was a dues- paying member, though, he was undoubtedly affi  liated 

with the wider Klan movement. His ideas had a powerful eff ect on shaping 

the thinking not just of Klan members but also of what one biographer has 

called his “paradoxically broad yet elitist readership.”

Lothrop Stoddard’s best- remembered work, Th e Rising Tide of Color, pub-

lished in 1921, was an evaluation of race as “the basic factor in human aff airs.” 

Supplementing this fi rst work through the decade with Th e Revolt against 

Civilization, Racial Realities in Europe, Re- forging America, and more, Stod-

dard off ered a dire warning. What he identifi ed as the “radical negro move-

ment” in the United States was only part of a global shift  in racial power. A 

growing race consciousness and racial militancy threatened the continued 

dominance of global white supremacy. For many in 1920s America, this was 

a compelling and chilling threat. President Warren G. Harding, for one, en-

couraged those concerned with the national and global “race problem” to 

read Stoddard. Th is was not an uncontroversial position, but it was a popular 

one for many— including Klannish readers.
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Telling as Stoddard’s popularity was, it would be a mistake to reduce 

Klannish reading simply to ideological tracts. Klan members were more than 

happy to give their blessing to the westerns of Owen Wister and Zane Grey, 

classic adventures in the vein of Walter Scott and Alexandre Dumas, and the 

idyllic Southern romances of George Washington Cable. Similarly, Klan 

members may have felt uncomfortable engaging with the “New History,” 

but were encouraged to read popular biographies of “great Americans.” Th e 

muscular Christianity of Teddy Roosevelt and Dunning- school depictions of 

Lincoln as a Southern hero who would never have endorsed Radical Recon-

struction were particularly popular, as well as such classics of nonfi ction as 

Macaulay’s History of England, Jean- Henri d’Aubigne’s History of the Reforma-

tion, and Erasmus’s In Praise of Folly.

Similarly, both Klan members and nonmembers shared a passion for ad-

vertising executive Bruce Barton’s 1925 runaway best seller, Th e Man Nobody 

Knows, and its 1926 sequel, Th e Book Nobody Knows. Barton’s work, which de-

picted Jesus and scriptural texts as a role model for the modern businessman, 

was widely ridiculed by contemporary critics. Many historians have similarly, 

as Erin A. Smith has noted, dismissed Barton as “a third- rate writer of boost-

erish prose who embraced a theologically empty and intellectually bankrupt 

consumerism.” Yet hundreds of thousands of Americans not only read but 

loved Barton’s books. Among these readers were Klan members, who rhap-

sodized that Barton must surely know Jesus personally to describe him so 

intimately.

Klan offi  cials and publications were certainly not reticent in endorsing 

these books and other suitable reading— much of which was seemingly pub-

lished by Bobbs- Merrill. Th e Fiery Cross, in addition to its “Library Notes,” 

ran regular book reviews and recommendations, while the American Stan-

dard off ered its suggestions in “Th e Patriotic Bookshelf.” Th e Kourier Maga-

zine gave guidance to younger readers with its “Junior Klan Study Guide,” 

and the Kourier network off ered numerous reviews to help Klansmen fi nd 

enjoyable and educational books. As the Fiery Cross explained, the reader 

should not “gulp down literature at random” but instead plan a well- balanced 

“intellectual diet.”

Klan leaders and members also worked actively to foster interest in (and 

fi nancing for) public libraries to help allow Americans of all ages to access 

these reading materials. Th e Fiery Cross published a lengthy poem extolling 

the virtues of the library as “a teacher bigger than the schools.” Like others 

concerned with the nation’s “Americanism,” Klan members championed the 

library’s ability to teach recent immigrants about the wonders of the United 

States and, in the process, “make him an American.” Even prisoners could 
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benefi t, with the Klan trumpeting the results of the installation of a library in 

the Pueblo, Colorado, jail. As the Kourier Magazine explained, anyone could 

become educated by reading “well- selected books.”

Klan publications, particularly in the North, oft en urged Klan members 

to visit their local libraries. Th e Fiery Cross’s regular feature “Library Notes” 

detailed the latest arrivals and events at the Indianapolis Public Library. In 

Chicago, all Klansmen were encouraged to “read and study and make the 

best possible use of the facilities in hand” as well as supporting any eff ort to 

improve the city’s libraries. In Colorado, the Grand Dragon off ered a more 

ambitious plan, suggesting that each individual Klan in the state create its 

own “Klan Circulating Library.” Promising that it would not entail “a great 

deal of trouble and expense,” the Grand Dragon emphasized that the library 

would pay “big dividends in the creating of a ‘mind.’”

Th e Klan as a literate public is perhaps best understood in the context 

of another Bobbs- Merrill author, John Erskine. His 1925 novel, Th e Private 

Life of Helen of Troy, a portrayal of Helen as a thoroughly modern vamp, was 

a highly acclaimed best seller quickly adapted for fi lm. Yet Erskine’s greater 

impact was as a Columbia professor who proposed the fi rst full- scale “great 

books” curriculum. As Joan Shelley Rubin has noted, the “great books” pro-

gram was, fundamentally, an “Americanization” program concerned with 

“the reassertion of white Anglo- Saxon Protestant superiority” in molding all 

Americans— including new immigrants— to fi t “an existing white middle- 

class mold.” It is not hard to imagine how the same impulses drove the creation 

of a canon of Klannish reading recommendations. Much like the Invisible 

Empire itself, the appeal of this “great books” ideology lay in “its capacity to 

provide familiar touchstones (self- reliance, character, Western civilization)” 

while bending to contemporary society’s “heightened demands for informa-

tion, social performance, and personal growth.” In their concern with reading 

not only as a means of personal gratifi cation and personal betterment but also 

as a cornerstone of an educated, literate, “Americanized” public, members of 

both the Klan organization and the wider Klannish cultural movement were 

engrossed in a wholly contemporary debate.

Moving beyond the organizational rhetoric of “fi lthy fi ction” to the lived 

experience of readers allows us to understand that members of the Ku Klux 

Klan movement seem to have shared in both mainstream concerns with mod-

ern literature and in mainstream literary tastes. At the same time, a consider-

ation of the proliferation of “bad” books of the postwar period that concerned 

the Invisible Empire highlights the fact that many Americans shared a taste 

for reading about the Ku Klux Klan. Klan members and nonmembers alike 

battled in print to defi ne public perceptions of the Klan— a literary Klannish 
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identity. Th ey did so in a disorganized and disordered process that played out 

predominantly at a local level, with little input and even less control from the 

organization’s national leaders. Th at these considerations of the Klan and its 

place in contemporary society oft en off ered mixed assessments reminds us 

how heterogeneous cultural reaction to the Klan was in the 1920s. Even as the 

Klan displayed ambivalent sentiments about American literature, American 

literature displayed ambivalent sentiments about the Klan.



5

Good Fiction Qualities

It occurred to the editors of BLACK MASK that the Klan and its mystic atmosphere 

would make an excellent background for fi ction stories and other Black Mask features. 

It contains action, mystery, emotion, and other good fi ction qualities.

B l a c k  M a s k ,  May 15, 1923

Th e ambivalent relationship between American literature and the Ku Klux 

Klan was, if anything, even more evident in the realm of popular fi ction. Th e 

Ku Klux Klan and its “good fi ction qualities” appeared everywhere from the 

Saturday Evening Post to Sinclair Lewis. Even as their image was commer-

cialized and co- opted, Klan members and sympathizers put pen to paper to 

promote a Klannish identity of heroic and virtuous white Protestantism. Th e 

porous boundaries of cultural division saw Klan authors adopt a modern 

pulp sensibility as modernist authors embraced nativism.

Many literary scholars have noted the appearance of the works of “God-

dard”— a portmanteau of Madison Grant and Lothrop Stoddard— in F. Scott 

Fitzgerald’s Th e Great Gatsby. Tom Buchanan extols the virtues of God-

dard’s ideas at multiple points, warning that “civilization’s going to pieces,” 

that intermarriage threatened the American family, and that the “white race” 

risked becoming “utterly submerged.” It is fairly evident what Fitzgerald him-

self thought of Stoddard, as Nick Carraway notes the “pathetic” nature of 

 Buchanan’s “impassioned gibberish.” Th e endorsement of these “stale ideas” 

is a means of underlining the fundamental character defects of Buchanan— 

the wealthy, athletic, well- bred, and well- educated Midwesterner whose ar-

rogance and cruelty feature prominently in the novel.

Th ose “stale ideas,” though, are hardly limited in Th e Great Gatsby to Bu-

chanan. Daisy, who fondly remembers her “white girlhood,” ultimately re-

mains with her deeply fl awed husband rather than leave him for the ethni-

cally ambiguous Jimmy Gatz. Gatsby’s own library prominently includes an 

(unread) copy of the “Stoddard Lectures”— a travel series by John Lawson 

Stoddard, Lothrop Stoddard’s father. Jordan Baker’s attempt to defuse Bu-

chanan’s rage with a reminder that “we’re all white here,” Lucille McKee’s relief 
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at having avoided marriage to “a little kike,” even Fitzgerald’s own portrayal 

of Meyer Wolfsheim, the “small, fl at- nosed Jew” who lapses into dialect, are 

all reminders of the nativistic and racialized modernism identifi ed by Walter 

Benn Michaels.

At the same time, in focusing on the racial undertones in Fitzgerald’s work 

or the anti- Semitism of Hemingway or the “Anglo- Saxon chauvinism” of John 

Dos Passos, we risk losing sight of the wider cultural picture. Th e 1920s has 

long been celebrated as a decade of “exceptional richness” in the “fl owering of 

the literary arts.” Th e year 1922 alone— the year in which the world split in two 

for Willa Cather— saw the appearance of James Joyce’s Ulysses, T. S. Eliot’s Th e 

Waste Land, Claude McKay’s Harlem Shadows, and Sinclair Lewis’s Babbitt. 

It was a decade in which Fitzgerald, Faulkner, Dos Passos, Hemingway, and 

Wolfe published their fi rst major works.

While Gatsby may have been a critical success, however, its sales were 

modest. Similarly, James D. Hart has noted, many people in the 1920s may 

have been talking about Hemingway, but not that many people were reading 

Hemingway. William Faulkner was not quite as obscure as some have made 

him out to be, but his books were little read. It was only in the 1940s, as Mark 

Greif details, that critics retroactively rehabilitated him into the pantheon of 

great American novelists. If, then, we are to garner a more rounded under-

standing of the 1920s, we must consider the literary tastes of “America in the 

bulk,” as Th e Bookman put it in 1923. And America in the bulk was not read-

ing Hemingway or Fitzgerald. It was reading Jack London and Harold Bell 

Wright.

A Disciples of Christ minister with a fl air for “awkward, mawkish, and 

ingenuous” melodramatic fi ction that was “both blatantly commercial and 

blatantly evangelical,” Wright was excoriated by contemporary critics for his 

forays into “pseudo- literature.” He was also one of the most popular novel-

ists of the fi rst quarter of the twentieth century, selling more than ten mil-

lion books. Until 1926, he was the third most popular writer in the United 

States— with an audience that included a young Ronald Reagan, who claimed 

his baptism into the Disciples of Christ was prompted by reading Wright’s 

Th at Printer of Udell’s in 1922. Champions of heroism and morality in fi ction 

like Gene Stratton- Porter were similarly popular. A fl ood of authors in the 

Jack London school of rough, red- blooded adventure, like Stewart Edward 

White and James Oliver Curwood, complemented the high sales of sentimen-

tal romantic fi ction. Zane Grey, master of the western, remained one of the 

nation’s top ten best- selling authors well into the decade.

As in nonfi ction, there was little here to diff erentiate between popular 

tastes and Ku Klux preferences. It was the department- store impresario John 
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Wanamaker, not a Knight of the Klan, who wrote to Zane Grey to praise 

his “distinctively and genuinely American” work that off ered none of the 

“decadence of foreign writers”— though a Klan member would certainly have 

agreed. A notable example of this cultural continuum was prolifi c author Ber-

nie Babcock’s 1923 novel, Th e Soul of Abe Lincoln. In this romance spanning 

the length of the Civil War, President Lincoln played a crucial role in bring-

ing two lovers— one, a spy for the North; the other, a nurse for the South— 

together. Th e New York Times described it as a “moving and appealing story” 

that was “well worth reading for its vivid and thrilling and historically accu-

rate portrayal.” Th e Badger American, a Klan newspaper, agreed, describing 

Babcock’s book as “wonderful.” Dawn went further, telling its readers that 

“every Klansman should read it, as it is the premier of historical novels of 

those times.”

If we are to understand the 1920s, then, we must understand it as the de-

cade of both Fitzgerald and Wright. Yet condescension toward the aesthetic 

and stylistic failings on view in much of this literature too oft en colors schol-

arly understanding of the literary 1920s. As Erin A. Smith has persuasively 

noted, Wright is one of the more egregious absences from literary histories 

of the 1920s. His novels are among a host of other “bad books” that have 

been largely ignored by scholars. Following H. L. Mencken’s cue, we have 

dismissed books that seemed not only to have been “primarily addressed 

to shoe- drummers and shop- girls,” but also to have been “written by au-

thors who are, to all intellectual intents and purposes, shoe- drummers and 

shop- girls.”

Th e great irony here is that Mencken himself was responsible for some of 

the most successful pulp magazines of the 1920s and 1930s— including Black 

Mask, which would aff ord the Klan its most striking appearance in the popu-

lar fi ction of the period. In 1915, with their prestigious Smart Set struggling 

fi nancially, coeditors Mencken and George Jean Nathan pseudonymously 

launched Parisienne. Th e new magazine saw glamorous heroines and aristo-

cratic heroes swan about in short stories that had not made the cut for Smart 

Set, the location changed to the French Riviera in a cynical attempt to cash in 

on contemporary Francophilia. Noting its success, Mencken and Nathan fol-

lowed in short order with Saucy Stories, a monthly collection of short fi ction 

off ering “the drama of poison and jealousy and the triumph of love.” Shoe- 

drummers and shop- girls surely loved it.

In 1920, Mencken and Nathan supplemented their collection of money- 

spinners by establishing Black Mask. One of the earliest pulp collections of 

detective stories, Black Mask quickly became one of the most popular “mys-

tery magazines” on the market and would soon introduce what one histo-
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rian has called “the greatest change in the detective story since Poe,” pioneer-

ing the “hard- boiled” fi ction genre. Sold to the Pro- Distributors Publishing 

Company of Eltinge “Pop” Warner (also the publisher of Smart Set) and un-

der the editorship of George W. Sutton, the magazine began to focus almost 

exclusively on detective stories.

By 1930, the magazine had reached its peak circulation of over one hun-

dred thousand, and was widely recognized as “the elite of the tough- guy fi c-

tion pulps.” Black Mask defi ned the detective genre with stories from Dashiell 

Hammett, creator of Sam Spade and Th e Maltese Falcon, as well as the Th in 

Man and Continental Op stories; Erle Stanley Gardner, best remembered for 

the Perry Mason series; and, later, Raymond Chandler, author of classics in-

cluding Th e Big Sleep, Farewell My Lovely, and Th e Long Goodbye. Preceding 

Hammett and Chandler to the pages of Black Mask was Carroll John Daly, 

one of the most popular pulp writers of the 1920s and creator of both the 

fi rst hard- boiled private- eye story and the fi rst successful hard- boiled private 

detective, Race Williams. Williams, in turn, made his very fi rst appearance in 

Black Mask in the magazine’s special June 1923 “Ku Klux Klan Number,” an 

issue devoted to stories of the Invisible Empire.

While Daly had sold his fi rst story to Black Mask in 1922, it was not un-

til 1923 that he began to perfect his super- tough style— and in the process 

forged the “hard- boiled” genre. Daly’s story for the Klan issue, “Knights of 

the Open Palm,” predated Dashiell Hammett’s fi rst Continental Op story by 

several months, though his writing did not bear comparison to Hammett’s. 

One critic accurately deemed Daly “an artifi cial, awkward, self- conscious 

pulpster, endlessly repetitious, hopelessly melodramatic” with “no ability for 

three dimensional characterization” and “impossibly stilted dialogue.” Never-

theless, by virtue of being fi rst, Daly’s impact was signifi cant. In creating Race 

Williams, who continued to be a major pulp attraction into the 1950s, Daly 

“set the boundaries for the [hard- boiled] code either to be observed or trans-

gressed.” Th ose boundaries were originally set in opposition to the Ku Klux 

Klan.

“Knights of the Open Palm” was not a complex story. Only twenty pages 

long, it was concerned more with tough- guy wisecracks and two- fi sted action 

than promoting a particular philosophy. Race Williams was tasked with in-

vestigating the kidnapping of a boy who had witnessed a woman being tarred 

and feathered by the Klan, allowing Daly to quickly stake out an anti- Klan 

position without expository pontifi cating. Daly also clearly understood that 

the backdrop of the Klan was the main appeal of the piece, and exploited 

many of the widely known secrets of the Invisible Empire— its codes and sig-

nals— as easy shorthand in building a suspenseful atmosphere.
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Williams’s distaste for the organization’s activities was made clear as he 

“searched” (mostly using his fi sts) a small, Klan- dominated town. At the same 

time, Daly managed to include a defense of the original Klan and a vaguely 

sympathetic nod to the Klannish protestation that “half the crime laid to their 

doors wasn’t true.” Th e story’s anti- Klan message was also subverted some-

what by Daly’s hard- boiled style. Williams engaged in precisely the violent 

vigilantism that was supposedly being condemned. While the Klan organiza-

tion was being overtly criticized, Williams was in many ways emblematic of 

that larger cultural Klan movement.

“Knights of the Open Palm” clearly emphasized entertainment over any 

kind of moral stand. In this, Daly was following the path Black Mask had 

laid out for him. In the magazine’s advertisements for the issue, the editorial 

team had proclaimed absolute neutrality. Th eir reason for publishing an issue 

of Klan- based stories was instead that “the Ku Klux Klan— with its vital and 

far- reaching possibilities— has become almost a household word throughout 

the length and breadth of our country.” Th e editors believed the organization 

would make “an excellent background for fi ction stories,” with its atmosphere 

of “action, mystery, emotion, and other good fi ction qualities.” A note from 

editor George Sutton in the “Ku Klux Klan Number” itself explained further:

We felt that the attempt to revive the old Ku Klux Klan— with new ideas and 

new purposes— was the most picturesque element that has appeared in Amer-

ican life since the war, regardless of whether we condemn its aims— whatever 

they may be— or not. And yet no magazine has used it as a background for 

fi ction stories. A few wishy- washy articles have appeared against it, but noth-

ing of an entertaining nature.

Despite the long- term literary impact of Daly’s story, it is this attempt by 

Black Mask to exploit the “picturesque” nature of the Ku Klux Klan that is most 

revealing. “Knights of the Open Palm” was only one of the thirteen original 

pieces published in Black Mask’s Klan issue, its luridly alluring cover by L. L. 

Balcom depicting a Klansman brandishing a smoking cross. Nine of these 

explicitly dealt with the Invisible Empire, and off ered a spectrum of opinions 

on the organization. Daly’s story was not even fi rst billed. Th at honor went 

to the issue’s longest piece, “Call Out the Klan,” a “Complete Novelette of the 

Invisible Empire” by Herman Petersen, a prolifi c pulp author. Petersen’s story, 

as well as his correspondence with George Sutton, the editor of Black Mask, 

off ers a telling insight into the complex process of the co- option, commercial-

ization, and sanitization of the Klan by popular fi ction in the 1920s.

In February 1923, Sutton wrote to Petersen to request a “humdinger of a 

Ku Klux Klan story.” Th is was a commercial decision, not an ideological one. 
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Th e magazine, Sutton explained, had already bought a Klan- based cover, and 

now they needed “a rip- snorting dramatic tale” to go with it. Th e pulp did 

not want a “controversial tale,” but “if it must take sides it might lean a little 

toward the Klan rather than against it.” Petersen, for his part, had no problem 

with this. As he explained in a letter to Sutton, “I may favor the Klan a bit— I 

lived south in 1917 and 1918— but I’ll start no controversy.”

In “Call Out the Klan,” Bruce Martin, a World War I veteran, returns to his 

Virginia home, where Klan members are stirring up trouble. Martin consid-

ers the Klan little more than interfering “would- be reformers.” His love inter-

est, Lois D’Aprix, is a staunch defender of the organization: “If a man off ends 

the Klan, he off ends because he in some way has gone contrary to one of the 

great principles embodied in its constitution.  .  .  . Th e Klan never gets the 

wrong man.” When D’Aprix is apparently kidnapped by the Invisible Empire, 

Martin searches for her in the mountains, where he discovers the body of a 

dead Klansman. A group of Klansmen catch Martin and, believing him to 

have shot their dead member (the brother of their Grand Cyclops), prepare 

to lynch him. Th e sheriff  arrives in the nick of time, informing the gathering 

that they have the wrong man, and the Grand Cyclops meekly submits to 

his authority. Rather than arrest him, however, the sheriff  deputizes the Klan 

gathering, and instructs them to “call out the Klan.”

In the tale’s denouement, crosses are lit across the mountains to signal 

all Klansmen in the area, who ride out in search of D’Aprix. Together with 

Martin and the sheriff , they rescue her from the troublemaker who has stolen 

Klan robes and been pretending to be a member so that his crimes would be 

blamed on the Invisible Empire. Martin then renounces his earlier opinions: 

“I’m sorry for the ill feeling I bore the Klan. Since last night I have come 

to view your organization in an entirely diff erent light.” With its virtue fully 

established, the story ended with the sheriff ’s decision to join the Ku Klux 

Klan.

It is unclear whether Petersen had any direct connection with the Klan. In 

his correspondence with Sutton, he noted that “practically every incident in 

the whole yarn has been taken from newspaper clippings,” implying no inside 

knowledge on his part. What is certain is that an offi  cial Klan propagandist 

could scarcely have done a better job at espousing the organization’s merits. 

Petersen off ered a thrilling conversion narrative that implicated readers in 

Martin and the sheriff ’s endorsement of the Invisible Empire. He also stayed 

true to his promise to Sutton and carefully stripped the organization of any 

controversy— at no point in the story was any sense of anti- Semitism, anti- 

Catholicism, or racial hatred even hinted at. Moreover, the plot device of hav-

ing the Klan mistakenly thought guilty of a crime, only to be vindicated and 
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have some imposter unmasked as the true culprit, refl ected widespread Klan-

nish denials of any association with criminal misdeeds, and would become a 

popular trope. Petersen’s story presented the Invisible Empire, in a popular, 

nationally distributed magazine, as a (generally) law- abiding adjunct to of-

fi cial law- enforcement, helping to punish evildoers and keep the peace. It was 

the same view of the Klan that the Invisible Empire’s leaders had long em-

phasized, the same imagined heroic self- image that bound an otherwise frac-

tured and localized organization and appealed to a wider cultural movement 

of Klannishness. With just enough mystery and action to make it attractive, 

the Ku Klux Klan was a “picturesque element” indeed.

Th e remainder of the stories in the Black Mask’s “Klan Number” con-

tinued to mine the organization’s “good fi ction qualities.” In “Th e Color of 

Honor” by Richard Connell (soon to become famous for his story “Th e Most 

Dangerous Game”), a Klansman discovers that he’s actually of mixed race and 

subsequently helps a Northern black voting rights activist escape from the 

rest of the Klan. In “T. McGuirk— Klansman” by Ray Cumming, a “humor-

ous tale” of the Klan, McGuirk (a petty criminal and one of Black Mask’s fa-

vorite recurring characters) joins the Klan and uses it as a cover to rob a rich 

loafer, but off ers no real opinion on the organization. A “historical” article 

on Reconstruction took the Dunning school line, fi rmly endorsing the fi rst 

Klan while condemning carpetbaggers as “human scum.” Robert Lee Heiser’s 

“Devil Dan Hewett” was avowedly “neither for nor against the Klan” but “just 

a fi ne BLACK MASK yarn” with “a lot of the KKK action.”

Th e overwhelming response to publication of the special issue prompted 

Black Mask’s editors to establish a “Ku Klux Klan Forum” in the next three 

issues to allow readers to have their say. Having been “literally fl ooded with 

mail,” this “only open, free, absolutely unbiased discussion” ran heavily in 

favor of the Invisible Empire. Klan members were certainly pleased: “Others 

together with myself bought the magazine and gave it away, so personally I 

can account for six sales that would not have been made were it not for the 

signifi cance of the issue.” But even nonmembers responded favorably to the 

pulp magazine’s “picturesque” use of the organization. Not counting those 

who explicitly identifi ed themselves as members of the Klan, the letters pub-

lished in the Black Mask ran two to one in favor of the Invisible Empire.

Th is pro- Klan outpouring is not altogether surprising. Virtually all the 

stories and features in the issue (including Carroll John Daly’s Race Williams 

story) had either explicitly or implicitly endorsed the “100 American”  ideals 

of the Klan movement, whether or not they supported the organization’s ac-

tivities. Th is division of sentiment was made abundantly clear in the story 

“Hoodwinked” by Newton Fuessle, published in the following issue because 
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of lack of space in the “Klan Number” itself. Although the story detailed one 

businessman’s turn against the Klan, it was their activities, not their aims, 

with which he disagreed. As Fuessle wrote, “He realized that, while the ideals 

of the Klan might be right, certainly their practices that he had been able to 

observe at close range were wrong.”

E. R. Hagemann, the preeminent chronicler of Black Mask, noted that 

“one gets the distinct impression that Mask supported and upheld the Klans-

men and that it favored their racism and vigilantism. No other argument 

seems logical.” Th is idea is underlined when we also consider the readership 

that Mask was trying to foster. Joseph T. Shaw, Black Mask’s editor aft er 1926, 

wrote that the pulp’s reader was “vigorous- minded; hard, in a square man’s 

hardness; hating unfairness, trickery, injustice, cowardly underhandedness.” 

Th is reader would be “not squeamish or prudish, but clean, admiring the 

good in man and woman,” “responsive to the thrill of danger, the stirring 

exhilaration of clean, swift , hard action.” Th ose who read Black Mask were 

“always pulling for the right guy to come out on top.” Shaw’s characteriza-

tion of his readers could have been lift ed directly from a Klan recruitment 

pamphlet. In fact, the Imperial Night- Hawk had encouraged Klan members 

to purchase the special themed issue, claiming that the mayor of New York 

was attempting to suppress Black Mask to prevent publication of anything 

favorable to the Klan.

Two studies of hard- boiled fi ction have expanded on this relationship be-

tween detective stories and the Klan. Erin A. Smith makes the case that hard- 

boiled fi ction functioned as an imagined community that addressed a need 

for male sociability that would once have been found in the saloon. Detective 

fi ction concerned itself with “work, manliness, and the embodiment of class 

and social position in dress, speech, and manners”— all concerns shared by 

the imagined community of the Klan movement. Sean McCann has taken 

this argument further, making the case that the Invisible Empire itself rose to 

prominence “championing a social fantasy that closely resembled the mythol-

ogy implicit in hard- boiled crime fi ction.” Both “railed against class parasites 

and social decadence,” both “spotted the signs of corruption,” and both saw 

vigilante justice as “the only eff ective response to social ills.” Given their com-

mon touchstones, it seems reasonable that scholars might fi nd considerable 

support for the Klan within Black Mask’s readership of hard- boiled detective 

fi ction, and to fi nd considerable appreciation for the world of detective fi ction 

among members of the Klan.

Th is mutual admiration, though, was not limited to the rough- and- tumble 

world of the mystery pulps. To some extent, the very existence of the Invisible 

Empire was built on chivalric romances in the vein of Sir Walter Scott that 
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lionized the Reconstruction Klan and an idealized Old South. Th ese stories 

had arguably done even more than the Dunningite historians to forge a new 

national consensus on Reconstruction and Southern identity. As K. Stephen 

Prince has argued, Southern writers were able to “win with the pen what they 

had lost with the sword.” In reinventing the period as proof of the dangers of 

“wrongheaded northern intervention,” in Prince’s words, these Reconstruc-

tion novels secured Northern complicity in Southern racial thought. In cel-

ebrating the racial violence of Southern white men in the past, popular novel-

ists shaped a contemporary white supremacist masculinity that welcomed the 

resurgent Klan movement of the 1920s.

Th is was not a one- sided literary struggle. Albion Tourgée’s A Fool’s Er-

rand, published in 1879, had achieved tremendous success as an anti- Klan 

novel that lionized the Union League and Northern Republican “carpetbag-

gers.” But Tourgée’s book disappeared under a fl ood of Southern authors who 

acclaimed the Klan’s role in liberating the South from the heinous rule of the 

Radical Republicans. N. J. Floyd’s Th orns in the Flesh came fi rst in 1884, fol-

lowed by Th omas Jeff erson Jerome’s Ku- Klux Klan No. 40 in 1895. Th eir some-

what lackluster eff orts were signifi cantly overshadowed by the publication of 

Red Rock in 1898 by Th omas Nelson Page, one of the most celebrated of the 

Southern “magnolias and midnight” romantic authors, and then Gabriel Toll-

iver in 1902 by Joel Chandler Harris, best known for his popular Uncle Remus 

stories. Th e genre reached its apex, however, with Th omas Dixon Jr.

Dixon’s “Reconstruction Trilogy”— Th e Leopard’s Spots (1902), Th e Clans-

man (1905), and Th e Traitor (1907)— was key in creating the romantic myth 

of a heroic Reconstruction Klan that had fostered a fertile atmosphere for 

the organization’s rebirth. Although his writing left  something to be desired, 

Dixon’s breathless narration of the Klan’s night- riding heroics garnered him 

millions of readers. Th e Atlanta Journal hailed Th e Leopard’s Spots— in many 

ways, an explicit refutation of Uncle Tom’s Cabin— as “an epoch- making book.” 

Th e novel would go on to sell over a million copies and establish Double day, 

Page & Co. as a major publisher. When Th e Clansman was published in 1905, 

Firmin Dredd noted in Th e Bookman that it was “a very poor novel, a very 

ridiculous novel,” but “a novel which very properly is going to interest many 

thousands of readers, of all degrees of taste and education.” Dredd was not 

wrong— the Clansman sold an estimated forty thousand copies in just ten 

days. Th ose readers, in turn, were inculcated into a literary public centered 

around the idea that the Klan had “saved” the South.

Th ese pro- Klan novels generally followed the same basic, highly suc-

cessful formula. Each told the story of a sterling example of Southern man-

hood who fought unscrupulous carpetbaggers, suppressing their attempts at 
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 “stirring up racial strife.” In the process, these Southern gentlemen would 

usually fi nd great romantic and/or fi nancial success. Simplistic and repetitive, 

these narratives of Klannish heroism nonetheless found fertile ground both 

in the popular imagination and in the work of many historians at the turn of 

the century. Literary scholar Walter Benn Michaels credits Dixon’s work with 

helping to rewrite American defi nitions of “whiteness” and “American” in the 

early twentieth century. Joel Williamson has similarly argued that Dixon had 

more impact on the lives of modern Americans than some presidents.

Contemporary observers certainly noted the infl uence these novels had 

on the national white imagination. African American author Joel Rogers, for 

one, argued in 1923 that popular writers had given the original Klan “a clean 

bill.” Th eir romanticized view of the Invisible Empire had taken root in both 

the popular mind and the academic community, leaving Americans ready 

and even eager for a revival of the organization. Novelists had to bear, in 

Rogers’s estimation, “a great deal of blame” for the success of Simmons’s ef-

forts. In many respects, the new Invisible Empire owed its existence more to a 

fi ctionalized ideal of the Reconstruction Klan than it did to the brutal reality 

of the Southern night riders.

Yet, that same year, Th omas Dixon appeared at the Century Th eatre in 

Detroit at an anti- Klan meeting organized by the American Unity League to 

condemn the resurgent Invisible Empire as “the acme of stupidity and inhu-

manity.” Although he made sure to praise the Reconstruction Klan as “the 

bravest and noblest men of the South,” Dixon’s criticism of the Klan revival 

was unremitting. Th e author was particularly concerned that the organiza-

tion’s anti- Semitic and anti- Catholic sentiments undermined racial unity. 

Like Henry P. Fry, he feared any division that would leave whites weakened in 

the unceasing competition with other races. He saved his harshest words for 

the Invisible Empire’s opposition to immigration, arguing that the Klan’s plan 

to “meet the humble immigrant of today with a mask and dagger and push 

him back to hell” denied America’s heritage as a nation of immigrants. “If this 

is 100 per cent Americanism,” Dixon told his audience, “I for one spit on it.”

It is a refl ection of the fl uid tensions of the cultural 1920s that Dixon, that 

professional Southerner, was also arguably the most important voice of anti- 

Klan fi ction in the postwar period. Th e frenzied adulation with which Dixon 

described the valiant eff orts of the Reconstruction Klan as a stout band of 

Southern patriots obscured an important fact. Th e author believed that the 

organization had accomplished its task and had been rightfully dissolved. Th e 

Traitor, published in 1907, told of the dangers of a Klan that was reconstituted 

aft er the organization’s leaders had ordered it to disband. Having already 

achieved its purpose of protecting the South from Reconstruction, the aim-
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less Klan was turned to petty ends, pitting “faction against faction, neighbor 

against neighbor, man against man,” and leading to “martial law, prison bars 

and the shadow of the gallows.”

Th is theme was reinforced in Dixon’s 1912 novel, Th e Sins of the Father, 

which harped on the idea that the Invisible Empire was an inherently “dan-

gerous institution” that gained its virtue in its “absolute obedience” to “an in-

telligent and patriotic chief.” Without that leadership, the organization would 

degenerate into “a reign of terror by irresponsible fools.” Although in both 

books the “good” Klan is ultimately able to take control of the “bad” Klan and 

force it out of action, Dixon’s disapproval of a Klan revival was clear.

As the second Klan rose in power through the early 1920s, then, it seemed 

obvious to the author what he needed to do. In the summer of 1924, Dixon 

published Th e Black Hood, explicitly warning the revived Klan to disband. 

Th e story of a Reconstruction Klavern that outlives its purpose, Th e Black 

Hood returned to the themes and heavy- handed preaching of Th e Traitor, 

forcing additional lectures on religious tolerance and the dangers of ano-

nymity into already labored dialogue. Th e revived Klan of the book— whose 

white robes are replaced, without any attempt at subtlety, with a black hood— 

abused the power of the organization, leading to score settling, attempts to 

“regulate the private life of individual men and women,” and a disintegration 

into “a weapon of religious persecution.” Th e “criminal folly” soon descended 

into violence. To rule out any misunderstanding, Dixon underlined his ham- 

fi sted sermonizing about the awful dangers of the Klan with the deaths of 

both a crippled Jewish boy (the son of a Polish immigrant bearing “a remark-

able resemblance to Hoff man’s Christ”) and the boy’s dog.

As the New York Times remarked, although the book’s attempt to discour-

age membership in the resurgent Klan would “seem a good purpose,” it did 

not make this a good book. Th e New York World noted that the novel was “a 

book of intensely melodramatic quality” that seemed to have been written 

“in a good deal of a hurry.” Th e book’s sales seem to have refl ected this point. 

Nonetheless, Dixon had made his point. Th e World review commended Th e 

Black Hood’s “rebuke and condemnation” of the reborn Klan’s “worst possible 

impulses and auspices.” Th e author reiterated his arguments to interview-

ers during a press tour, calling the Klan’s disguise “a provocation to violence 

and disorder” and the organization “a menace to American democracy.” Th e 

original Clansman would remain a vocal opponent of the Invisible Empire 

until its collapse.

Dixon was not alone in channeling his antipathy toward the revived Klan 

into fi ction. Walter White’s Th e Fire in the Flint, for example, presented a sorely 

underrepresented African American viewpoint on the  organization that 
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scandalized many white Southerners. White, who worked for the NAACP as 

“an investigator and reporter of racial violence” (and who would head that 

organization from 1931 until his death in 1955), hoped to promote “a literature 

and art that told a truth about African Americans and made no concessions 

to stereotype.” In White’s words, “Writing about Negro life as it really exists” 

was a subject “as yet practically untouched.” Th e Fire in the Flint was his at-

tempt to rectify the situation by depicting the struggles of African Americans 

living in a Georgia plagued by the violence of the Ku Klux Klan.

Just as much a message novel as Dixon’s Th e Black Hood, Th e Fire in the 

Flint was redeemed by its journalistic attention to detail and its realistic dia-

logue. Although the book was his fi rst foray into fi ction, White understood 

that the best means of communicating his meaning was through an engag-

ing plot and eff ective characterization rather than lectures shoehorned into 

the discussions of his characters. Th e Fire in the Flint is particularly success-

ful at conveying White’s argument for black group consciousness as the pre-

requisite for an end to discrimination, particularly in Southern farming, as 

well as a need to debunk the idea that lynchings were somehow justifi ed by 

 imagined “outrages” against white womanhood. White was also able to con-

vincingly present an unfl attering portrait of “stodgy, phlegmatic, stupid citi-

zens” with “a natural love of the mysterious and adventurous and an instinct 

toward brute action.” For White, this group as a whole comprised the racially 

charged Ku Klux Klan, without nice distinctions between members of the 

organization and sympathizers to the wider movement. Th e Fire in the Flint 

even managed to summon up some small measure of sympathy for Klansmen 

as “creatures of the fear they sought to inspire,” living in “constant dread” that 

African Americans would prove themselves the equal, if not the superior, of 

white men.

White’s ideas were embodied in the novel by the character of Kenneth 

Harper, a black doctor returning home aft er attending college and serving 

in the First World War. Harper’s involvement with a black tenant farmers as-

sociation (which draws the ire of local Klansmen, including the sheriff  and 

other local landowners and offi  cials) stimulates a growing awareness of him-

self as an affl  uent black man in the South. Th at process is hastened consider-

ably when a gang of white men rape Harper’s sister, pushing Harper’s brother, 

Bob, to kill several of the rapists. Bob, pursued by a mob bent on lynching 

him, then kills himself. Th e Klan, in turn, murders Harper— ostensibly to 

prevent him from avenging his family, although in large part because of his 

success in organizing local black farmers to resist the poor treatment they 

have faced at the hands of white landowners— and successfully avoids any 
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repercussion for the crime by falsely claiming that Harper had assaulted a 

white woman and been lynched.

White’s unfl inching condemnation of antiblack violence and his asper-

sions on the “honor” of white womanhood were rooted in his experiences 

touring the South for the NAACP, where he had observed fi rsthand white 

reaction to black labor movements. Concerned that the novel would off end 

white Southerners and hurt sales, publisher George H. Doran rejected Th e 

Fire in the Flint. White refused to downplay the severity of the situation in the 

South and weaken his stance. To one correspondent, he wrote that he “would 

destroy the manuscript before I would submit to emasculation which would 

kill the eff ectiveness of the novel.” Instead, White took it to Alfred A. Knopf, 

one of the few progressive major publishing houses, which issued it in late 

1924 to great success.

Th e book sold well (helped in no small part by White’s use of NAACP 

branches to build a distribution network and boost sales), and was received 

with great acclaim by many Northern and black critics, who praised the book 

for both its message and its literary merit. Joel Rogers used the pages of Th e 

Messenger to praise its “rough- hewn, Rodinesque vigor and its crisp, tense 

narrative.” Th e New York Times called it “an inevitable novel” that “deserves 

serious consideration.” Th e Independent declared it “a cry of the oppressed” 

and an “indictment of white civilization.” W. E. B. DuBois, writing for Crisis, 

called Th e Fire in the Flint “a stirring story and a strong bit of propaganda 

against the white Klansman and the black pussyfoot.” Th e Baltimore Afro- 

American listed it among its best books of the year, and tried to convince 

White to let the newspaper serialize it.

Even some Southern white critics commended Th e Fire in the Flint. A. S. 

Bernd of the Macon Telegraph reviewed it favorably, losing the newspaper a 

number of subscribers. Lawrence Stallings, a Georgia native, wrote an over-

whelmingly positive review lavished with criticism of his home state that was 

published in the New York World and widely republished by sympathetic 

newspapers. Stallings called the plot “a melodramatic story, garish and hys-

terical,” but conceded that White’s case “is so fi ery a one of truth” that “over-

statement is almost necessary to a fi ghting book.”

A more typical Southern response came from the Savannah Press, which 

published an editorial review of Th e Fire in the Flint entitled “A Book of 

Lies,” and was similarly widely republished— although in most cases it was 

republished by Northern newspapers as an example of Southern intolerance. 

Th e Press, carefully avoiding any mention of the Klan, called the book “the 

worst libel we have seen on the South and Southern men and women.” With 
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no apparent irony, the paper accused White’s book of encouraging “unfair 

 prejudice.” Th e novel’s claim that nine out of the ten “trifl ing” women who 

claimed to have been raped by African Americans were actually just trying 

to save their reputations, and were willing to see a man lynched to do so, at-

tracted the most criticism. Even white Southern liberals reacted with dismay 

to such an idea, as Th e Fire in the Flint had suggested they would. Th e Press 

called it a “palpable, outrageous lie” and “a deadly insult to the women of 

the South.” With characteristic restraint, the newspaper implicitly threatened 

White with violence if he ever returned to Georgia.

Few novels dealing with the Klan had the same kind of literary merit as 

Th e Fire in the Flint. As with nonfi ction publishing, the decade saw the cre-

ation of a cottage industry of polemical novels arguing the wonders and dan-

gers of the Klan organization. Th ese were oft en widely read, but have been 

largely forgotten as (per Erin A. Smith’s formulation) “bad books.” Th e New 

York Times commented in 1926 that “controversial matters” like the Klan were 

“very rarely  .  .  . presented with the breadth of vision and insight which is 

imperative for their genuine success.” Worse, “the controversial matter spoils 

in most instances what might otherwise prove to be a good narrative.” Th is is 

all too true. Yet what we must not forget is that suffi  cient people were read-

ing these novels to compel the New York Times to bemoan their quality, even 

as these books off ered disparate and heterogeneous defi nitions of Klannish 

identity for popular audiences.

Th e year 1922 did not just see the publication of Ulysses and Babbitt. Texas 

academic Hubert Shands’s White and Black, published by Harcourt, Brace, 

also reached shelves that year. Th e story of Bob Robertson, a young white 

Texan preparing to leave for college who became embroiled in the lives of the 

tenant farmers on his family’s plantation, Shands’s novel was really a clunky 

diatribe against the methods of the Invisible Empire. Th e Klan, the novelist 

argued, “disregarded every civil right of a citizen,” substituted “the savagery 

of a mob for ordered judicial processes,” and would plunge society “back into 

barbarism.”

Concerned primarily with the “dangers” of fraternization between the 

races, the Texan used the novel to underline his support for a “non- partisan, 

non- sectarian organization” that would promote “racial purity.” Shands’s is-

sue with the Klan was not its ideas, but the “outrages” perpetrated by the 

organization in pursuit of its admirable aims. In this, the novelist’s approach 

was similar to anti- Klan nonfi ction like Henry Fry’s Th e Modern Ku Klux 

Klan, attacking the organization while promoting the movement’s racial ide-

ology. Th is confl icted attitude was refl ected in reviews of the book. Burton 

Rascoe in the New York Tribune deemed Shands’s story “an elementary tale” 
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but a “frank picture.” A decade later, the novel was remembered by critic Her-

schel Brickell as “fi ction primarily concerned with the race question.” White 

and Black understandably garnered more attention for its message than for 

its half- baked plot.

Tar and Feathers by Victor Rubin, a Chicago newspaperman, was not 

much of an improvement. Th e 1923 novel described the ethical awakening 

of Robert Hamilton, a young Georgian, the grandson of a Confederate cap-

tain, and heir to an extensive cotton plantation. Returning home aft er World 

War I, Hamilton joins the “Trick Track Tribe,” where he meets William J. 

Simmons’s fi ctional counterpart. By the novel’s end, though, the Georgian 

has been disabused of the organization’s worth by his true friends, a Catholic 

soldier and Jewish doctor.

An eff ective argument against the real- life Klan’s offi  cial propaganda, Ru-

bin’s novel met with some success, and was rushed into a second printing 

by his publisher, Dorrance & Company of Philadelphia. Once again, how-

ever, the book’s true appeal seems to have resided not in its story but in its 

message— combined with the Klan’s seemingly ever- present ability to attract 

public attention. Reviewers noted that Tar and Feathers kept “the interest 

sustained,” but it was the “timely enough, and incidentally worthy enough,” 

theme of the book that would “justify its publication.” Much the same was 

true of Ellen Corrigan Scott’s Th at Fool Moff ett, the story of a lapsed Catholic 

whose lack of faith loses him true love, and who ends up married to the anti- 

Catholic daughter of a Klan lecturer. A tedious debunking of various myths 

spread by the Klan, framed within an exaltation of the “moral superiority” of 

“inviolable Catholic marriage law,” Th at Fool Moff ett off ered little in the way 

of plot, and even less in the way of enjoyment.

Literary merit took a backseat to propagandistic intent. Th e same was true 

of most pro- Klan novels. If historical fi ction had endorsed the idea of Klan 

as savior, the organization’s continued appearance in contemporary Ameri-

can fi ction served to endorse the movement’s supposed virtues. Most of this 

writing was extraordinarily mediocre, yet was nonetheless able to fi nd an 

audience. In doing so, Klannish authors situated a localized and federalized 

organization within a largely uniform cultural identity that was reproduced 

nationally, as books from around the country drew readers into an imagined 

community of white Protestant heroism. Th us, we must consider 1922 not 

only the year of Ulysses and Babbit and White and Black, but also the year of 

Egbert Brown’s Th e Final Awakening, a thoroughly bad book.

As Brown explained in a foreword, the “sole idea and intention” of the 

novel was “to convey to the alien world, from a Klannish standpoint, the true 

attitude of the organization.” Given that aim, it is unsurprising that Th e Final 
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Awakening was marked by shoddy dialogue and awkward characterization. 

It is also unsurprising that the “true attitude” Brown claimed to present was 

one that attempted to divorce an imaginary heroic Klannish identity with 

(theoretically) wide appeal from the violent bigotry of reality. Th is fi ctional 

Klan had no hatred toward Catholics, Jews, or African Americans, but merely 

a desire to see laws enforced and “Americanism” reign supreme. To that end, 

Brown told the story of Roger Wilson, a Catholic and the stepson of a boot-

legger. Over the course of the novel, Wilson slowly realized the error of his 

opposition to the Klan, renouncing both his stepfather and his religion, while 

Brown bolted on a romantic subplot with the sister of a Klansman for good 

measure. In the process, the Klan saved local African Americans from them-

selves by shutting down the (white Protestant) bootlegger, whose whiskey 

was rendering them useless to their white employers. Th e novel also saw the 

organization kidnap and beat a (white Protestant) doctor responsible for a 

string of botched illegal abortions resulting in the death of multiple young 

Jewish women.

Th e Klan was thereby presented as the savior of morality, without re-

gard to race or religion, with all violence in the novel leveled only against 

other white Protestants and done so to protect other groups. Simultaneously, 

Brown reinforced bigoted frames of understanding— African Americans as 

the only group weak willed enough to fall under the power of the bootleg-

ger, Jewish women as the only clients of the abortionist. In both disclaiming 

and appealing to intolerance, Brown craft ed a poor story but an eff ective call 

for new members. As the Fellowship Forum described it, “If you are NOT a 

Klansman now, you will want to be one aft er you have fi nished reading it.”

Th e novel’s link to the Klan organization is almost as murky as the book’s 

plot. While Brown claimed to have no offi  cial connection with the Invisible 

Empire, his book was published in the Klan stronghold of Brunswick, Geor-

gia, by Empire Distributors, a common nom de plume for Klan publishing 

ventures. Certainly, Th e Final Awakening parroted the organization’s offi  cial 

line. Most novels of the Klan movement, though, were clearly produced in-

dependently of any control from national leaders of the Invisible Empire. De-

spite their disparate and uncoordinated origins, they off ered an aesthetic of 

Klannish movement identity far more cohesive than the federalized organiza-

tion itself— a consumable cultural identity in which signifi ers of the cross and 

hood denoted white Protestant virtue rather than violence and hatred.

Th at heroic self- identity was further reinforced in 1923 with the publica-

tion of Harold the Klansman by George Alfred Brown. Harold was certainly 

not devoid of the sermonizing that had plagued Th e Final Awakening. Like 

Egbert Brown, George Brown made clear the fact that the book had been 
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written to provide “reliable information” about the Klan, and devoted pages of 

stilted dialogue to issues of papal infallibility and parochial school education. 

Unlike Egbert Brown, George Brown displayed a fairly deft  hand at charac-

terization and melodramatic plotting. Th e novel saw the eponymous Harold 

save his sweetheart’s family business from ruin at the hands of a greedy boot-

legger and his Catholic, Jewish, and African American allies. By joining the 

Klan, along with all of the other leading citizens, Harold was able to clean up 

his unnamed western town, while also proving the Invisible Empire’s worth 

to his beloved. Historian Wyn Craig Wade has gone so far as to call the plot 

“engrossing,” although that may be overstating the case.

While it was not going to knock Gertrude Atherton’s Black Oxen from the 

top of the best- seller list, Dawn called Harold the Klansman “a story that both 

entertains and instructs.” Th e Badger American extolled it as “a volume that 

is without precedent in the fi elds of literature,” written “in a beautiful, sincere 

manner” that “sounds the tocsin for a greater service to America.” Th e Jay-

hawker American raved that it was “a great social novel destined to make its 

impress on the thought of Americans” and would prove to be “one of the great 

historical novels of this generation.” It certainly struck a chord with sympa-

thetic readers, who kept Harold the Klansman in reprints until at least 1927.

A similar attempt at entertaining Klan fi ction promoting a sanitized defi -

nition of Klannish identity appeared in early 1924, printed by Ohio’s Patriot 

Publishing Company. Knight Vale of the K.K.K. by William Andrew Saxon 

told the story of Fairfax Vale. A vigorously anti- Klan crusader in the employ 

of a vicious Catholic state governor (clearly modeled on Oklahoma’s gover-

nor J. C. Walton), Vale came to realize the error of his ways and joined the 

Invisible Empire. Over the course of the novel, Saxon managed to include 

complete reprints of the “Klansman’s Creed” and of an alleged Knights of Co-

lumbus oath. He also displayed an interesting strand of defensiveness about 

the Klan’s anti- Semitism, claiming that Catholics were the real anti- Semites. 

On the whole, though, the Klan author seemed far less interested in the idea 

of furnishing reliable information than in presenting an adventure story with 

a byzantine plot. Black Mask’s infl uence was evident in the increasingly stan-

dard conversion narrative and in a denouement lift ed almost wholesale from 

“‘Call Out the Klan,” as Catholics framed the Klan for the kidnapping of Vale’s 

sweetheart.

Even as the Klan’s power as a national organization began its rapid de-

cline, movement authors continued to churn out message novels of dubious 

literary merit. Th e Son of a Klansman by Albert Gaff ney bypassed the alle-

gory of the allegorical novel and simply stated in the foreword which char-

acter personifi ed the modern Ku Klux Klan and which personifi ed political 
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 corruption, the Klan’s ultimate enemy. Th e tangled melodrama 100 by Al-

bert Wentz (under the subtle pseudonym of Kenneth Kenelm King) was little 

better, as the usual criticisms of Catholics, Jews, and African Americans took 

the place of most dialogue. Wentz’s 100 was at least able to distinguish itself 

through the bizarre nature of its plot, which included rape, murderous nuns, 

baby strangling, and the revelation that the Catholic proscription of meat on 

a Friday was actually a conspiracy to slowly poison the Protestant population 

with arsenic- laced foodstuff s.

Startling as the content may have been, these polemics are primarily use-

ful in understanding how Klan members and sympathizers defi ned them-

selves. Th ey are less useful to our understanding of the wider cultural 1920s 

than the ways in which the Invisible Empire’s presence infi ltrated novels with 

less propagandistic concerns. Th is most oft en meant following the same 

model as many newspaper editors or the editors of Black Mask— to increase 

sales by exploiting the “picturesque” atmosphere presented by the Klan while 

leaving the organization itself largely incidental to the plot. Th e purpose was 

entertainment rather than judgment. Th us, these stories oft en implicitly le-

gitimated and promulgated the aims and ideas of the wider Klan movement.

Even H. L. Mencken’s loft y American Mercury was not beyond co- opting 

the Klan into its short stories, albeit to lambast the very idea of Americanism. 

In David Purroy’s “On the Lam,” the detective hero complained that leads 

were “as scarce as Jews at a KKK pig roast.” Somewhat more substantially, “Ku 

Klux” by W. A. S. Douglas saw a Polish- born war veteran driven insane by the 

Klan’s subversion of American values. Perhaps most eff ectively, the Mercury 

featured one of mystery writer (and close friend of Mencken) James M. Cain’s 

earliest stories. In 1928, six years before Th e Postman Always Rings Twice, 

eight years before Double Indemnity, thirteen years before Mildred Pierce, 

Cain published “Trial by Jury.” Th e short dialogue sketch saw jurors delib-

erating their verdict in the case of a man who had murdered a Klansman in 

self- defense. Aft er bribing the simpleton Klansman in their midst to off er a 

favorable account of their deliberations to his organization, the jurors ulti-

mately vote to soft en the conviction to manslaughter, and leave, paying lip 

service to “Citizenship . . . Patriotism . . . All like of that” as they do so. Th e 

only kind of Americanism that seemed to matter, to Cain, was the kind that 

might get you targeted by the Ku Klux Klan.

Similar ideas were off ered by James Stevens, another friend and protégé 

of Mencken, best known for his tales popularizing Paul Bunyan as an Ameri-

can folk hero. In 1924, Stevens published “Uplift  on the Frontier” in the Mer-

cury, mocking the “simpletons” lured by the “childish excitements” off ered 

by the Klan. Th ree years later, his novel Mattock would take similar aim at 
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such excitements in a thoroughly Menckenian excoriation of prejudiced and 

ignorant Americans who made mealymouthed professions of Christian faith. 

Th ese tendencies were made fl esh in his protagonist, “upright honest Chris-

tian” Parvin Mattock, who soon succumbs to temptation— in the form of 

drink, gambling, cigarettes, and French whores— when he joins the army. His 

self- righteous attitude also propels him into a role as an informer inside his 

unit, looking for Bolshevist infl uence in “the grand, new, patriotic, religious, 

uplift in’ American game of snoop, spy, frame up, and stool.”

A postwar religious awakening puts Mattock back on the straight and 

narrow— married to a reverend’s daughter, taking a lead in the local Ameri-

can Legion, and, best of all, becoming an offi  cial of the Kansas Ku Klux Klan. 

Th e Invisible Empire barely features in the plot, but Mattock’s membership 

is the eff ective climax of the novel, as Stevens used it to display the igno-

rance and hollow faith of such men. Critics praised the “imperceptible irony” 

and “superb detachment” of the novel. Stevens’s “solid and humorous” novel 

painted the Klansman as an ultimately pathetic fi gure, continually struggling 

for “decency.”

Stevens was not the fi rst to take such satirical aim. Journalist James  Henle’s 

Sound and Fury (which beat Faulkner to the title, minus a few defi nite articles, 

by fi ve years) was published by Knopf in late 1924. Henle’s book focused on 

the plight of George “Goody” Guthrie, whom the New York Times called “an 

individual knight gallantly leading a lost cause against a ruin and a havoc of 

regimented democracy and industrial materialism.” For Henle, the Ku Klux 

Klan (which included the local mayor and chief of police) was the personifi -

cation of soul- sapping regimentation, “the most typical product of America 

and 100 per cent Americanism,” who “merely went one step further than the 

prohibitionists.” It was with no small symbolism that the novel ended with a 

mob of Klansmen murdering Guthrie.

Th is satirical attack on not just the Klan organization but the wider Klan 

movement and the eff ort to impose an alien morality on individuals like 

Guthrie was received with mixed reviews. Some lavished praise on a “distin-

guished” novel fi lled with “true and sham- smashing observation and com-

ment” that made the book “decidedly good and decidedly out of the ordinary.” 

Others complained that Henle’s work was “platitudinous and unconvincing” 

and that the Klannish climax was “too dramatic.” Nonetheless, Sound and 

Fury off ered a notable critique of the Invisible Empire for its vicious enforce-

ment of a hectoring moralism.

Henle’s lament for the decline of rugged American aristocratic individu-

alism in the face of conformism and conventionality owed no small debt to 

Sinclair Lewis, who also incorporated the Klan into his controversial 1927 
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best seller Elmer Gantry. Th e self- serving attitude of the eponymous antihero 

toward the Invisible Empire was the perfect example of the evangelical min-

ister’s disingenuousness. Lewis presented the Klan as a political problem for 

“many of the most worthy Methodist and Baptist clergymen,” who looked 

favorably on the organization. Gantry’s own inclination in the novel is as a 

member of the Klannish movement, favoring the desire “to keep all foreign-

ers, Jews, Catholics, and negroes in their place, which was no place at all.” Th at 

enthusiasm is tempered by his awareness that there are “prominent people, 

nice people, rich people,” who oppose the Klan organization. As such, Lewis’s 

antihero takes a typically Gantry- esque stance: “It seemed to him more truly 

American, also a lot safer, to avoid the problem.” Th e hollowness of Gantry’s 

conviction is refl ected in a statement on religious liberty so generic that it 

pleases both Klansmen and their opponents— the approach many real cler-

gymen, as well as newspaper editors and authors, had taken. Th e Klan’s part 

in Elmer Gantry was short and incidental to the plot, but operated as ideal 

shorthand for Lewis, allowing the author to explicate his scathing condemna-

tion of American moral hypocrisy in a nutshell.

Th is approach reached its apogee with the bizarre but much- admired 

1927 novel Half- Gods by Murray Sheehan, which took Lewis’s satirical ap-

proach but added a fabulist twist. A professor of journalism at the University 

of Arkansas, Sheehan set the story in the small town of Roosevelt, Missouri. 

Th ere, the Durnan family’s old black mare gives birth to a centaur, whom the 

family names Dick. Th is “half- god” then spends the rest of the novel strug-

gling between an honorable barbarism, symbolized by ancient Greek art and 

culture, that allows him to occasionally encounter Pan and wood nymphs, 

and the crude civilization of the small town that he longs to be accepted by— a 

confl ict none too subtly embodied by his own dual biology. Even as Dick’s in-

nate nobility is vulgarized over the course of the story by contact with the ig-

norant bigots who populate the town, one of Durnan’s sons, Daniel, is drawn 

to higher cultural aspirations, embodied by the town’s recently arrived artistic 

free spirit, a married Frenchwoman named Lolla Delacourt.

In the novel’s denouement, Dick— whose struggle took on an increasingly 

sexual nature, torn between dalliances with mares and a growing attraction 

to humans— abducts a young woman. In response, the Klan (including the 

town’s reverend, its leading businessmen, and Durnan himself) springs into 

action. Instead of tracking the centaur, however, the posse soon heads for 

Delacourt’s home. Th e Frenchwoman having obtained a reputation for “un-

godly thinking and loose morals” (symbolized by her affi  nity for “dirty” art 

like Greek statues), the moralizing mob moves to burn down the house, with 
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or without Delacourt inside, as a lesson to those “who thought to contra-

vene . . . the customs of common decency and American virtue.”

Aft er several members suggest that burning the house would be bad for 

the town’s reputation and, by extension, their businesses, the Klansmen limit 

themselves to burning a cross. “It is one thing,” the mob is reminded, to have 

a Klan “serving admirably to keep in order the black dwellers” and the “mean 

citizens of no import.” It was quite a diff erent matter if the Klan became “de-

structive of property values” and injurious of “those with bank balances.” 

With the abduction completely forgotten, the Klan dissipates back into the 

night. Dick, who is almost instantly henpecked by his abductee, returns the 

girl the next day with little recrimination. By the novel’s end, Delacourt has 

been forced out of town, Daniel has left  for better things in California, and 

the men of the town have fi nally accepted Dick as one of them.

With its fashionable criticism of a reactionary and unenlightened “boo-

boisie,” Half- Gods was received with critical acclaim as a “daring and satirical 

story” that off ered “humor, tragedy, satire and gross realism.” Praising Half- 

Gods’ ability to illustrate the idea that small- town religion was “not a refi ne-

ment of the spirit” but “an emotional outlet for stunted souls and dreary lives,” 

reviews hailed the book as an “odd tour de force” in which “the Klan adds its 

bit to the shallow performance.” As many reviews of the novel pointed out, 

the Invisible Empire’s place in the book was not as a plot point. Instead, the 

organization embodied the townsfolk’s inability to understand that morality 

should be “acquired from within, rather than applied from without.”

Th e town’s success in replacing Dick’s youthful ideals with their own 

standards (unable to fi nd middle ground between “salacious” and “rigor-

ously moral”), though, illustrated the enduring power of Klannish moralists. 

A short story in the best- selling Saturday Evening Post, “Tar and Feathers” 

by George Patullo, further underlined this point. Patullo’s story, ostensibly a 

satirical barb in the vein of Sheehan et al., explicitly endorsed the ability of 

the Klan to “put the quietus on a lot of evils” in the postwar period. Th e real 

problem of the “mask and shroud” organization, the piece argued (alongside 

national advertisements for Pepsodent and Buster Brown Shoes), was that it 

allowed “riff raff ” to join and subvert the organization to their own purposes. 

Ultimately, the local Klavern in the story disbands— save for the heroic “true” 

Klansmen who set out to punish those who had subverted the movement.

Even this mild criticism was blunted in the work of many authors who, 

like Black Mask, saw only good literary (and commercial) material in the 

“childish excitements” identifi ed by James Stevens. Th e Ku Klux Ball by Glenn 

Gordon, published in 1926, is a signifi cant example of the trend. Gordon’s 
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run- of- the- mill story aped Petersen’s “Call Out the Klan,” as a local Klavern 

rescues the Catholic main character from his kidnappers, who are falsely 

posing as Klansmen. Yet the Invisible Empire remained fairly incidental. Th e 

novel was predominantly concerned with the niceties of the “younger set,” 

worried more with the etiquette of when the Victrola should be turned off  

than with the Klan. When the New York Times described the book as “a story 

of the Klan,” the author wrote to the newspaper to make the telling complaint 

that the organization was “unimportant” to the novel, and was “used merely 

as a background to justify the title and popularize the book.” Gordon was not 

interested in presenting an argument for or against the Klan. Th e Invisible 

Empire was simply a selling point.

Much the same was true of a series of adventure novels published through 

the 1920s that oft en lauded the Klan. Cyril “Sapper” McNeile’s Th e Black Gang, 

a tautly plotted thriller originally published in England, was widely serialized 

in the American press and published in the United States by the George H. 

Doran Company in 1923. McNeile’s story was the second of what would be-

come a highly popular nineteen- book series. His formidable protagonist was 

Bulldog Drummond, an ex- military man and unorthodox private detective, 

and acknowledged model for Ian Fleming’s James Bond.

Although the novel was set in England, the heroic Black Gang was an 

overt heroic fi ctional Klan equivalent. Drummond, secretly the head of the 

group, led the Gang to foil the malevolent plans of a group of Jewish Bolshe-

vik spies (who also dabbled in white slavery and drug peddling), largely by 

kidnapping and fl ogging the evildoers. For Drummond (and, by extension, 

McNeile), the ends more than justifi ed the brutal means— just as they had for 

John Carroll Daly and Race Williams in Black Mask. As the head of Scotland 

Yard argued in the novel, the Black Gang’s methods “were undoubtedly il-

legal,” but “the results were excellent.”

Th e organization’s similarity to the Klan was not lost on American read-

ers. Th e New York Times commented that McNeile “has apparently taken for 

his model a Konklave of the Klan as its most loyal adherents imagine it to 

be.” Th is did not stop the New York Times reviewer from praising the book’s 

“spectacular and daring adventures.” Th e International Book Review noted 

that the Klan analogue’s adventures would make even “the most jaded reader 

of crime stories” bound to “sit up and take notice.” McNeile wasted no time 

on sermonizing. Th e Black Gang was simply an adventure novel that used the 

Ku Klux Klan as a model for its heroic protagonists, reinforcing the Klannish 

self- image that polemical novels had worked so hard to promulgate. Th is ex-

ploitation of the Klan’s cultural prominence certainly did not seem to hurt the 

book’s success.
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Novelist Ridgwell Cullum’s Th e Saint of the Speedway similarly featured 

a lightly disguised Invisible Empire as a heroic vigilante organization. Pub-

lished in 1924, again by George H. Doran— who had rejected White’s Th e 

Fire in the Flint— Cullum’s Klan analogue added character to the novel while 

remaining largely incidental to the plot itself. Cullum himself was a popu-

lar author of the Jack London school of rough outdoor adventure and red- 

blooded romance. Like many of his Alaska- set adventure stories, Th e Saint of 

the Speedway told a fairly familiar story of an indebted family set to lose their 

farm until a rough- hewn man sweeps into town to romance the daughter, 

save the farm, and set all things right. Cullum’s minor twist in this book was 

the reveal of the rugged hero as the Chief Light of the local Clan. Although 

depicted on the book’s striking cover as possible villains and drawn, without 

any pretense otherwise, as Klansmen (see fi g. 5.1), the Clan served through-

out the book as a civilizing moral force that defended the weak while punish-

ing those outside the law, including gamblers and drug dealers.

While Cullum spent little time dwelling on the nature of the organization, 

preferring to push on with his narrative, he made clear his admiration for the 

“passionate exasperation” of a Klan movement desirous of a world “made safe 

for decent democracy,” and “prepared to purge it without regard to the rest 

of the world’s opinions.” Th e New York Times met this exaltation of Klannish 

F i g u r e  5 . 1 .  Book jacket for the Readers Library edition of Ridgwell Cullum’s Th e Saint of the Speedway 

(New York: George H. Doran, 1924).
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philosophy with praise in a review that clearly demonstrated an understand-

ing that the “Clan” was “an organization very similar to the Ku Klux,” mak-

ing for a “real mystery” fi lled with “dramatic and thrilling” adventure. Bruce 

Gould in the New York Herald Tribune agreed. Th e introduction of the vigi-

lante organization “when quicker measures are needed than those provided 

by the processes of law” made for “plenty of action and somewhat of mystery.” 

Th e Bookman called it “as possible as it is exciting.”

One of the most popular adventure novelists of the period was Rex Beach, 

part of the fl ood of self- consciously masculine melodrama of the early twenti-

eth century, alongside Stewart Edward White and James Oliver Curwood. His 

action- packed oeuvre made him one of the most popular writers in America, 

selling more than three million books by 1926. He had also earned the mock-

ery of H. L. Mencken, who ridiculed the “gaudy tales of a Rex Beach, with 

their bold projections of the Freudian dreams of go- getters, ice- wagon driv-

ers, Ku Kluxers, Rotary Club presidents, and other such carnivora.” Th e Sage 

of Baltimore was not far wrong. Beach’s brand of escapist fi ction was exactly 

the kind of middlebrow literature that the American public— including Klan 

members— adored. Th e Fiery Cross had, for example, particularly praised 

Beach’s Flowing Gold in 1923.

Beach, for his part, off ered the same confl icted attitude on the Klan as 

many other writers of the period. Where the adventure novelist was approv-

ing of the movement’s “100 American” aims, he was critical of the organi-

zation’s methods. Th is was particularly clear in Beach’s 1927 novel, Th e Mat-

ing Call. Leslie Hatten, the poor but noble Southern protagonist, reiterated 

throughout the novel that he could not support “secret infl uence or mob vio-

lence.” At the same time, he had no objection to “the principles of the Klan 

advocates.”

Th ose patriotic and moralistic Klannish principles were omnipresent 

themes in Th e Mating Call, even as Beach largely elided any idea of the violent 

implementation of those principles. Th e growing presence of the local Klan 

(which included local luminaries such as the judge, clergymen, and several 

of Hatten’s friends) was a constant source of interest for the characters, and 

one of the primary topics of conversation. Th e only direct action taken by the 

organization, however, was limited to a threatening note— and even that note 

was revealed to be the work of an impostor.

Th e Invisible Empire’s role in Th e Mating Call was ultimately inconse-

quential. Th e Klan did not even warrant a mention in the New York Times 

review of the book, which praised Beach’s “detail and colorful description.” 

Will Cuppy in the New York Herald Tribune noted the novel’s “exciting bouts 

with the Ku Klux Klan,” but they were only one aspect of Beach’s “fi rst rate 
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cinematic mystery.” Th e Invisible Empire was there purely to add fl avor to the 

plot. As one review tellingly noted, the book had “a dash of Ku Klux Klan to 

give it spice.”

In examining these varied fi ctional representations of the Klan, we see 

clear exemplars of the fl uid cultural continuities and confl icts of the period. 

Even as the organization’s secrecy was criticized, the carefully cultivated air 

of mystery and excitement that surrounded the Invisible Empire made it a 

popular backdrop for crime and adventure stories. Satirists like Sheehan tried 

to highlight the threat of the Klan, oft en by tying the organization to an iden-

tity of toxic Americanism— an identity that the Klan itself embraced. At the 

same time, popular authors like Herman Petersen and Rex Beach implicitly 

legitimized the organization in their work and oft en explicitly championed 

the aims and ideals of the wider Klan movement.

Whether it was the “good fi ction qualities” identifi ed by Black Mask or the 

“spice” in a Beach novel, the Ku Klux Klan found itself widely commercial-

ized and sanitized in popular fi ction in the 1920s. In divorcing the fi ctional 

Invisible Empire from its more unsavory aspects, these stories oft en echoed 

the cultural identity of Klannish heroism promulgated by Klan propagan-

dists. Around the country, working largely independently of the Klan organi-

zation, these enthusiastic amateurs hammered home a largely uniform vision 

of white Protestant virtue in polemical novels like Harold the Klansman and 

Knight Vale of the K.K.K. Yet these “bad books” have oft en been absent from 

literary studies of the period. Henle’s Sound and Fury disappeared from the 

historical record, and Faulkner’s Th e Sound and the Fury was written in. In 

the process, we have forgotten the signifi cance of the Invisible Empire as both 

hero (or at least antihero) and villain for a mass literary audience in the 1920s. 

As the Klan consumed popular fi ction, popular fi ction consumed the Klan— 

and neither was entirely sure what to make of the other.



6

Just Entertainment

One splendid fi eld for our eff orts is the movies. Th e screen off ers the best possible op-

portunity for propaganda.

S e a r c h l i g h t ,  November 15, 1924

Go fuck yourself.

E u g e n e  O ’ N e i l l  to unknown Georgia Klansman

Th e theatrical entertainments of the 1920s displayed the same commercial 

hunger for a dash of Ku Klux Klan to add spice. Th e Invisible Empire was not 

just featured on the front page of newspapers across the country, but also in 

Variety, alongside stories on George M. Cohan and Mary Pickford. As the 

entertainment trade publication noted, “A touch of the Ku Klux Klan that 

serves as a thrill” was a key feature in a “successful screen production.” Just as 

on the page, commercial productions on the stage and screen off ered mixed 

assessments of the Klan organization, but frequently served to sanitize and 

legitimize the wider Klan movement. Th e ambiguous attentions paid the In-

visible Empire oft en furthered the conceptions of a heroic white Protestant 

identity shaped by local Klan members and individual sympathizers, who 

appropriated popular dramatic forms even as the organization denounced 

those same entertainments.

Th is hostility was perhaps best exemplifi ed by the reaction to Eugene 

O’Neill’s acclaimed but divisive All God’s Chillun Got Wings. It had already 

caused a rift  between H. L. Mencken and his coeditor, George Jean Nathan, 

over whether it warranted publication in the American Mercury— though 

that was an argument over quality. Th e content proved even more problem-

atic. O’Neill’s 1924 play told the story of Jim Harris, an ambitious young black 

man, who marries Ella Downey, an insecure white woman. In the face of Har-

ris’s struggles to become a lawyer, Downey feels increasingly inferior to her 

husband, despite her “superior” skin color. Coming to equate Harris’s eff orts 

to pass the bar exam with the eff orts of African Americans to “pass” in white 

society, Downey attempts to undermine his career at every turn. Ultimately, 

her growing prejudice drives her insane.
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Even before All God’s Chillun opened, Klan publications complained of 

the “nauseating and disgusting” nature of the interracial production, arguing 

that the play should be suppressed lest it “stir the negroes of the country to vi-

olence.” Members of the cast, including star Paul Robeson, received a deluge 

of intimidating letters allegedly written by Klan members. Th e Long Island 

Klan threatened to bomb the theater if the play ever opened. O’Neill himself 

was the target of a number of explicit death threats. One, sent from Georgia 

on offi  cial Klan stationery, warned O’Neill that he would never see his sons 

again if the play opened. Th e playwright responded by scrawling “Go fuck 

yourself ” across the face of the letter and mailing it back to the Georgia Klan.

Despite the extremism evident in these threats, the Klan’s general reaction 

was fi rmly within the American mainstream. As O’Neill later remembered, 

it seemed “as if all the feeble- witted both in and out of the K.K.K. were hurl-

ing newspaper bricks in my direction.” Th e Pittsburgh Courier noted that the 

play lay at the center of “a veritable storm of pro and con discussion,” while 

critic Heywood Broun commented on “the most violent sort of controversy” 

surrounding the production. One study of All God’s Chillun claimed that so 

much newsprint was dedicated to the play that the clipping service cost more 

than the sets. Th e American Mercury lamented the number of “half- wits” 

responsible for a “copious fl ood of ga- ga” about the play. From the Ameri-

can Legion to a Princeton faculty member to the Salvation Army to half the 

Southern newspapers, the Ku Klux Klan was in “respectable” company.

Th is was not an unusual alliance. Although their criticisms of theater 

tended to be more overtly racialized, the concerns of Klan members fell gen-

erally within the mainstream of American moralizing. Even as the organiza-

tion’s leaders bemoaned the “degenerate sensuality” of the “vicious and de-

praved” stage, Catholic periodicals like Th e Sign complained of “vile plays” 

that violated “every canon of morality and common decency.” Booth Tar-

kington took to the pages of Collier’s to dismiss most of the 1926– 27 season’s 

plays as “sheer dirt.” Even as Broadway solidifi ed its theatrical prominence, 

New York’s 1927 Th eater Padlock Law banned “obscene, indecent, immoral or 

impure” productions. Th e city’s mayor declared his vehement opposition to 

“disgusting or revolting degenerate plays.” Th e mayor of Boston, meanwhile, 

instituted a theatrical “Code of Morals” and was empowered to revoke theater 

licenses “for any reason whatsoever.”

Th e same was true in fi lm, where the industry saw a series of scandals stir 

public outrage— most notoriously the arrest of Roscoe “Fatty” Arbuckle for 

manslaughter in 1921. As the presiding judge in Arbuckle’s fi rst trial noted, 

“We are not trying Roscoe Arbuckle alone.  .  .  . We are trying present- day 
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 morals, our present- day social conditions, our present- day looseness of 

thought and lack of social balance.” Th ese concerns were similarly present in 

a letter sent by Pittsburgh Klan No. 1 to popular fan magazine Movie Weekly 

in 1923. “High morals, clean living, respect for religion and our fl ag” and 

“respect for law and order” in fi lms, the Klan argued, would help the coun-

try produce “he- men and patriotic womanly women.” Th e alternative was 

“cigarette- smoking devils who love poodle dogs more than they do babies.”

It was diffi  cult for Movie Weekly to disagree. Reprinting the Klan’s letter in 

its entirety, the magazine was forced to admit that “we fi nd ourselves in ac-

cord with many of the sentiments expressed in this communication.” Indeed, 

writer T. Howard Kelly encouraged “right- minded citizens of this country in 

all levels of life” to “applaud the order for such a stand.” Although disavowing 

the organization’s “secret methods” and intolerance, the magazine implicitly 

endorsed the wider Klan movement and argued that in fi ghting for high mor-

als and clean living, “we can work shoulder to shoulder with Ku Kluxers.” 

Many did just that, as local eff orts to fi ght “indecent motion pictures” around 

the country— including the appointment of Will Hays as president of the Mo-

tion Picture Producers and Distributors of America— intertwined with Klan-

nish eff orts to subdue the “corrupting infl uence” of cinema.

Th eir success in this was most notable in the attacks leveled against Char-

lie Chaplin, and particularly his 1923 short Th e Pilgrim. Prefi guring later Nazi 

criticism, Klan members accused Chaplin of being Jewish and using his pop-

ularity to make the “crowning insult” to Protestant clergy. “For a long time,” 

the Searchlight argued, it had been generally known that “a deliberate attempt 

was being made by certain Jew picture- show magnates” to “ridicule the Prot-

estant ministry.” Th e Pilgrim, in which Chaplin played an escaped convict 

who poses as a parson in a small Texas town, was the fi nal straw. In a widely 

publicized move, the Klan of Walla Walla, Washington, persuaded the mayor 

to have all showings of the picture canceled. Inspired by this example, Klans 

in Iowa, South Carolina, West Virginia, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and New York 

launched similar successful protests to have Chaplin’s fi lm suppressed.

Th ese condemnations, though, represent only one part of the multifari-

ous cultural tensions over representation and race on the stage and screen 

in the 1920s. Our understanding here, as in the world of the book, has of-

ten been blinkered by cultural condescension. As Gilbert Seldes noted at the 

time, “In America no one cares for revues except the unenlightened millions 

who pay to see them.” Much as theatrical plaudits may have gone to the likes 

of Maxwell Anderson or O’Neill, many more theatergoers went to see Ra-

chel Crothers’s Nice People laud the virtues of hard work and rural life over 
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modern society— and many more than that went to see the smash hit No, No, 

Nanette. Revealing of the cultural tensions of the time, the slender plot of the 

light comic musical was propelled along by the spending habits of a wealthy 

Bible publisher. H. L. Mencken, meanwhile, complained that the movie busi-

ness was built upon “a foundation of morons,” turning “bad novels and worse 

plays” into fi lms that they had to sell to “immense audiences of half- wits.” To 

an extent, this was true. Just as there were plenty of “bad” books, there were 

plenty of “bad” plays and fi lms. And just as with bad books, plenty of these 

bad fi lms and plays attempted to exploit the commercial possibilities of the 

Klan— even as the Klan movement attempted to exploit the propagandistic 

possibilities of the stage and screen.

While the total number of theaters in the country declined aft er 1915, and 

competing attractions gained steam, the United States remained a nation en-

thralled by the stage in the 1920s. Broadway’s importance as a multimillion- 

dollar industry was cemented as the number of shows staged rose from 192 

in 1920 to a peak of 268 in the 1927– 28 season. Th is was not, however, where 

most Americans found theatrical entertainment. Outside of New York, lo-

cal stock companies surged in importance. Off ering cheap tickets to com-

fortingly old- fashioned comedies and melodrama, these theaters became the 

“principal venues for dramatic entertainment” for much of the country. In lo-

calities that couldn’t sustain a stock company, popular itinerant “tent shows” 

off ered aff ordably priced melodramas, classics, light comedies, adaptations 

of popular novels, and variety performances. By 1925, some four hundred 

traveling tent shows plied their wares in sixteen thousand communities, sell-

ing almost eighty million tickets— twice as many as “legitimate” theater. As 

Russel Nye has noted, these were audiences looking for “just entertainment; 

if you wanted culture, you didn’t go.”

Motion pictures, meanwhile, were soaring in popularity. By 1926, more 

than fi ft y million people paid admission to more than twenty thousand 

movie theaters every week. Following the example of the Roxy in New York, 

which grossed more than a hundred thousand dollars a week in its fi rst year 

of  operation, most sizable urban areas had their own specialized “picture 

 palace” with an average turnover of three to four fi lms a week. Smaller towns 

may not have had such luxurious surroundings to watch in, but showed an 

equally inexhaustible appetite for fi lm, fed by nickelodeons, itinerant movie 

shows, and popular church and community screenings. To keep up with 

this demand, the industry produced an average of seven hundred pictures 

a year. In 1930, Fortune magazine hailed the growth of the motion picture 

industry— particularly with the introduction of sound in 1927— as “beyond 
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comparison the fastest and most amazing revolution in the whole history of 

industrial revolutions.” Moviegoing was quickly becoming an almost univer-

sal recreation.

One of the most important steps in this rise of American cinema was the 

release of Th e Birth of a Nation in 1915, directed by D. W. Griffi  th. Based on 

Th omas Dixon’s 1905 novel, Th e Clansman, Th e Birth of a Nation was the story 

of the Stoneman family in the North, headed by abolitionist Austin Stoneman 

(loosely based on Th addeus Stevens), and the Cameron family in the South. 

At the beginning of the story, love blooms between the children of the fami-

lies, but the Civil War soon tears them apart. Following the assassination of 

Lincoln, and with the urging of his treacherous mulatto protégé Silas Lynch 

(the monster to the abolitionist’s Frankenstein), Stoneman leads the charge 

to impose punitive measures on the Reconstruction South. Th e ensuing out-

rages infl icted on the South under Lynch’s direction compel Ben, the eldest 

Cameron son, to form the Ku Klux Klan, although it costs him his relation-

ship with Elsie, Stoneman’s daughter.

In the fi lm, the abuses of Reconstruction reach their height when Flora 

Cameron, Ben’s sister, jumps to her death to avoid the advances of a brutish 

freedman. Ben and the Klan hunt the culprit down and murder him. Th e 

freedman’s body is dumped at the house of Silas Lynch, who furiously at-

tempts to suppress the heroic eff orts of the Klan. When Lynch confesses that 

he also intends to wed Elsie, even Austin Stoneman is forced to concede that 

he does not favor total equality. In the fi lm’s climax, Ben Cameron and his 

Klansmen defeat Lynch’s militia and save Elsie. On the next election day, or-

der is restored to the South by armed and mounted Klansmen who prevent 

African Americans from voting. Th e fi lm ends with the double marriage of 

Phil Stoneman to Margaret Cameron and Ben Cameron to Elsie Stoneman, 

symbolizing the reunifi cation of the nation.

D. W. Griffi  th’s groundbreaking adaptation of Dixon’s novel was a techni-

cal masterpiece. It was also a national phenomenon. Setting records for the 

longest and most expensive fi lm made to that point, Th e Birth of a Nation 

was the most popular fi lm of the silent era, perhaps “the most widely seen 

single cultural document of the industrial age.” One fi lm historian has called 

it “the world’s greatest motion picture, if greatness is to be measured by fame.” 

Louis Menard has estimated that by 1926 over one hundred million people 

had seen Griffi  th’s portrayal of the Klan. Th e Birth of a Nation created a new 

kind of audience for a new kind of moviegoing experience. And the fi lm’s im-

pact reached even further— not least in providing early work to later Holly-

wood stalwarts like Raoul Walsh and John Ford, and early success to Louis B. 

 Mayer’s fl edgling distribution network.
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Th e importance of this tale of the Reconstruction Klan to the Ku Klux 

Klan of the 1920s has been dealt with at length in studies of the organization 

and is diffi  cult to overstate. It is an exaggeration to say that the fi lm was the 

sole motivator behind the birth of the second Klan, but Th e Birth of a Na-

tion did play a uniquely important role in popularizing and publicizing the 

organization. In remaking history into a morality play, the fi lm carried the 

message of the Dunningite historians and turn- of- the- century novelists to 

a vast new audience. By portraying Reconstruction as a tragic mistake, the 

fi lm wiped the sins of the fi rst Klan clean. In this, Th e Birth of a Nation built 

on two of Griffi  th’s earlier works, His Trust and His Trust Fulfi lled (both 1911), 

in which a faithful slave protected the family of his Confederate master from 

the depredations of Northerners. Th e director himself was open in his desire 

to rework the past on screen. Th e time was nigh, Griffi  th declared, “when the 

children in the public schools will be taught practically everything by moving 

pictures” and “will never be obliged to read history again.”

In rewriting (or rewhiting) history, Griffi  th and Th e Birth of a Nation also 

labored to remake the present. Th e epic fi lm was, as Davarian Baldwin has 

noted, as much about contemporary racial uncertainty as Reconstruction 

itself— a Stoddard- like warning to a new imagined community of whiteness 

to stem the rising tide. In transporting viewers into a world of racialized righ-

teousness, Amy Wood argues, Griffi  th made lynching itself into an act of sen-

sationalized melodrama. Audiences saw racial violence not as the barbarity 

of a frenzied mob, but as the necessary action of stoic white heroes. Contem-

poraries agreed. Th omas Dixon claimed that “every man who comes out of 

one of our theatres is a Southern patriot for life.” A more somber assessment 

came from NAACP lawyer Morefi eld Storey, who believed that white people 

who saw the fi lm “will want to kill every colored man in the United States.” 

It is doubtful that the Klan of the 1920s could have achieved the success it 

did without the infl uence of Th e Birth of a Nation on public opinion and its 

endorsement of white vigilantism.

Th e Birth of a Nation was, without a doubt, the urtext of the revived Klan. 

Too oft en, however, we allow Griffi  th’s groundbreaking fi lm to dominate any 

discussion of cultural Klannishness. To do so is to forget that, as fi lm scholar 

Tom Rice adroitly observed, there is life aft er Birth. It is also to forget that rac-

ism was, in the words of Th omas Cripps, the “normal intellectual baggage” of 

much of the popular entertainment of the day. Before Th e Birth of a Nation, 

Griffi  th had worked for the American Mutoscope and Biograph Company, 

the studio responsible for Watermelon Feast (1896), Dancing Darkies (1896), 

Hallowe’en in Coontown (1897), and A Nigger in the Woodpile (1904), among 

others. In producing these fi lms, Biograph was only extending the persistent 
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themes of theatrical minstrelsy from the stage to the screen, and from the 

nineteenth into the twentieth century.

Within this context, it is unsurprising that Klan members and sympa-

thizers would be able to fi nd plenty of cultural fare more suited to their pal-

ate than Th e Pilgrim. While the movement’s publications did not engage in 

fi lm and theater criticism in the same way as they did for the printed word, 

Klaverns across the country staged “clean, wholesome comedy- dramas” and 

screened pictures that met with the movement’s favor throughout the 1920s. 

Supplying “clean and legitimate entertainment” became a valuable compo-

nent of the Invisible Empire’s public face and recruitment eff orts, extending 

the imagined identity of heroic Klannishness into new media. Th is had be-

come particularly apparent by the beginning of 1925. As membership in the 

Klan organization began to fall, the Klan movement identity was reinforced 

in theater and fi lm.

Th e national organization had little to do with these entertainments, and 

would never engage with the stage and screen in any systematic way. Th ese 

productions were overwhelmingly local and regional creations. At the fore-

front of amateur theatrical eff orts were not national leaders, but individual 

members of the Women’s Klan, who staged short plays and skits so frequently 

that many local Klaverns would have their own “play committee.” Th ese 

wholesome and oft en comic playlets, including such titles as Foolish Frolic, 

Mrs. Sullivan in Politics, and Th e Comical Country Cousins, emphasized Klan 

beliefs but rarely mentioned the organization itself. Similarly, Klans across 

the country took the lead in exhibiting fi lms for the local community, oft en 

off ering free matinees for children. Some Klans even went so far as to buy 

their own projectors. As the Wisconsin Kourier noted, movies were “the regu-

lar thing” and “greatly enjoyed by the entire membership.”

A particular favorite was the 1920 fi lm Th e Face at Your Window, pro-

duced as part of the government- sponsored Americanism Committee’s eff orts 

to promote patriotic values. Distributed by the Fox Film Corporation, the 

picture was a parable of compassionate capitalism. Th e story of a Bolshevik 

agent’s attempts to stir up trouble among Russian immigrant factory work-

ers, the fi lm showed that the genially paternalistic factory owner faced little 

diffi  culty in quashing employee concerns. When his less amiable counter part 

dismissed their demands entirely, he started a riot. Th e Face at Your Window’s 

climax saw the American Legion called in to establish the peace and fi nd a 

reasonable (and patriotic) solution to the Bolshevik’s troublemaking.

Klan members around the country embraced the fi lm and repeated 

screenings quickly turned it into a highly successful propaganda tool. Al-

though the heroes of the picture were members of the American Legion, they 
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were dressed in Klan- like uniforms and Klan recruiters were quick to claim 

that the fi lm actually showed the Invisible Empire saving the day. Oft en pair-

ing showings with a talk by a Klan lecturer, Kleagles would force member-

ship applications on attendees at the end of the fi lm. As the King Kleagle of 

Tennessee noted, Th e Face at Your Window was a “wonderful picture” and 

of “wonderful value to us” in trying to convert movement enthusiasm into 

organizational membership.

Even more than the Fox fi lm, screenings of Th e Birth of a Nation played 

a central role in the organization’s propaganda eff orts. Th e unmatched spec-

tacle of the picture remained incredibly popular with both Klan members 

and the general public. A 1924 run of the nine- year- old fi lm in Chicago, for 

example, saw record attendance. A showing in Richmond drew the entire 

two- thousand- strong local Klan. Recruitment drives were oft en launched 

with a Klan- sponsored exhibition of the fi lm. Outside the theater, Klansmen 

distributed pamphlets and membership applications. Proceedings from the 

fi lm showing were ostentatiously donated to local charities or churches. Th e 

tactic proved spectacularly successful. It was no coincidence that Klaverns 

oft en saw the largest increase in local membership following a showing of Th e 

Birth of a Nation. As Klan advertisements for the fi lm noted, “It will make a 

better American of you.”

Unsurprisingly, the stage production of Th e Clansman, which had been 

adapted by Th omas Dixon for a very successful touring production in 1905, 

was also a popular choice. In Maryland, in an early eff ort at cross- promotion, 

a revival of the melodrama was directed by the wife of James S. Vance, edi-

tor of the Fellowship Forum. An Arkansas Klan, meanwhile, cannily com-

bined the play with an initiation ceremony, swearing new members into the 

organization as part of the drama. Nor was Th e Clansman the only literary 

adaptation to fi nd favor. For those wanting to see the modern Klan on stage, 

Th e Martyred Klansman, a widely redistributed pro- Klan pamphlet about the 

death of a Klansman during a riot in Pennsylvania, formed the basis of a 

three- act drama praised for “giving non Klan members a better idea of the 

order.” Similarly, a fi ve- act adaptation of the popular 1923 novel Harold the 

Klansman quickly proved itself another Klannish favorite.

Th ese productions were not a structured eff ort, nor a refl ection of an or-

ganized drive toward recruiting members for the Invisible Empire. Th e re-

lationship of Klan members to popular entertainment oft en had little to do 

with the organization’s leaders. Klannish entertainment was fundamentally 

localized. Yet the productions promulgated a Klan identity— an imagined 

community— that was largely uniform on a national level. With minor varia-

tions, these theatrical and fi lmic endeavors recycled the same tropes present 
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in Klan fi ction. Th e organization, these entertainments argued, was a mis-

understood guardian of Americanism and an upholder of law. Allegations 

of criminality were the result only of wrongful accusation— oft en of foreign 

elements pretending to be Klan members to discredit the organization. Th e 

most popular narrative was that of conversion, as the audience’s surrogate in 

the production shed their opposition to the Invisible Empire to espouse the 

virtues of the movement.

In original productions on both stage and screen, it was local Klaverns 

and individual Klan members and sympathizers who took the lead. Th e Mys-

terious Way, a “Comedy- Drama” written by Missouri Kleagle Floyd P. Lee, 

was staged in towns throughout the Midwest in 1923. Lauded as “a power-

ful lesson in Klankraft ,” the play gave audiences the opportunity to watch an 

idealized Klavern meeting, portrayed by Klansmen in full regalia. J. Lamb 

Perry’s Th e Flaming Cross met with suffi  cient success touring in Kansas and 

Texas in 1924 to be revived as Th e Light for a Midwest tour the following 

year. Outdoing Griffi  th’s rewriting of history by reinterpreting well- known 

historical events to trace the Klan’s roots to the Boston Tea Party, Perry’s play 

delivered on its title by closing with an on- stage cross burning.

By far the most striking of these theatrical endeavors was Th e Invisible Em-

pire by New York playwrights Edward E. Rose and Charles F. Park. A murder 

mystery set in the “evil stronghold” of a treacherous Bolshevik, somewhere 

in the Georgia mountains, Invisible Empire was billed as an unoffi  cial sequel 

to Th e Birth of a Nation. Although details of the plot are scarce, the Chicago 

Tribune noted that the production contained all the expected “persifl age and 

laughter and comedy relief, and shrieks in the dark,” with additional “disser-

tations on patriotism and the Klan.” Aft er the Invisible Empire was framed for 

murder, the heroic Klansman saved his sweetheart from the clutches of the 

racialized villain, who was posing as a Japanese prince. Th e secret Bolshevik 

was killed by his own trick cane. Th e organization’s good name was cleared, 

proving that the Klan waged only “honorable warfare” and could not be held 

responsible for “unauthorized crimes.”

A moderate success in its short time touring in Alabama and Georgia, the 

play began to garner wider attention when the Central Amusement Company 

production arrived in Chicago for a run sponsored by the local Klan. Dawn 

breathlessly promised “the most talked of play” in America. A series of articles 

and advertisements lauded the “strictly all New York cast”— heroine  Renita 

Randolph and villain Bennett Southard were indeed familiar, albeit minor, 

Broadway stock actors. Th e “scenic production of unusual beauty” and the 

music from members of the Chicago Symphony were also featured heavily 

in promotional materials. Th e box offi  ce was promptly “swamped with mail 
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 order requests for tickets,” according to Dawn, which advised its readers to 

buy their tickets soon. Th e anti- Klan American Unity League (AUL), mean-

while, somewhat predictably campaigned to have the show banned from 

the city.

Despite the AUL’s eff orts, the play opened on December 30, 1922, in a 

theater surrounded with uniformed policemen, with additional plainclothes 

detectives in the audience. Th e AUL’s protests had not been entirely in vain, 

however. Th e overwhelmingly pro- Klan audience found to its chagrin that 

the fi nal scene of the last act— the play culminating in a Klan gathering at the 

foot of Stone Mountain— had been censored. Th e audience, according to one 

theatergoer, left  the theater muttering darkly. Dawn’s review of Th e Invisible 

Empire refl ected this mood of discontent, complaining that “Protestants have 

been double crossed” by an alien element.

Th e production itself was met with unsurprising acclaim by the Klan 

publication, which found that “the play in its entirety is to be praised from 

every standpoint.” For the next several issues, the newspaper ran select re-

views from readers who agreed on the “dandy” nature of the “superb” show, 

and called on every “100 American” in Chicago to attend and extend the 

play’s run for a year. Despite Dawn’s best eff orts, though, Th e Invisible Empire 

ran only for the three weeks it was scheduled, and does not seem to have 

been revived— perhaps because, as the Chicago Tribune’s review noted, “it is 

a pretty bad play.”

Klan members and sympathizers also launched enthusiastically into fi lm-

making. Requiring greater organization and expenditure than most theat-

rical endeavors, many of the Invisible Empire’s forays into motion- picture 

production never came to fruition. Th is was particularly evident whenever 

the national leadership attempted to exert its infl uence. Th e existence of a 

planned “elaborate and costly . . . screen spectacle,” Yesterday, Today and For-

ever, was revealed by the New York World in 1921. Although producer Cliff ord 

Slater Wheeler (a New York Kleagle) apparently had the backing of Imperial 

Wizard Simmons and Imperial Kleagle Edward Young Clarke, with a pro-

posed budget of four hundred thousand dollars, negotiations over the fi lm 

ultimately came to nothing.

Similarly, Armageddon, announced in 1923, proved little more than an 

ambitious pipe dream. Th e “stupendous spectacle dealing with the modern- 

day Klan,” which its producers had hoped would be directed by D. W. Griffi  th, 

never materialized. Th e same was true of the 1927 announcement of Th e Trail 

of the Serpent, an “epoch- making” fi lm adaptation of the serialized story run in 

Fellowship Forum. Th e Klan newspaper’s eff orts ultimately amounted to little 

more than an advertisement calling for “fi ne Protestant women” to  audition 
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for roles. Edward Young Clarke created the Twentieth Century Motion Pic-

ture Corporation in 1925— beating Joseph Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck to 

the name by seven years— but his new company was largely moribund.

More successful were local fi lmmaking eff orts to promote the movement, 

like Th e Fift h Horseman, a seven- reel melodrama released in 1924. Written 

and directed by Texas Klansman E. M. McMahon, who also found success 

composing Klan sheet music, Th e Fift h Horseman told the story of an ideal-

ized Klan fi ghting the insidious infl uence of a gang of bootlegging radicals. 

Shorn of any racial or religious ideological baggage, the group was never 

identifi ed directly as Klansmen in the picture, although the inference was 

clear, and the organization was named explicitly in advertising materials. Th is 

fl attering portrayal was a minor success, and the fi lm toured extensively with 

private showings throughout the country— even making it as far north as 

Maine. Despite the organization’s localized and federalized structure, the na-

tional Klan movement united within the imagined community of stoic white 

heroism presented by the fi lm.

A similar picture was presented to Klan members and sympathizers in 

the 1923 fi lm Th e Toll of Justice, written and directed by Corey G. Cook and 

made in Columbus, Ohio, with the help of local Klansmen. Th e Toll of Jus-

tice told a familiar story of a good Protestant wrongly accused of a crime in 

which the Klan is falsely implicated (in this case, framed for murder by a 

gang of bootleggers and dope fi ends). Once again, the Invisible Empire he-

roically rides out to clear its name, save the girl, and bring the real crimi-

nals to justice. Th e massing of the Klan was given particular dramatic heft  

by fi lming some scenes at an actual Klonklave, at which some estimated two 

thousand members were present (although later publicity materials tried to 

pass it off  as twenty thousand). Extra spectacle came from some early special 

eff ects— a villainous master of mesmerism who could shoot lightning from 

his fi ngertips— and from a number of impressively staged aerial stunts, com-

plete with wing- walkers and plane crashes. Th e Toll of Justice was not some 

bargain- basement propaganda play.

Although it is impossible to say precisely how successful the fi lm was, Th e 

Toll of Justice garnered wide publicity and continued to be exhibited around 

the Midwest until at least 1925. Th ough it dealt with the Klan, its producers 

attempted to sell it as “not strictly a Klan picture” but “merely as a photo-

play” for public entertainment. Movie Weekly had ballyhooed the “patriotic” 

fi lm aft er it was fi rst announced. Writer T. Howard Kelly took to the popular 

magazine’s pages to declare that “all the screens of this country” should show 

the fi lm “in an eff ort to enlighten Americans with regard to their least un-
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derstood secret organization.” Variety ran several pieces on the fi lm, present-

ing news on the Klan production alongside pieces on Robert Benchley and 

Lillian Gish. Th e Fiery Cross hailed it as “one of the most spectacular screen 

dramas ever produced.”

As with Th e Fift h Horseman, the fi lm’s fi nancial success was limited by the 

venues in which it could be exhibited. As Kathryn Fuller- Seeley has noted, 

there were distinct regional variations in 1920s moviegoing, most noticeable 

outside urban areas. Th e rural South, in particular, saw “the lowest density 

of movie theaters of any other region.” Th e well- connected network of small 

towns in the Midwest, conversely, hosted a thriving community of avid fi lm-

goers. Distribution of Th e Fift h Horseman refl ected that fact. Th ough the fi lm 

was originally announced to be booked in over twenty states, screenings out-

side the Midwest were rare.

Th ese regional distribution issues were further exacerbated by the increas-

ing control of vertically integrated major studios over the majority of movie 

theaters. Although community screenings and “church shows” remained a 

viable market, both were— like most independent exhibitors— rapidly losing 

ground to increasingly powerful producer- distributors. Wary of the eff ects 

on their profi t margin, Hollywood studios were both hostile to independent 

distribution and careful not to take too strong a stance on the Invisible Em-

pire. Th e widely varying standards and oft en capricious nature of local and 

state censorship boards also made it diffi  cult to guarantee that a fi lm could be 

shown. Without studio support, screenings in theaters tended to be private 

aff airs orchestrated by the local Klan rather than part of a wider distribu-

tion network. In many cases, Th e Toll of Justice was exhibited primarily at 

large Klan gatherings or through existing church and community screening 

networks.

Anti- Klan pictures faced a similar problem. Studios were as wary of criti-

cizing the Klan as they were of celebrating it, leaving these pictures sparsely 

exhibited without a major distributor. Th e 1922 fi lm Th e Hooded Mob (also 

released as Aft er Dark, Men in Masks, and Law and Order), which “pans the 

entire Klan,” made little impact. Th e melodrama depicted the abduction and 

whipping of an innocent Catholic by masked men. Fear of angering the Klan 

(and of controversy in general) left  “no- one . . . anxious to handle the picture.” 

Th e fi lm’s divisive subject matter also meant it faced issues of censorship, of-

ten failing to garner a license to exhibit. Knight of the Eucharist (later retitled 

Th e Mask of the Ku Klux Klan) faced similar issues that same year. A cre-

ation of Creston Feature Pictures, an avowedly Catholic production company, 

Knight of the Eucharist was twice refused a license to exhibit in New York 
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 because of the likelihood “it would arouse antagonism against a certain class 

of people.” Where it could be exhibited, the picture was screened in seminar-

ies and Catholic school auditoriums.

More popular was the work of prominent African American fi lmmaker 

Oscar Micheaux, whose pictures owed their success to the fact that their ide-

ological tendencies took a backseat to a compelling narrative. Th e 1920 eight- 

reel drama Th e Symbol of the Unconquered generated publicity with the story 

of Van Allen, an African American man in the Northwest, and Eve Mason, 

a recently arrived heiress, whom Allen protects from white swindlers. When 

those same swindlers, the Knights of the Black Cross (a thinly veiled Klan 

analogue), attempt to run Allen off  his oil- rich land, he rallies the local com-

munity to fi ght back. “Th e biggest moments of the photo- play,” the New York 

Age noted approvingly, “are when the night riders are annihilated, a colored 

man with bricks being a big factor.”

Glowingly reviewed by the Chicago Defender, Th e Symbol of the Uncon-

quered created “a wonderful amount of comment all over the East.” In late 

1921, the fi lm was re- released to capitalize on the soaring public interest in the 

“haggard splendor” of the organization. Micheaux’s brother told newspapers 

that the “new demand” for the fi lm could not be estimated. Th e prolifi c fi lm-

maker returned to the Klan theme in his 1924 fi lm, A Son of Satan, described 

by advertising materials as “a hair- raising, side- splitting story of a haunted 

house with a colored man locked in while the Ku Klux Klan are holding con-

clave.” Micheaux’s search to increase both “political awareness and his box 

offi  ce receipts” represented a remarkable achievement, but one that was oft en 

crippled by censor boards that objected to the “realism” of the “race hatred” 

shown. “Every scene or subtitle calculated to produce friction between the 

races,” the Virginia censor board warned, would be “eliminated.”

Censorship was not the only problem. Klan fi lms like Th e Toll of Justice 

were also hobbled by the same kind of backroom squabbles that plagued the 

Klan organization more generally. Th e original production company for Th e 

Toll of Justice, C. & S. Pictures, was fi nancially struggling and had to be bought 

out by the Ohio Klan before the fi lm was fi nished. Th e Klan members then 

distributed Th e Toll of Justice as the Miafa Pictures Company— a popular Klan 

acronym meaning “My Interests Are For America.” Miafa, in turn, went into 

receivership in 1924 and sold the rights to a group of Columbus businessmen, 

who formed Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions. Th e fi lm may have been reach-

ing sizeable audiences, but, without a major distributor to back it, did not 

seem to be a fi nancial success.

Th e Traitor Within, released in 1924, fared somewhat better with its fi -

nancing. In April 1923, the Cavalier Motion Picture Company was incorpo-
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rated in Delaware with a capital stock of one million dollars. Th e president 

of the company was C. Lewis Fowler, a leading Klan lecturer and writer and 

longtime ally of Imperial Wizard Simmons. Vice president J. E. D. Smith 

was the Kleagle of Buff alo, while the Reverend Oscar Haywood, a popular 

traveling lecturer for the Klan, served as treasurer. Doing the majority of the 

work as the secretary of Cavalier was Roscoe Carpenter, reportedly “the high 

muck- a- muck” of the Invisible Empire in Lyons County, Indiana. Th is pedi-

gree notwithstanding, Carpenter told reporters that the Klan was “in no- wise 

interested” in Cavalier Pictures, “either offi  cially or otherwise.”

It may well be true that the national Klan had no fi nancial interest in Cav-

alier. Fowler had left  the Klan’s leadership aft er Simmons was deposed, and 

Haywood reportedly resigned his position. Cavalier, conversely, was most 

certainly interested in the Klan. Th e company had initially announced that 

its fi rst picture would be A Portrayal of the Life of Abraham Lincoln, but that 

project never materialized. Instead, Cavalier’s fi rst and only production was 

Th e Traitor Within, accurately advertised as “the super- Klan fi lm,” and promi-

nently featuring footage of the Klan’s 1923 “magnifi cent parade” through Fort 

Wayne, Indiana. No print of the fi lm survives, and plot details are scarce, but 

Th e Traitor Within seems to have revolved around Klan eff orts to combat 

political corruption.

As with other Klan- centered fi lms, Th e Traitor Within was predominantly 

exhibited in churches and schools throughout the Midwest, with occasional 

forays into local movie theaters. Klan publications greeted the production as 

“a motion picture of great educational value.” Th is “most spectacular display” 

purportedly off ered so many thrills that during a run in Illinois a Klan nurse 

was “present at each performance to render service if necessary.” Again, no 

quantifi able data survives on how successful the fi lm was, but it did remain a 

signifi cant draw through at least the end of 1925.

Although Klan members comprised the bulk of the audience for these 

entertainments, they did also actively attract sizable non- Klan crowds. In 

the unlikely case that any non- Klan patrons attended these productions for 

a clever plot or nuanced character development, they would most likely have 

been disappointed. Th e real draw seems to have been the continued public in-

terest in the Klan organization. Just as it sold newspapers and fueled a minor 

literary industry, the promise of revelations concerning the nominally secre-

tive Invisible Empire drew patrons to these shows. Nor were distributors and 

exhibitors reticent about using this allure to drum up business.

Advertisements for Th e Mysterious Way promised that audience members 

would “Know the Truth” and, like Th e Flaming Cross, relied on the lure of a 

scene showing the inner workings of a full- regalia Klan Klavern. Th e Fift h 
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Horseman was billed as an “exposé of the order.” Movie Weekly hailed Th e 

Toll of Justice as a means of revealing the Klan’s “secret purposes and inner-

most workings.” Even the only notable anti- Klan play of the decade, Behind 

the Mask by ex- Kleagle C. Anderson Wright, was reliant on the promise of 

“many startling revelations” about the Invisible Empire to (unsuccessfully) 

try to draw an audience. Publicity for Th e Traitor Within asked, “What Do 

You Know About the Ku Klux Klan?” and “Is the Ku Klux Klan Guilty or Not 

Guilty of all the Crimes and Vices Laid at Th eir Door.” Only attendance at the 

fi lm— with “Klan Oath Exposed”— would tell you. Advertisements for Th e 

Invisible Empire in non- Klan newspapers were particularly blunt— “It Tells 

You About the Ku Klux Klan.” Th ese promotions clearly understood the kind 

of attraction these entertainments held.

Most tellingly, the same kinds of advertising techniques were used even 

for productions that did not actually feature the Ku Klux Klan. As Exhibitor’s 

Trade Review noted in 1923, “Any idea which is suggestive of the type of activi-

ties which characterize the Ku Klux Klan, has an appeal to the general public 

at this time.” Similarly, Exhibitor’s Herald observed that “anything smacking 

of the mysterious and seeming to point to the KKK attracts considerable at-

tention.” Th e Th ree Musketeers, starring Douglas Fairbanks, was teased in 1921 

with only the words “All for one and one for all” to draw parallels with similar 

Klan phrases. Th e same year saw a minor western retitled Th e White Masks to 

capitalize on the “advertising value” of the Klan. C. B. McDonald drew atten-

tion to his 1923 vaudeville revue in New York by printing pamphlets warning 

that “the K.K.K. is coming”— the Keith Komedy Karnival. In Boston, Leon J. 

Rubinstein similarly attracted crowds to the fi lm Th ree Ages by promising the 

K.K.K.— Keaton, Keaton, Keaton.

Many others off ered more than just the promise of the Klan, as the image 

of the organization was appropriated for commercial entertainment. As in 

the world of fi ction, popular portrayals of the Klan were carefully shorn of 

any ideological baggage for maximum commercial potential in the emerging 

consumerist society. Th e Invisible Empire’s presence represented only an easy 

means of signifying mystery and excitement. In co- opting this image, these 

productions oft en sanitized the organization and functioned as an implicit 

endorsement of the wider Klan movement.

Not all of these portrayals were fl attering. On the stage, the cabaret heart-

ily embraced mockery of the Invisible Empire. One producer’s “very novel, 

timely, and striking” bit in his new show had to be jettisoned aft er he discov-

ered how many other productions were already incorporating similar Klan- 

themed musical numbers. Eddie Cantor, one of the best- known performers 

of the day, used Klan- based patter in his vaudeville act. By late 1923, Cantor’s 
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Klan bit had become so popular that it sparked a minor controversy as a 

number of other performers plagiarized the joke.

While Cantor may have been the bigger name, arguably the most cultur-

ally signifi cant of these Klannish appearances was in the play Processional. 

Written by future Hollywood Ten blacklistee John Howard Lawson and pro-

duced by the infl uential and innovative Th eatre Guild, the play ran for ninety 

performances at the Garrick Th eatre in New York in 1925. A self- conscious 

eff ort by Lawson to create a new theatrical method that would “express the 

American scene” in its vaudevillian “native idiom,” Processional was described 

by the playwright as a “jazz symphony of modern life.” Th e overtly political 

and oft en absurdist plot, one reviewer noted, could be replicated “by reading 

the headlines of any sensational American newspaper from cover to cover.” 

In such a play, an appearance from the Ku Klux Klan was an inevitability.

Very loosely based on labor disputes in Mingo County, West Virginia, 

Processional was set in a West Virginia mining town during a strike. Th e fi rst 

act saw tensions grow between the miners and the soldiers sent in to break 

the strike. In the second act, a miner, Dynamite Jim, kills one of the soldiers 

in a struggle. Going on the run, Jim rapes Sadie Cohen, the daughter of a Jew-

ish shopkeeper. Caught by the combined forces of the soldiers and the local 

Ku Klux Klan in the third act, Jim is taken off stage, where he is strung up to 

a tree and blinded.

In the fi nal act of the play, in what one theatergoer referred to as “Th e 

Ballet of the Ku Klux Klan,” the Klan returned to the stage in full regalia 

to persecute the now- pregnant Sadie Cohen for her allegedly loose morals. 

Th e plutocrat responsible for the miners’ woes, now an eight- foot- tall King 

Kleagle, led the Klansmen. In rhythmic, lyrical chants, the group proclaimed 

that they were “Native- born Americans, Patriotic Protestants, regular citi-

zens” who had “taken the oath to exterminate foreigners.” Th eir task, ac-

cording to their leader, was to “clean up the dirty foreigners, make ’em kiss 

the fl ag! Skin the Jews, lynch the niggers, make ’em kiss the fl ag!” Adopting 

a Christ- like pose, one outstretched arm on the American fl ag and the other 

on the cross, the King Kleagle declared that the Klansmen must give Sadie 

“Christian punishment.”

Although Sadie was saved from her punishment by her father, disguised 

in Klan robes, Lawson turned the end of Processional into a disturbing and 

sardonic parody of happy endings. In a grotesque reworking of Th e Face at 

Your Window, the Klan puts down the strike. Th e plutocrat reappears on 

stage, sans robes, to quash any bad publicity and declare a peaceful recon-

ciliation. His mealymouthed protestations of patriotic values are undermined 

by a side exchange that reveals he plans to have the strike leaders murdered 
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later. Finally, the blinded Dynamite Jim returns and marries Sadie in a “jazz 

wedding.”

Reviews of Processional were mixed. On the one hand, the conservative 

mainstream of critics found little to like. Walter Winchell said that he had 

never seen anything so bad— and that was “being kind.” Alexander Woollcott 

declared the play “pretentious” and “boring.” More liberal- minded critics, 

like Gilbert Gabriel of the New York Telegram- Mail and Heywood Broun of 

the New York World, on the other hand, greatly admired Lawson’s work. Stark 

Young of the New York Times called Processional “creative and streaked with 

genius” with “a strange, fresh, young, robust, half brutal pathos unique to 

our drama.” Robert Benchley went even further, taking to the pages of Life to 

favorably compare the play to Othello.

Almost every review, favorable or not, made prominent reference to the 

last act’s “mock dance of the Ku Klux Klan.” As Stark Young understatedly 

phrased it, the “Ku Klux scene dropped into a poor tone indeed.” Gilbert 

 Seldes liked the Klan scene, but criticized the “pretensions” of the production. 

Th ornton Wilder declared that the last act “approached greatness.” “What,” 

the playwright asked in a question that defi ned the cultural tensions of the 

1920s, “could be more attractive than a play that intermingles strips of vaude-

villian patter, exciting drama and burlesque, a Klux Klan ballet and a Negro 

song and dance?”

Good or bad, Processional certainly made an impact. Louis Bromfi eld in 

Th e Bookman called it “the most interesting” play in New York. Playwright El-

mer Rice praised Lawson’s “brilliant eff ectiveness” in creating “a psychograph 

of America.” Edna St. Vincent Millay and Ogden Stewart placed an advertise-

ment in the New York World calling Processional “one of the most thrilling 

plays ever written.” In Vanity Fair, John Dos Passos proclaimed the play a 

groundbreaking abandonment of the fourth wall. At a sold- out public discus-

sion of the play hosted by the Th eatre Guild in February 1925, “debate ranged 

strongly” with “violent speeches” on both sides. Fanny Hurst and Dorothy 

Parker were among the voices present championing Lawson’s work.

One newspaper in the Midwest, attempting to summarize the contro-

versy, called Lawson’s show “the play all America loved to argue about.” Th e 

St. Paul Minnesota Pioneer Press referred to Processional as “the most irritat-

ing and the most questioned, discussed and defended of all plays.” Debate 

over the show’s merits lasted for so long that when it moved to a short run on 

Broadway, Alexander Woollcott reversed his initial review. Although “gauche 

and brash and at times cheap,” the New York Sun critic wrote, Processional 

contained “a rare and exhilarating quality of beauty and high excitement.” 
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Th e Ku Klux Klan was one of the most memorable parts of one of the most 

discussed plays of the 1920s.

Yet Processional was also largely unrepresentative of the ways in which the 

Klan was represented in more popular entertainments. On stage, “a dash of 

Ku Klux Klan for spice” was a more common phenomenon. Willard Mack’s 

Raw Law in Los Angeles added the Klan to the “usual Mack tradition” of 

“much pulling of guns.” A British music- hall show saw a noblewoman and 

naval offi  cer taken captive by the Klan, but freed through comic means. Th ese 

eff orts were typifi ed by Th e Gorilla, a successful touring “mysterious melo-

drama” that featured the Invisible Empire as just one of many plot points. As 

the play’s press materials put it, the show contained “a playwright in love with 

the tenant’s niece, two detectives, a butler, a locked chest, a dead sailor, the Ku 

Klux Klan, screams, pistol shots, sliding panels, and the inevitable reporter.”

Th is trend was even more pronounced on the screen, where sanitized 

representations of the organization further served to normalize and even 

glorify the Klan. Th e “novel and timely” 1921 Hal Roach comedy short Law 

and Order, for one, showed a local district attorney organize his own— highly 

unsuccessful— Klan to fi ght local car thieves. But the emphasis was on the ex-

citement added by the trappings of the Klan, not its ideology. As Rice astutely 

observes, “Th e representation of the Klan appears secondary to the Klan 

costume.” Th us, in two other Hal Roach comedies, the popular “Our Gang” 

members actually joined idealized Klan analogues: in 1922’s Young Sherlocks, 

the crime- solving J.J.J.’s; and in 1923’s Lodge Night, the Cluck Cluck Klams, 

who foil a gang of criminals.

Newsreels placed Klan rallies on the same level of “momentous” event as 

Marconi demonstrating wireless or celebrated racehorse Man o’ War winning 

the Kentucky Derby. Th e fi ctionalized Invisible Empire made appearances in 

the Harold Lloyd comedy An Eastern Westerner (as “masked angels”), in the 

“Torchy” comedy Ghosts (in which Klan robes played a central part in a farci-

cal elopement), and in the Fox comedy Th e Chauff eur. In the westerns Th e 

Prodigal Judge, Big Stakes, Th e Night Riders, and Shadows of the West, a Klan 

or Klan analogue appeared as a nonviolent vigilante force. Th e Pathé cartoon 

Th e Wayward Dog drew “a lot of laughs” with a canine Klan.

Rather than appearing as bigots leading a lynching (which would never 

have made it past most censorship boards), the Klan was generally depicted 

as a moralistic organization dedicated to law enforcement. Th e 1928 screen 

adaptation of one of the most popular novels to use the Klan as background 

color, Rex Beach’s Th e Mating Call, was so hesitant to off end that it did not 

even name the organization, referring to it simply as “Th e Order.” Nonethe-
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less, reviews noted that the Invisible Empire was “an interesting and vital part 

of the picture” and enthused over the “more or less accurate exposé of the 

workings of the Klan.” Exploiting public interest in the group was far more 

important than taking an ideological stand.

Th e best expression of this tendency to exploit the Klan image for com-

mercial entertainment was the 1922 fi lm One Clear Call. Loosely based on the 

1914 book of the same name by Frances Nimmo Greene, the mawkish melo-

drama told the story of two friends in a small town in Alabama— one a doc-

tor, the other a dying bootlegger and gambler— divided by a woman. Among 

the many changes the First National production made to Greene’s book was 

the introduction of a group of Klansmen who led the charge to shut down the 

bootlegger’s gambling establishment and possibly kill the proprietor, but were 

dissuaded by the doctor. Although the doctor reprimanded the Klan mem-

bers as cowards for wearing masks, the wider Klan movement was implicitly 

presented in the fi lm as an admirable force for justice.

Producer Louis B. Mayer, who had made his fi rst fortune from the New 

England distribution rights to Th e Birth of a Nation, clearly recognized the 

commercial value of the Invisible Empire to One Clear Call. As one exhibitor 

noted, it was “a good picture, with a misleading press sheet.” Th e Klan’s eff ort 

to shut down the gambling joint was only one facet of the story, lasting only 

a few minutes, but the organization took primary place in eff orts to market 

the production. Newspaper articles highlighted the “nightly ridings of the Ku 

Klux Klan,” while advertisements placed the Klan’s name above that of the 

picture— “We Present the Ku Klux Klan in A Screen Drama Ever to be Re-

membered.” One exhibitor happily “played it while the newspapers were full 

of K.K.K. stuff ” so that “the Ku Klux end of the picture drew them in fi ne.” In 

some towns, exhibitors even engaged local Klansmen to publicize the fi lm, or 

ran it in a double bill with the Klan’s own Th e Toll of Justice. Th e only judg-

ment made on the Klan was its entertainment value. Variety hailed the fi lm as 

having “everything that goes to make a successful screen production”— which 

included a “wandering boy and blind mother bit, comedy, and a touch of the 

Ku Klux Klan that serves as a thrill.”

While One Clear Call was perhaps the most successful commercial ex-

ploitation of the Ku Klux Klan, the pro- Klan stage production Th e Awakening 

was an even more evident embodiment of the porous cultural boundaries 

of the 1920s. Producer- writer- director- star James H. “Jimmy” Hull of Port 

Arthur, Texas, began staging annual “home- talent” amateur shows in the 

Southwest in 1915. It was not until 1924, though, that Hull struck upon his 

biggest success. Th e Awakening combined a thinly veiled rehash of Th e Birth 

of a Nation’s story of Reconstruction with music, comedy, and “very beautiful 
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women in somewhat abbreviated costumes”— all staged with the help of local 

Klan members.

Patricia Bradley has observed that in many ways the stunning success of 

the Ziegfeld Follies lay in the production values dedicated to “Glorifying the 

American Girl.” Th e emphasis “on opulence, on breathtaking technique, on 

light and color,” dazzling with sex appeal, brought in mass audiences. Th e 

Awakening was a Follies for the rest of the country. An almost three- hour 

spectacular, Hull’s show was described in one early review as “a variety of 

dramatic situations.” Th e vaudevillian revue combined songs and dances, 

tableaux, “plantation- day melodies, many of which have long ago been for-

gotten,” and jazz music. Th e play’s “scenes of the past and present” presented 

audiences with an “undeniable touch of patriotism and a beautiful love story 

running throughout.” It was the perfect vehicle for the second Klan, and a pure 

expression of the cultural contradictions that marked the postwar period.

Th e Awakening was fi rst staged in Beaumont, Texas, in May 1924, in a 

production sponsored by the local Dick Dowling Klan No. 25 and its female 

counterpart (see fi gs. 6.1 and 6.2). Th e mammoth spectacle, with a cast of 

over three hundred locals, ran for a week of sold- out shows and reportedly 

raised over ten thousand dollars for the local Klan. A month later, it opened 

in nearby Port Arthur with a cast of over four hundred, where its entire run of 

nine days sold out before opening night. Th e Port Arthur News rhapsodized 

F i g u r e  6 . 1 .  “Th e Awakening”— A James H. Hull Production for Beaumont Klan No. 7— KKK, Beau-

mont, Texas, May 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 1924. Photo by Reeves. 1924. Image retrieved from the Library of 

Congress, https:// www .loc .gov/ item/ /.
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over the “fi re, originality, genius and devotion,” the “great inspiration,” and 

the “magnifi cence, opulence, magnitude, vastness” of the show. Th e play not 

only conveyed “the ideals of the Ku Klux Klan, their allegiance to their coun-

try, and their high ideals of womanhood, of home, and of right,” it did so with 

blackface minstrels, high- kicking chorus girls, and lavish musical numbers 

that would not have been out of place in a New York cabaret.

Aft er the Port Arthur run, Th e Awakening went on the road in productions 

sponsored by local Klans and manned by local actors. Playing to “crowded 

houses” and rave reviews in Dallas, Birmingham, Atlanta, and Tulsa, Hull’s 

production had made its way to Virginia by 1926. In Norfolk, the “dazzling” 

and “astounding” production broke all local attendance records and had to 

run for an extra week. Th e profi ts from the estimated twenty thousand ticket 

sales went to a building fund for a new Klan meeting hall. In Richmond, the 

show may have featured an early appearance by the Andrews Sisters. When 

the show arrived in Roanoke shortly aft er, it drew an opening night crowd of 

twelve hundred. As local Th elma Deel, then sixteen years old, later recalled, 

her whole family auditioned to be in the show. No matter that the play was 

held under the auspices of the local Klan. “Of course we said yes. . . . We were 

all in it.”

In February 1927, Th e Awakening arrived in Washington, D.C., now with 

a cast of over fi ve hundred, ranging from “tiny but distinctively talented tots” 

F i g u r e  6 . 2 .  “Th e Awakening”— A James H. Hull Production for Beaumont Klan No. 7— KKK, Beau-

mont, Texas, May 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 1924. Photo by Reeves. 1924. Image retrieved from the Library of 

Congress, https:// www .loc .gov/ item/ /.
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to women in blackface as “oldtime darkey- dancing . . . mammies.” King Klea-

gle Louis A. Mueller gave the show the organization’s imprimatur, appearing 

nightly to lead the oath in a scene depicting the fi rst ever Klan initiation. 

Although the “combination of melodrama and revue” met with a mixed 

review from the Washington Post, the show’s weeklong run at the Belasco 

Th eatre was successful enough that it returned for another week a month 

later. Th e Washington Herald called it “a dramatic musical extravaganza of 

the very highest type.” Th e Fellowship Forum attributed the play’s success to 

its “real patriotic, Protestant, American” nature and its thrilling portrayal of 

“the white- robed host of liberators.” Th e “miles of bare knees” and “acres of 

shimmering shoulders” on display almost certainly did not hurt either.

As Lewis A. Erenberg has noted of the New York cabarets, the chorus 

girl formed the backbone of the revue, and Th e Awakening was no diff erent. 

Th e “Diamond Chorus,” which featured Hull wearing a 112- pound rhinestone 

costume and backed by sixteen “beautiful co- stars” in much skimpier ver-

sions of the same outfi t, was singled out for particular praise. Hull’s show cul-

minated in Charleston, West Virginia, in the summer of 1927. With most of its 

lead roles openly populated with “local talent by the Ku Klux Klan,” and a cast 

of nearly six hundred, the show’s fi ve- night appearance was greeted by the 

Charleston Gazette as a “stupendous and gorgeous musical- spectacle- drama.” 

During its run, Imperial Wizard Hiram Evans came to deliver a public ad-

dress and see the much- discussed show for the fi rst time. Unfortunately, no 

record can be found of his opinion on the rhinestone- studded extravaganza, 

but it is suggestive that this seems to have been the last time Th e Awakening 

was staged.

Th e creation of an entertainer without formal links to the Klan, propelled 

to success by local Klan members and sympathizers rather than any offi  cial 

support, Th e Awakening underscores the split between the Klan organization 

and the Klannish cultural movement. Th e production off ered little of the dig-

nifi ed respectability that the organization’s leaders so desperately craved. In 

many ways, not least its miles of bare knees, it was seemingly the epitome 

of the “degenerate sensuality” in modern entertainment denounced in the 

rhetoric of the Invisible Empire. Yet at heart it was a deeply conservative pro-

duction, appropriating modern musical and theatrical forms— plus some sex 

appeal and a little dazzle— to promote the same reassuring narrative of white 

Protestant Klannish heroism that productions like Th e Fift h Horseman and 

Th e Toll of Justice had carefully cultivated.

Th e Awakening refl ected the complexities of the Klan’s ambivalent and 

sometimes ambiguous relationship with modern popular culture. At the same 

time, it was “just entertainment”— and by all accounts entertaining enough 
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to draw a vast audience. A 1929 article promoting a new show by Jimmy Hull 

claimed that the theatrical producer had attained “national importance” with 

the “great dramatic success” of Th e Awakening. While that success was more 

regional than national, the play was purportedly seen by over a quarter mil-

lion people, with perhaps “the biggest run of any home talent production 

ever presented in America.” Th at feat provides valuable insight into the Klan 

movement’s position in American popular culture in the 1920s. Even as the 

organization’s image was appropriated for mass entertainment, the lived 

ideology of the Invisible Empire’s cultural engagement reached far beyond 

rhetorical condemnation. Both critics and supporters of the Klan saw value 

in the spectacle of a song- and- dance number featuring the Invisible Empire. 

Th ere was room for long- legged showgirls in the imagined community of 

Klannishness, just as there was room for a thrilling “touch of the Klan” in a 

Louis B. Mayer picture.



7

Th at Ghastly Saxophone

Sheet music and phonograph records are among the few artifacts which aff ord insight 

into the inarticulate Americans of the twentieth century.

H .  F .  M o o n e y

We have the best organization

In this whole world of nations

Th at’s why we have our Ku Kluxers

We have our Ku Klux Klan today.

K l a n  s o n g b o o k  s e l e c t i o n ,  to be sung 

to the tune of “Yes! We Have No Bananas”

In 1925, aft er renting the local opera house to hold a rally and entertainment, 

the Klansmen of Ocean Grove, New Jersey, found that the same establish-

ment was to host a performance by Paul Robeson two nights beforehand. De-

spite being assured that Robeson was “one of the highest musical exponents 

of his race,” according to the Baltimore Afro- American, Klan representatives 

met the news “with disdain” and launched a protest. Aft er failing to force the 

venue to cancel the concert, Klan members conceded the need to share the 

space. Even as the piano was being tuned for Robeson, the Afro- American 

reported, amplifi ers were being erected for the Klan rally. In another illustra-

tion of the fl uid divisions of the period, while neither may have cared for the 

other, Paul Robeson and the Invisible Empire shared the same cultural— and 

physical— spaces in the 1920s.

Popular music is, as Gilbert Seldes argues, “a clue to the social history of 

our time.” Sigmund Spaeth has similarly suggested that “what America has 

sung . . . is the people’s own record of our history.” Th e 1920s were undoubt-

edly a crucial time for the development of music in America, in both form 

and content. Edison’s phonograph, Berliner’s fl at disc recordings, and the do-

mestic radio set transformed the consumption of music. As Philip K. Eberly 

has noted, it was now possible to speak credibly of truly “popular” songs. 

Arnold Shaw has argued that the decade saw “a group of new tonalities” enter 

American music, “fi xing the sound and the forms of popular music” until the 

rock revolution of the 1950s. It was the time, in the words of music historian 

Nicholas Tawa, for Americans to discover the country’s “authentic voice”— in 

blues, on Broadway, from Tin Pan Alley, and, most of all, in jazz, the “rich 

and permanent fusion” of black and white American music. “Hot sounds” 
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coming out of New Orleans and Kansas City enthralled audiences ready to 

shake off  the musical styles of the prewar period— “an antidote to conformity, 

boredom, custom, tradition.”

Yet the popular understanding of the 1920s as, in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s for-

mulation, the “Jazz Age” is arguably the most deeply engrained and most 

pernicious of the cultural myths surrounding the postwar period. Jazz has 

become a signifi er of “the end of an earlier era and the transition to a modern 

one,” even as “the music itself and the circumstances under which it was per-

formed embodied social change.” Arguments over jazz in the 1920s, as Kathy 

Ogren persuasively suggests, then become used as a synecdoche of larger ar-

guments over national identity in the postwar era. To overstate the extent to 

which jazz represented a wider transition to modernity, however, is to lose 

the ambiguity, ambivalence, and compromise of the era. To understand the 

cultural 1920s, we must fully appreciate both the inter-  and intragroup ten-

sions of the period. Jazz, for example, actually represented one of the very few 

subjects upon which H. L. Mencken, the New York Times, and the Ku Klux 

Klan could theoretically agree.

“Th e number of genuine music- lovers in the United States,” Mencken 

argued, “is probably very low.” You could tell the number of “tone deaf ” 

Americans from the crowds who could “not only sit through the infernal din 

made by the current jazz- bands,” but “actually like it.” For Mencken, the “hot 

sounds” of Jazz Age America were akin to “the sound of riveting.” In this 

opinion, he found a diverse slew of allies.

Signifi cant sections of American society were openly hostile to jazz. Th e 

Reverend Dr. Percy Stickney Grant of New York City, for one, called it “a 

savage crash and bang.” Anne Shaw Faulkner, national music chairman of 

the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, took to the pages of the Ladies’ 

Home Journal to ask whether jazz put the sin in syncopation. Th is upstanding 

American, writing in one of the most popular publications of the day, noted 

that the music stimulated “the half- crazed barbarian to the vilest deeds.” Both 

Faulkner and Fenton T. Bott of the American National Association of Masters 

of Dancing claimed to have evidence that listening to jazz actually caused 

brain damage, causing the young to become rowdy, if not to entirely lose their 

ability to tell right from wrong. Th e Ninth Recreation Congress, led by critic 

Sigmund Spaeth and Professor Peter Dykeman, among a host of other cul-

tural highfl iers, declared “war” on jazz. Th e New York Times was compelled to 

complain that jazz “off ends people with musical taste already formed,” espe-

cially when it made use of “that ghastly instrument,” the saxophone.

Th e Klan’s condemnations of jazz were, therefore, hardly exceptional— 

although the organization’s rhetoric leaned more toward overt anti- Semitism 
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than most critics, who were more concerned with the music’s black roots. 

Isaac Goldberg, writing in Mencken’s American Mercury in 1927, described 

jazz as “musical miscegenation” between “the American Negro and the 

American Jew.” Klan members perceived a double threat in this alliance, and 

the publications of the Invisible Empire attacked “Jew- monopolized jazz” as 

part of a concerted campaign to “lower the standard of morals” by infl am-

ing “animal passions.” Jewish “songs that rock with sex,” full of “sensual jazz 

rhythms,” would destroy “the moral fi ber of American pulchritude.”

Nor were the organization’s criticisms limited to jazz. Broadway songs, 

“written and published by Jews,” were “the limit of inanity, fi lthy suggestion, 

and vulgarity.” Like jazz, Broadway tunes transmitted the “low and degrad-

ing infl uence” of Jews into the homes of morally upright Protestants. Music 

on the vaudeville stage, the Fiery Cross complained, made “sly sport” of “all 

the worthwhile things in life.” Critics of opera, meanwhile, sounded a famil-

iar anti- Catholic refrain. “A foreign, alien expression, with a far- reaching 

 infl uence for evil,” their arias allegedly broadcast a “poisonous taint” of 

Romanism.

Not all of these attacks were verbal. Dance halls oft en found themselves 

subject to protest by Klansmen and allied groups. Klan members in Michi-

gan and Wisconsin passed resolutions barring all dancing at any function 

held under Klan auspices. In some areas, Klansmen patrolled to monitor for 

infractions. Institutions that repeatedly fl outed warnings about inappropriate 

dancing might fi nd themselves victims of property damage and arson. Danc-

ers in Oakland, New Jersey, were left  “panic- stricken” aft er Klansmen alleg-

edly exploded several bombs outside a charity ball, leaving burning crosses 

at the front and rear.

If we accept the Klan’s rhetoric that the organization represented a unifi ed 

bloc of resistance to jazz and all that it supposedly represented, though— 

that is, that the cultural signifi ers of the hood and the saxophone were dia-

metrically opposed— we lose the reality of the contemporary ambiguities. Per 

 Spaeth, scholars have oft en seen jazz as the “inevitable music” of a new era, an 

“ideal expression of complete freedom from convention” in an “unrestrained 

society.” Yet jazz was in many ways still restrained. Even as the Cotton Club 

played host to talent like Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith, and Duke Ellington, 

the nightclub’s stage saw scenes of the “Old South” or “darkest Africa.” As 

Philipp Blom has noted, all too oft en, “Harlem nights became show nights 

for the Nordics.” Even those white Americans who celebrated jazz frequently 

tended to do so in a way that reinforced racial tropes, enthusing over the 

ability of the music to express the “more intense” traits of “carelessness” and 

unthinking “instinctive qualities” of African Americans.
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At the same time, it was a music that no one seemed able to successfully 

defi ne. Popular understanding of what could be considered jazz broadened. A 

white mainstream consensus formed around a “jazz” that would encompass 

all up- tempo dance music— what Eberly calls “razz- ma- tazz music.” While we 

may better remember Armstrong and Ellington, the decade’s self- proclaimed 

“King of Jazz” was a white man named, with no small irony, Paul Whiteman. 

And following the example of musicians like Whiteman, Klan members were 

among the many white Americans who picked up instruments and formed 

“jazz” bands of their own.

It should not be surprising that an organization like the Ku Klux Klan 

would make use of music. Most big tent revivalists traveled with a music 

leader, and some had a full musical entourage. As Josh McMullen has noted, 

music and singing were frequently identifi ed as the most popular features 

of revival meetings, while revival musicians became well- known personali-

ties in their own right. Billy Sunday, for one, traveled with band members, 

singing groups, and soloists. His music director, Homer Rodeheaver, even 

recorded albums of revival music to allow the message to reach a wider audi-

ence. Little wonder, then, that the Invisible Empire would follow a similar 

path— so similar that Rodeheaver would also play an important part in the 

recording of Klan music.

What may be more surprising was the kind of music that Klan members 

integrated into their organizational life. In addition to the signifi cant role 

that organizationally sanctioned music played in offi  cial Klan rituals, perfor-

mances of unoffi  cial musical pieces quickly became commonplace at regular 

Klan gatherings. As in other popular entertainments, this was an almost en-

tirely unstructured process, with little to no oversight from the organization’s 

national leaders. Rather, the Klan’s relationship with music off ers a telling 

insight into the wider movement’s involvement in contemporary popular 

culture.

Th e Klan of Lagrange, Oregon, hailed their Klavern’s musicians as “a real 

inspiration” to their meetings, while an assembly might be brought to order 

by the singing of “Hail, Hail, the Gang’s All Here.” Klaverns of the Women’s 

Klan were even more evidently enthused by musical entertainments. Th e 

minutes of the WKKK of Denver, for example, record the organization of an 

“Entertainment Committee” that had members contribute to a regular musi-

cal revue. Selections for the piano (which the Denver Klan had assiduously 

raised money to buy) might be interspersed with solos by local musicians, 

songs by a choir, or even outside performers. On one notable occasion, the 

ladies of the Klan were entertained by the Berry family— Razz, Huckle, Blue, 

and Straw.
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As the popularity of this Klavern music with members became evident, 

Klans across the country increasingly began to feature musical entertain-

ments at larger public meetings and rallies through the early 1920s. Klan 

parades, to heighten the deliberately ghostly atmosphere, initially featured 

no music but the pounding of drums, while naturalizations might feature 

chanting and sacred music a cappella. When these events moved to shed their 

mysticism, Klannish musical attractions were at the forefront of the shift . As 

early as 1921, the New York World reported that Klansmen at an initiation in 

New Jersey “took the edge off  the solemnity” by playing “popular airs.” Th e 

Klan repertoire included “Ain’t We Got Fun,” a hit foxtrot published that year, 

which Sigmund Spaeth called “the perfect theme song for the carefree young 

people of the twenties”— including members of the Invisible Empire.

Bands, choirs, orchestras, and other musical groups quickly became a 

staple of events. As membership grew, and Ku Klux Klan demonstrations and 

rallies became ever more ostentatious, each local Klan attempting to outdo 

the other, music became a requisite. A Klan picnic without a performance 

of some kind began to seem distinctly underwhelming. To be a truly suc-

cessful event and draw a sizable crowd, at least three or four diff erent groups 

needed to perform. An initiation in Minnesota reportedly stood out “to a 

marked degree” because of the skillful performance of “patriotic, religious, 

and popular numbers.” A Los Angeles naturalization centered around a dra-

matic rendition of “Rock of Ages” that saw all lights extinguished, save for 

a single spotlight on the cross. In stark contrast to the muted drumming of 

earlier marches, a planned parade by New York City Klans featured twenty- 

fi ve bands.

By 1924, these musical entertainments had oft en begun to dominate re-

ports of otherwise quotidian Klan events. A story in the Searchlight on a Ku 

Klux Klan lecture in Kansas, for example, was headlined “Klan Quartette 

Provides Music.” Notices advertising Klan events increasingly featured the 

appearance of musical groups, and in ever- larger type. It soon became clear 

that these performances were suffi  ciently popular to draw crowds even with-

out the additional enticement of Klan parades, lectures, initiations, or pic-

nics. Recognizing the appeal that they held for members and nonmembers 

alike, the Invisible Empire was quick to exploit the allure of these musical 

entertainments.

Even as they policed the same behavior in nonmembers, Klans increas-

ingly began to stage concerts and dances. In 1922, an Illinois Klan played 

host to three hundred people at a “Harvest Jubilee” where “dancing predomi-

nated the evening.” A 1924 “musical entertainment” by the Milwaukee Klan 

attracted nearly a thousand people. By 1925, local newspapers breathlessly 
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advertised the Klan’s concerts and dances as major events. One open- air con-

cert, in Missouri, allegedly drew a crowd upward of ten thousand. In some 

locales, Klan dances were such a fi xture of the social scene that attendance 

was reported on the society pages. A “Ku Klux Mask Ball,” thrown by Chicago 

Klan members to celebrate George Washington’s birthday, satirized the orga-

nization’s supposed obsession with secrecy by having all Klansmen unmask 

“at the mystic hour of midnight.” In western Pennsylvania, a Klan- sponsored 

foxtrot competition descended into chaos aft er dancers bumped into one an-

other, resulting in seven arrests. If any other organization had been respon-

sible, local Klan members would doubtless have pointed to the event as proof 

of creeping Jewish and Catholic immorality.

Klans were occasionally forced to turn to outside bands to provide music 

for these events. In Kansas City, the local police band played for a Klan con-

vention. In California, the Downey Klan hired bandleader Caesar Mattei aft er 

determining he was both Protestant and a Mason. Klaverns even sometimes 

hired African American musicians to perform. At one event in Virginia, lo-

cal members explained that they had “danced to the music of Negro musi-

cians” only aft er ascertaining that the only other band available was from the 

Knights of Columbus. An Alabama Klan purportedly managed an accom-

plished African American bluesman, Burl “Jaybird” Coleman, and hired him 

out to play at events across the South.

For the most part, however, the Invisible Empire found its musicians 

among its members. A survey conducted by the music trades in 1925 saw a re-

markable increase in the sale of musical instruments, a development that they 

attributed to the twin phenomena of radio and jazz. More and more Ameri-

cans aspired to become musicians, and Klan members were no exception. 

As musical entertainments at Klan events became ever- greater attractions, 

 Klaverns around the country— including Junior Klansmen and members of 

the Women’s Klan— formed increasingly well- trained and professional bands. 

Resembling popular contemporary big band “jazz” acts like Paul Whiteman, 

these groups usually featured a mix of cornets, clarinets, drums, and even the 

dreaded saxophones. In a clear example of the separation between the orga-

nization’s rhetoric and the lived ideology of movement members,  Klaverns 

openly referred to their groups as jazz bands without eliciting any comment. 

Members of the Women’s Klan of Clarksburg, West Virginia, for one, noted 

that they were on their way to forming “a fairly good jazz orchestra” but were 

still in need of “a good trombonist” and a trap drummer.

Friendly rivalries sprang up as Klans competed to have the largest and 

most polished band in the area. Anything with less than twenty members was 

a disappointment. If the Klan was to play big band, then its bands would be 
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the biggest. Popular Klans, such as those in Los Angeles and Detroit, formed 

groups with anywhere from sixty to a hundred members. Th e Women’s Klan 

of Texas organized a 150- piece band “credited with being the largest and best 

trained organization of its kind in the United States.” Chicago’s Mammoth 

Klan Band aspired to become “the world’s largest band” with six hundred 

members, although it does not appear that membership of the group ever 

reached more than a highly respectable two hundred.

With Klannish musical performances continuing to gain favor, Klan 

bands increasingly represented the attractive public face of the Invisible Em-

pire, garnering regional, and even national, popularity. Belatedly realizing the 

signifi cance of this outreach, the organization’s leaders struggled to take con-

trol. By 1924, the national Klan had introduced a money- spinning regulation 

band uniform— an impressive variation on the usual robes, with gold silk– 

embroidered lyres and a purple satin cape, which could be purchased only 

through offi  cial channels (see fi g. 7.1). By 1928, the organization had created 

the new offi  cial position of “Musiclad” to regulate musical entertainments. In 

all of this, though, the Klan’s leaders were trailing far behind the existing suc-

cess of musical members at the local level.

Th e Mammoth Band toured extensively throughout the Midwest and pro-

vided music for a wide variety of events. Th e Chicago Heights Klan Band 

claimed to be “the most famous musical organization in the Middle West.” 

Th e Junior Klan band of Evansville, Indiana, spent more than thirteen weeks 

on the road in 1925, traveling over four thousand miles and “giving concerts 

all along the route.” Th e two- hundred- piece Denver Klan Band, performing 

in full regalia, was popular enough to throw a public recital at the city’s ten- 

thousand- seat Cotton Mills Stadium in 1925, selling tickets for fi ft y cents. 

F i g u r e  7. 1 .  Band in offi  cial regalia, Klan Field Day, Ridgway, Pennsylvania, October 1924. Photogra-

pher unknown.
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While contemporary rhetoric may have described bloc resistance, the reality 

was that Klan bands played jazz— and they did so for mass audiences.

As this popularity might suggest, Klannish music was not limited to staid 

hymns and piously patriotic classics. Th ese songs were certainly central to the 

Klannish catalog. “America” and “Th e Star Spangled Banner” were staples of 

Klan meetings. Th e offi  cial Musiklan was comprised exclusively of such stan-

dards, including “Battle Hymn of the Republic,” “Just As I Am,” and “Rock of 

Ages.” “Onward Christian Soldiers” was eff ectively adopted as the organiza-

tion’s anthem. “Th e Old Rugged Cross” was an unsurprising favorite at cross 

burnings. Nonetheless, these selections represented only one small part of the 

Klan’s repertoire.

At the most basic level, Klan members expanded their musical range 

by rewriting the lyrics to well- known tunes, allowing whole crowds to sing 

along. Many relied on traditional standards. “Onward Christian Soldiers” 

remained prevalent. “Let the Fiery Cross Be Burning,” an 1870s religious 

song adapted by North Carolina Grand Dragon (and superior court judge) 

Henry A. Grady, became a popular Klan number. With no apparent sense of 

irony, the abolitionist tune “John Brown’s Body” found itself twisted into “Th e 

Klansman’s Jubilee Song.”

Other lyricists adopted less pious but no less classic melodies. “Th e Ballad 

of Casey Jones” was one of the most common choices, with interpretations 

including “A Friend Worth While,” which mocked evolutionary theory, and 

“Th e Klansman’s Friend,” which explained that the Klan “do not aim to harm” 

but only wanted law and order. “Mary Had a Little Lamb” similarly became 

the anti- Catholic ditty “Rome Has a Little Pope,” who was “full of dope” and 

planned to take control of the schools. “Huckleberry Doo” became “My 

Huckleberry Jew,” which accused its subject of greed, low morals, and traf-

fi cking in white slavery. “You,” the “Huckleberry Jew” was warned, “better 

keep a sheeny’s place.” Any tune that members could be assumed to know 

was put to use.

What is perhaps most signifi cant about these rewritten songs is how many 

used popular modern tunes. Contemporary hits like Billy Rose’s 1923 smash 

“Barney Google” (oft en adapted into “Barney Google, Klansman,” to criticize 

Google’s fat “Irish Jew” wife) were clearly familiar to Klan members. “I’m 

Forever Blowing Bubbles,” fi rst published in 1919, inspired a number of Klan-

nish rewrites, most variations on “I’m Forever Burning Crosses.” By far the 

most popular of these songs was “Yes! We Have No Bananas.” Given its ubiq-

uity in American life aft er being popularized in 1923, it is unsurprising that 

the melody to the novelty hit was well known to Klansmen. Spaeth called it 

the “all- time top in the school of musical nonsense.” Journalist Mark Sullivan 
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noted that “Yes! We Have No Bananas” was heard “from almost every lip” and 

sung “more oft en than all the hymns in all the hymnals of all the churches 

combined.”

Little wonder, then, that Klansmen contorted the nonsense song to their 

own ends, producing wide- ranging variations. “Yes! We Have Our Ku Klux-

ers” took a positive stand “for free speeches— free presses, White supremacy— 

Just laws and liberty.” “Yes! Th e Klan Has No Catholics” focused instead on 

criticizing “that Dago Pope in Rome.” Th e Badger American had condemned 

the song as the work of “two Jewboys,” containing “neither rhyme nor rea-

son,” but Klannish songwriters apparently felt comfortable assuming Klan 

members knew the tune well enough to sing along. Although the rhetoric of 

the Invisible Empire might have decried the debauched “sewage” of modern 

music, its members were clearly listening.

Th e Klannish movement was also creating music and, in doing so, rein-

forcing an imagined cultural community of white Protestant heroism. Simply 

bastardizing popular songs of the day to include commendations of Klannish 

virtue and condemnations of alien vice was not enough to satisfy a grow-

ing demand for Ku Klux Klan musical entertainment. Instead, the men and 

women of the organization turned progressively toward original Klan com-

positions. Th ese songs promulgated the same tropes of virtuous self- image 

that were also enthusiastically promoted on page, stage, and screen. Th e only 

diff erence was that the message was set to an upbeat tune.

Th ese highly localized creations were once again far removed from any 

offi  cial oversight or control, yet promoted a largely uniform national com-

munal identity. Many of the original compositions dealt with a range of issues 

important to the Klan movement. “Th e Klansmen’s Kall,” by George Zterb of 

Ohio, was a heartfelt ballad on the merits of public schooling. “We Are the 

Ladies of the Ku Klux Klan” added a feminist note, praising the WKKK fi ght 

against “the immorality of man.” A New York songwriter extolled the merits 

of the Klan’s fi ght against political graft , foreign agitators, and the “Boozeshe-

vik” in “American Means the Klan (When We A- Marching Go).” Th e Frank 

Harding Music House of New York City published “Th e Ku Klux Klan Song,” 

which called for keeping the Bible in education. “I’m a Klansman (Hoo- 

Ray!)” from Emory Sutton of Los Angeles insisted simply that “we stand for 

all that’s right.”

Others sounded the familiar refrain that the Klan was not responsible for 

the heinous actions attributed to it. As Francis Roy’s song “Th ey Blame It on 

the Ku Klux Klan” had it, the Klan was wrongly found “responsible for ev’ry 

little thing that’s done” from “Florida to Oregon.” J. Owen Smith’s 1923 song 

“Th e Fiery Cross on High” stated that Klansmen stood “for obedience to the 
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law and freedom.” New Jersey’s Kenneth Paterson similarly observed that the 

Klan stood for “respect for the home and laws” in his 1924 song, “KKK (If 

Your Heart’s True, It Calls to You).” Moving hesitantly away from some of 

the more hateful language that marked the co- opted popular tunes sung at 

Klan meetings, the movement’s lyricists attempted to reinforce the Invisible 

Empire’s self- image and public image as a “pro,” not an “anti,” movement.

Th ese original compositions were primarily produced and distributed 

as sheet music. Many were self- published, but the growing market for Klan 

 music also gave birth to a number of larger publishing houses that specialized 

in Klannish odes. Th e profi table nature of this enterprise was refl ected by the 

high quality of the sheet music that was published. Collections of rewritten 

songs were, for the most part, ramshackle aff airs, clearly turned out by a local 

printing shop at the cheapest possible rate. Ku Klux Klan originals were an 

entirely diff erent aff air, boasting lavishly illustrated covers, predominantly in 

color. Th ese covers oft en featured the Klan marching in lockstep with Uncle 

Sam, as in E. M. McMahon’s “We Are All Loyal Klansmen,” or rushing to 

his rescue. Many others depicted heroic visions of Klansmen, alone or in 

groups, or majestic burning crosses. Th e Th ompson Music Company  cannily 

 consolidated its brand (and saved money) by repeatedly using the same cover 

of a Klansman astride a rearing horse, defi antly raising a fi ery cross in his 

hand. Th e striking image was copied by a number of smaller publishers.

Th e care taken in publishing these Klan songs meant that they would not— 

and did not— look out of place when placed on the rack next to  non- Klan 

musical publications. In fact, the widespread sale of this sheet music off ers 

a clear indication of the porous boundaries of American cultural life in the 

1920s. Th e National Association of Music Merchants had bemoaned the use 

of “smut” and cursing in jazz music, but clearly did not consider “Klan” a 

four- letter word. Klan sheet music was available in stores across the country, 

with major suppliers of Klannish music located in Kansas City, Denver, In-

dianapolis, Pittsburgh, and several upstate New York towns. For those who 

were not conveniently near a store, music was oft en sold at public events and 

Klan meetings. Th e sale of sheet music by mail was perhaps the most com-

mon means of distribution.

Newspapers in towns and cities across the United States regularly  carried 

advertisements for Klannish sheet music, both by individual songwriters and 

by larger publishing houses. Clearly, there was demand for these original 

Klan songs outside of those who read the Klan press and would have seen 

the advertisements there. Newspaper advertising was also hardly the only 

means used to sell sheet music by mail. Th e lucrative nature of this busi-

ness, especially for larger publishers who carried a wide range of pieces, is 
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suggested by the professional— and sizable— catalogs produced by two of the 

most prominent publisher- distributors: the International Music Company 

and Lutz  Music Printing.

Th e Reverend Paul S. Wight, “nationally known Bible teacher and gospel 

singer,” ran the International Music Company of Buff alo, New York. Under 

the title American Hymns, the company printed a handsome collection of lyr-

ics to Klan covers of popular tunes. Distributed at “special prices to Klaverns 

and dealers,” this was a canny piece of advertising disguised as altruism. Th e 

pamphlet contained not only lyrics for Klan sing- alongs but also a full listing 

of the thirty diff erent songs that Wight sold as sheet music, alongside details 

on how to order. Th e Lutz Music Printing Company of York, Pennsylvania, 

run by H. A. Lutz, onetime “personal representative” of Imperial Wizard Sim-

mons, focused more openly on self- promotion. Alongside the thirty diff erent 

songs listed for sale as sheet music, Lutz printed gaudy advertisements. Most 

were for the compositions of the publisher’s most prolifi c songwriter, Abe 

Nace, owner of a local music store.

Sheet music was not the only thing Wight and Lutz sold. While a printed 

score seems to have been the primary means of distributing Klan music, there 

was an increasingly large market for an alternative method of  consuming 

these songs— the phonograph. Record players had a devastating impact on 

“the active piano- playing generation” in the 1920s. Th ey off ered music on de-

mand, requiring no skill, no practice, and no eff ort. Sheet music sales had 

declined accordingly, and prices dropped precipitously. At the same time, the 

phonograph was becoming a multibillion- dollar business with the growth of 

a new recording industry— one that would propel the intersectional popular-

ity of both jazz and Klan music.

A Detroit- based eff ort to manufacture and sell Klan phonograph records 

was characterized by historian Kenneth Jackson as “amusing.” Certainly, the 

Cross Music and Record Company never actually produced a record. De-

troit Kleagle Ira W. Stout seemingly organized the enterprise to fraudulently 

sell stock and bilk potential recording artists, although the group did also 

tour extensively and publish several original numbers in sheet- music form. 

Less “amusing,” though, were the remarkable number of musicians who 

did successfully record, market, and sell Ku Klux Klan phonograph records 

across the country. At the forefront of these endeavors, and emblematic of 

the  cultural complexities of the 1920s, was the Gennett Records studio in 

 Richmond, Indiana.

Starr Piano, owned by the Gennett family, had begun manufacturing pho-

nographs in 1916. A year later, to complement growing phonograph sales, 

the Gennetts established their own recording label. By 1920, the company 
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was producing around three thousand phonographs and three million rec-

ords annually. Although small compared to major record manufacturers like 

Victor and Columbia, the Indiana label carved out a profi table niche as one of 

the larger second- tier companies. Initially reliant on a Manhattan recording 

studio, Gennett built its own facility in Richmond in 1921.

As the preeminent chronicler of Gennett Records, Rick Kennedy, has 

noted, the majority of the studio’s recording artists were simply “obscure mu-

sicians passing through rural Indiana.” Not all would remain obscure. Native 

Hoosier Hoagy Carmichael originally recorded “Stardust” at the studio. Key 

fi gures in the nascent jazz and blues scene made early recordings at Gennett. 

Bix Beiderbecke, Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, and Blind Lemon Jef-

ferson all recorded at the Indiana studio— as did members of the Ku Klux 

Klan. Th e sharing of physical space with the Klan was not limited to Paul 

Robeson. Some of the greatest African American jazz and blues musicians of 

the 1920s shared a recording studio with the Invisible Empire.

Although these jazz and blues recordings were musically important, their 

signifi cance did not necessarily translate into profi ts for the Gennett label. 

It was private contracts and commercial recordings that kept the company 

afl oat. Clients included Sears, Roebuck & Company, the Salvation Army, 

and the Ku Klux Klan. Rick Kennedy has posited that this diverse client list 

refl ected the family’s “business pragmatism.” One family member, Richard 

Gennett, recalled simply that the company released Klan recordings “because 

they paid us. Th at was all. We did a lot of vanity records for all kinds of peo-

ple.” Th e company’s location in the Klan stronghold of Indiana, combined 

with the fact that it employed (like many companies in Indiana at the time) 

a number of Klansmen, led Gennett to become a linchpin in the Invisible 

Empire’s musical eff orts.

Ku Klux Klan recordings made at the Gennett studio appeared under a 

number of diff erent labels. Certainly the most prolifi c of the Indiana studio’s 

Klannish recording artists was singer- songwriter Wilbur Rhinehart. With 

the help of his brother Charles, Rhinehart ran the 100 label. Oft en with 

the backing of pianist Hattie Buckles, the brothers issued recordings of cov-

ers like “Barney Google, Klansman,” and “Onward Christian Klansmen” that 

continued to reinforce a unifi ed cultural identity and community of Klannish 

virtue. A typical example, “Th ere’ll Be a Hot Time, Klansmen,” an adaptation 

of “Th ere’ll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight,” dedicated one verse 

to asserting that crimes the organization were accused of were “a fake” and 

another verse to exulting in the Klan’s 1924 political victories. Residents of 

nearby Muncie, the brothers also ran the 100 Publishing Company, one of 

the state’s most important Klan sheet- music publishers.
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HKS Records and the Wake Up label, both recorded at Gennett, operated 

under the auspices of two groups of Michigan Klansmen. Homer Rodeheaver, 

the gospel impresario and music director for Billy Sunday, lent out his Chi-

cago studio for Klan recordings, releasing the titles through Gennett on his 

private label. A variety of Klan recordings, including the popular “Wake Up 

America (and Kluck, Kluck, Kluck),” were issued by James D. Vaughan of 

Tennessee, a songbook publisher known as “the father of southern gospel 

music,” on his Gennett- produced label. Indianapolis Klan publisher Th e 

American released a series of popular Klan tunes in 1924 and 1925 on the 

KKK and Hitch labels, including “Th e Bright Fiery Cross,” “Mystic City,” and 

“Why I Am a Klansman.” Th e Indiana Klansmen were so convinced of the 

quality of these “leading Klan hits of today” that they sent sample copies to 

Th omas Edison in 1924 in hopes of gaining wider distribution. Edison, for 

his part, dismissed them as “trash,” although he did note that “Why I Am a 

Klansman” had a “fair tune.”

Much as with Klan sheet music, sales of Klan recordings were an indica-

tion of the complex relationship between the Invisible Empire and  modern 

mass culture. Klan- made phonograph records could be found in music stores 

across the nation. Th e KKK label even had its own Acme Record Shop in In-

dianapolis. Salesmen and local distributors took out advertisements in both 

the Klan and mainstream press, selling recordings by mail. Th e Danville Bee of 

Virginia, for one, regularly carried announcements of the latest Klan records, 

while the Joplin Globe of Missouri was frequently used to promote the work of 

local songwriter Billy Newton and his Klannish melodies. Both the Lutz and 

Wight catalogs off ered more than twenty double- sided  phonograph records, 

a mix of original tunes and rewritten classics, selling at around a dollar each.

As signifi cant as these Klan songs are in fully understanding the cultural 

milieu of the 1920s, an even clearer indication of the ambiguities and contra-

dictions of popular entertainment in the period comes from the embrace of 

the Klan by songwriters outside the organization. World War I had seen an 

outpouring of new patriotic songs to capitalize on the moment. Th e 1920s saw 

an even greater prevalence of “event songs” as songwriters on Tin Pan Alley 

jostled to create the latest hit. It is hardly surprising, then, that a number of 

novelty songs attempted to capitalize on public interest in the Invisible Em-

pire. As the 1921 song “Th ere’s a Bunch of Klucks in the Ku Klux Klan,” by Sam 

Coslow and Leon Friedman, noted, “a certain society” was being provided 

with “notoriety” by constant coverage in the daily papers. Coslow and Fried-

man’s tune was widely advertised as a “timely and sensational hit.”

“Klucks” was perhaps the least fl attering of these novelty songs, complain-

ing that the Klan’s “awful hoke” made them an “awful joke.” Many  others, 
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however, implicitly favored and normalized the Invisible Empire. As on page, 

stage, and screen, the commercial exploitation of the Klan in music re inforced 

the Klannish community in many ways. While the organization came in for 

criticism, the ideals and aims of the wider movement were sanitized and of-

ten celebrated for a mass consumer public.

Th e 1922 song “Ku Ku (the Klucking of the Klan)” by Billy Frisch of Tin 

Pan Alley’s Hitland Music, released by OKeh Records in 1923, provides a 

prime example of this tendency. Th e song clearly indicated its anti- Klan sen-

timents, referring to the “awful sight” of Klansmen on the march, mocking 

the “gobble of the Goblin Man,” and warning listeners that the Klan would 

“call ’round in their nighties” and tar and feather them. At the same time, 

any real sense of menace was undermined by the bouncy, jaunty tune, while 

Frisch seemingly endorsed the Klan’s choice in victims. If you were a landlord 

who “tries to profi teer,” a drinker of “home- made beer,” or if you beat your 

wife, the song warned, you would soon hear “the Klucking of the Klan” as it 

came for you. Even as the song jeered at the organization’s tactics, it endorsed 

the movement’s morals.

A popular upbeat tune entitled “Daddy Swiped Our Last Clean Sheet and 

Joined the Ku Klux Klan” had similar issues. Written by Helen Marcell of the 

University of Kansas, the song was intended to lampoon the organization. In 

the most cutting line of the novelty number, Marcell noted that “Daddy took 

the pillow case to cover up his head,” but “he soon found out that it would 

smother him instead.” Nonetheless, the fact that it also endorsed many of the 

movement’s aims meant the song soon began to become popular with Klan 

members and sympathizers. Th e sheet music was off ered for sale in Klan pub-

lications, and Marcell’s composition was recorded at the Gennett studios and 

released under the KKK label (see fi g. 7.2). By 1927, the touring Klan produc-

tion Th e Awakening prominently featured the song, receiving “loud applause” 

whenever it was performed. Marcell’s intent in writing the song did not seem 

to matter. “Daddy Swiped Our Last Clean Sheet” had become a bona fi de hit 

with the Ku Klux Klan.

Th e majority of these novelty songs took a similar tack. Th e organiza-

tion’s violence and vigilantism were condemned even as the lyrics implicitly 

re inforced the idea that the Klan stood for law and order, and its victims 

somehow warranted their fate. Th is tendency was particularly apparent in 

the proliferation of Klan “blues” songs. Illustrative of the oft en- ironic ten-

sions of the cultural 1920s, these popular songs fused the racial stereotypes of 

nineteenth- century “coon” songs with contemporary rhythms appropriated 

from black musicians.
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Th e “coon song” fad, from the mid- 1880s until the early 1910s, had seen 

hundreds of songs published that combined earlier tropes of blackface min-

strelsy with a Jim Crow desire to enforce racial hierarchies. African Ameri-

cans, these songs proclaimed, were marked by ignorance and indolence, lust, 

dishonesty, and irresponsibility. Worse, the “coon” represented an active 

threat to white Americans. Prone to drinking and gambling, he was also in-

extricably associated with the physical threat of black violence. In song aft er 

song, the straight razor became the signifi er of an uninhibited savagery.

Th ese stereotypes continued well into the 1920s and 1930s in songs like 

“Pickanninies’ Heaven” and “Georgia Gigolo”— and in songs about the Klan. 

F i g u r e  7. 2 .  Cover illustration for Helen Marcell’s “Daddy Swiped Our Last Clean Sheet and Joined the 

Ku Klux Klan” (Ottawa, KS: R.C. Marcell, 1924).
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Most oft en, these songs took the point of view of an African American in 

the South. Mingling cartoonishly exaggerated Negro dialect with classic blues 

chord progressions, these songs explained exactly why their subjects actually 

deserved to be punished by the Invisible Empire. In “Th ose Dog- Gone Ku 

Klux Blues” by John Douglas Lewis, for one, the song’s narrator is threatened 

by the Klan aft er “loafi ng around” and brewing alcohol, and fl ees, leaving “my 

woman and my booze.” Warren D. Ownby’s “De Ku Klux Klan Gwine to Git 

You Ef You Don’t Watch Out” told the story of a black preacher in Alabama 

who used the threat of the Klan to scare his parishioners into good behav-

ior. While containing elements of criticism, these songs were recognizably 

favorable to Klannish aims and to the law- enforcing image that members of 

the organization were keen to promote. Th is became particularly apparent 

when Klan songwriters began to adopt a similar narrative and melodic device 

in their own work, including Billy Newton’s “Ku Klux Steppin’ Blues” and 

Charles A. Arthur’s “Th ose Good Old Ku Klux Blues.”

Th e earliest, and most successful, of these novelty blues songs was “Th e Ku 

Klux Blues” by popular Southern songwriters Al Mars and Clarence Krause, 

published in 1921. Mars and Krause told the overfamiliar “coon” story of 

Sambo Rastus, who liked to “roam around, with a razor in my hand,” “loved 

to fi ght both night and day,” and enjoyed shooting craps. Aft er a visit from the 

Klan, though, Rastus reformed and vowed to be “as good as Abraham.” Several 

well- regarded African American bands actually adopted the song as a regular 

number, while Gus Creagh’s Orchestra recorded it for See- Bee Records.

Th e Invisible Empire’s most infl uential and lasting interaction with Amer-

ican musical culture was not, however, as the subject of novelty songs. It was 

as a catalyst in the revival of “old- time fi ddling” and the development of the 

new “hillbilly” genre. Many in the 1920s, including novelist Andrew Lytle and 

tycoon Henry Ford, bemoaned the decline in the popularity of classic rural 

fi ddle music. Klan members apparently shared not only the car manufactur-

er’s anti- Semitism but also his musical tastes. Th e Invisible Empire proved 

itself a high- profi le afi cionado of “old- time” music, with fi ddlers oft en pro-

viding the entertainment at Klan events. Th is appreciation for the genre also 

translated into active support.

Although the musical style was popular with Klan members as a whole, 

the story of the Invisible Empire’s infl uence on the “hillbilly” genre is best 

understood within the context of the story of one man— Fiddlin’ John Car-

son, one of the most successful and talented white Southern musicians of the 

1920s. Carson was a native of Georgia, and his career was intertwined with 

the second Klan from the very beginning. In 1913, he wrote “Little Mary Pha-

gan,” demonizing local Jewish industrialist Leo Frank, who had been falsely 
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accused of killing Phagan. By 1915, when Frank was lynched by a precursor 

to the soon- to- be- reborn Klan, Carson’s song had already become recog-

nized as a “classic murder ballad” popular with the Southern working- class 

community.

Th anks largely to his participation in the annual Georgia Old- Time Fid-

dlers’ Conventions, Carson’s popularity in the state steadily grew. By 1922, 

when he became one of the fi rst Southern fi ddlers to appear on radio, Carson 

had already joined the Ku Klux Klan. His membership is hardly surprising. 

According to music historian Patrick Huber, Carson was “deeply immersed” 

in Georgia’s populist politics, alongside many of the Invisible Empire’s lead-

ing lights. One biographer, Gene Wiggins, defends Carson as “probably not 

an ardent” Klansman, but the musician was certainly a valuable ally of the 

organization. Klansman Cliff ord Walker, soon to win election as governor of 

Georgia, hired Carson in 1922 to play at political rallies across the state. His-

torian James C. Cobb notes that the fi ddler was a frequent presence at Klan 

events in Georgia.

Carson’s membership in the Klan certainly did not seem to hurt his career, 

which took a major step forward in 1923. Producer Ralph S. Peer of OKeh 

Records (which had also issued Billy Frisch’s “Ku Ku”) arrived in Atlanta, 

looking to be “the fi rst of any major company to record traditional artists of 

either race in the South.” Peer, an emblem of the dynamic cultural currents of 

the 1920s, was already credited with sparking the boom in African American 

“race records” aft er recording Mamie Smith in 1921. Now he was in search of 

material that he thought would appeal to rural and rural- minded markets. 

He found it in Fiddlin’ John Carson. By 1924, Carson’s records were so popu-

lar that the company began to advertise the Klansman and similar artists as 

“a new and discrete genre of American commercial music.” Traffi  cking on 

romanticized ideas of a preindustrial South, Carson’s recordings marked the 

beginning of what was initially known as “Hill Country Music.”

Th e trend that Carson started was turned into a cultural juggernaut by 

the 1925 Fiddlers’ Convention in Mountain City, Tennessee. Fiddle contests 

of this type had emerged in the 1890s, making them, in the words of Patrick 

Huber, “a comparatively modern and largely urban phenomenon.” Fiddling 

afi cionado Henry Ford backed some of the most prominent of these conven-

tions and created a prize for national fi ddle champion as a means of spurring 

interest in the genre. In doing so, he “set the woods and hills and plains afi re 

with competitive rage” throughout the 1920s. Similarly, the Ku Klux Klan 

sponsored a number of local and regional competitions.

Th e Invisible Empire’s association with these “old- time fi ddling” contests 

reached its apex with the Mountain City Convention in May 1925. Cospon-
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sored by the Buster Brown Shoe Company, the event began as a fund- raiser 

for a local farmer but quickly grew much larger. Much of this may have been 

due to the convention’s “liberal cash prizes.” Whatever the reason, the Ku 

Klux Klan’s Mountain City Convention managed to attract, according to one 

historian, “every old- time musician who ever was or hoped to be,” a collec-

tion of performers that even Ford’s national conventions could not match. 

Competitors included Carson, Edgar Hickam, Ralph Story, Charlie Bowman, 

Waits “Whiskers” Wiseman, Demp Harris, Al Hopkins and his brothers, 

Ralph Chinouth, and Smokey Davis.

A Klan lecturer, the Reverend J. C. Reynolds, opened the convention with 

a “very fi ne” address. Th e local newspaper reported that the music off ered 

was “the best ever heard” in the region and declared the event a “great suc-

cess.” Bob Cox, biographer of Charlie Bowman, has argued that this is an 

understatement. Th e collection of talented performers, many of whom were 

already well- known to radio listeners, attracted an above- capacity crowd. 

With the auditorium fi lled to overfl owing, old- time music enthusiasts were 

left  “standing on cars and sitting in windows,” anywhere they might be able 

to hear the fi ddlers. Dudley Vance won the grand prize, with Bowman taking 

second and Uncle Am Stuart third.

Quite apart from its immediate success, the Mountain City Convention 

also left  such an impression on the “hillbilly” genre that it is still widely re-

membered among music scholars— even though its Klannish connections are 

oft en conveniently forgotten. One of the event’s most signifi cant legacies was 

in marking the spectacular rise of the band that lent its name to the genre, 

the Hill Billies. Th e group, which was initially comprised of Al Hopkins, Joe 

Hopkins, John Rector, and Alonzo Alderman, had already made several re-

cordings for Ralph Peer and OKeh earlier in the year. At the fi ddling conven-

tion, they “made their initial reputation.” Th ey also met and recruited Char-

lie Bowman, which marked a major turning point for the group. Infrequent 

appearances on the District of Columbia’s WRC radio station soon became 

four-  or fi ve- hour stints. Radio success parlayed into sales and increasingly 

popular tour dates. By 1927, the Hill Billies were playing at the White House 

Correspondents’ Dinner in front of President Calvin Coolidge. Th e Ku Klux 

Klan had launched a phenomenon.

It is a mistake, though, to assume that the Invisible Empire’s association 

with this “old- time” music represents a consolidated resistance to modernity. 

For one thing, the launch of that hillbilly sound was caught up in the devel-

opment of a modern consumerist music culture of phonographs and radio. 

For another, an appreciation of skillful fi ddling does not erase the fact that 

Klan members enjoyed a wide swath of popular songs of the day, includ-
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ing novelty nonsense like “Yes! We Have No Bananas.” In a process largely 

divorced from organizational control or sanction, they were also perform-

ing in widely popular jazz bands. While the organization declaimed modern 

musical miscegenation, Klan musicians appropriated rhythms and melodies 

from black performers to promote a virtuous white Protestant identity. Pub-

lished, recorded, and sold around the country, these songs could be— and 

were— purchased by members and nonmembers alike. At the same time, the 

organization’s image was hungrily, if inconsistently, consumed by a music 

industry looking for sales. Th e imagined community of the Klannish move-

ment was reinforced even as members reveled in the same popular culture as 

most other Americans. In the new tonalities of the 1920s, the hot sounds of 

jazz harmonized with the razzmatazz of the Ku Klux Klan.
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PBS— Th e Protestant Broadcasting System

Astronomers have observed a vast white area on Mars. Th e Ku Klux Klan may now be 

expected to set up a radio station.

C h i c a g o  D e f e n d e r ,  August 26, 1922

William S. Paley began the 1920s “half student, half playboy.” By 1930, he had 

graduated to playboy tycoon. Propelled by the soaring stock market, he took 

control of the Columbia Network in September 1928. In New York, he com-

bined the business mania of the Coolidge years with the “giddy hedonistic” 

pursuits of the Jazz Age city. Frequenting the lavish Casino nightclub, hosting 

elaborate and glamorous parties, he threw himself into what one biographer 

called a “sybaritic time of nightclub hopping and theatergoing.” Even as he 

pursued a string of socialites and fi lm stars like Louise Brooks, he began to 

build the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) radio network to compete 

with the fl edgling National Broadcasting Company (NBC). As he did so, 

this fi xture of the New York nightlife found himself in business with the Ku 

Klux Klan. Th e ambivalent embrace of the Klan and pluralist mass culture 

extended into the rise of radio.

Radio, like the second Klan, was a true product of the postwar era. Al-

though the technology had arrived with the turn of the century, it was not 

until aft er World War I that the radio boom began— and what a boom it was. 

In November 1920, with radios in less than 1 percent of American homes, sta-

tion KDKA aired what is commonly cited as the fi rst scheduled commercial 

broadcast. Radio listeners had previously been limited to hobbyists with a 

deep knowledge of receiving crystals. Even as the second Klan began its rise, 

commercially manufactured radios became widely available for the fi rst time, 

massively expanding the potential radio audience.

A Radio Corporation of America (RCA) offi  cial recalled that “demand 

developed with an intensity that industrial America had never before ex-

perienced.” Half a million radios were sold in 1923; almost four million in 

1925— roughly the same number of members in the Invisible Empire that year; 
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then over six million in 1926. Th e cost of sets declined even as choice prolifer-

ated. Consumers were no longer restricted just to RCA equipment, with the 

ability to purchase the Mercury, the Newport, the DeForest Radiophone, and 

more. By the end of the decade, more than 45 percent of homes had at least 

one radio set. Some seventy- fi ve thousand listeners in 1922 had become more 

than twelve million households, comprising an estimated forty million listen-

ers, by 1930. In the process, radio broadcasts became social events. Families, 

friends, neighbors, and communities gathered to listen, on porches and in 

front yards, outside stores, and at special “radio parties.” Broadcasting had 

become a billion- dollar industry.

Th is remarkable rise has marked radio in the mind of many historians 

as the fi rst truly modern mass medium. Marshall McLuhan, with typical 

bombast, declared radio to be “a subliminal echo chamber of magic power 

to touch remote and forgotten chords.” While this may be overstating the 

case somewhat, radio arguably did more than any previous system to create 

a common culture, consumed by a national audience. Michele Hilmes and 

Susan J. Douglas have masterfully detailed the impact that radio made on the 

United States, disrupting the cognitive practices of a visual culture that sud-

denly found itself in an auditory world.

Radio connected Americans as part of a vast listening public. Broadcast-

ing bridged divides between rural and urban, bringing the country together 

in common cultural consumption. By the end of the decade, even more than 

newspapers, radio was able to construct a national audience, an imagined 

community of listeners who reveled in the “chance to feel that they were con-

nected to others.” One of those connections was with the Ku Klux Klan. Ra-

dio broadcasting would allow for the reinforcement of an imagined Klannish 

community in the vast unseen radio audiences across the country— a literal 

Invisible Empire.

With millions more Americans buying radios, turning on, and tuning in 

every year, the demand for broadcasters soared. In 1922, there were thirty sta-

tions on the air. By 1923, there were more than fi ve hundred. Not all were suc-

cessful. More than two hundred new stations joined the airwaves in 1923, but 

almost three hundred closed. A key factor in this success, though, was content. 

All of these stations needed material. Michele Hilmes has astutely argued that 

as the rise of the Klan coincided with the development of  radio broadcasting, 

the idea that “these two sets of phenomena were  hermetically sealed off  from 

each other requires a greater eff ort at explanation than the opposite assump-

tion.” Th is was not just mutual exploitation. Th is was mutual development.

It is even easier to lose historical understanding of broadcast material than 

in the case of other forms of entertainment. Th e same cultural snobbery was 
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present, exacerbated by the inherently ephemeral nature of early radio. H. L. 

Mencken complained that the occasions when he had been able to listen to 

“anything even remotely describable as entertainment” were few and far be-

tween. More oft en, he found “rubbish.” Th e early days of radio turned largely 

to the familiar— to vaudeville and musical comedy, to Broadway revues and 

Tin Pan Alley novelty numbers. Broadcasting from largely improvised stu-

dios, deadening sound with thick carpets, drapes, heavy furniture, even po-

tato sacks, stations fi lled time with a wide variety of acts and entertainments, 

including the Ku Klux Klan.

As with newspapers and newsreels, the interest generated by the Invis-

ible Empire made the organization attractive to radio broadcasters looking 

to draw listeners. August 1923 marked the fi rst reported appearance on the 

new medium by Imperial Wizard Hiram Evans, who delivered an address “to 

the Klansmen of the Nation” from station WOQ in Kansas City, Missouri, 

“heard within a radius of 1,000 miles.” Evans’s address to the Alabama state 

Klan convention in 1926 was carried on Birmingham’s WBRC station “in one 

of the city’s fi rst night radio broadcasts.” In Virginia, WDBJ and WTAR aired 

speeches by Evans and the proceedings of the state convention. Station KLZ 

of Denver, Colorado, gave time to speeches “honoring Klan notables.” Penn-

sylvania’s WPRC broadcast a special address by Evans on the “malign infl u-

ence of the Roman Catholic Church” and the Klan’s opposition to the World 

Court. In a move indicative of how far the Klan had shift ed from attempting 

to cultivate an air of mystery, Louisiana station KFFY aired a Klan initiation 

from the county fair, including the order’s theoretically secret oath.

Signifi cant as these appearances were, the organization’s leaders once 

again lagged far behind the wider Klan movement in the adoption and ex-

ploitation of radio. By the mid- 1920s, members of local Klans could already 

be heard on broadcast stations across the country. WLW in Cincinnati billed 

a forty- fi ve- minute segment by the Hamilton County Klan in 1924 as “one of 

the fi rst ever Klan programmes ever broadcast from a government [licensed] 

radio station.” It was certainly not the last. Th ese appearances usually con-

sisted of either lectures by Klan state offi  cers or, increasingly, light entertain-

ment provided by Klan musicians. KFPW in Missouri, for example, proved a 

friend to the Klan with its broadcasts of Ozark Klan Band concerts, consist-

ing “mostly of patriotic selections.” James D. Vaughan, the prolifi c Klan music 

publisher, owned station WOAN in Tennessee and made it available for the 

use of Klan lecturers.

Without any real oversight or organizational structure, these appearances 

were generally sporadic and irregular. Some stations, though, off ered their 
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listeners more consistent Klan programming. Klansmen appeared on WBAP 

in Texas, operated by the Fort Worth Star- Telegram, throughout 1923. A Klan 

concert aired in February could reportedly be heard as far away as Oregon. By 

December, the combination of “novel stunts” and “interesting information” 

in the Klan broadcasts had apparently made them popular enough for the 

station to feature the organization as their holiday entertainment. Listeners to 

WBAP rang in the New Year with a “Ku Klux Klan concert.”

Th e Invisible Empire found an even more infl uential ally in KFKB of Mil-

ford, Kansas. Originally established in 1923, the station had by 1925 become 

one of the most powerful broadcasters in the Midwest. In 1929, Radio Digest 

named KFKB the most popular station in the country aft er the broadcaster 

received more than a quarter of a million votes. Founder and operator John R. 

Brinkley was a “true early innovator” of radio, being among the fi rst to air an 

almost full- time broadcast schedule. He was also one of the country’s most 

successful medical hucksters. KFKB had been built with the money Brinkley 

earned off ering goat gland transplants for sexual revitalization. Much of the 

station’s programming was used to off er dubious medical advice and peddle 

patented “medicines.”

Perhaps recognizing a kindred spirit in the Klan movement, Brinkley fea-

tured local Klan members on KFKB on a fairly regular basis in 1925. Th e fi rst 

of these broadcasts, an all- night aff air on February 28, was publicized by Klan 

periodicals as “the fi rst time such a program has ever been arranged over the 

radio.” Th e experimental lineup included lecturers, monologists, Klan quar-

tets, musical selections, and the Junction City Klan’s jazz band— the superbly 

named Whiz Bang Orchestra. Listeners were encouraged to write in “in order 

to determine just what benefi t such programs would be.”

Some audience members were not taken with the Kansas station’s decision 

to provide the Invisible Empire with airtime, and a number of “threatening 

letters” were sent to KFKB. One disgruntled listener wrote to the Department 

of Commerce’s radio offi  ce to complain about “broadcasting under govern-

ment license the false, malicious, and un- American propaganda” of the Klan. 

Klan members and allies of the movement, in contrast, hailed the broadcast 

as “a smashing hit” and boasted that positive responses were “pouring in” 

from across the country. According to one Klan newspaper, the station re-

ceived over two hundred long- distance phone calls praising the event, while 

Milford’s small Western Union offi  ce was forced to bring in extra operators 

in order to receive all the congratulatory telegrams. A Kansas newspaper re-

ported that one of the telegrams commending the program was signed by 

the entirety of the Emporia fi re department. Certainly, the program was a 
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 suffi  cient success that KFKB immediately scheduled a repeat performance, 

while Brinkley took to the airwaves to excoriate those who had threatened 

violence against the station for broadcasting the Klan.

Klan members were also listeners, and they found plenty to draw them 

to the early days of radio broadcasting. Some worried that the new medium, 

like the “Romanized, Jew- censored daily newspaper,” would become a tool 

of un- American interests. Th e Kourier Magazine ran multiple articles warn-

ing of the “Romanist and anti- American propaganda” spread by radio. Th e 

Kolorado Kourier demonstrated the organization’s usual disregard for facts, 

alleging that Catholics owned two- thirds of broadcasting stations. Th e paper 

warned that “the possibilities for ruining America” were “greater through air 

[wave] control than in any other one thing.” One Klan, in Batavia, New York, 

went so far as to boycott all General Electric products aft er the Knights of 

Columbus appeared on the company’s radio station. Th e American Standard, 

meanwhile, launched attacks on the “highly off ensive” material broadcast on 

the radio.

Even the Standard had to admit, however, that radio had “quickly become 

a subject of fi rst importance.” While there was plenty they could take off ense 

at, the Klan publication also acknowledged the broadcast of “entertainment 

of high quality.” An offi  cer of the Women’s Klan in Wisconsin was more ef-

fusive in her praise, telling members, “I should like very much to know that 

every Klan family in the land, had a radio. Used rightly, they are a gift  from 

God.” Many did not need the encouragement. Klan members were hardly im-

mune from soaring American enthusiasm for radio.

Despite dire warnings of Catholic control, enough Klan members had ex-

pressed interest in the new medium by 1922 that the Searchlight introduced 

a regular radio column, “devoted to items of general interest to radio ‘bugs.’” 

Later that same year, the newspaper off ered a hearty recommendation of 

several technical books aimed at amateur radio enthusiasts. At a Wisconsin 

Klan’s New Year’s Eve celebration, a large radio was the featured attraction, 

supplemented by a box supper and lecture. Craig Fox notes in his study of 

Michigan Klansmen that half those who owned radios in the town of Fre-

mont were Klansmen. Fear of off ensive material infi ltrating their homes was 

clearly not enough to dissuade the men and women of the Klan from adopt-

ing this new technology.

Seemingly the Klan’s most favored broadcasting station was WHAP of 

New York City. WHAP was founded by Augusta E. Stetson, a Christian Scien-

tist who had been expelled from the church for “perverted sexual teaching.” 

She retained a sizable following, including the wealthy William H. Taylor, 

who fi nanced the construction of WHAP in 1925. Stetson’s station was char-
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acterized from the outset by the same kind of cultural snobbery off ered by 

Mencken and his coterie. Th is attitude initially manifested itself in the same 

self- conscious intellectual refi nement that marked much of radio’s early pro-

gramming. Educational off erings, high culture and art, respectable drama— 

this was the order of the day for many stations. Much of WHAP’s airtime 

was dedicated to lectures by Ivy League professors and classical music perfor-

mances that included members of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra.

By mid- 1926, the veneer of civility had been stripped away. Th e academ-

ics had gradually been phased out, replaced by fuming lecturers who did not 

bother to cloak their nativist beliefs and bigoted arguments on religious dif-

ferences and race relations. Leading this pack was Stetson’s personal secre-

tary, Franklin Ford (see fi g. 8.1), who was made WHAP’s station manager. 

Ford presented a “News Digest” program three times a week, as well as a 

special lecture on “political Romanism” every Saturday. He fi lled his broad-

casts with so much anti- Catholic and anti- Semitic vitriol that Sol Bloom and 

Samuel Dickstein, two of New York’s congressional representatives, launched 

a campaign to have WHAP removed from the airwaves. As Ford gradually re-

placed more and more of the station’s musical programming with these kinds 

F i g u r e  8 . 1 .  From Paul M. Winter’s What Price Tolerance (Hewlett, NY: All- American Book, Lecture 

and Research Bureau, 1928), facing p. 53.
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of lectures, the New York Herald Tribune optimistically noted that “not many 

broadcasters devote 40 per cent of their weekly schedule to editorial talks, 

and it is doubtful that many broadcasters ever will.” Th e WHAP broadcaster’s 

“jeremiad of .  .  . claptrap” made him something of a pioneer in the fi eld of 

talk radio.

Ford denied he was a Klansman, and there is no evidence of a formal 

affi  liation— he was a part of the Klannish movement, not a member of the or-

ganization. Informally, the bonds between the WHAP announcer and the In-

visible Empire were clear. Ford oft en used his addresses to promote the Klan 

and its ideas. One of his most popular Saturday lectures, broadcast in April 

1927, was entitled “Why Rome Fights the Ku Klux Klan.” In it, Ford made the 

case that “no genuine American” could object to the Klan, which was “an 

agency of highest value for American welfare” and a “tremendous infl uence 

for good.” Th ese lectures were reprinted in their entirety every week by the 

Fellowship Forum, a Klan publication.

Ford also had close ties to Paul Winter, head of the Ku Klux Klan in 

Queens. A widely circulated booklet by Winter, What Price Tolerance, con-

tained a lengthy hagiography of Ford. Th e Klansman hailed the broadcaster 

as a “vitriolic thunderer” and quoted his opinions on Catholicism in politics 

at length, including the idea that “radio is doing, and will continue to do a 

great work” in freeing those enthralled to the Pope. Ford, for his part, oft en 

appeared at Klan events with Winter, lecturing on the evils of the Roman 

Catholic Church. At some Klan events, the WHAP front man was a draw on 

par with Imperial Wizard Evans, with whom he shared the stage on multiple 

occasions.

Klan members were certainly not hesitant in embracing WHAP. As early 

as 1926, the Fellowship Forum praised “gallant old WHAP” as one of the few 

stations spreading “our message.” Lecturers appeared on the station to exalt 

the Klan and its ideals. By 1929, the Kourier Magazine referred to WHAP 

as one of “our radio stations,” commending its ability to “make Americans 

think.” Th e Klan publication instructed members to tune in to WHAP and 

send fi nancial contributions where possible. Klansmen were also encouraged 

to spread the word to other radio owners, and to invite friends and neighbors 

with no radio to listen with them.

Yet WHAP was not the Ku Klux Klan radio station that many of the orga-

nization’s members wanted. Th e Invisible Empire was far from alone in this 

desire. Although the majority of early broadcast stations were owned and 

operated by companies, fraternal groups across the country had eagerly wel-

comed the potential of radio for spreading their message and boosting their 

membership. A wide variety of churches had embraced the airwaves. Klan 
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members were determined to get the Invisible Empire a foothold on the air 

as well.

Th e most sophisticated and stable stations were those built as a means 

of increasing sales by radio manufacturers and dealers, who accounted for 

roughly 40 percent of the total station ownership. Many other stations were 

run by educational institutions and newspapers, which could aff ord to sub-

sidize the new medium. Th e signifi cant fi nancial outlay required to estab-

lish and operate a broadcast station was a major obstacle for many, including 

the Klan. Given this impediment, it would seem reasonable that the national 

leadership— with access to the organization’s sizable fi nances— would take 

the lead in this process. In reality, though, the Klan’s eff orts to conquer the 

world of broadcasting would see the eff orts of local Klaverns and sympathiz-

ers achieve the greatest success. Th e split in radio once again refl ected the 

power of the wider movement to construct a national Klannish community 

where the organization failed.

Initially, the Invisible Empire’s national leadership considered establishing 

a centrally controlled network of stations that would supplement the Kourier 

newspaper syndicate as a national propaganda outlet. In 1924, two years be-

fore NBC became the fi rst national network in the United States, the Klan 

reportedly considered “extensive plans for a system of stations throughout 

the country.” Th at project was temporarily abandoned: radio was still a fl edg-

ling medium, with crowded airwaves, and control of the newspapers was the 

national leadership’s primary objective. By 1925, more of the Klan’s offi  cials 

had awakened to the possibilities presented by radio, and the Invisible Empire 

sought once again to build a “chain of stations.” As newspapers noted at the 

time, the system would be “unique in the United States broadcasting fi eld.” 

While many organizations owned one or two small transmitters, “no body of 

this nature has ever considered a group of stations that would cover all or a 

section of the country.” Th e Klan’s ambition had vaulted it to the forefront of 

radio innovation.

Like many of the Ku Klux Klan’s grand plans, however, its ambition to 

broadcast outstripped its ability. With the Klan’s organizational power already 

on the wane in 1925, the national “Protestant Broadcasting System” never 

seems to have progressed any farther than the planning. Instead, as with so 

many other cultural endeavors, Klannish broadcasting was left  to members 

across the country who aimed to establish their own radio stations. In 1925, 

the King Kleagle of New Jersey (which had been mentioned as a potential 

home base for the national broadcasting system) declared his intention to 

erect a Klan station “from which matters of interest to the organization may 

be broadcast.” Th e state’s Klan even went so far as to purchase a tract of land 
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from RCA that housed a Marconi wireless station. While it is unclear what 

went wrong, no broadcasts were forthcoming. By 1926 the land had been 

put to use as a Klan- only summer resort. In Iowa, the Des Moines Women’s 

Klan did successfully establish a radio station, NSSA, and an accompanying 

newsletter, Th e Iowa Broadcaster, in 1926. For some reason, neither enter-

prise seems to have made much of an impression. Th e station did not even 

manage to garner a mention in the offi  cial Klan press. As the Klan’s national 

membership continued to fall and its power weaken, it seemed as though the 

organization would never achieve its dream of a Ku Klux Klan broadcaster.

Th e Fellowship Forum of Washington, D.C., came to the organization’s 

rescue. With the Kourier syndicate already in rapid decline, the Forum rep-

resented the Invisible Empire’s only remaining power base in the world of 

newspaper publishing. Newspapers constituted one of the largest and most 

powerful corporate interests invested in broadcasting. As Chicago newspa-

perman William Hedges noted in 1924, radio provided a powerful tool for a 

newspaper to promote itself, to “[pour] inoff ensively its name into the will-

ing ears of thousands of listeners.” Th e Forum was a natural choice to get the 

Klannish voice on the air.

In 1926, the Forum printed a “fl ood of letters” from around the country 

encouraging the publication to erect its own broadcasting station. Homer B. 

Summers of Illinois, in a typical example, called on the newspaper to “get 

some Protestantism on the air.” In response, the newspaper declared that it 

was open to donations to fi nance the construction of a new home for the pub-

lication, complete with radio transmitter. As of May, the newspaper began 

publishing the names of contributing individuals and organizations as a mark 

of thanks. Supporters would have to hurry. Th e newspaper declared that it 

intended to break ground on the project with a “patriotic fete” on July 3.

Th e response from the Ku Klux Klan and the Klannish public was im-

mediate. A “tremendous gathering of Klanspeople” in Michigan, for instance, 

resolved to support the Forum’s radio project in every way possible, includ-

ing enlisting a hundred thousand new subscribers. In the newspaper’s fi rst 

published list of donors, contributions from thirty states were listed, with an 

overwhelming majority sent by Klan members and affi  liates. In at least one 

state, the Women’s Klan circulated a bulletin informing members that “no 

unit is in any way compelled to contribute,” but they would “miss an oppor-

tunity to help make history” by failing to donate.

Th e national head of the Women’s Klan, Imperial Commander Robbie 

Gill Comer, wrote an open letter to the Forum to inform readers, “I very 

much favor this project and believe that a Broadcasting Station would be of 
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infi nite value.” To that end, she pledged to “cooperate in any way possible” 

and would push a “hearty response” from her members. In June, a similar 

letter arrived from Imperial Wizard Hiram Evans to “heartily endorse this 

movement” and underline “the urgent need of such an instrumentality.” Th e 

Klan’s head also donated a thousand dollars to the cause, and encouraged 

“every sincere American” to give “every possible fi nancial assistance.”

Despite this impressive show of support, the Forum’s publisher and editor, 

James Vance, soon realized that he had overestimated how quickly the news-

paper would be able to raise the necessary funds. As 1927 began, the Forum 

had raised over $110,000— short of the $160,000 needed. Nor was the lack 

of funds the only problem. In late January 1927, the newspaper announced 

that Congressman Henry Rathbone (R- Illinois) had agreed to become the 

head of the new radio station’s advisory board. In the wide publicity that fol-

lowed concerning “the radio broadcasting station to be erected by the Ku 

Klux Klan,” Rathbone quickly denied any affi  liation with the Invisible Em-

pire and distanced himself from the Forum. Th en, in April, the newspaper 

was informed by experts that a transmitter tower on a downtown D.C. prop-

erty would be unworkable. As such, extra funds had to be raised to buy land 

outside of town as a dedicated site for the radio station. Vance’s hectoring 

letters took on a new tone of urgency for a “great 60- day drive,” a “regular 

CYCLONE OF ACTION,” to raise the money. Th e initiative was spearheaded 

by a contribution from the Klan’s favorite broadcaster, Franklin Ford.

Th e most serious blow came in June. Th e prospective broadcasters had 

found a site in Virginia, near George Washington’s home at Mount Vernon, 

and purchased it. On June 11, the cornerstone of the radio building was fi nally 

laid, almost a year behind schedule. A few days later, the Fellowship Forum 

received word that a broadcast permit was required to begin construction. 

Not only did the Forum still not have a permit, but it was not likely to re-

ceive one any time soon. If they had been able to raise the funds in 1926, 

the transmitter would likely have been completed in short order, but the ex-

tended fund- raising meant that construction had not begun before Congress 

passed the Radio Act of 1927. Previously, under the Radio Act of 1912, stations 

had operated under license from the Department of Commerce with mini-

mal oversight. Now, a newly formed Federal Radio Commission (FRC) had 

the power to decide whether to grant a station a broadcast license based on 

“public interest, convenience or necessity,” as well as to regulate broadcast 

frequency and power.

Th is legislation eff ectively transformed broadcasting into a federally regu-

lated public arena, as some forms of radio were deemed more worthy than 
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others. Although the FRC was explicitly prohibited from directly censoring 

broadcasters, its licensing power meant that it was able to wield considerable 

power over programming. As well as the ability to deny a license to a new sta-

tion, it could also refuse to renew an existing station’s license. Since these li-

censes normally expired within six months of issuance, broadcasters the FRC 

deemed unacceptable could soon fi nd themselves off  air. John R. Brinkley 

of Klan- friendly KFKB had his right to broadcast removed in 1930 aft er the 

FRC found that the station “no longer met proper standards” and Brinkley’s 

dubious medical advice was not “in the interest of the listening public.” Out-

spoken broadcasters like Norman Baker of Iowa’s KTNT and Reverend Bob 

Shuler of Los Angeles’s KFEG met similar fates. New York City’s WEVD, a 

Socialist station, was forced into a lengthy appeal to retain its license.

With new federal oversight that looked unfavorably on stations that were 

“undesirable and obnoxious to . . . religious organizations” and that outright 

forbade the airing of “obscene, indecent, or profane” material, some news-

papers simply reported that the Fellowship Forum had been denied a license 

to broadcast. Th e reality was somewhat more complicated. Construction 

had been halted because the newspaper did not yet have a permit. A letter 

from Commissioner Orestes Caldwell of the FRC to Vance noted that while 

the Forum was welcome to apply, “the commission has on fi le 300 applica-

tions for new stations, for which it is unable to fi nd wave lengths.” No new 

permits could be issued until other stations ceased broadcasting, to prevent 

overcrowding of the airwaves. Th us, Caldwell wrote, he could give “very little 

encouragement looking toward a wave length on which to operate on in the 

future.” Numerous publications reveled in the Klan’s lack of foresight.

Caldwell’s letter elided the fact that the Forum had actually registered an 

application for a broadcast permit in April. Aft er receiving the Klan publica-

tion’s request, local radio supervisor G. E. Sterling wrote to the Department of 

Commerce to strongly recommend denying the Forum a permit:

Confi dential inquiries concerning this publishing company indicate that the 

above concern is connected with the Ku Klux Klan and that it is their policy 

to denounce in their publication, the Catholic Church. . . . It would seem on 

the strength of the above that it is safe to assume that this applicant, should 

a broadcast station be erected and licensed, would carry on religious propa-

ganda to the extent that it would be questionable whether such a station would 

be in the interest of public convenience, interest and necessity.

To support his point, Sterling wrote, he was “endeavoring to obtain a copy 

of its most radical publication in which religious attacks are published” and 

would forward his fi ndings to the department. He also recommended that if 
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“a station of this class” were to be licensed, it should be placed in a band wave 

“consistent with the type of material to be broadcast,” with an emphasis on the 

minimizing of interference with the “more desirable class of programs”— a 

common practice, in which favored stations (generally those owned by large 

corporations) were given access to the 400- meter band, while others were 

relegated to the crowded 360- meter band. In May, Sterling sent several issues 

of the Fellowship Forum on to his superiors, highlighting what he considered 

the most egregious religious attacks. Almost all the pieces were reprints of 

Franklin Ford’s radio addresses over WHAP.

It was only with this information in hand that Caldwell wrote to Vance in 

June to inform him that the Forum should not expect a broadcast permit any 

time soon. Contrary to what many anti- Klan publications around the coun-

try gleefully reported, the Invisible Empire had not technically been “denied 

a license.” Th e FRC had nonetheless eff ectively postponed the Forum’s debut 

indefi nitely. Th e Klan would have to take its turn in the glut of applications.

Vance was not one to take this news peacefully, and began to look for alter-

natives to speed the process along. By July, he had found his answer. In an ef-

fort coordinated by the Forum’s attorney, ex- Congressman Charles I.  Stengle 

(D- New York), the Forum agreed to buy station WTRC in Brooklyn— and 

the station’s broadcasting license— from the local Republican club that oper-

ated it. If the FRC would not grant the Forum a permit until another station 

freed up a portion of the broadcast spectrum, then Vance would simply buy 

an existing permit.

Th e Forum quickly fi led the necessary paperwork to have ownership of 

WTRC’s bandwidth offi  cially transferred. In the application, Vance stated that 

the Forum’s primary mission would be to broadcast lectures on “Religious, 

Educational, Fraternal, Agricultural, and Patriotic” subjects. Th is would be 

supplemented by musical programs intended to foster “higher moral, spir-

itual, educational, and patriotic standards.” Th e station, Vance boasted, “is 

asked for by 100,000 American citizens.” Asked how the station would be 

fi nancially supported, Vance coyly named “fraternal and patriotic services.”

At the end of July, the Department of Commerce fi nally issued a permit 

for the Fellowship Forum to begin construction of its new transmitter and stu-

dio. Although the Forum was “a recognized organ of the Ku Klux Klan” and 

“members of the commission regard the new station as having Klan leanings,” 

the FRC also decided to issue a permit that would allow broadcasting to begin 

on August 15 under the name WTFF. Th e Forum’s new station would retain 

WTRC’s power restrictions and undesirable frequency. Th e Klan would be 

broadcasting at 1,470 kilocycles, and with only 50 watts of power, so listeners 
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would have to tune their radios to “the extreme lower end” of the dial where 

“squeals will probably be heard” unless the rheostats were properly adjusted. 

Nonetheless, the Klannish movement now had its own radio station— and 

with it the imprimatur of the federal government.

Vance exulted that the FRC had “granted us everything which we asked 

for.” Despite the station’s limited range, the commission’s decision made na-

tional news. To head off  any potential backlash, the newspaper’s executives 

told reporters that the station would “not be Klan controlled” or “dominated 

by the Klan,” despite the fact that “many Klansmen read the Forum.” Vance 

similarly contended that the Forum was not “primarily a Ku Klux Klan or-

gan.” He could not deny that the newspaper and its radio station “could prop-

erly be described as ‘pro- Klan.’”

Any doubts about where the Forum’s allegiances lay would be quickly 

assuaged by an examination of who had contributed to the construction of 

the radio station. Of the more than two thousand organizations that had do-

nated to the newspaper’s campaign, over 90 percent were local Klans or Klan 

 affi  liates, including the Women’s Klan, the Junior Klan, and the Krusaders, 

the association for foreign- born Klansmen. Among the more than twenty- 

eight thousand individuals who donated, the Klan represented a similar pro-

portion among those who declared an affi  liation. Certainly, other fraternal 

groups sympathetic to the Forum had contributed— including the Indepen-

dent  Order of Odd Fellows, the Knights of Malta, and the Woman’s Chris-

tian Temperance Union. It is also important to remember that by this point 

the Klan’s organizational power had waned signifi cantly on a national level. 

Th is did not alter the fact that the new radio station’s executives, particu-

larly Vance, knew their greatest strength and support lay with the Invisible 

Empire.

At the end of August 1927, WTFF began broadcasting experimentally 

until the Forum’s new transmitter was fully operational. “Test programs of 

sacred and patriotic music” were aired for an hour every Tuesday, Th ursday, 

and Sunday evening. In October, aft er more than a year of fund- raising and 

months of bureaucratic wrangling, WTFF, “the Patriotic American Radio 

Broadcasting Station,” formally began broadcasting. Th e Forum claimed that 

properly tuned radios had managed to receive WTFF as far north as Ontario, 

as far west as Cleveland, and as far south as Georgia. Th e Klan movement 

fi nally had its own radio station on the air. Even so, this was not enough for 

Vance. By the end of the month, the station’s manager had applied to the FRC 

to boost WTFF’s power from fi ft y watts to a fantastic fi  fty thousand, which 

would make the station one of the three most powerful in the United States. 
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As the Washington Post noted, “Th e request for so great an increase in power” 

indicated “the desire of the pro- Klan organization to be heard over a large 

portion of the United States.”

In November, Caldwell wrote to Vance to inform him of the FRC’s deci-

sion. Although WTFF would remain in the undesirable portion of the spec-

trum, moving to 1,480 kilocycles, the station’s transmitter was approved to 

start broadcasting at ten thousand watts. Vance used the front page of the 

Forum to declare that WTFF would switch to the new power level as soon 

as possible, so as to best serve “the militant Protestant American army.” Th e 

editor also devoted no little space to celebrating the station’s triumph over 

“the bitter opposition of our enemies.” Th e minor opposition that WTFF 

met, however, was far from bitter. Th e FRC reported that “few protests had 

been received” about the power increase. Th e Kourier exulted that “all liberty- 

loving Americans” were behind the station.

Th e power increase transformed WTFF from a fairly minor local broad-

caster to a national outlet. Th e station began transmitting at ten thousand 

watts at the beginning of 1928. WTFF was now the fi ft h most powerful radio 

station in the United States. It was by far the most powerful station in the 

mid- Atlantic region. Letters praising its programming arrived from as far 

north as Nova Scotia, as far south as Havana, as far west as California, and 

as far east as England. Th e Klan movement had become a pioneer in high- 

powered low- frequency broadcasting. Not only had the FRC found nothing 

obscene, indecent, or profane in allowing the Ku Klux Klan on air, the move-

ment was now broadcasting coast- to- coast under government imprimatur. 

Hilmes has argued that early radio’s position as a federally regulated entity 

made it a semipublic institution, responsible for education on a par with 

schools, churches, and government. Th e Invisible Empire now had not only 

the cultural weight of government regulation behind its message, but also the 

ability to create both local and national publics, potentially reaching millions 

of American homes.

Representative of the continuities that marked the cultural landscape of 

the 1920s, the Klan broadcaster was largely unremarkable in its program-

ming. A special New Year’s Day lineup to mark the power shift  was listed by 

the Washington Evening Star as the best radio programming of the day, off er-

ing the usual mix of “musical entertainment, religious sermons, and patriotic 

addresses.” Although clearly Klan- approved, the broadcasts varied little from 

those of the majority of other broadcasters. Most consisted simply of suit-

able musical selections and lectures by a variety of individuals, rather than 

singularly Klannish programming. Th e newspaper editor estimated that the 
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station spent roughly four hours each week on “entertainment,” four hours 

on religious material, and two hours each on educational, agricultural, and 

fraternal matters. Th e only signifi cant variation from a growing norm was 

that WTFF did not air commercials.

Th e average station fi lled its programming with music and variety acts. 

Dance bands, transmitted live from hotel ballrooms, became a staple of the 

airwaves. Classical music and “old- time” tunes remained popular. Radio was 

soon a key arbiter in determining “popular” music. As one longtime Tin Pan 

Alley writer lamented, “Th e gal in Kalamazoo don’t buy sheet music any 

more.” Increasingly, she didn’t buy phonograph records either. Radio was be-

coming the primary means of musical consumption for many Americans— 

and the Klan movement was no exception.

According to the schedule published by the Forum at the beginning of 

1928, WTFF dedicated Sunday evenings to musical numbers “specially suited 

to a Sunday,” climaxing in a gospel sermon. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 

evenings saw “varied selections” of music, “serious and humorous readings,” 

and “patriotic addresses.” Vance also off ered up the station to any members of 

Congress who wished to take advantage of its services, free of charge. Many 

accepted, happy to take advantage of the high- power transmitter’s ability to 

reach both their home state and a national audience. A bipartisan parade of 

politicians passed through the studio, from the progressive Senator William 

Borah (R- Idaho) to Senator “Cotton Tom” Hefl in (D- Alabama) to Congress-

man Albert Johnson (R- Washington), cosponsor of the 1924 Immigration 

Act. Broadcasts might range from a local monologist to vaudeville acts to 

an outline of the current political situation by a sitting senator. Th e diverse 

musical off erings gave listeners both “Old Time melodies” and novelty acts 

cashing in on the craze for Hawaiian music, and much more.

At the same time, WTFF did not shy away from its Klan connections. 

Every Friday night was set aside as a special “Fraternal Night.” Th e Invisible 

Empire’s local music troupes, particularly the choirs of the Fairfax County, 

Virginia, Klan and its Women’s Klan affi  liate, appeared frequently. Klan lec-

turers and lectures approving of the Klan’s activities and ideals were popular 

mainstays of the station’s programming. Imperial Commander Robbie Gill 

Comer’s portrait was hung in the WTFF studio, the fi rst picture to adorn 

the new facility’s walls, to mark the notable contribution of Klanswomen to 

the Forum’s fund- raising campaign. Th e Kourier printed lengthy paeans to 

WTFF’s “great patriotic fraternal program” and “important mission.” Aft er 

the power increase, Klan leaders from around the country, including the head 

of Indiana’s Women’s Klan, made pilgrimages to Virginia to appear on the 

station. A fairly typical evening on WTFF saw talks from Congressman Ewin 
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Davis (D- Tennessee) on farm relief and from Gail S. Carter, Grand Dragon of 

Illinois, on public schools.

Yet WTFF would ultimately falter and fail. In large part, that was because 

even as the station reached the airwaves, it was already outdated. Th e prob-

lem was not the programming, which seemingly successfully appealed to a 

broad audience. Th e problem was revenue. As radio audiences had become 

more sophisticated and discerning in their entertainment choices, many 

companies quickly learned how to monetize their broadcasting. An AT&T 

station aired the fi rst “commercial” in 1922. Th e company introduced spon-

sored programming in 1923. By 1925, an increasing number of stations used 

short commercial “spots” to fi nance their operations. By 1928, the practice of 

selling a minute of airtime had become common.

Th is commercialization of the airwaves had made radio broadcasting 

big business. As such, it had begun to attract heavier investment and greater 

corporate involvement. Even before WTFF had received its license, indepen-

dent radio broadcasting was in decline. In 1926, as the Forum had struggled 

to raise the money to build a transmitter and studio, David Sarnoff  and his 

fellow executives at RCA had been building a new, permanently connected 

radio system using the AT&T telephone network. Th at year, the new corpo-

rate conglomerate of NBC hit the airwaves. In a process hastened by the 1927 

radio legislation, the widely varying voices of independent stations began to 

disappear in the “public interest.” In their place came the general- purpose 

programming of the network, centralized in New York and distributed across 

the country.

Th at centralization had also made it far easier to fund broadcasting from 

the regulated and standardized sale of advertising time. In this, WTFF was a 

proud outlier. As the Forum asserted, the station “owes allegiance to none.” 

It was “not affi  liated with any ‘chain’ system.” Th e broadcaster would remain 

true to ideals of Americanism. In doing so, it refused to “solicit or broadcast 

advertising programs.” WTFF, the Forum declared, would never “advertise or 

promote the sale of horse- collars, razor blades, or whiskered cough drops.”

It was possible to take that kind of stand against advertising as long as the 

newspaper could aff ord to support the broadcasting arm as a promotional 

tool. But the Klan’s membership was collapsing, and the Forum’s circulation 

had begun a severe decline. Vance had to do something if his entire opera-

tion were not to collapse, and he refused to demean his greater purpose with 

radio commercials. So, in October 1928, a little more than fourteen months 

aft er WTFF’s fi rst broadcast, the editor launched a rebranding eff ort in the 

hope of making up his revenue shortfall. Vance wrote to the FRC to declare 

that he would soon “change the policy and improve the quality of all pro-
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grams fl owing through the microphone of Station WTFF.” To mark “separat-

ing the past from the future,” he requested that the station’s name be changed 

to WJSV. Th is “new” station would carry religious programming only on 

Sundays and devote the remainder of its time to the same kind of general- 

purpose programming off ered by the fl edgling networks. Asked whether 

WJSV “would continue to run as a pro- Klan station,” Vance told reporters 

that it would not.

In November 1928, WTFF became WJSV. Klan broadcasts all but disap-

peared from the air, although their motivating sentiments remained— the 

station continued to broadcast vicious attacks on 1928 Democratic presiden-

tial candidate Al Smith throughout the transition. Th e holding company that 

owned both the radio station and the Fellowship Forum, the Independent 

Publishing Company, was soon approached by a “new country- wide network 

now being formed,” the American Broadcasting Company (ABC), about sell-

ing the station. Vance refused.

Th e station continued to limp along, but could not last for long. By 1932, 

with the Forum weakened, the Klan all but defunct, and still refusing to carry 

advertising, the Independent Publishing Company could no longer absorb 

the fi nancial loss of operating WJSV. Instead, it accepted a new off er— from 

Jazz Age impresario William S. Paley and CBS. Starting with only sixteen af-

fi liates to NBC’s fi ft y, the new network had grown rapidly since 1928. By 1930, 

there were forty- nine affi  liates in the CBS family, but the network needed 

more. And so it was that in 1932, Paley, that fi xture of New York nightlife, 

leased the Ku Klux Klan’s valuable high- power transmitter to carry the net-

work’s programming. In 1935, CBS bought the station outright. Th e Invisible 

Empire’s foray into the world of early radio was over.

Th ough easily forgotten, the formative years of broadcast radio had been 

molded by the same world that propelled the Ku Klux Klan to prominence. 

Even as Klan members traveled widely to use radio to spread their message 

on stations around the country, a blackface minstrel performer from Chicago 

named Wendell Hall used similar itinerant appearances to make himself the 

fi rst national radio star. While CBS sought to expand its reach, the network’s 

Th e Majestic Th eater Hour made stars of George Moran and Charlie Mack, 

the “Two Black Crows.” By 1929, radio audiences could switch back and forth 

from the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan to the antics of the Mystic Knights of 

the Sea on NBC’s new blackface sensation Amos ’n’ Andy. In a symbol of the 

irregular cultural divisions at the heart of the 1920s, the show’s theme was 

Joseph Carl Breil’s “Th e Perfect Song”— the love theme from Th e Birth of a 

Nation. Radio and the Klan did not exist in separate worlds. Rather, they 

were oft en uncomfortably closely entangled. Once again largely divorced 
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from organizational control, Klannish broadcasters found audiences around 

the country, an Invisible Empire of the airwaves. While the Klan movement’s 

active participation in the world of radio may have been short- lived, it left  a 

lasting mark. What started as WTFF still operates today in the nation’s capital 

as WTOP, broadcasting traffi  c and weather on the eights.



9

Invisible Umpires

Th e Ku Kluxers are going to have their own baseball league next year and we suppose 

they will use invisible umpires.

W i s c o n s i n  S u p e r i o r  T e l e g r a m ,  March 1924

Sport— like popular novels, songs, and fi lms— off ered another stage on which 

the nation’s postwar cultural psychodramas played out. Perhaps no story 

gripped Americans in the 1920s more than the battles of Jack Dempsey and 

Gene Tunney. In 1926, when Tunney beat Dempsey for the world heavy-

weight boxing title, newspapers dedicated almost as much space to the fi ght 

as they had to the armistice that ended World War I. Th e New York Times 

alone gave over nearly thirteen pages to the fi ght. Congress adjourned early 

to allow lawmakers to attend, joining Henry Ford, Al Jolson, and a bevy of 

other national notables. More than three hundred thousand people listened 

on a special radio hookup organized by NBC’s David Sarnoff . A year later, the 

Tunney- Dempsey rematch was aired coast- to- coast on eighty- two radio sta-

tions, drawing an estimated fi ft y million listeners— or 45 percent of the U.S. 

population. When Dempsey knocked down Tunney in the infamous “long 

count,” NBC broadcaster Graham McNamee’s breathless coverage reportedly 

resulted in eleven deaths from heart failure.

As the Dempsey- Tunney mania demonstrated, boxing— and sport in gen-

eral—had become a popular obsession for a wide cross section of Americans 

by the mid- 1920s. While its wider signifi cance is oft en overlooked in histories 

of the period, sport was a central pillar in the creation of the new mass society 

that bound the nation in a common cultural identity. Th e spectacle of sport-

ing achievement provided popular melodrama to a rapidly growing mass 

audience. Members of the Ku Klux Klan were no exception. Yet the clash be-

tween the Klan’s rhetoric on boxing and the lived ideology of the movement 

is another telling example of the Invisible Empire’s complex and ambivalent 

relationship with a modern pluralist mass culture.
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Th e growing popularity of boxing was a remarkable reversal from prewar 

trends. Between the turn of the century and the end of World War I, boxing 

had been widely viewed as “more a crime wave than a sport.” Fixed fi ghts, 

brutal tactics, and fatalities in the ring all served to discredit boxing in much 

of the public mind. State aft er state outlawed the sport as even proponents of 

the pugilistic arts were forced to acknowledge that the situation had become 

untenable. At the time of the Dempsey- Tunney fi ght, it was illegal to even 

transport fi lms of boxing matches across state lines.

Th e New York Klan newspaper the American Standard attacked boxing 

as a “brutal and crooked business.” It had become a “rotten spot in American 

life” and “an injurious infl uence to American children and youths,” appeal-

ing only to “savage blood- lust and hate.” When the Maryland Athletic Club’s 

boxing arena was burned down in 1923, most local residents believed it to be 

the work of the Klan, which had allegedly threatened to destroy the venue. 

Similarly, when the Klan of Marion, Ohio, purchased a new meeting place in 

1924, its fi rst act was to cancel a prizefi ght that the property’s previous owners 

had scheduled. As the local Kleagle explained, “Clean athletic contests will be 

sponsored by the Klan, but no prize fi ghts.”

Boxing was theoretically a ripe target for nativists like the Ku Klux Klan, 

who complained that the sport was “almost entirely in the hands of Jews and 

Roman Catholics.” As an avenue to success with comparatively fewer barriers 

of religious and racial bigotry, boxing was particularly popular with second- 

generation Jewish Americans. Th rough the 1920s, Jewish boxers dominated 

prizefi ghting in the United States, closely followed by those of Italian and 

Irish heritage. Th e management, promotion, and training of fi ghters also saw 

Jewish Americans take “disproportionately prominent roles.” Th ese boxers, 

who oft en remained closely attached to the same neighborhoods in which 

they had been raised, were a source of ethnic pride and pushed for the accep-

tance of the immigrant communities they represented. In particular, Benny 

Leonard, the lightweight champion of the world from 1917 to 1925, was, ac-

cording to historian Peter Levine, a “folk hero” to East European Jewish im-

migrants and their children.

Equally obnoxious to the Klannish sensibility was the notable place of 

African Americans within the ring. As one historian of interracial boxing has 

suggested, black boxers “were competing in a sport where their mere involve-

ment scraped white insecurities.” Around the turn of the century, the bur-

geoning talent of African American boxers like Jack Johnson and the appeal 

of the sport to a predominantly immigrant male urban working- class crowd 

had allowed for a weakening of the color line. Boxing became one of the few 
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professional sports in which African Americans were allowed to excel prior 

to the Second World War.

Th e 1908 victory of Jack Johnson over white Canadian Tommy Burns 

for the heavyweight title— a fi ght in which Johnson taunted and humiliated 

Burns in front of a white audience— and his crushing 1910 defeat of the “Great 

White Hope” Jim Jeff ries upended notions of racial superiority. As a result 

of these performances and his well- publicized romances with white women, 

Johnson became “the central sexual and racial scapegoat of the era.” His vic-

tories irredeemably sullied boxing’s reputation among many whites. With 

such a public preponderance of Jewish and Catholic involvement, and with 

the racialized specter of Johnson’s “unforgivable blackness” (in the words 

of W. E. B. DuBois) looming over it, it would seem inevitable that the Klan 

would condemn boxing.

Yet among the nation as a whole— including members of the Invisible 

Empire— the popularity of pugilism was rapidly increasing in the 1920s. 

Many Americans had learned to box while serving in the military during 

World War I and carried a newfound appreciation for boxing back into civil-

ian life. Th e newly formed American Legion refl ected this changing attitude, 

promoting fi ghts in many areas. Th e Klan was little diff erent. In Indiana, for 

example, the Fiery Cross boasted of the “leading exponents of the fi stic arts” 

who were plying their trade at nearby Fort Benjamin Harrison. Th e organizer 

of these military bouts had “succeeded in lift ing the boxing game to a higher 

plane,” and was allegedly reviving considerable interest in the sport.

By 1924, Junior Klans were encouraging amateur boxing matches as a 

means of manly development. With the Klan headquarters in Georgia lead-

ing the way, it was soon a regular occurrence for boys across the United States 

to lace up their gloves. At the end of regular meetings, a makeshift  gym was 

erected, and members made “the Klavern ring with leather- pusher thuds.” 

Th e indoor sport was particularly popular among Junior Klansmen with the 

encroachment of the winter months, when outdoor activities were restricted.

Th e apex of the Invisible Empire’s involvement with boxing came in the 

Klan stronghold of Colorado. In 1925, the Denver Klan staged its First An-

nual Ku Klux Klan Boxing and Wrestling Tourney. Over eleven days (with 

no bouts on Sundays) at the Klan’s own Cotton Mills Stadium, 250 fi ghters 

competed in eight diff erent weight categories. To broaden appeal, each night’s 

program was preceded by tumbling acts and live music “to add zest,” while 

promotional materials heavily emphasized the respectability of the event with 

the fact that “women are especially invited.”

For the majority of the eleven days, the sports page of the Denver Post was 

dominated by banner headlines promoting the Klan tournament, with full 
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results of every bout and extensive details of the best fi ghts of each night. Th e 

Post’s enthusiasm for the event reached fever pitch with its claim that a battle 

between Mike Verant and Jack Dale was “one of the greatest comeback fi ghts 

ever staged.” Although the Post always made sure to highlight the Klan’s role 

in organizing the competition, the Invisible Empire’s involvement in organiz-

ing a major sporting event seems to have drawn little comment and even less 

criticism. Th e newspaper focused solely on the boxing itself and not on what 

the event suggested about the Invisible Empire’s place in Colorado life.

Th is incongruous disconnect was particularly noticeable in the January 25 

edition of the Post. Th e front cover was dominated by news of the bloody Klan 

riot at Herrin, Illinois, that left  four dead. Th e sports page was dominated by 

the “A1 program” of the Klan’s boxing tournament, which was “unmarred by 

one instance of inferior sport.” Whatever was happening in the larger world, 

it seems, it did not immediately aff ect the Klan’s place in American sport-

ing life.

With the Post’s enthusiasm and the Klan’s showmanship behind it, the 

tournament was a notable success, drawing crowds of between three thou-

sand and four thousand most nights. Notable spectators included prominent 

local boxing enthusiast Clarence Morley, a Klansman and the newly elected 

governor of Colorado. Th e event was such a triumph that organizers declared 

their intentions to hold monthly Klan boxing shows “featuring some of the 

best mitt slingers in the country,” but no evidence can be found that this plan 

came to fruition. Nor was the Denver Klan ever able to equal its accomplish-

ment. By 1926, a vicious internecine battle within the Colorado Klan had left  

the organization moribund. Th e second (and fi nal) annual Klan boxing tour-

nament was overshadowed by the Denver Athletic Committee boxing tour-

nament and received scant attention.

In the meantime, though, boxing had become big business in America— 

and for the Ku Klux Klan. Th e “sweet science” had become suffi  ciently popu-

lar that the Klan of Danville, Illinois, was allegedly able to fi ll a lecture hall to 

the raft ers, with hundreds still left  outside, when it invited a boxer to deliver 

a public lecture. Th e sportsman met with a “lively and friendly welcome,” and 

the audience expressed their approval of his talk on the “Golden Rule” in an 

“emphatic manner.” In a revealing insight into the fl uctuating cultural bound-

aries of the 1920s, that boxer was the unforgivably black Jack Johnson.

Th e least well understood of the Invisible Empire’s cultural endeavors, 

the Klan movement’s relationship with sport off ers perhaps the most sig-

nifi cant insight into the complexities of American cultural life in the 1920s. 

Sports represented a unique expression of both American and Klannish iden-

tity. As such, they off ered an important tool of legitimization. Ra ther than 
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 proclaiming the Klan’s all- American nature, Klan members were able to dem-

onstrate it. Involvement in sports was a notable means of outreach and self- 

promotion, of constructing and reinforcing the imagined community of the 

heroic and virtuous Invisible Empire. It was also very much an outgrowth 

of the genuine enthusiasm of Klan members— everyday American men and 

women— for boxing, basketball, and, above all, baseball.

In this, the Klan movement was no diff erent from the majority of Ameri-

cans of the era. Sports had a good claim to being the most popular of the 

popular arts in the 1920s. Historians have long described the postwar pe-

riod as “sports crazy.” In 1922, the Literary Digest proclaimed the decade to 

be “a new golden age of sport and outdoor amusements.” Th e amount of 

space that newspapers devoted to sport increased from less than 1 percent in 

1880 to nearly 16 percent by 1923. Baseball and boxing became radio staples. 

Th e “bally hoo” that accompanied this “golden age” pushed athletic events 

to the forefront of the nation’s mind. Even the reliably misanthropic H.  L. 

Mencken—who complained, “I . . . hate all sports as rabidly as a person who 

likes sports hates common sense”— privately harbored a fondness for baseball 

as “the best game ever invented” and spent his childhood as “a violent fan for 

the Orioles.”

In the process, sports fandom raised athletes to an oft en- mythic status, 

creating popular folk heroes whose names still resonate today. Dempsey and 

Tunney in the ring. Knute Rockne and the Notre Dame football team. Johnny 

Weissmuller, swinging from Olympic swimmer to movie Tarzan. Bobby 

Jones dominated the world of golf, even as Bill Tilden became an icon on the 

tennis court. And all the while, the big bat of George Herman Ruth grew the 

legend of the “Babe.”

If we remove these sporting legends from their contemporary context, 

though, we lose the complex reality of the cultural 1920s. Even if we look 

only at the burgeoning world of professional baseball, it is evident that we 

cannot clearly divide the world of the Klan from the world of modernity. 

Player/manager Tris Speaker of the Cleveland Indians— who hailed from the 

same small town in Texas as Imperial Wizard Hiram Evans— was alleged to 

be a member of the organization. Fellow Hall of Famer Rogers Hornsby of 

the St. Louis Cardinals was widely understood to be a citizen of the Invis-

ible Empire. Ty Cobb of the Detroit Tigers, one of the best ever all- around 

baseball players, may or may not have been offi  cially affi  liated with the Klan. 

A virulent racist, he was undoubtedly sympathetic to the wider Klan move-

ment in the 1920s. His fellow Georgian Roy “Dizzy” Carlyle is probably best 

remembered now for purportedly hitting the longest measured home run 
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ever. He was certainly a member of the Ku Klux Klan, even as he played for 

the Washington Senators, the Boston Red Sox, and the New York Yankees— 

alongside Lou Gehrig and Babe Ruth.

Th is reality was not restricted to professional sports. Growing interest in 

athletic competition spurred greater participation at all levels of society as 

organizations across the United States formed sports teams and sponsored 

events. Th e Ku Klux Klan was no exception to this trend. Klan teams sprang 

up all over the country, playing baseball, basketball, and other sports. And in 

doing so, the movement thrived within the mainstream of American sport-

ing life. Even as they espoused the rhetoric of cultural war, members of the 

Invisible Empire competed peaceably with other Klan teams, other Protes-

tant fraternal organizations, Jewish teams, Catholic teams, and even African 

American teams.

Sport in the 1920s itself presents a telling paradox. Segregation in sport of-

ten served as a reminder and symbol of enduring racial division. Yet as a mass 

institution of modern national identity, sport was a pillar of the American 

civil religion and a key tool of immigrant assimilation. Sport, in the words of 

historian Peter Levine, was a “middle ground,” a “signifi cant cultural institu-

tion” that “encouraged . . . enthusiasm for full integration into American life.” 

Levine was referring specifi cally to the Jewish immigrant experience, but his 

observations apply to a broad range of “fringe” groups, from Mormons to 

the House of David. Anyone who “played the game” theoretically had the 

opportunity to assert their place in American society. Sport allowed the men 

and women of the Invisible Empire to come together to reinforce the virtu-

ous imagined identity of the Klannish community. Th ey could prove both 

to themselves and to the world at large that the Klan movement was to be 

celebrated, not feared.

It is revealing both of the fractured nature of the Klan organization and 

of the extent to which Klannishness was already embedded in the American 

mainstream (and vice versa) that this was seemingly a largely unconscious 

process. Th e Invisible Empire’s forays into the world of athletics were spo-

radic and haphazard. Sports results were never prominently featured in Klan 

publications. Klan athletic teams were never organized within any kind of 

uniform structure or subjected to some kind of national regulation. Sport 

was rarely a focus of the organization’s offi  cial activities. Some events (or 

simply plans for events) were obviously intended to draw as much attention 

as possible. On the whole, though, such games tended to be the exception. 

Newspapers, Klannish or otherwise, rarely highlighted the Invisible Empire’s 

sporting endeavors. On the occasions Klan games did attract notice, the com-
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mentary elicited tended to be heavily weighted toward the mechanics of the 

sport rather than toward any deeper ideological context.

Th is haphazard engagement meant that sport was oft en not a shining bea-

con of achievement for the Ku Klux Klan. Even as attendance at college foot-

ball games doubled, the closest the Invisible Empire came to Knute Rockne 

was causing a riot with the Catholic students of Notre Dame. In 1925, the fi rst 

race at the Klan’s own auto- racing stadium in Denver was won by Ralph De 

Palma— a world speed record holder, a winner of the Indianapolis 500, an 

Italian immigrant, and, as the Colorado Springs Gazette gleefully reported, 

a Catholic. Th ere is no record of the Klan reaction to De Palma’s win of the 

four- thousand- dollar prize, but, as the Gazette described it, “smiles are the 

order around sporting circles of Denver.”

Th e world of basketball was a little more welcoming to the Invisible Em-

pire. Although most professional basketball teams in the 1920s hailed from 

New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania (where, like boxing, the sport was 

dominated by second- generation Jewish Americans), it was in the Midwest 

that passion for the amateur game reached its peak. As Phillip M. Hoose has 

written, basketball was an “epidemic” in Indiana, played in every available 

space. Fittingly, the Klan’s basketball teams seem to have been most success-

ful in Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan, although viable Klan teams could also be 

found in Illinois, Iowa, Pennsylvania, and California.

Local observers were initially skeptical of the Klan’s involvement with 

the game. Th e most pressing question for the Kokomo Daily Tribune was, 

“How’re they gonna shoot baskets with their masks on?” Nonetheless, Indi-

ana, Ohio, and Michigan were all home before long to a suffi  cient number 

of Junior Klan basketball teams that by 1924 they were each able to organize 

large statewide tournaments. Th eir respective champions then battled for top 

interstate honors. Th e winning team stood to receive a special Ku Klux Klan 

trophy, and gold medals would be awarded for sportsmanship and for the 

most valuable player.

Klan members and sympathizers from all over the Midwest gathered to 

watch and play basketball. Local newspapers off ered a subdued response. Th e 

Logansport Pharos- Tribune best encapsulated the seeming apathy, reporting 

simply that “another basketball tournament has been announced to the al-

ready long list of tourneys held in Indiana.” Th e Klan may have been involved, 

but the prospect of another round of basketball games apparently off ered lit-

tle novelty or surprise. Th e tournament would be reported on much as all the 

others were— local newspapers cheering their respective hometown teams 

and lamenting their defeats— with little or no editorial comment on the fact 

that it was the Klan that was competing.
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On the aft ernoon of April 5, Kokomo beat Elwood to become state 

 champions. A few hours later, the interstate championship was settled as 

 Kokomo was thoroughly beaten by New Philadelphia, the Ohio state Klan 

champions. Indiana newspapers lamented the loss, but the Junior Klan had 

found  acceptance into Indianan sporting life. Th e change was most noticeable 

in the initially dismissive Kokomo Daily Tribune. By the end of 1924, the news-

paper was taking the Indianapolis Star to task for having ignored the  Kokomo 

Junior Klan’s victory at the basketball tournament in its annual roundup of 

Indiana’s 1924 state champions. Hometown pride seemingly trumped any 

qualms the newspaper may have had about the Invisible Empire.

By 1926, no team refl ected the widespread popularity and acceptance of 

Junior Klan basketball more than the Xenia Klan of Ohio, composed of “a 

number of well known players,” including “several ex- high school luminar-

ies.” Competing against teams from seven other cities, the Xenia Junior Klan 

won that year’s state championship. Th e local newspaper, the Xenia Evening 

Gazette, excitedly reported the Klan’s victories, praising the team’s “fi ne fl oor 

games.” Despite this powerful performance, the Xenia’s team dominance did 

not extend into the 1927 season (the last year that the championships were 

held), when the Lima Junior Klan’s players took top honors.

Unlike some teams, the Xenia Junior Klan did not confi ne itself to com-

peting only with other Klans. Little attention seems to have been paid to its 

organizational affi  liation as both the local newspaper and other teams treated 

the Junior Kluxers as just another youth basketball team (albeit a successful 

one with a strong record) in a town fi lled with them. When a new indepen-

dent basketball team, the Xenia Celtics, was formed in February 1926, their 

fi rst order of business was to challenge the best teams in the city— including 

the Xenia Eagles, the National Guard team, and the Junior Klansmen. An 

even greater indication of the Junior Klan’s integration into the city’s sporting 

life came in March of that same year. When another local team, the Xenia 

Buckeye Big “5,” were unable to secure the court at the local high school to 

play a game, the event was shift ed to the local Klan “tabernacle” to play on the 

Xenia Junior Klan’s fl oor. Th e fact that the Buckeye Big “5” was an all African 

American team seems to have evinced little mention.

Th e incorporation of these Junior Klan teams into the Midwestern 

 basketball community is a signifi cant indicator of the extent to which the 

Klan movement was invested in American cultural life in the 1920s. Like 

other Midwesterners, the Junior Klansmen were swept up in the phenom-

enon that basketball represented in that section of the country. As Robert 

and Helen Lynd noted in their study of the Midwestern Middletown, “more 

civic loyalty centers around basket- ball than around any other one thing.” 
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Th e  cheering crowds were not divided by their beliefs. “North Side and South 

Side,  Catholic and Kluxer, banker and machinist,” all came together to sup-

port the local team.

Th at enthusiasm was even greater when it came to baseball. Sports histo-

rian Steven Riess has argued that baseball in the 1920s was “probably more 

successful in helping socialize and integrate Americans than ever before.” A 

Utah team, the Salt Lake City Mormons, helped the church “prove its Ameri-

can character” without surrendering its community identity. Th e Christian 

Israelites of the House of David fi elded one of the most popular and suc-

cessful barnstorming baseball teams of the decade, an “evangelistic tool” that 

promoted the group’s “religious acceptability.” Ku Klux Klan members were, 

to a signifi cant extent, just another group of “athletic assimilationists.”

But not everyone took the idea of the Klan playing baseball entirely seri-

ously. Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, minister of New York’s First Presbyterian 

Church, declared that “the millennium will come when the Ku Klux Klan and 

the Knights of Columbus play a baseball game with a negro umpire for the 

benefi t of the Jewish employees of Henry Ford at Zion City.” Walter Dill Scott, 

president of Northwestern University, was more optimistic, telling “a story of 

a friend who said he would not be surprised if some day the Knights of Co-

lumbus would play a match ball game with the Ku Klux Klan, with a colored 

umpire, and the gate receipts going to Jewish charities.” A correspondent in 

the African American Chicago Defender joked about the game being for the 

benefi t of the Young Men’s Hebrew Association. Th e socialist African Ameri-

can magazine Th e Messenger declared that such a game, with the proceeds 

going to a Jewish orphan asylum, would be the very defi nition of “good old- 

fashioned Americanism.” Th e joke was repeated so oft en, with slight varia-

tions, that as early as 1923 the Klan’s Imperial Night- Hawk referred to it as 

an “old chestnut,” while fake tickets for these imaginary games were sold as 

novelty items (see fi g. 9.1).

What those who jested about such matters did not realize was that mem-

bers of the Invisible Empire were busily engaged in attempting to organize 

exactly those kinds of games. In July 1924, perhaps inspired by the “old chest-

nut,” Colonel Evan Watkins, Klan pastor and lecturer of Youngstown, Ohio, 

challenged the Knights of Columbus to a baseball game during an upcoming 

Klan picnic. As far as the Klan organization was concerned, the Knights of 

Columbus were a fundamentally subversive force, out to bring the United 

States under papal domination. Th e Columbians saw the Klan as little more 

than organized thuggery designed to crush Catholicism in America. Yet, as 

Watkins explained in the invitation, a “colored referee” and “2 Jewish friends 

on the gate” would be features of the matchup so that the game “ought to take 
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out of the day all the usual sting of bigotry which the enemies of the Klan 

usually attribute to it.”

Th ese were not simply abstract references to the oft - repeated imaginary 

game. Th e umpire was identifi ed as Claude Johnson, a “well known negro 

athlete.” Th e takings from the game, which would be donated to charity, 

were to be handled by Max Brunswick, a “Jewish lawyer.” An Associated Press 

report on the invitation was picked up by newspapers across the country. Th e 

Chicago Defender headlined its article, “Scorekeeper Should Add Casualties 

to Box Score Columns.” No casualty report was ever needed though, as the 

Knights of Columbus declined the invitation.

A similar situation arose a year later in Orange, Texas. Local newspapers 

reported that the Orange chapters of the Ku Klux Klan and the Knights of 

Columbus would play a charity baseball game to benefi t the town’s school, 

said to be in dire fi nancial straits. One report claimed that Imperial Wizard 

Hiram Evans and two Catholic cardinals would sign the balls for the game. 

Another suggested that music at the event would be provided by the Orange 

Negro Band and that ticket sales would be handled by members of the local 

Jewish community. Reactions to the announcement ranged from bemused 

to approving. One newspaper compared the game to the biblical prophecy 

of Isaiah “that the wolf shall dwell with the lamb,” and unimaginatively joked 

that the umpire would be a rabbi and an African American would serve as 

batboy. At the other end of the spectrum, the Hutchinson News declared that 

the game represented the “real cooperation” of “opposing factions” uniting 

“for the good of all.” Similarly, the Mexia Daily News declared that “religious 

F i g u r e  9 . 1 .  Popular joke item: a ticket for an unlikely event, ca. 1924.
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prejudices will be cast to the four winds” for the public benefi t. Th e Mes-

senger’s dream of good old- fashioned Americanism was apparently alive and 

well. Despite these high hopes, the game once again failed to materialize. Th e 

fl urry of news reports on the “much- heralded game” and the claims of the lo-

cal Knights of Columbus notwithstanding, the Orange Ku Klux Klan alleged 

that they had never actually been asked to play.

Th at same year, in Sterling, Illinois, a slightly diff erent challenge was lev-

eled. Th ere, it was the Sterling Browns, “a local all- star colored baseball team,” 

that issued an invitation to the Klan for a game to be played during the orga-

nization’s outdoor celebration at the end of July 1925. Th e Klansmen appar-

ently rejected the Browns’ off er of “a real battle” in favor of playing a team 

fi elded by the Illinois Northern Utilities Company. Instead, according to the 

Sterling Daily Gazette, the Klan scheduled a game against the Browns for 

Labor Day weekend.

It is unclear whether that game ever came to pass, but an analogous 

matchup— one of the few Klan sporting events to receive any real historical 

analysis— was held in Wichita, Kansas. In June 1925, the Wichita Monrovians, 

“Wichita’s crack colored team,” played local Klan No. 6. Th e Monrovians were 

a particularly successful African American semipro team. Popular and profi t-

able enough to own their own ballpark, they had just returned from a barn-

storming tour of the state. Th e Klan, conversely, had recently been ruled to be 

operating illegally in Kansas by the state supreme court, a serious blow to the 

organization. Nonetheless, the two teams (it is unclear which approached the 

other) came to an agreement to meet on the baseball diamond.

To “get away from all possible favoritism,” two well- known local amateur 

umpires were selected to score the game— “Irish” Garrety and Dan Dwyer, 

both Irish Catholics. Fearing the combination of elements could result in 

trouble, the local newspaper warned that “strangle holds, razors, horsewhips, 

and other violent implements of argument will be barred.” Whether because 

of or despite the threat of violence due to “the wide diff erence of the two 

organizations,” the local newspaper predicted that “the novelty of the game 

will attract a large crowd of fans.” Both teams promised that “all the fans will 

see is baseball,” and the game did indeed go off  without a hitch. Th e Monro-

vians defeated the Klan ten to eight in a “close and interesting baseball battle.” 

And that was an end to it. Although it was described as the “best attended 

and most interesting game” held that day, the matchup was not apparently 

so much more fascinating than any of the other baseball games as to warrant 

anything other than a two- sentence report on the mechanics of the game. If 

Fosdick was right, the millennium had come. Yet the game seemed to stir 

little interest— both at the time and among historians ever since.
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Th ose few who have remarked upon these games have viewed them largely 

as novelties, usually publicity- seeking stunts in an eff ort to boost member-

ship. Brian Carroll argues that the fi xture was “a Klan ploy to curry favor 

with the public at large and the black community especially.” Jason Pendleton 

dismisses it as “anomalous.” William Jenkins situates Reverend Watkins’s in-

vitation in the context of a crumbling Ohio Klan, riven with infi ghting and 

driven to desperate lengths to rebuild its popularity.

Th is interpretation does have its merits. It does seem as if a number of 

these unorthodox baseball games were the actions of Klaverns whose power 

had faded. Th ey were apparently relatively few and far between, and a rea-

sonable case could be made that the proposals for the games were done for 

publicity purposes. Klans that had passed their apex were grasping at straws 

in an attempt to put themselves back into the public eye and regain the infl u-

ence they once had. But this explanation fails to answer convincingly how the 

Klan hoped to use the game as a recruiting tool. Staging the event to disas-

sociate the organization from the “sting of bigotry” might “curry favor” with 

the local black community, or provide a patina of respectability. But in almost 

every other medium, from newspapers to radio, declining Klans made eff orts 

to energize the core movement to boost membership rather than engage in 

the earlier politicking of the national leadership. By engaging— and poten-

tially losing to— an African American team in a sport that was still largely 

segregated nationwide, the Wichita Klan organization would surely have run 

the risk of alienating their base, and actually losing members. Either way, the 

game certainly did nothing for the Klavern’s long- term prospects. If the event 

was a recruiting tool, it was not a particularly eff ective one.

Moreover, the dismissal of these games as anomalies or publicity stunts is 

refl ective of a larger issue in how we have understood the Klan and the 1920s 

more generally. Concentrating on narratives of organizational affi  liation 

means that we lose the wider implications of these games for the construction 

and reinforcement of Klannish community and identity. Th ese games were 

far from an anomaly, and are revealing of the Klan movement’s relationship 

with American culture. On the baseball diamond, the cultural scripts of Klan 

propaganda took life. Nowhere was this more obvious than in the noteworthy 

success of Klan amateur sandlot baseball teams.

As attendance at professional baseball games stayed above ten million 

throughout the decade, more and more Americans were no longer content 

to simply watch. Th ey began to play as well. Most major cities supported 

at least two or three diff erent sandlot leagues, largely divided up between 

well- meaning but lackluster amateurs and more polished semiprofessional 

teams. Atlanta, for instance, had fi ve amateur baseball leagues in the 1924 
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season, each featuring at least six teams. Companies, churches, or charities— 

organizations of every kind put together nines to take to the fi eld in cities and 

towns across the country.

Th e fi rst Klan sandlot team seems to have been formed in the organiza-

tion’s stronghold of Indiana. In March 1923, the Fiery Cross announced the 

creation of the Indiana Travelers Ball Team, composed of “ex- league players,” 

and boasted that it would be “one of the strongest semi- professional teams 

in the central states.” A month later, another Klan newspaper noted that “a 

dozen or more” Klans in Indiana had established teams, with challenges be-

tween them “fl ying thick and fast even this early in the season.” Despite the 

press excitement, none of these teams seem to have made much impact.

Th e next Klan team appeared a year later in Imperial Wizard Hiram 

 Evans’s home state of Texas. It was also something of a failure. Th e team from 

Fort Worth caused an initial fl urry of national publicity when it was estab-

lished. Much of this interest stemmed from the fact that it had been admit-

ted to the Fort Worth Amateur Association league, which also included a 

team fi elded by the Knights of Columbus. As newspapers across the country 

excitedly reported, the regular schedule for the season would call for sev-

eral games between the two teams. Even more color was added to the story 

with the report that the Klan’s fi eld was bounded by a Jewish cemetery and a 

Catholic hospital.

Team manager Steve Ellis told the United Press that the Klan team would 

be no diff erent from any other in the league. Th e uniforms would feature 

a fi ery cross on a white background, and the team’s caps would be marked 

with the letter K, but “the only player to wear a mask on the fi eld will be 

the catcher,” Ellis announced. A month aft er the team formed, a campaign 

event by Felix D. Robertson, the Klansman attempting to win the Democratic 

nomination in the Texas gubernatorial campaign, featured a game between 

the Klan players and the local American Bodies team. Trying to boost atten-

dance, the campaign billed it as “one of the biggest ball games of the season” 

and “a battle that will be worth seeing” between two well- matched teams. 

Outside of those advertisements, though, the Klan team received little public-

ity and, despite Ellis’s best eff orts, left  little impression.

A Klan team formed that same year in Atlanta met with considerably 

more success. Th e fact of the Invisible Empire’s involvement drew little at-

tention. It was just one of the forty- six sandlot teams playing each weekend. 

Th e Knights of Columbus had already been playing in the Spalding League, 

the most prestigious of the city’s fi ve amateur leagues, for years. Th e Klan 

players found themselves in the Dixie League, otherwise known as the City 

League, competing against teams fi elded by the Peachtree Road Presbyterian 
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Church (which neighbored the Klan’s Imperial Palace), the First Methodist 

Episcopal Church of Atlanta, the Western Electric Company, King Hardware, 

the Tech Rehabs, Georgia West Point, and the Georgia Railroad and Power 

Company.

Th e Atlanta team bore the imprimatur of the Klan organization and the 

Imperial Wizard. Its manager was T. J. McKinnon, one of Hiram Evans’s top 

lieutenants, known to be “head of the secret service department,” as well as 

manager of the organization’s lucrative printing and regalia business. Per-

haps more importantly, the Klan players were actually good. By early July, 

the Atlanta Constitution described a victory for the Klansmen over the Tech 

Rehabs as “one of the closest and best games so far this year.” At the end of the 

month, a rematch between the two teams was eagerly anticipated, and did not 

disappoint, with “brilliant fi elding” displayed by both sides.

Both games between the Klan and the Tech Rehabs received more atten-

tion than one of the Invisible Empire’s nonleague games in late June. Since 

it had no bearing on the pennant race in their respective leagues, little note 

was paid at the time to the June 30 game between the Ku Klux Klan and the 

Knights of Columbus. A confrontation between the two organizations might 

well have been expected to end in bloodshed. Yet the two sides met with equa-

nimity. Drawing a “good crowd,” the game was described as “clean and fast.” 

Th e Knights of Columbus, generally regarded as the superior team, found 

themselves outmatched on this occasion by “the heavy hitting of the battery 

of the K.K.K.” No violence was recorded, on or off  the fi eld. Th e Klan and the 

Knights of Columbus may have feared, distrusted, and hated each other, but 

they were apparently capable of meeting peacefully. For all the jokes made 

about the improbability of such an engagement, the cultural complexities of 

the period were made manifest on the ball fi eld.

Revealing as this meeting was, contemporary commentators in both the 

Klan and non- Klan press were far more interested in the fact that the Klan 

team won the Dixie League that year. In celebration, McKinnon threw a lav-

ish “barbecue and entertainment” at his home, where all the players were 

presented with individually engraved miniature baseballs made of gold. Klan 

player Eldon Carlyle’s brother, “Dizzy” Carlyle, praised the team as “one of 

the best amateur teams in the south.” An Atlanta Constitution report on the 

event (reprinted wholesale by the Searchlight) explained that everyone pres-

ent “came away with most pleasant memories of the occasion.”

Overlooking the apparent incongruity of the game against the Knights 

of Columbus, it could be argued that the success and acceptance of a Klan 

baseball team were to be expected in Atlanta, birthplace of the second Klan. 

It is diffi  cult to make the same case about the Klan baseball team that came 
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to prominence later the same year— in Los Angeles, California. Th e L.A. Klan 

baseball team made its initial appearance in August 1924. Th e Los Angeles 

Times seemed unsurprised by the Invisible Empire’s incorporation into the 

city’s sporting life, noting only that a large crowd was expected at their fi rst 

game. Despite an inauspicious start to the season, the Los Angeles Times soon 

remarked that the Klan was playing “good consistent baseball.” Less than two 

months later, Los Angeles Klan No. 3 had also organized a team.

Much as in Atlanta, the Klan teams were received like any of the sixty or 

so other amateur and semipro teams that played around Los Angeles every 

weekend. Only particularly interesting games warranted more than a short 

report and a full box score in local newspapers. Klan No. 1 and No. 3 were 

treated no diff erently— including having their names printed for all the city 

to see. Th e L.A. Klan’s record was relatively pedestrian, and, for the most part, 

the Klan’s games did not draw any special attention. Th e Invisible Empire was 

not so invisible when it reached the sports pages, but it was also seemingly 

not that remarkable.

Th ere was a singular exception to this. In October 1924, Los Angeles Klan 

No. 1 played a three- game charity series. Th eir opponents were the local 

chapter of the Independent Order of B’nai B’rith, the oldest Jewish service 

organization in the world. Although Jews were not, for the most part, vili-

fi ed by Klannish rhetoric to the same degree as Catholics (and particularly 

the Knights of Columbus), anti- Semitism remained a signifi cant part of the 

Klannish worldview. As far as most Klan publications were concerned, Jews 

were fundamentally un- American, as well as materialistic, economically ra-

pacious, and (depending on which Klansman you asked) willing allies or 

dupes of the international Catholic conspiracy. American Jews, for their part, 

did not hold Klan members in much higher regard.

Despite these wildly diff ering worldviews, the two teams managed to ar-

range to peaceably face each other on the ball fi eld. Nor was it just any sandlot 

diamond. Th e games were played at Vernon Ball Park, home to the  Double- A 

Vernon Tigers team and able to seat a capacity crowd of ten thousand. Add-

ing to the unique quality of the games was the fact that the B’nai B’rith had 

somehow been convinced to play the Klan to benefi t the city’s Crippled Chil-

dren’s Christmas Fund. Reality was beginning to far outpace the joke.

Newspaper coverage of the series completely ignored any clash of creeds. 

Instead, the Los Angeles Times exulted that the matchup was a “corker” with 

both teams “playing fast ball.” Adding to the excitement, the Klan and the 

B’nai B’rith had won a game apiece by the time of their fi nal meeting on Octo-

ber 19. Th ose two games had been “hotly contested,” with victories only com-

ing aft er the games had gone into extra innings. Th e matchup was expected 
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to draw a large crowd— not for any novelty value, but because the clash of 

well- matched teams “should be hotter than ever.” It was simply a matter of 

baseball.

In May 1926, Creth Bailey Hines, a junior member of National Capital 

Klan No. 2 and a student at the Georgetown School of Foreign Service, or-

ganized a sandlot team in Washington D.C.— “believed to be the fi rst in the 

East.” Hines was a sporting- minded young man. Inducted into the George-

town Athletic Hall of Fame in 1927 for his remarkable skill with the javelin, 

he went on to represent the United States at the 1928 Olympics in Amsterdam 

alongside Johnny Weissmuller. Th e Klan team, Hines boasted, was “capable 

of taking on the best.”

Local newspapers were again initially skeptical. Th e Washington Evening 

Star made references to the need to “doff  their white robes in favor of base-

ball uniforms.” As in Atlanta and Los Angeles, however, press coverage of the 

Klan players quickly came to resemble that of any other local sandlot team. 

Home to the organization’s national offi  ces and to a sizable but largely nonvi-

olent local Klan, the District of Columbia was neither a Klan stronghold nor 

a center of opposition. Few there seemed to mind the Klan’s place in the sand-

lot leagues. Th e Star went so far as to call 1926 “the most successful sandlot 

baseball season in Washington’s history.” By the beginning of the 1927 season, 

the Klan was considered to have “one of the strongest teams in the district.” 

Newspapers reported on the Klan nine’s “winning rampage” and “triumphant 

march.” Garnering twenty- fi ve wins in thirty starts, the Invisible Empire was 

a viable challenger for the District of Columbia’s 1927 independent unlimited 

baseball title. Th e Klan nine had “trounced some of the best teams in and 

around Washington, creating quite a few upsets in their lists.”

It would be naive to think that there was no element of publicity seeking 

to the Klan baseball team. Novelty games had long been used by evangelists 

and others for promotional purposes. Billy Sunday, as an ex- player himself, 

was particularly keen on the technique. In 1917, he had organized a team to 

compete with Hollywood celebrities, including Douglas Fairbanks, in a game 

umpired by Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin. And for the Capital Klan, 

baseball was the linchpin of one of their most successful public events— an 

annual charity benefi t game against the D.C. chapter of the nativist Junior 

Order of United American Mechanics.

In 1926 and 1927 (the annual tradition was not a long- lived one), the two 

teams met on the fi eld at Clark Griffi  th American League Stadium, then home 

to the Washington Senators. Takings from the gate went to the Mechanics’ 

orphanage in Tiffi  n, Ohio, and to the Klan Haven orphanage in Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania. In 1926, the game drew a crowd over six thousand strong to 
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see the Klan team defeat their opponents. In comparison, two months ear-

lier the stadium had played host to the much- anticipated fi rst congressio-

nal baseball game in over ten years, which attracted a crowd of roughly four 

thousand— and that had included the draw of the Republican team riding on 

a live elephant. Th e 1927 Klan game drew only a little over three thousand 

spectators— still a respectable crowd, but an obvious indication of the Invis-

ible Empire’s waning popularity. What is notable, however, is not how much 

publicity these games garnered for the ailing Klan, but how little publicity the 

rest of their games received, and how little the Klan courted it.

In September 1927, the baseball team of National Capital Klan No. 2 faced 

the Hebrew All- Stars. Th e game against the all- Jewish team— including Abe 

Povich, brother of sportswriter Shirley Povich— had been organized by lo-

cal doctor and Jewish sandlot baseball star Carl “Ikey” Dreyfus. Th e Klan, 

aft er scoring all its runs in the fi rst inning, held the All- Stars at bay until the 

seventh inning, when heavy rain meant the game had to be called. Th e Invis-

ible Empire beat the Hebrew All- Stars four runs to none, and the closest ei-

ther side came to violence was three beanballs, all likely unintentional. Local 

newspapers barely found the game worthy of note. Th e Washington Evening 

Star gave the game less than an inch of column space.

Th is was not the only “anomalous” game for the D.C. Klan. Th e Klan 

nine played against at least three diff erent Catholic teams on multiple occa-

sions. Less than a month aft er Creth Hines formed the team, the Klan played 

“Wee- Willie” Glascoe’s Shamrocks, all Irish Catholics, losing badly. Later in 

the season, the Klan not only played the St Joseph’s Catholic Church team, it 

also joined them to successfully petition for amalgamating leagues from the 

District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia. Th e next time that the Klan 

met the Shamrocks, toward the end of the 1926 season, the Klan bested them 

by a single run, thirteen to twelve, in what newspapers described as “a big 

game” for “two hard hitting teams.” Th e game was not “big” for any religious 

or political reasons, but rather because “both teams are still hopeful of grab-

bing the unlimited crown.” When the Klan played St. Mary’s Celtics in June 

1927, the game was met with no more or less interest by the newspapers than 

any other pairing. It was “a spirited game” in front of “a large crowd,” charac-

terized by “a brilliant pitchers battle” that the Celtics won, two to none. Th e 

Post even described, without any apparent irony, how a “snappy double play” 

by the Celtics put an end to “a threatening Klan rally.”

A fuller consideration of the Klan movement’s engagement with base-

ball, then, undermines an understanding of these kinds of sporting events 

as anomalies. It is also diffi  cult to make a case for them as publicity stunts. 
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Time and again, these athletic competitions proved to have little actual pub-

licity value for the Klan organization itself. Although it is impossible to know 

for sure, none of these ventures seem to have been particularly successful 

in recruiting new members to the Ku Klux Klan or even in preventing cur-

rent Klansmen from leaving. Th e Monrovians game did not prevent the on-

going collapse of the Kansas Klan. Th e L.A. baseball teams did nothing to 

hurt the organization’s image, but their ability to draw new members was 

seemingly negligible. Th e rapid decline of the D.C. Klan was not stemmed 

by their games against the Shamrocks or the Hebrews. Engaging Jews and 

Catholics (especially the Knights of Columbus) on the sports fi eld not only 

risked embarrassing defeat, but also undermined Klan rhetoric of inherent 

and unbridgeable diff erences. Far from increasing the Klan’s numbers and 

strengthening their ideals, these games were more likely to alienate those who 

believed that Catholics and Jews represented a clear and present racial, reli-

gious, and political danger.

If we move away from the narrative of organizational affi  liation and disaf-

fi liation, the participation of Klan members in public sporting events becomes 

more understandable and makes for a revealing insight into the movement’s 

place in American cultural life in the 1920s. Not least, the Klan’s ongoing 

commitments in tournaments and leagues belie the importance that many 

contemporaries— and many historians— placed on an organizational need for 

secrecy. Members of Klan teams in cities and towns across the country had 

their full names published on a regular basis in the sports pages of major 

newspapers, in souvenir programs, and on scorecards. Th e open nature of 

these events meant that members of the public could see as many unmasked 

members of the so- called Invisible Empire as they wished. Th e managers of 

the L.A. and D.C. baseball teams, like the managers of most other sandlot 

teams, regularly put notices asking for games in the newspaper— notices that 

gave not only their name, but oft en their address and telephone number. Th e 

Washington Evening Star might have scoff ed at the idea that Klansmen would 

doff  their hoods for baseball uniforms, but that is exactly what they did, as 

team photographs published in that same newspaper showed. Klan sports-

men were some of the most visible members of the Invisible Empire.

Th e motivating idea behind a thousand contemporary editorials and the 

passage of a number of local antimasking laws was that when the hoods were 

removed and members exposed to the light of day, the Klan would shrivel 

and collapse. Fearful of mainstream disapproval, members would shed the 

fringe organization for societal respectability. Th e “mediocre men,” “cowards,” 

and “weaklings” who made up the Klan (per John Moff at Mecklin) would 
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abandon the “glaring historic anachronism” without the shield of anonymity. 

Th eir identity known, they would bow to the judgment of the “high- minded 

and independent members of the community.”

None of these assumptions seemingly held true for the members of Klan 

sports teams. Rather, their ability to operate freely in the world of amateur 

sports underlines the fact that there were no clear delineations between a cul-

tural “mainstream” and a Klannish “fringe.” Despite their overt institutional 

affi  liation, players for Klan teams found little hindrance to playing for a vari-

ety of other organizations as well. Members of the Xenia basketball team and 

the Atlanta baseball team saw successful collegiate sporting careers. Steve El-

lis of the Fort Worth Klan became player/manager for the Texon Oilers, lead-

ing the successful semipro team to victory in the 1928 sixteen- state Denver 

Morning Post championship. Bill Howser, pitcher for the D.C. Klan, went on 

to play for the Chambersburg Maroons in Pennsylvania. When the Maroons 

won their league, the Washington Post ran a picture of Howser with his team-

mates, openly identifying him as an ex- Klan player in a story celebrating the 

success of a local native. Creth Bailey Hines, founder of the D.C. team, went 

on to a minor league career in Florida. Th e decision to not only affi  liate but 

openly identify with and play for the Invisible Empire seemingly carried little 

consequence for any of these men.

From the Denver Klan’s boxing tournament to the Junior Klan basket-

ball team of Xenia to the Los Angeles sandlot baseball teams, sport off ered 

another avenue for the construction of a unifi ed identity. Th ese sporting 

events helped project the heroic, inclusive vision of the pro- Protestant, pro- 

white, pro- American Klan that underpinned the imagined community of 

the national Klannish movement. But to dismiss these forays into the world 

of sport as merely a propagandistic concern— a conscious eff ort to attract 

members— is to ignore the importance of diff erentiating between the organi-

zational rhetoric and the lived ideology of the wider movement. Th e average 

Klan member needed no Imperial offi  cer to tell them to enjoy baseball, or to 

be caught up in their community’s fervor for basketball. While issues of legiti-

mization, of assimilation, of Americanization, and of publicity may all have 

percolated through the conscious and subconscious minds of Klan members, 

the Invisible Empire’s engagement with the world of sport was ultimately a re-

minder that Klansfolk were not strange, otherworldly creatures. Tentative as 

their embrace of the new mass culture of the 1920s was, Klan members shared 

the same ordinary interests as other Americans. In doing so, they became 

part and parcel of the emerging pluralist mass culture of the United States.



Epilogue

Th e Most Picturesque Element

I am aware that the net eff ect of it might be to argue that Klansmen and Klanswomen 

are ordinary, two- footed human beings, without either tails or horns. But I am afraid 

that aft er all this is just what they are.

C h a r l e s  M e r z ,  The Independent, February 12, 1927

Klannish culture left  behind no great works, no aesthetic marvels— no reason 

to be memorialized. And not only were such cultural products not remem-

bered, they were oft en actively and aggressively forgotten. By the end of 1928, 

the Ku Klux Klan organization was all but defunct as a national power, and 

the movement had begun its precipitous slide from public consciousness. Out 

of public sight, and increasingly out of mind, the “spice” of the fi ctional Klan 

held less appeal as the Invisible Empire lost its cultural relevance and com-

mercial cachet. Th e multifarious depictions of the second Klan that refl ected 

the spectrum of America’s cultural response to the organization in the 1920s 

largely disappeared. Klannish protestations of the organization’s virtue fell 

out of favor. Public interest faded. Like the organization itself, the eff orts to 

capture or capitalize on the Klan would soon be consigned to obscurity, relics 

of a misbegotten decade. Our cultural memory is short— especially when it 

comes to things we would rather forget.

With no literary titans like Hemingway, Fitzgerald, or Faulkner to memo-

rialize it, the once thriving subgenre of Klannish fi ction was quickly forgot-

ten. By 1965, the hit song Daddy Swiped Our Last Clean Sheet had become an 

out- of- context historical curio, an oddity for newspapers to refl ect on and 

fi nd “rather amusing.” In 1957, members of the third iteration of the Klan 

formed a soft ball team in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Th e New York Times de-

clared that “in the long history of the Klan’s nocturnal activities,” this was 

“the fi rst instance in which the terroristic organization sought to ‘advertise’ 

openly its cause to the public through the widely popular method of fi elding 

a ball team in a friendly contest with umpires and the accepted rules of the 

game.” In 1947, when the Port Arthur News ran a profi le of theatrical producer 
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Jimmy Hull, the Ku Klux Klan’s involvement in Hull’s success had been ex-

pediently forgotten. In his decades as a producer of amateur shows and one 

of the “leading tent- show impresarios,” the News noted, Th e Awakening had 

been Hull’s largest and most popular production. Rather than mention the 

show’s Klannish subject matter, or the involvement of Klan members in stag-

ing, performing, and attending the show, the newspaper noted only that it 

had been shown under the auspices of undefi ned “men’s and women’s service 

clubs” across the country. Such convenient historical amnesia is typical. Th e 

ghosts of the Invisible Empire were seemingly quickly exorcised.

It is indicative of our selective memory when it comes to the Ku Klux Klan 

that there is one cultural manifestation of the organization that has managed 

to retain a hold on both the popular and the scholarly imagination. For three 

weeks, beginning June 10, 1946, radio listeners heard the story of a multieth-

nic youth baseball team and its star pitcher, Chinese American Tommy Lee. 

Unfortunately, youthful jealousy of Lee had blossomed into prejudice, and 

the team had attracted the attention of an organization of professional bigots. 

Fortunately, the team was managed by Jimmy Olsen, Superman’s best friend. 

And for sixteen episodes, listeners thrilled to the superhero’s struggle with the 

thinly disguised Klansmen of the “Clan of the Fiery Cross.”

In just the past fi ft een years, the story of Superman and the Klan has ap-

peared in a young adult nonfi ction book, in the best- selling Freakonomics, 

as a story on the public radio show Th is American Life, and in the Comedy 

Central show Drunk History. It is not diffi  cult to understand why the radio 

serial has been far better remembered than the ambiguity and ambivalence 

displayed in the 1920s. For one thing, the serial itself off ered a familiarly re-

assuring condemnation of the organization. Here, unlike in the 1920s, Silas 

Bent’s claim that the press off ered unqualifi ed opposition to the Klan rang 

true— Daily Planet editor Perry White excoriates them as “lunatics in night-

shirts” and “hate- mongering ghouls.” Th e “Grand Imperial Mogul” of the 

Clan openly admitted that it was simply a means of fl eecing the weak and 

gullible. Superman himself, embodiment of truth, justice, and the American 

way, told listeners that the “intolerant bigots” of the Klan were simply un- 

American: “Th ey don’t judge a man in the decent American way by his own 

qualities.”

More than that, the show also reinforces a comforting popular myth about 

the ability of American cultural heroes to defeat the evils of the Klan— both 

within the world of the Superman story and in reality. Th e “Clan of the  Fiery 

Cross” story represented an overt piece of anti- Klan storytelling that met 

with signifi cant commercial success, primarily in increased ratings for the 

radio show. Th is was something that narratives dedicated to discrediting the 
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Invisible Empire in the 1920s signally failed to achieve. More than that, the 

Superman story purportedly represented a successful attack on the recruit-

ing eff orts of the real life Ku Klux Klan. As such, it became a key part of the 

Stetson Kennedy mythos.

In the telling and retelling of the legend of Superman’s fi ght with the Klan, 

the reality of Stetson Kennedy’s contribution has become blurred. In Ken-

nedy’s narrative, he personally— and at great risk— infi ltrated one of the more 

powerful Klaverns of the 1940s. He proposed the idea of fi ghting the Klan to 

the producers of the Superman serial, and allegedly supplied them with the 

Klan’s own secret “code words” for inclusion in the story— all the better to 

strike at the absurdity of the real- life Klan. It was this story that Freakonom-

ics uncritically repeated, and which was depicted on an episode of Drunk 

History.

Th e reality is somewhat more murky, and it is oddly apropos that the best 

consideration comes from Rick Bowers’s study, aimed at young adult readers. 

As the authors of Freakonomics noted aft er their book met with criticism, 

Kennedy seems likely to have infi ltrated a few meetings himself but appears 

largely to have relied on information garnered from a mole known only as 

John Brown, whom Kennedy “handled” for the Anti- Nazi League and the 

Anti- Defamation League (ADL). It seems unlikely that it was Kennedy’s sug-

gestion that sparked the Superman serial, but producers did receive infor-

mation from Kennedy via the ADL. Th at information may or may not have 

included secret “code words” of the Klavern, but, as anyone who has listened 

to the show can hear, it does not seem those “code words” were actually aired 

as part of the serial. Th e Man of Steel defi nitely fought the “Clan.” Everything 

else about the story appears to be up for debate.

Again, though, it is easy to understand why we would be drawn to the Ken-

nedy story. Th is version of events is inherently appealing. As Mark Gagliardi 

recounted on Drunk History, it seems as though racism and intolerance could 

be easily overcome by one courageous man simply revealing “the childish, 

dumb shit that these guys would do.” With their own children poking fun 

at their antics, “thanks to Stetson Kennedy, the Klan was defeated.” In the 

face of reasoned ridicule by civilized society, the Ku Klux Klan would surely 

crumple— a deeply reassuring narrative. It is far more fl attering to remember 

the Klan as kooks and crazies, un- American anomalies, brought down by 

brave men and women representing the American way. While Superman did 

not save the day until 1946, the remembrance of his radio heroics allows us to 

imagine the existence of clearly defi ned adversaries in a struggle for America’s 

future. We can comfort ourselves that the Ku Klux Klan of the 1920s was little 

more than an aberration in our progress toward modernity.
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When we look at the postwar period more closely, it is evident that all 

these eff orts at self- delusion really leave us with is an incomplete understand-

ing. As historians of the Invisible Empire have come to agree, the men and 

women of the Klan were far from aberrant and far from marginal. Th is aware-

ness is strengthened and deepened when we recognize the Klan not only as 

a social and fraternal organization but also as a deeply rooted cultural move-

ment. Th e lack of permanence of Klannish cultural “ephemera” should not be 

mistaken for a lack of signifi cance.

Far from having to choose between the Invisible Empire and other leisure 

activities, many Americans inextricably combined the pursuits. When we 

move away from a singular focus on the paying membership of the Klan or-

ganization, and the vagaries of the rise and fall of that membership, we better 

appreciate the cultural clout of the Klan movement. Members of that wider 

movement produced newspapers, created books and fi lms, staged plays, 

recorded jazz music, built a radio station with national reach, even fi elded 

baseball teams against Jewish and Catholic opponents. Th ey did so largely 

divorced from— and oft en in contention with— the organization’s leadership, 

an organic expression of a lived ideology.

Ironically, these local eff orts refl ected what, in many ways, bound together 

members of a supposedly national organization. Klannish newspapers in-

sisted the Invisible Empire was not an “anti” organization of bigoted vigilan-

tism, but rather a law- abiding and law- enforcing union of white, native- born, 

Protestant, patriotic “100 Americans.” Klannish authors promoted the same 

idea. Whether in (supposed) nonfi ction like Blaine Mast’s K.K.K., Friend or 

Foe: Which? or in novels like George Alfred Brown’s Harold the Klansman, 

the Klan was consistently depicted as a heroic defender of “pure American-

ism” that had been unfairly maligned by scurrilous propaganda. On stage 

and screen, in Th e Invisible Empire and Th e Fift h Horseman, wrongful accusa-

tions were discredited and the stoic white heroism of the Klan celebrated. Th e 

musicians of the Invisible Empire reinforced that image in songs like “Wake 

Up America!” sold as sheet music and phonograph records and broadcast 

around the country. Across media, the cultural signifi ers of the Klan— the 

cross and the hood— became a consumable cultural identity of white Protes-

tant virtue. A fractured and federalized organization united behind this he-

roic self- image, an imagined community of Klannishness.

Th is communal identity was no frail fl ower, wilting in the face of scorn. 

Newspapers, novels, cartoons, songs, and plays all heaped ridicule on the 

“childish, dumb shit” of the Klan of the 1920s. Yet within “the thickest bom-

bardment of custard tarts,” in George Jean Nathan’s words, the organization 
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prospered, and the movement grew. It should be no surprise that Klan sports-

men felt comfortable in having their names and faces splashed across news-

papers and programs. So what if newspapers ran stories that alleged Klans-

men had committed crimes of violent hatred? Everyone knew— from reading 

stories like Herman Petersen’s Call Out the Klan or listening to songs like 

Francis Roy’s “Th ey Blame It on the Ku Klux Klan”— that it was really crimi-

nals and Catholics to blame. For as much as the robes of the organization may 

have been stained with blood in reality, the signifi er of the robe remained 

unsullied as an emblem of virtue for the movement. Klansmen couldn’t be 

criminals— they stood for law and freedom and America. Newspapers, nov-

els, cartoons, songs, plays, and fi lms from all around the country cultivated a 

bedrock of belief in an unassailable identity of Klannish valor.

In promulgating that image, the men and women of the Klan movement 

demonstrated their immersion in contemporary popular culture. Th e cul-

tural Klan strained to make the Invisible Empire visible. To disseminate their 

propagandistic message, they consciously and unconsciously appropriated 

the culture around them, even as the organization denounced that culture. 

Th e ambivalent and oft en confl icted embrace of jazz, tabloid newspapers, 

pulp fi ction, and more refl ected the reality that rhetoric denied. Th e men and 

women of the Klan were thoroughly modern Americans, both a part and a 

product of postwar society, who simultaneously resisted and helped to create 

modern American culture.

As we recognize the Klan’s ambivalent consumption of modern culture, 

we must also recognize modern culture’s ambivalent consumption of the 

Klan. A complex and inconsistent mix of antagonism and accommodation, 

the mass culture of the 1920s— from newspapers to movies to radio— off ered 

audiences around the country multifarious and heterogeneous popular repre-

sentations of the Klan. While many declaimed the Invisible Empire as an exis-

tential threat to the nation, others sanitized and normalized the organization, 

whether for reasons of profi t or principle or both. Th ese tensions were present 

both between apparently antithetical groups and within those same groups, 

even within individual responses. Shift ing alliances and porous boundaries 

made a mockery of cultural partitions between supposed incompatibles.

Th e Knights of the Klan navigated the same cultural terrain as most 

Americans in the 1920s. Th ough their robes were white, the daily existence 

of the organization’s members was drawn in shades of gray, nothing quite 

so clear- cut as polemicists on either side insisted. Tempting as it is to depict 

the postwar decade as a Manichaean struggle between the forces of progress 

and reaction, the reality of American cultural politics is far more ambiguous. 
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When we reevaluate the period through the lens of the Invisible Empire, we 

fi nd a pattern of coexistence and compromise that fundamentally challenges 

our ability to draw stark divisions. Th e twenties were a decade in which a 

touch of the Ku Klux Klan could serve not simply as a threat but also as a 

thrill, as a bit of spice, as the “most picturesque element” in an emergent plu-

ralist mass culture.
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Glossary

Alien: someone who is not a member of the Ku Klux Klan

Citizen: an initiated member of the Ku Klux Klan

Domain: an administrative unit consisting of several combined states

Exalted Cyclops: chief offi  cer of the local Klan or Klavern

Grand Dragon: the Klan leader of the Realm, appointed by the Imperial Wizard

Grand Goblin: administrative offi  cer in charge of a Domain

Imperial Commander: national head of the Women of the Ku Klux Klan

Imperial Kleagle: the commander of the Klan’s propagation department

Imperial Palace: Ku Klux Klan headquarters

Imperial Wizard: national leader of the Ku Klux Klan

Invisible Empire: alternative name applied to the Ku Klux Klan

King Kleagle: the chief recruiter of a Realm, responsible for supervising Kleagles

Klankraft : general term for the collective beliefs and rituals of the Klan

Klansman: an individual member of the Klan; also known as a Knight

Klanton: a subdivision of a Province, under the control of a single local Klan

Klavern: Klan’s indoor meeting hall; also used to signify local Klan chapter

Kleagle: recruiter or organizer, normally working on commission

Klecktoken: ten- dollar initiation fee

Klokard: Klan lecturer

Klonklave: regular meeting of local Klan

Klonvokation: national annual convention of Klans

Kloran: offi  cial guide/rules of the Ku Klux Klan, written by William J. Simmons

Kluxing: Kleagle recruiting or organizing activities

Naturalization: formal rite initiating new member into full “citizenship”

Nighthawk: offi  cial messengers of the Klan

Province: administrative unit, generally equivalent to a congressional district

Realm: a subdivision of the Invisible Empire equivalent to a state
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